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PREFACE 

THE six Lectures read before the Royal Institution are 
an attempt to make something like a systematic application 
of a line of argument which has been often made use of 
in particular cases both by myself and by other writers. 
They are an attempt to claim for political institutions a 
right to a scientific treatment of exactly the same kind 
as that which has been so successfully applied to language, 
to mythology, and to the progress of culture. But of course 
they do not themselves attempt to do more than make a 
beginning, by applying the Compamtive method to some 
of the most prominent institutions of those among the 
Aryan nations whose history was best known to myself 
and was likely to he best known to my hearers. Nothing 
more than this could well be done in a course of lectures, 
even if my own knowledge had enabled me to carry my 
illustrations over a much wi~er range. Bitt I trust that 
others whose studies have 1"-4f in other branches of history 
may be led to take up the subject and to carry it on further. 
What I have done may perhaps be enough to show that 
Greeks, Italians, and Teutons have a large common stock 
of institutions, institutions whose likeness cannot be other
wise accounted for than by the supposition of their common 
primitive origin. It remains now to show how much of this 
common stock is common to the whole Aryan family, how 
much of the common Aryan stock may be common to the 
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Aryan and Semitic families, how much of the possible 
common Aryan and Semitic stock may be common to the 
races of the eastern hemisphere or to the whole of mankind 
On none of these points have I even attempted to enlarge; 
I bave merely pointed them out as questions to which my 
own inquiries naturally lead up, and which I hope may be 
thoroughly worked out by some of those scholars who are 
qualified to take them in hand 

Even within the range of the three branches of the Aryan 
family which I chose for special examination, the limits 
and nature of a course of lectures did not allow of anything 
more than to choose some of the more prominent instances 
illustrating the positions laid down, and even among these 
it was of course impossible to follow out any matter in all 
its bearings. The really practical object of a lecture is, 
after all, not so much direct teaching as the suggestion of 
points for thought and study., With this view I have, 
since the lectures were delivered, added a considerable 
number of notes and references, in which I have gone 
somewhat further into several points than I could do in 
the lectures themselves. These may, I hope, set some of 
my readers on further inquiries; I can hardly expect that 
in their necessarily desultory ' shape they can do much ~ore. 

I have no doubt that both in the lectures and in the 
notes many thirlgs will be found which have been already 
said both by myself and by <Yther writers. Probably many 
things will be found which both myself and other writers 
may find occasion to say again, as often as it may be 
needful to put forth con-ect views of matters about which 
popular errors and confusions are afloat. There is a large 
class of people who Pay little heed to a thing that is said 
only once, but on whom, when it is said several times and 
put in several shapes, it at last has an effect. I believe 
that this class is more numerous--its needs are certainly 
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better worth attending to--than those fastidious persons 
who are disgusted if they are ever called upon to hear the 
same thing twice. Besides this, the same fact constantly 
has to be looked at from different points of view, to be 
used to illustrate several general propositions, to be set 
before several classes of readers or hearers. I find also 
that the best and most successful writers are always those 
who have least scruple in putting forth the truths which 
they have to enforce over and over again. And I believe 
that their so doing is one element of their success. 

To the six lectures read before the Royal Institution this 
year I have added the Rede Lecture which I had the 
great pleasure of being called on to give before the Uni
versity of Cambridge last year. It was of course written 
before the Royal Institution Leetures were either written 
or designed. Without forming part of the same- course, 
it deals with a kindred subject. Both are meant as con
tributions to the same object, to the breaking down of 
the unnatural barrier between what are called .. ancient" 
and .. modem" subjects in langnage, history, and everything 
else. If I should ever see the establishment of a real 
School of History and a real School of Language in the 
·University of Oxford, I shall feel, not only that the 
principles for which I have been fighting for years have 
been put into a practical shape, but al"" that a step has 
been taken towards the ad.vancement of really sound 
learning greater than any that has been taken since the 
sixteenth cent.ury. 

Since these loctures were written I have fallen in with 
the work of M. de Coulanges called La Cit. Antique, at 
least in the English form into which it has been thrown 
by Mr. T. C. Barker in his book called' Aryan Civilization.' 
It deals of course with many of the subjects with which 
I have dealt, and those which it does deal with, arc 
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of course dealt with far more fully than I have done. 
But the book, notwithstanding it. general title, is almost 
wholly confined to Greek and Roman matters, and deals 
hardly at all with the kindred Teutonic institutions. Nor 
can I at all pledge myself to the author's views on all 
matters, as he seems too anxious to account .for every
thing by reference to a single principle. that of religion. 
How much I have learned from the writings of Professor 
Malt Miiller, Mr. E. B. Tylor, and Sir Henry Maine, may 
be seen throughout the book. Among foreign writers 
it will. be seen that I have drawn most largely on the 
great Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte of G. H. Waitz. It 
should be a matter of rejoicing among scholars that we 
shall soon have a companion work for our own History 
from the hands of Professor Stubbs. 

SOMERLEAZR, WELLS, 

&pI""""'" 26"., 1873. 

NOTE.-With the .xception of alterations in the hesd-lines, 
rendered necessary by the change of print, this edition remain. 
the same as that of 1873, 

FLORENCE FREEMAN, 

O~:aD, 1806. 
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COMPARATIVE POLITICS 

I 

THE RANGE OF THE COMPARATIVE SCIENCES 

THE establishment of the Comparative Method of study 
has been the greatest intellectual achievement of our time. 
It has carried light and order into whole branches of human 
knowledge which before were shrouded in darkness and con
fusion. It has brought a line of argument which reaches 
moral certainty into a region which before was given over to 
random guess-work. Into matters which are for the most 
part incapable of strictly external proof it has brought a 
form of strictly internal proof v.iliich is more convincing, 
more unerring. In one department, the first, perhaps the 
greatest, to which it has been applied, the victory of the 
Comparative Method may now be said to be assured. The 

. Science of Language has been placed on a firm basis, from 
which it is impossible to believe that it· can ever be dis
lodged. Here and there we come across facts which show us 
that there are two classes of men on whom its truths have 
as yet been thrown away. There are men whom we CII.lInot 
exactly call scholars, far less philologers, but who often have 
a purely literary knowledge of several languages, who seem 
really never to have heard of the discoveries of modern 
science, and who go on guessing and dogmatizing as if Com
parative Philology had never been heard o£ And there are 

B 
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others, a more hopeless but, I believe, a smaller class, who 
really know what the objects and results of the scientific 
method are, but who cast them away as delusion, who look 
on the sure truths of science as dreams and on their own 
fancies as the only realities. The former class, whom the 
light has not yet reached, may possibly some day learn; at 
all events they will some day die out. The latter class, whom 
the light has reached but who count the light for darkness, 
will certainly never learn, and most likely they will never 
die out. Such men are to be found in all branches of study. 
There are those who have heard all that natural science 
has to say for itself, but who still believe tha~ the earth is 
flat or that the moon does not go round on its axis. But 
the numbers and importance of such men are daily lessening. 
Some years back there were men whose attainments in some 
branches of linguistic study were of real importance, but 
who sneered at the scientific doctrine of the relations of 
languages as the" Aryan heresy." Such men are most likely 
no longer to be found. The disbelievers in Comparative 
Philology, as distinguished from those who never heard of it, 
seem now to be confined to that class of harmless lunatics 
who put forth elaborate theories about .. Man's first word," 
or who still believe that the Irish language is derived from 
the Phrenician. With regard to Comparative Philology the 
battle is won. No man who has any right to be listened to 
on such a subject doubts that the doctrine of the relations 
of language has passed out of the stage of controversies and 
questions into the stage of wmitted truths. There is, of 
course, still room for difference of opinion as to points of 
minuter detail; as to the main principle and its leading 
applications there is none. 

Comparative Philology then is fully estsblished as a 
science. And, as far as this country is concerned, we may 
fairly say that it was on the spot where I now stand that its 
claims to rank as a. science were established. Other applica
tions of the Comparative Method are later in date. and they 
have not yet won the same strong and unassailable position. 
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One reason, of course, is that they are later in date, that 
they have not had so long a time to work their way into 
men's minds. But this is not the only cause why Compara
tive Mythology and other applications of the Compamtive 
Method have not won the same complete acceptance from 
every one qualified to judge which Compamtive Philology 
certainly has won. In no other case-so at least it strikes 
me-can the application of the Compamtive Method be so 
clear and simple, so utterly beyond doubt or cavil, as it is in 
the case of language. In the case of language the method 
is self-convincing. It is hard to conceive that the doctrine 
of the relations of language, if once clearly stated to a mind 
of ordinary intelligence, can fail to be received at once. 
When it is not so received, it can only be because of the 
difficulty which we all more or less feel when we are called 
on, not only to learn but to unlearn. The opposition to the 
scientific treatment of language or of any other subject 
always comes from teachers who find it hard to cast aside 
an old method and to adopt a new. It never comes from 
learners to whom all methods are alike new, and who find 
the scientific method by far the easiest. That Comparative 
Philology is sometimes misunderstood, even by those who 
profess to accept its teaching, is shown by the fact that there 
are a good number of people who believe that the great 
result of the scientific study of language is to show that. 
Greek and English are both of them derived from Sanscrit. 
But this kind of thing will die out of itself. Noone who 
has from the beginning been taught according to the scientific 
method, and who has never heard of any other, will ever fall 
into confusions of this kind. And it seems impossible that, 
with anyone whose mind is able to give a fair field and no 
favour, Compamtive Philology can fail to be accepted at 
once. To many it will come, not as something new, but as 
the fuller revelation of something towards which they have 
been feeling their way of their own heads. Every one who 
has learned any two coguate languages otherwise than as a 
parrot, must have found out detached pieces of Grimm's Law 
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for himseli When a man has got thus far, and when the 
complete doctrine and its consequences are set before him, 
they carry their own conviction with them. We see what 
kind of words the various Aryan languages have in common, 
and what kind of words each language or group of languages 
has peculiar to itself. The inference as to the affinity of 
those languages to one another, and as to the condition of 
those who spoke them at the various stages of the great 
Aryan migration, is one which it is impossible to withstand. 
Comparative Philology has in truth revealed to us several 
stages of the prm-historic growth of man for which we have 
no recorded evidence, but which it makes far more certain 
than much which professes to rest on recorded evidence. It 
teaches us facts about which no external proof can be 
hsd, but for which the internal proof, when once stated, is 
absolutely irresistible. 

With Comparative Mythology, on the other hand, the """e 
seems to be different. The mere statement of the doctrine 
does not in the same way carry conviction with it. The 
phrenomena presented by Comparative Philology cannot 
reasonably be explained in any other way than that in which 
Comparative Philology professes to explain them. We find, 
for instance, the word mill, or some word evidently the same, 
used in the same sense in a number of different languages. 
between some of which the process of borrowing from one 
another is historically impossible (I). Even in the case of a 
single word, it would be hard to- believe that the likeness was 
the result of accident. It would be hard to believe that, by 
sheer chance, without any connexion of any kind with each 
other, a large number of isolated nations separately msde up 
their minds to call a mill a mill. But when we find the same 
phrenomena, not in one or two words, but in many, the 
notion of accidental likeness becomes impossible. With such 
facts before us, there is no withstanding the inference that 
all those languages were once one language, that the nations 
which speak those languages were once one nation, and that 
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those nations did not part asunder till they were so far 
civilized as to have found out the use of mills, and of all 
other objects the names of which are common to the whole 
group of languages. But when we find a legend, or several 
legends, which seem to be common to several distant ages 
and nations, the doctrine of a common derivation from a 
common stock is not in the same way the only possible 
explanation. .It may be shown by argument to be the 
right explanation in each particular case; but the mere 
statement of the doctrine does not of itself convince US that 
it must be the right explanation in any case. The alleged 
points of likeness between legend and legend will not seem 
so indisputable to every mind as the identity between two 
coguate words. Some minds may refuse to see the likeness 
at all; others may see the likeness, but may hold that it can 
be accounted for by some other means than that of referring 
both to a common source. To fall back on our former 
illustration, the art of grinding corn may have been invented 
over and over again by any number of independent nations. 
The point on which the Comparative Philologer takes his 
stand is that it is inconceivable that, in such a case, they 
should all have called the instrument of grinding a mill. In 
the same way some of the simple stories, the obvious 
characters, the easily imagined situations, which form the 
staple of the legendary lore of most nations, may have been" 
invented over and over again in distant times and places. 
There is at least nothing obviously absurd in thinking so; 
there is no absolute need to account for the likeness by the 
theory that all must have come from one common source. 
Comparative Mythology begins to be really convincing only 
when it can call Comparative Philology to its help. When a 
name in a Greek legend' cannot be reasonably explained by 
the Greek language, but can be explained by the Sanscrit, 
the probability that the Greek and the Iudian story really 
do come from the same source comes very near to moral 
certainty. Yet even here there is room for difference of 
opinion in a way in which there is not in the case of Philology 
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proper. We are told, for instance, that the Ckaritu, the 
Graces, in the Greek mythology are the same as the H arits, 
the horses of the Sun, in the Indian mythology. The philo
logical connexion of the two names is heyond all douht; the 
Greek and the Sanscrit word hoth obviously come from a 
common root, from the primitive meaning of which both have 
wandered very far indeed. But it does not seem to follow 
that there must be any nearer connexion between the 
Ckaritu and the Harits than the general connexion which 
exists between any two words which come from a common 
root. Some minds may refuse to see any likeness between 
the solar horses of the Indian legend and the graceful female 
forms of the Greek legend. They may be inclined to think 
that the singular Charis of the' Iliad: the plural Ckaritu of 
the 'Odyssey: may be independent creations of the Greek 
mind, wrought out after the separation of the Greeks and 
their immediate kindred from the common family. They 
may deem that Charis and the Ckaritu are as directly 
impersonations as .AM and the Litai; they may deem that 
they took their name from th .. noun X&P'" in the later and 
ordinary sense of the word, after that later and ordinary sense 
had parted off from the original root. Such a view is at 
least not obviously absurd, nor is it at all inconsistent with 
the acceptance of the general doctrine of Comparative 
Mythology (2). In the case of language, any particular 
language may develope any number of new words from the 
old roots; it may adopt any number of new words from 
foreign tongues. But the invention of a new root in any 
particular language is a thing which we cannot conceive. As 
to mythology the case is different. We may allow that there 
is a great stock oflegend common to the whole Aryan family, 
0; common to all mankind, and yet we may hold that many 
particular legends, Hellenic, Teutonic, or any other, are due 
to the independent play of fancy after Hellenes, Teutons, or 
any other branch of the common stock, had become a distinct 
people with a distinct language. For my own part, I firmly 
believe that Comparative Mythology really has brought to 
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light a vast common stock of legend, the groundwork of 
which is to be found in the physical phrenomena of nature. 
But I must decline to believe that the whole mythology of the 
Aryan nations, as we find it in Greek and Teutonic literatnre, 
has this origin and no other. I believe that a large part of 
Greek and Teutonic mythology has its source in solar legends. 
But I mnst decline to believe that every hero of Greek or 
Teutonic legend must needs be the sun, save only that small 
minority who are not the sun but the wind (3). 

The difference then between Comparative Philology and 
Comparative Mythology would seem to be this. Comparative 
Philology is, within its own range, the absolutely universal 
solvent: Comparative Mythology must be content to be only 
one most important solvent among others. To admit this 
implies no kind of undervaluing of the Comparative Method 
as applied to mythological subjects. It is still by that 
method that the mythology of any people must be tested. 
That method is still the safeguard against all unscientific 
treatment of the subject-against running, for instance, to 
Egypt, Phrenicia, or Palestine, for the explanation of 
particular Greek legends. The scientific method is first to 
find out what there is in the Indian, Greek, Teutonic and 
other Aryan mythologies which can be fairly set down as 
springing from one common stock. When this is clearly 
made out, we are then in a position to determine what part . 
of the mythology of each people is due to independent 
in ... ention since the dispersion, what part, if any, is due to 
importation from non-Aryan sources, Semitic or any other. 

Besides Comparative Philology and Comparative Mytho
logy, there is a third branch of knowledge to which the Com
parati,·e Method has lately been applied with much success. 
In truth, as in the case of Comparative Philology itself, this 
Institution has been one chief means of bringing what may 
be fairly called a new science into general notice. I mean 
the scientific inquiry into manners and customs, and the 
grouping together of the wonderful analogies which they set 
before us in times and places the most remote from one 
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another. This is an inquiry which follows easily, and almost 
necessarily, upon Comparative Philology itself. We have seen 
that, by Comparative Philology alone, without any external 
evidence of any kind, we can find "out a great deal as to the 
social, political, and religious state of the various branches of 
the Aryan stock at various stages of their dispersion. We 
can see that some of the most important steps in the march 
of human culture were taken while the Aryan nations were 
still a single people. We can see that other steps were taken 
independently by different branches of the common stock, 
after they had parted off from one another. Sometimes we 
can go so far as to see that some invention or discovery was 
made by a particular branch, after it had parted off from the 
common centre, but before it had parted off again into the 
particular nations which meet us in written history. The 
evidence of language alone thus gives us a general notion of 
the amount of advance which had been made by the Aryans 
before the dispersion. It gives us also the means of tracing 
in some degree the further advance made by the Eastern 
and the Western Aryans after the Eastern and Western 
branches had parted, but while the forefathers of Greeks, 
Italians, and Teutons still kept together. We can see that 
further steps were taken by the common forefathers of Greeks 
and ltalians,after they had parted company with the Teutons, 
but before Greeks and Italians were parted asunder by the 
Hadriatic. But in this line of inquiry it is to language 
alone that the Comparative Method is directly applied. The 
knowledge which it brings to light as to the growth of human 
culture is most important in itself, and it is established by 
the most certain of proofs; still it is only an incidental result 
of an" inquiry which has another immediate object. But in 
the third branch of inquiry of which I am speaking, the 
Comparative Method is directly applied to the growth of 
culture itself. The immediate object of research is no longer 
language, it is no longer legend as legend; it is the customs, 
the social institutions, the religious ceremonies, of the different 
nations of the earth into the nature and origin of which the 
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inquirer is now searching. Such a research could hardly be 
carried on except by one to whom the studies of Comparative 
Philology and Comparative Mythology were already familiar: 
linguistic science gives the inquirer help at every step; legend
ary lore gives him help more precious still; but his imme
diate object is different from either. He deals with customs 
and ceremonies, even with legends as they either spring out 
of or give birth to customs and ceremonies, much as his 
fellow-inquirers deal with language and with legend looked 
at for its own sake. He traces the religious rite, the social 
or domestic order, up to its root, just as his brethren do with 
words and with legends. He finds perhaps that the custom, 
civil or religious, has shrunk up into a mere superstition or 
prejudice, which at first sight seems purely arbitrary and 
meaningless. It seems arbitrary and meaningless, just as 
many a word, many a legend, whose history is full of life and 
meaning to the scientific inquirer, seems arbitrary and mean
ingless to those who stand without the gate. But, by com
paring together the analogous customs of various, often most 
remote, ages and countries, the scientific inquirer is led up to 
the root; he is led up to the original idea of which particular 
customs, ceremonies, and beliefs, are but the offshoots. And 
in all these cases, as the inquiry can be carried upwards, so it 
can be carried downwards. Here comes in the doctrine of 
Survivals (4). It is a fascinating process by which we learn . 
to trace out the way in which a belief, a word, a legend, we 
might add a grammatical form, survives in this or that 
phrase or custom, whose origin has long been forgotten, and 
which, without a knowledge of that origin, seems utterly 
meaningless. Ail the Comparative Philologer shows that 
inflexions and terminations which seem to be purely arbi
trary were once whole and living words, having as t111e a 
meaning as the root which they now simply serve to modify 
-<IS he can trace out a long history of language and of much 
beside language in the single letter, the mere Y .. ',. and 
Y .. ',n, to which a short and careless utterance has cut down 
the once sounding titles of &nw.. and m,a Domina (s}-4s 
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the Comparative Mythologer groups together the utterances 
of primreval thought on the great mysteries of nature, as he 
traces them on, through legends of Gods and heroes, down to 
some feehle echo in the tales of the nursery or the cottage 
fire-side---so their fellow-worker, the votary of our third 
science which yet lacks a name, traces out the embodiments 
of primreval thought in ancient rites and customs; he fallows 
the ancient belief and its utterances down to some faint and 
forgotten shadow lingering on in some proverbial saying, in 
some familiar gesture, it may be even in some common 
article of dress, in some faint relic of any of these kinds 
which we see or hear or wear or practise every day of our 
lives, without a thought of the primreval source from which 
it sprang, or of the long pages of history of which it is the 
memorial. For this science, I say, the offspring doubtless of 
the two earlier sciences, hut which has fully established its 
right to rank side by side with either of them, we need a 
name. Let us hope that a name may be found for it, if not 
-what may perhaps be hopeless-within the stores of our 
own mother-tongue, yet at least within the range of the 
foreign words which have been already coined. It would be 
a pity if a line of inquiry which has brought to light so much, 
and from which so much more may he looked for, should end 
by cumbering the dictionary with some fresh word of new 
and barbarous formation (6). 

This third, as yet nameless, science follows the Comparative 
Method no less strictly than it is followed by Comparative 
Philology and Comparative Mythology. But it is still less 
safe in this case than in the case of Comparative Mythology 
to argue that every instance of likeness in times and places 
far away from one another necessarily proves that they are 
strictly sprung from a common source. When we find either 
a legend or a custom repeated in this way in distant times 
and places, we may be sure that there is a connexion between 
the several instances; but we need not infer that there is 
the same kind of direct connexion which we infer when we 
find the Greek, the Teuton, and the Hindoo using the same 
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words and grammatical forms. If we find the same custom, 
as we often do, at opposite ends of the earth or in ages far 
away from one another, we need not infer that that custom 
must have been handed down from a time when the fore
fathers of the two nations which are found using it formed 
one people. It may be so; doubtless it often is so. But it 
may also happen that the custom is in each case an inde
pendent invention, the fruit of like circumstances leading to 
like results. Or it may be that the custom, without being 
itself in strictness a common possession, may be in each case 
the offspring of a common idea, an idea common to all man
kind or to some one of the great divisions of mankind. Or 
again it is quite possible that a custom may have been simply 
borrowed by one nation from another, eith'er while its mean
ing was still remembered or after it had been forgotten. 
But, notwithstanding all these chances, the method employed 
in this form of research, just as much as in the other two, is 
strictly Comparative. The customs are dealt with in the 
same way in which the words and the legends are dealt with 
in the other cases. And all three forms of inquiry stand in 
a close relation to one another. Comparative Mythology 
could not get on at all without Comparative Philology; and 
the science of customs, ceremonies, and survivals bears on 
both Philology and Mythology at every step. And the three 
may be ranged in a certain order. Comparative Philology is 
the purest science of the three: its evidence is the most 
strictly internal; it makes the least use of any rocts beyond 
its own range; its argument is that which most distinctly 
carries its own conviction with it. Comparative Mythology 
does all this in a less degree; the third nameless science does 
RO in a less degree still Each depends more on facts which 
do not come immediateiy within its own range than Com
parative Philology does. Still all tm:ee hang together; all 
are branches of one inquiry; all are applications of one 
method, of that method the introduction of which marks the 
nineteenth century, like the fifteenth, as one of the great 
stnges in the developement of the mind of man. 
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My begirurings have thus far, I fear, been dry and abstract. 
But I have been anxious to fix the exact relations between 
the chief subjects to which the Comparative method of 
research has as yet been applied. It was important for my 
purpose to do this, as my object in this course of Lectures is 
to attempt the application of the same method to another 
subject. Or, to speak more accurately, I shou.ld perhaps not 
so much say another subject as a special and most important 
branch of that third class of subjects of which I have already 
spoken. I wish that what I have to say may be looked on 
as an attempt to follow in the same path as two inquirers 
both of whom are well known in this place, Professor Max 
MUlier and Mr. E. B. Tylor. With Mr. Tylor's subject I wish 
specially to connect my own: I should indeed wish that 
mine may be looked on as a part of his. But, as for the 
whole, so for the part, it is not easy to find a name. My own 
subject I ·wish to speak of as CQmpa,·ative Politics; but I feel 
that "that is a form of words which is not a little liable to be 
misunderstood. But I may perhaps be allowed to make use of 
it, after I have explained the sense which I wish the words to 
bear. In the phrase of Comparative Politics I wish the word 
Politics to be taken in the sense which it bears in the name 
of the great work of Aristotle. By Comparative Politics I 
mean the comparath·e study of political institutions, of forms of 
government. And, under the name of Comparative Politics, 
I wish to point out and bring together the many analogies 
which are to be seen between the political institutions of 
times and countries most remote from one another. In this 
sense my subject is the more minute treatment of a part of 
Mr. Tylor's subject, namely those customs, ceremonies, 
formul." and the like, which have to do with the political 
institutions of different ages and nations. The analogies 
which may be marked between the most remote ages and 
countries as to their forms of government, their political 
divisions, the partition of power among different bodies 
or magistrates, are far more and far more striking than would 
come into anyone's mind who has not given special attention 
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to the inquiry. In some cases the likeness is seen at the first 
glance; in others it lies perhaps somewhat below the surface: 
but it needs only a little thought, backed by a little practice 
in researches of the kind, in order easily to see the real 
likeness which often lurks under superficial unlikeness. As 
in Comparative Philology a small amount of practice teaches 
the learner to mark connexions between words at which the 
unlearned are certain to mock, so it is with this study also. 
The most profitable analogies, the most striking cases of 
direct derivation, are not those which are most obvious at 
first sight. 

But another warning must be given. In tracing out an 
analogy or parallel of any kind, points of unlikeness are as 
carefully to be studied as points of likeness; it is in truth 
the points of superficial unlikeness which often give us the 
surest proofS of essential likeness. When we stop to com
pare, when we mark this and that point of difference in 
detail, it is the surest proof of a real likeness between the 
two things which we are comparing. When we stop to 
comment on the small differences between one human face 
and another, it is because we recognize all alike as human 
faces, because we see in all of them that essential likeness 
which alone enables us to see the points of unlikeness. So it 
is with the subject of our present inquiry. We are concerned 
with the essential likeness of institutions, and we must never 
allow incidental points of unlikeness to keep us from seeing 
that essential likeness. And this caution is the more needed, 
because points of likeness and unlikeness which, in their 
practical results, in their bearings on later history, are of the 
very first importance, may, in our way of looking at the 
matter, be purely incidental. I will illustrate my meaning 
by an example. The English Parliament consists of two 
Houses: the Assemblies of most other medimval European 
states consisted of three or more. The practical importance 
of this difference has been almost boundless in its effects 
both on the history of England and on the history of the 
many kingdoms and commonwealths which have copied the 
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political institutions of England. The peculiar relation of 
the two Houses of Parliament to one another depends on 
there -being two Houses and not more. The whole doctrine 
of two branches in a legislature, the bicamlJ1'al system as it is 
called, the endless attempts, successful and unsuccessful, to 
set up artificially in other lands what has come to us ready
made through the facts of our history, all go on the principle 
that there shall be two Houses and no more. Now, if we 
look to the history of our own constitution, we shall find that 
this particular number of two, as the number of the Houses 
of our Parliament, is not owing to any conviction that two 
Houses would work better than either one or three, but was 
a matter of sheer accident. The Estates of the Realm are, 
in England no less than elsewhere, three-Nobles, Clergy, 
and Commons (7). In France, we all know, the Clergy 
remained a distinct member of the States-General as long as 
the States-General lasted. In England the Clergy could 
never be got permanently to act as a regular parliamentary 
Estate (8). The causes of this difference belong to the 
particular history of England; the effects of it are that the 
Parliament of England remained a Parliament of two Houses 
only, and that a crowd of constitutions, European and 
American, have followed the English model The accident 
then has, in its consequences, been one of the great facts of 
later political history; but, in our point of view, it is a mere 
accident with which we are in no way concerned. How 
these Estates grew up in nearly every European couutry is 
essentially a part of our Comparative inquiry; how it 
happened that, in one particular country, one of these 
Estates failed to keep its distinct political being is a matter 
of ordinary constitutional history. StilI less have we anything 
to do with the questions whether the effect of the accident, 
that is the particular form of the English Parliament, has 
been good or bad, or whether the attempts to reproduce the 
same model in other countries have been wise or foolish. 
For our present purpose we must throw ourselves into a 
stste of mind to which political constitutions seem as 
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absolutely colourless as grammatical forms,-a state of 
mind to which the change from monarchy to democracy or 
from democracy to monarchy seems as little a matter of 
moral praise or blame as the process by which the Latin 
language changed into the French or the process by which 
the High-German parted off from the Low. 

For the purposes then of the study of Comparative Politics, 
.. political constitution is a specimen to be studied, classified, 
and labelled, as a building or an animal is studied, classified, 
and labelled by those to whom buildings or animals are 
objects of study. We have to note the likenesses, striking 
and unexpected as those likenesses often are, between the 
political constitutions of remote times and places; and we 
have, as far as we can, to classify our specimens according to 
the probable causes of those likenesses. For, though the 
genuine Comparative Method may be as strictly applied to 
this inquiry as to any of the others, yet in this inquiry it is 
further off than in any of the others from being the one 
universal solvent. It is still less safe than in the case 
of Comparative Mythology to infer that every case of likeness 
between two political institutions is necessarily to be 
explained by supposing that both of the two are vestiges of 
one common stock. There are at least three causes to which 
likenesses of this kind may be owing, and we must consider 
to which of the three any particular case of likeness ought to 
be referred. And, as always happens in such cases, the three 
classes which we may thus form will be found to some extent 
to run into one another, and there will be cases about which 
it may be matter of doubt to which of our classes we ought to 
refer them. 

Thus the likeness between any two institutions, identity 
of name, identity of nature, or any other point of likeness, 
may be the result of direct transmission from one to another. 
And this transmission may take several forms. It may be in 
the strictest sense a direct handing on from one state of 
things to another: or it may be simple imitation, in all the 
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various shades which simple imitation may take. Thus it 
constantly happens that the institutions of a ruling city 
or country will appear again in its dependencies. They 
are adopted by or forced upon its subject provinces; 
they are reproduced as a matter of course in the colonies 
which it plants with its own citizens. Take, for instsnce, 
what so long was the greatest dependency of England,-a 
conquered province if we look to one class of its inhabitsnts, 
a colonial settlement if we look to another class,-the so long 
separate but dependent kingdom of Ireland. In Ireland, as 
an English colony, the whole machinery of English Govern
ment, central and local, was reproduced as a matter of course. 
The Houses of Parliament, the Courts of Law and their 
Judges, the Ecclesiastical establishment in all its branches, 
the local administration under Lords Lieu tenant, Sheriffs, 
Justices of the Peace, and the like, were "all simply, as a 
matter of course, modelled according to the English pattern. 
Some differences may be found: thus the functions of an 
Irish Grand Jury are not exactly the same as those of the 
English body of the same name. But differences of this 
kind, mere matters of the minutest detail which have grown 
up in comparatively recent times, in no way affect the 
general reproduction of the institutions of the mother country 
in the colony. The English carried their whole system into 
Ireland; so did the Crusaders carry their whole system into 
their conquests in the East: the most perfect system of feudal 
law is to be found in the Assizes of the Christian Kingdom 
of Jerusalem (9). These cases, which are the types of countless 
others, are cases of direct handing on of names and institu
tions from one country to another. It is a process which can 

. hardly be called imitation; it is not so much the framing of 
something after the model of something else; it is rather the 
actual translation of the thing itself to another soil. There 
was most likely no thought about the matter: men who 
settled in a new land carried with them their own institu
tions and the names of those institutions as a matter of 
course. Cases of imitation properly so called are something 
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different. In them men, after thought and debate, choose 
one model to follow, when they might have chosen another. 
The imitative work, however closely it may reproduce the 
likeness of the original, is not the original: it is not even 
the transplanted original; it is something which has a 
distinct being and which starts from a beginning of its own. 
Such are the cases which I have already spoken of, in which 
the constitution of the English Parliament, a constitution 
which in England came about as the mere result of circum
stances, has been deliberately imitated in other countries. 
Most of the legislative Assemblies of Europe have followed the 
English model more or less closely. But the reproduction of 
English forms in this way is quite another process from their 
reproduction in Ireland. The difference may be likened to 
the difference between the real kindred which springs from 
natural parentage and the artificial kindred which springs from 
the legal fiction of adoption. And again, wide differences may 
be marked between different cases of simple imitation. Let 
me take an instance from the mere use of a borrowed name. 
There is a Capitol at Washington and there is a Capitol 
at Toulouse. In both cases alike the name is used in mere 
imitation of the Capitol at Rome. I say mere imitation, 
because it is hardly likely that, even at Toulouse, the name 
Capitolium and the magistracy of the OctO'lJiri Capitolini were 
strictly handed on by direct transmission from Roman days 
(10). Yet we feel that the name Capitol is in its place at 
Toulouse in a way in which it is not in its place at 
Washington. In the second birth of municipal freedom 
it was natural that the citizens of Toulouse, cleaving to the 
memories of Rome, her laws and her language, should give to 
their institutions names borrowed from the old stock. At 
Washington the name of Capitol was mere imitation, it was 
the mere calling up of a name which had been dead for ages 
and with which those who made the new use of it had 
no direct connexion of any kind. At Toulouse, though I 
believe the use of the name to be imitation and not direct 
transmission, yet it is imitation of a kind which differs as little 

c 
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as may be from direct transmission. So again, to tak" 
another illustration from the same region, the city of Alb) 
kept its Consuls down to the great French Revolution (II) 
and, before many years had passed from that Revolution 
Consuls were ruling, not only over Alby but over all France 
Both, no doubt, were cases of imitation, yet we feel that for 
the commonwealth of Alby to give to its magistrates the 
name of Consuls, in days when the memory of the Roman con
sulship was still a living thing, was something different from 
that mere dead imitation of times and things which had 
utterly passed away which gave the name of Consuls to the 
elder Buonaparte and his colleagues. We may thus dis· 
tinguish imitation from direct transmission, and we may see 
wide differences between different cases of imitation. But, 
in the whole class with which we are dealing, the names and 
institutions of one time and place are consciously transferred 
to some other time and place. A thing which already exists 
is moved from an old home to a new one; the thing is done 
openly; there is no mystery about it; the process needs not 
to be searched out by inference or analogy; it takes its place 
among the facts of recorded history. The political institutions 
of one people have been handed on to another people, or they 
have been purposely imitated by another people. We find 
analogous cases within the range of the other kindred 
sciences. Religious beliefs and sacred legends have been 
spread in the same way. The creed of a conquering people 
has been spread over its subjects and neighbours, or a people 
have of their own free will adopted a creed which arose in 
some distant age and country. Christianity and Islam alike 
have been spread in both of these ways, by the swords of 
conquerors as well as by the preaching of missionaries. Open 
and undoubted connexions of this kind between the religious 
beliefs of different nations have nothing in common with 
those subtler connexions which are revealed to US by 
Comparative Mythology. So too with language itself: a 
conquered or neighbouring people adopts the language of a 
more powerful people. Thus the tongues of Greece, Rome, 
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Persia, and Arabia, to say nothing of the tongues of modern 
Europe, have been spread over vast regions whose nations 
have adopted the speech of their conquerors or civilizers. 
Or again, a people, without necessity or compulsion, may 
adopt, if not the whole language, yet a large part of the 
vocabulary, of another nation, just as they may adopt the 
whole or part of its institutions. In this way the purity of 
our own tongue has given way to a jargon drawn from every 
quarter of the world, and even our High-Dutch kinsfolk 
seem to be too ready to follow us in the same evil path (12). 
Processes like these, which have their place among the 
recorded facts of history, stand distinct from the no less 
certsin though unrecorded facts which are taught us by 
Comparative research. 

It is for the most part not very hard to know when a case 
of likeness between political institutions ought to be referred 
to this first class. The connexion in such cases is for the 
most part a matter of recorded history or of immediate 
inference from recorded history.: With regard to our second 
and third classes our course is not so clear: we no longer 
have recorded history to help us, and it may often be a 
question to which of the two classes any particular instance 
belongs. When we find a likeness between the institutions 
of any two nations, which likeness we cannot reasonably 
attribute to conscious transmission or imitation' during 
historical times, there are two possible ways in which the 
likeness may be explained. It may well be that there is no 
direct connexion whatever, conscious or unconscious, between 
the two. The likeness may be real and beyond doubt, but 
there may be no reason to believe either that one people has 
borrowed from the other, or that both have inherited from a 
common source. The cause of the likeness may simply be 
that like causes have, at however great a distance of time 
and place, led to like results. The institutions of a people 
are the natural growth of the circumstances under which it 
finds itself; if two nations, however far removed they may 
be from one another both in time and in place, find them-
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, 
selves under like circumstances, the chances are that the 
effect of this likeness of circumstances will show itself in the 
likeness of their institutions. The same evils will suggest 
the same remedies; the same needs will suggest the same 
means of supplying them. There can be little doubt that 
many of the most essential inventions of civilized life have 
been invented over and over again in distant times and 
countries, as different nations have reacbed those particular 
points of social advancement when those inventions were 
first needed. Thus printing has been independently invented 
in China and in medireval Europe; and it is well known 
that a process essentially tbe same was in use for various 
purposes in ancient Rome, though no one took the great step 
of applying to the reproduction of books the process which 
was familiarly used for various meaner purposes (13). What 
happened with printing we may believe also to have 
happened with writing, and we may take another illustration 
from an art of quite another kind. There can be no doubt, 
from comparing the remains of the earliest buildings in 
Egypt, Greece, Italy, the British Islands, and the ruined 
cities of Central America, that the great inventions of the 
arch and the dome have been made more than once in the 
history of human art. And moreover, much as in the case 
of printing, we can' see in many places strivings after them, 
and near approaches made to them, which still never reached 
complete success (14). Nor need we doubt that many of the 
simplest and most essential arts of civilized life,-the use of 
the mill, the use of the bow, the taming of the horse, the 
hollowing out of the canoe,-have been found out over and 
over again in distant times and places. It is only when we 
find the unmistakeable witness of language, or some other 
sign of historical connexion, that we have any right to infer 
that the common possession of inventions of this kind is any 
sign of common derivation from one primitive source. So it 
is with political institutions also. The same institutions 
constantly appear very far from one another, simply because 
the circumstances which called for them have arisen in 
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times and places very far from one another. The whole 
system of historical analogies rests on this doctrine. We 
see the same political phrenomena repeating themselves over 
and over again in various times and places, not because of 
any borrowing or imitation, conscious or unconscious, but 
because the like circumstances have led to the like results. 
To master analogies of this kind, to grasp the laws which 
regulate the essential likeness and not to be led away by 
points either of likeness or unlikeness which are merely 
incidental, is the true philosophy of history. Of the way in 
which political circumstances and institutions repeat them
selves, where no kind of borrowing or imitation can be 
thought of, many instances will occur to anyone who thinks 
at all upon the matter. Let me take a most striking case 
from very modern history. It is shown beyond' doubt in the 
writings of the founders of the Constitution of the United 
States that they had no knowledge of the real nature of the 
Federal Constitution of the Achaian League (15). But two 
sets of commonwealths, widely removed from one another in 
time and place, found themselves in circumstances essentially 
the same. The later Federal union was therefore cast in a 
shape which in several points presents a likeness to the elder 
one, a likeness which is all the more striking and instructive 
because it was most certainly undesigued. Washington and 
Hamilton had very faint notions that they were doing the 
same work which had been done twenty ages before them by 
Markos of Keryneia and Aratos of Sikyon; but they did the 
work all the same. But, on the other hand, the Federal 
Constitution of Switzerland is a conscious reproduction of 
the Federal Constitution of America, with such changes as 
were called for by the different circumstances of the two 
commonwealths (16). A better illustration can hardly be 
found of the difference between likenesses which are owing 
to direct transmission or imitation and likenesses which are 
simply owing to the law that like causes produce like 
effects. 

We have thus seen that class of likenesses which come of 
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direct and conscious reproduction or imitation, and we have 
seen the class where the likeness is simply the natural result 
of like circumstances. But beyond these two lies the third 
class, the class which forms the more immediate subject of 
our inquiry, the class of likenesses where there is, on the one 
hand, no reproduction, no imitation, but where, on the other 
hand, the connexion is something closer than that of mere 
analogy. These are the cases where there is every reason to 
believe that the likeness really is owing to derivation from a 
common source. Where nations have been wholly cut off 
from one another during the histOlic times, and where there 
is no affinity of language to make us believe that they are 
scattered colonies of a common stock, this explanation is not 
to be thougl)t o£ But when we see nations which have 
been, during the historic times, more or less widely parted 
off from one another, but which are proved by the evidence 
of language really to be such colonies of a common stock
when, among nations like these, we find' in their political 
institutions the same kind of likenesses which we find in 
their languages and their mythology-the obvious inference 
is that the likeness in all these cases is due to the same 
cause. That is to say, the obvious inference is that there 
was a time when these now parted nations formed one 
:nation, and that, before they parted asunder, the common 
forefathers of both had made certain advances in political 
life, had developed certain common political institutions, 
traces or developements of which are still to be seen in the 
political institutions of the now isolated nations. At the 
time of the dispersion each band of settlers took with it a 
common tongue, a common mythology, a common store of 
the arts of social life. So it also took with it certain 
principles and traditions of political life, principles and 
traditions common to the whole family, but which grew up, 
in the several new homes of the scattered nations, into 
settled political constitutions, each of which has character
istic features of its own, but all of which keep enough of 
likeness to show that they are all offshoots from one common 
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stock. To trace out likenesses of this kind, to distinguish 
those likenesses which really mark the offshoots of a common 
.stock from those which are better referred to either of the 
other classes which I have distinguished, is the object of the 
inquiry which I have ventured to call Comparative Politics. 
Having thus, in this Introductory Lecture, tried to establish 
the possibility of such an inquiry, its proper objects and its 
proper limits, I wish to go on, in the lectures which are to 
follow, to illustrate the subject in some detail from those 
political institutions which were common to the races which 
hold the highest place in the history of mankind. My 
matter hitherto has perhaps been uninviting: it has certainly 
been of a kind which carries with it a certain strain on the 
mind, and which does not allow of any lively treatment. 
The matter which I have in store for the rest of the course 
will, I trust, be found of a more attractive kind; and I shall 
hope that those who have followed me thus far will not 
refuse to follow me in tracing out the signs of original unity 
which are to be found in the primitive institutions of the 
Aryan nations, above all, in the three most illustrious 
branches of the common stock-the Greek, the Roman, and 
the Teuton. 
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II 

GREEK, ROYA..~, A..~D TEUTOX 

WE are now fuirly embarked on our subject. We are 
now in a position to trace out all that the Comparative 
method of inquiry bas to tell us of the earliest political state 
of that branch of mankind to which we oursel .. es belong. 
We are now ready to stand fuce to face with our own 
immediate forefathers and kinsmen. And, along with them, 
we are ready to look, with fresh interest and reverence, on 
those other branches of the common stock-kinsmen them
selves, thongh kinsmen less nearly allied-who went before 
our own race in holding the first place among the nations 
of the earth. In the pages of history truly so called-in 
the records which set man before us in his highest form
the records which do not simply bnrthen the memory with 
the names of barbarian Kings, but which teach the mind 
and the heart by the deeds and words of the heroes of our 
common nature-the records which set before us, not the 
physical bigness of Eastern kingdoms but the moral greatness 
of Western commonwealths-in that long history of cirilized 
man which stretches on in one unbroken tale from the union 
of the towns of Attica to the last measure of progress in 
England or in Germany-in this long procession of deeds 
wronght long ago but whose effects still abide among us, of 
men whose very memories ha .. e often been forgotten, but 
whose works still li .. e in lands which they ne .. er heard of
in this mighty drama of European and Aryan history, three 
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lands, three races, stand forth before all others, as those to 
whom, each in its own day, the mission has been given to 
be the rulers and the teachers of the world. The names of 
those three races were the last words of my first lecture, and 
the political institutions of those three races, and the relations 
of those institutions to one another, will he the main subject 
of my whole course. Their history has ever been the main 
subject of my own studies; their history I may reasonably 
suppose to be better known than any other to most of my 
hearers in this or in any other audience. As the Ayran 
fu.mily of nations, as a whole, stands out above the other 
families of the world, so the Greek, the Roman, and the 
Teuton, each in his own turn, stands out above the other 
nations of the Aryan family. Each in his turn has reached 
the higheSt stage alike of power and civilization that was to 
be had in his own age, and each has handed on his own 
store to be further enriched by successors who were at Ol)ce 
conquerors and disciples. We get our glimpses of all three 
in times when the light of authentic history is but beginning 
feebly to struggle through the mists of legend Yet, even 
in those earliest glimpses, we see a people who have already 
risen tar above the state of savages, a people who already 
enjoy the most essential inventions of civilized being, who 
have already grasped the first principles of domestic and 
religious life, who have already taken the first steps in the 
growth of social order, of military discipline, and of civil 
government. Our first glimpses of history; in its highest 
and truest sense, show us the land which is at once the 
border-land of Europe and Asia and the most European of 
all European lands-the land which, above all others, is the 
land of hills and valleys, of islands and peninsulas, of harbours 
and inland seas--the land formed by the hand of Nature to 
be the home of those countless independent commonwealths 
which were the earliest and the most brilliant, if not the 
most lasting, of all the forms of man's political life (1). 
There, in the mother-land of Hellas, the native land of art 
and song and wisdom, and more glorious still as the native 
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land of law and freedom, we see the Aryan man in the first 
form in which European history or legend shows him, already 
posseBBed of all the needful arts of life, already gathered into 
organized civil communities, already taught to obey the 
voice of the elders of his people; but already knowing how, 
by the shout of applause or by yet more emphatic silence, 
to teach the elders of his people what the will of the people 
itself deems good. He has already Kings, but he has also 
already Assemblies; he has already courts where the man 
who has suffered wrong may come and seek for right at the 
judges' hand. Out of the common stock of the common 
race he has already brought to perfection the noblest forms 
of the common speech and of the common store of legend; 
he speaks the ton~e of Homer, and bows before the Gods 
of whom Homer sang. We see him, in these his earliest 
days, brought face to face alike with kindred tribes and with 
the worthiest rival of any alien stock; we see him spreading 
the name and arts of Hellas over all the 2Egrean and Ionian 
coasts (2); here winning island after island from the grasp 
of the men of Tyre and Sidon (3); here raising his laggard 
kinsmen of Asia, of Sicily, and of Epeiros, to the level of 
the brethren who had so far outstripped them in the race (4). 
We see him, as time rolls on, planting his colonies, each 
colony a centre of civilized life and political freedom, on all 
the coasts from the Iberian to the Tauric peninsula (5). 
We see him in his own land rearing to the service of the 
Gods or of the· State the first bnildings, the first painted 
and sculptured forms, that really deserved the name of art (6). 
We see him bring to perfection, as in a moment, the living 
strains of the tragic and the comic muse, and we see him 
hand down to all who shall come after him the first-fruits of 
man's political wisdom, the great possession for all time (7). 
Another act of the drama shows us that a day so bright as 
this was in truth a day too bright to last; we see the 
political independence of the nation, both in its own land 
and in its plantations on foreign shores, die out step by step 
till its very name has passed away. But it shows us too 
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how, in the well-kno~ phrase, the captive land led captive 
her conquerors; how the Macedonian who dealt the first 
blow'to her political freedom became the armed apostle of 
her culture; how he carried her tongue, her art, and her 
wisdom into lands which the colonists of her days of freedom 
had never reached (8). And, yet more, we see how the 
power which was to take her place in the world's annals 
became her scholar in the act of becoming her conqueror
how, under the Roman sway, Greek became more than 
ever the common speech of civilized man-how at last the 
throne of Rome was fixed in a Grecian city-how Greek and 
Roman came to be words of the same meaning (9)-how the 
Greek speech and the Greek creed kept its hold on one half 
of the divided Empire-and how, even under the sway 
of the Barbarian, that speech and creed have lived on to 
our own day. 

From Greece we change the scene to Italy. Of the three 
great peninsular lands of Southern Europe, the centrol one, 
as compared with the group of islands and promontories to 
the east of it, forms a solid and compact land, which nature 
seems to have marked out for a single dominion. And, 
placed in the midst of that great inland sea whose shores 
formed the whole civilized world of early times, no other 
land seems so clearly marked out as the destined home of 
universal Empire. And so it was: a single city of central 
Italy made its way, step by step, to the dominion of Italy, 
and from the dominion of Italy to the dominion of the 
Mediterranean world. Step by step, the ruling city called 
in her allies and subjects to share in her own citizenship. 
A day at last came when York and Antioch not only obeyed 
a single ruler, but were as truly formed into a single state as 
were the village of Romulus and the village of Tatius in the 
first days of Roman legend (10). Greece had won the 
intellectual dominion of the world by her arts and her 
philosophy. Rome won the political dominion of the world 
by her arms, and kept her hold of it by her abiding Law. 
For the song of Homer and the lore of Aristotle she had the 
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sword of Sulla and Cresar, the dooms of Servius and Justinian. 
Her tongue and her law she has handed on to every later 
age, and with them she handed on another gift, not; like 
them, her own by birth, but which she had made no less her 
own by adoption. The old creeds which had grown and 
stiffened out of the traditions which were the common 
heritage of the whole .Aryan folk gave way to a creed which 
arose in a distant corner of lWme's dominion, among a 
despised people of alien blood and speech. If the .Aryan 
world of Europe has learned its arts and its law from its own 
elder brethren, it is from the Semitic stranger that it has 
learned its faith. But before a Semitic faith could become 
the faith of lWme and of Europe, its dogmas had to be 
defined by the subtlety of Grecian intellect, the constitution 
of its organized society had to be wrought into shape by the 
undying genius of Roman rule. This Semitic faith, banished 
from its Semitic home, became the badge of lWme's 
dominion: the sway of Christ and Cresar became words of 
the same meaning (II). It was with a true feeling of the 
doom which was in store for her, that the men of those ages 
which a shallow view of history looks on as the ages of 
lWme's decline dared to give the name of Eternal to the 
city which was then in the childhood of her second life, 
preparing for a new and mightier dominion over the minds 
of men (12). Eternal indeed lWme has shown herself in 
her tongue, in her laws, and in the borrowed faith which, 
by her own law of adoption, she made her own. But she 
became eternal by still working out the same law which had 
been the law of hel' greatness from her earliest days. lWme 
became mistress of the world by doing what Athens and 
Sparta and Carthage had never done, by gathering those 
whom she had conquered into her own bosom. And she has 
remained the mistress of the world, because she knew how 
to carry on the same law in what seemed to be the days of 
her overthrow and bondage. The spell which she once threw 
over those whom she conquered she now knew how to 
throw over those who conquered her: she won the Goth to 
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restore her material fabrics (13), and the Frank to restore 
her political dominion. The local Rome has fallen from her 
high estate, but she is the Eternal City none the less. 
Wherever men speak her tongue, wherever men revere her 
law, wherever men profess the faith which Europe and 
European colonies have learned of her, there Rome is still. 

We have now come to the third race, to the race of which 
we ourselves are members, to the predominance of the 
Teutonic nations, alike on either side of the German Ocean 
and on either side of the Atlantic. Of that race we may, for 
the purposes of the present inquiry, boast ourselves as the 
truest representatives. The boast may be a startling one, 
but, for the purposes of the present inquiry, it is a true one. 
In purity of language indeed, our tongue, with the strong 
Romance infusion which has crept into its vocabulnry, cannot 
compare for a moment with the speech either of our High
German or of our Scandinavian kinsfolk. And, if we would 
see the ancient Teutonic institutions still abiding in their 
ancient form, it is not in the Teutonic island but on the 
Teutonic mainland that we must seek for them. But those 
well-nigh unchanged relics of the earliest times linger on 
only in a few Alpine valleys. The Landesgemeinden of Uri 
and Unterwalden are the truest representatives on earth 
alike of the Germans of Tacitus and of the Achaians of 
Homer; but they are the Assemblies only of districts, not 
of nations, hardly even of tribes (14). Among the great 
nations of modern Europe, our own is, beyond all doubt, the 
one which can claim for its political institutions the most 
unbroken descent from the primitive Teutonic stock. The 
very fact which for so many ages gave Germany the highest 
place among nations at the same time cut her off from all 
claim to be the truest representative of the oldest Teutonic 
days. The Teutonic Kingdom, whose King was also Roman 
Emperor, was the foremost example of that fusion which has 
made the modern world; it was the foremost example alike 
of Roman influence on the Teuton and of Teutonic influence 
on the Roman. But, for that very reason, it could not be 
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the foremost example of a state whose modern institutions 
have grown of themselves, step by step, out of the oldest 
institutions of the common stock The Scaodinavian nations 
have been even more out of the way of direct Roman 
influences than ourselves; still they too cannot lay claim to 
the same unbroken political descent. All honour, all success, 
to the new-born freedom of those three noble realms; still 
it is but a new-born freedom, a freedom which has come into 
being within the memory of living men, a freedom whose 
foundations could be laid only by sweeping away the 
encroachments of despotism and oligarchy (15). But, widely 
as our present constitution differs from the rude traditions 
and customs of the followers of Henge.t and Cerdic, there 
still is no break between them: all is growth within the 
same body; there has never been any moment when the old 
was swept away and the new was put in its stead. Alone 
among the political assemblies of the greater states of Europe, 
the Parliament of England can trace its unbroken descent 
from the Teutonic institutions of the earliest times (16). 
There is absolutely no gap between the meeting of the 
Witan of Wessex which confirmed the laws of ..Elfred (17), 
or that fur earlier meeting which changed Cerdic from an 
Ealdorman into a King (18), and the meeting of the Great 
Council of the Nation which will come together in a few 
days within the precincts of the home of the Confessor. 
There are many points in which other lands have kept far 
greater traces in detail of ancient institutions than we have 
done; but no other nation, as a nation, can show the same 
unbroken continuity of political being. In this way we may 
claim to have preserved more faithfully than any of our 
kinsfolk the common heritage of our common fathers. 

This boast we may truly make; but the very causes which 
enable us to make it shut us out from any claim to represent 
the general march of the Teutonic element in European 
affairs. Britain, like Scaodinavia, was a world of its own 
(19): it was not, like the rest of Western Europe, a Roman 

.land overrun by Teutonic settlers who grew as it were from 
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colonists into conqnerors. It is a land which had ceased to 
be Roman before its Teutonic conquerors set foot in it. 
Hence we have no true Roman element in us; we have 
nothing which has lived on uninterruptedly from the days 
when Severus and Constantine reigned at York, and when 
London had for a moment changed its name for that of the 
Roman Augusta (20). Whatever Roman element we have in 
us we owe, not to direct transmission from the elder Empire, 
but to our conversion by Roman missionaries, to our conquest 
at once by Romance-speaking warriors and by Romance
speaking lawyers, to the spirit of imitation which decked the 
lords of the island world with titles borrowed from the 
Cresars of the mainland (2 I). In the three homes of our 
folk, in the oldest England by the Eider and the Slei, in the 
newer England which we made for ourselves in the island 
world of Britain, in that newest England of all which is 
spread over the islands and continents of the Ocean, we have 
of a truth had onr mission, but it has been a mission apart 
from the mission of our kinsfolk in the general course of 
European history. On the European mainland the Tentonic 
conquerors of Rome appear, like the Roman conquerors of 
Greece, in a character made up of that of conquerors and of 
disciples. The process was indeed different in the two cases. 
No Roman ever forgot the name or the speech of Rome, or 
merged his national being in that of his Greek subjects. 
But the Teutonic conqnerors of the Roman provinces were 
proud to continue her dOIninion in their own persons; they 
were proud to bear the titles of her ancient rule, and step by 
step to adopt her speech and to forget the land and the race 
from which they sprang. Never were the three races which 
have been foremost in European history brought more closely 
together-never did the magic power of Rome stand forth 
more clearly-never did she show herse1f more proudly as 
the historic centre, binding together the times before her 
and tbe times after her-than in the days when Greek and 
German, Bymntion and Aacben, disputed the heritage and 
the titles of the dominion which the local Rome had lost, 
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but which was Roman still, into whatever hands it fell (22). 
Out of the union of Roman and Teutonic elements arose the 
modern world of Europe. The other races of Europe play 
but a secondary or a hidden part alongside of them. In 
Eastern Europe the Slave has played over again, with less 
brilliancy, the same part which the Teuton played in the 
West: he too has been half conqueror, half disciple. Bul
garia, Servia, Russia, are to the Eastern Empire and the 
Eastern Church what the kingdoms of Western Europe are 
to the Western Empire and the Western Church. The day 
of greatness of the Slavonic nations is perhaps yet to come. 
Their early advance was checked, and their progress was 
thrown back for ages, by a crowd of the most opposite 
enemies (23); and their revival in later times has placed 
them high among the rulers of the world, but has hardly 
placed them among its enlighteners. The other great 
European race, the racl\ which came before the Teuton as 
the Slave came after him, the great Celtic race which formed 
the vanguard of the Aryan march to the West, still lives, 
still flourishes, still plays a foremost part in the history of 
the world; but he plays that paI;t under a borrowed gnise. 
The Celt in his own person, speaking his own tongue, lingers 
only in corners here and there, one degree only more visible 
than the Iberian whom he dislodged. To fit himself to play 
a foremost part in the history of Europe, the Celt has had to 
borrow the garb of two successive conquerors. The Celt of 
Gaul has wrought many a brilliant page in the history of 
Europe; but he has wrought it only as one who has taken 
to himself the name of a German tribe, and who speaks one 
of the many dialects of the undying tongue of Rome. 

Thus much written history would teach us, that these 
three races; the Greek, the Roman, the Teuton, have played, 
each in his own day, the foremost part in European history, 
foremost alike in the arts of war and peace, foremost in 
literature and philosophy, foremost in the twofold rule over 
the bodies and the souls of men. But written history by 
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itself could never have told us in what relation. those three 
races stood to one another. That there was something in 
common between the men of the two great peninsulas, that 
Greece and Italy were not foreign to one another in the way 
in which Egypt and Carthage were foreign, could not but 
force itself cn men's minds. But for ages there were no 
better means of explaining their undoubted likeness than by 
dreams of primreval and heroic colonists passing from the 
Eastern peninsula to the Western. H~rakles, Evandros, 
Odysseus, passed .from Greece to leave their mark on Italy, 
and the Sabine N uma learned of the Samian Pythagoras the 
sacred lore with which his infant city was to worship the 
common Gods of Greece and Italy (24). But that Greect\ 
and Italy had aught in common with the Goth, the Frank, 
and the Saxon, perhaps never came into men's minds, unless 
indeed we may see some shadows of the great truth in those 
wild tales which spoke of Herakies and Odysseus as leaving 
traces of their presence by the banks of the Rhine and the 
Danube, as well as by those of the Tiber and the Arno (25). 
It is to the Comparative method of research that we owe that 
greatest discovery of modern science which puts all these 
facts in their true order and their true relation to each other. 
From that method we have learned that the three ruling 
races were but tribes of one greater race, branches of one 
common stock, detachments of one vast army, some of which 
l-eached their destined quarters earlier tll.an their comrades. 
We see and know the relation in which the three ruling 
races stand to each other; we see also the relation in which 
they stand to other members of the great family whose place 
in the world's history has been less brilliant. It may be 
that the Celt came too soon, that the Slave came too late, to 
have any direct share in the work of their brethren; but 
they are brethren none the less. We can now see the great 
family in its primreval home, already risen far above the 
state of savages, furnished already with the ruling thoughts 
and the main inventions of civilized life. We see' men 
among whom the family life, the social life, has already taken 

D 
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the first and greatest steps, who have already developed the 
great conceptions of government and religion, who have 
already learned to build-let us rather say to timber-houses, 
to toll' the ground, to tame the horse and the hound as their 
helpers in warfB.re, either with men of other stocks or· with 
the wild deer of their own woods and wastes, with the bull 
whose horns have been taught to sound the song of freedom, 
with the lion whose backward path modem science has 
mapped out from the caves of Mendip to the banks of the 
StryIDon (26). We see the many kindred. streams flow off 
from the common source; one branch has already passed off 
into the far East, again to meet in far-off ages with their 
severed brethren, to give worthy foes to Miltiades and 
Alexander, to Julian and Heraclius (27), and to give foes, 
subjects, teachers, and learners, to the founders and rulers of 
our own realm in the far-off Aryan land. They passed to 
the land of morning; others took another line of march, as 
if to follow the great light whose daily course held so deep a 
sWay over their thoughts to his home or his tomb beyond 
the stream of Ocean (28). And in that great company 
marched together, not yet parted off into people, nations, and 
languages, the foremthers' of Camillus and of Brennu., of 
Cresar and of Vercingetorix. There marched, as yet brethren 
of one house and speech, the forefathers of Th@seus and 
Achilleus, the forefathers of Theodoric and Charles, the 
forefathers of Hengest and Cerdic. And there, carrying as 
it were the brightest destinies of the world within them. 
marched the men of whose stock should come the great 
champions of right and freedom, the foremthers, as yet one· 
in speech and brotherhood, of Kleisthenes the son of Mega-.: 
kills, of Caius Licinius, and of Simon of Montfort. But 
after a while they part company. One band leads the van 
of the westward march, to bear the brunt of the strife' 
against the older tenants of the land, themselves as it were 
to tske their place, to live on in distant islands and penin
sulas as isolated fragments of a once wide-spread and 
unbroken people (29). While the Celtic vanguard presses 
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-to the Ocean, two other swarms press towards the shores of 
the two great inland seas to whose presence it is owing that 
Europe has not been as Africa, or even as Asia. The 
Northern swarm lags behind for a while, husbanding its 
strength for the days when its scattered tribes should gather 
themselves into the nations of Gennany, of Scandinavia, and 
of England-for the days when offshoots from those main 
stems should grow into the commonwealths which have 
guarded the source and the mouth of the great Teutonic 
stream (30), which have planted a root of freedom even on 
the dreary shores of Iceland, and which have called into 
being the mightiest commonwealth of all in the new English 
land beyond the Ocean. But our own day was not to come 
till our kinsmen who pressed on, as it might then seem, with 
a happier lot, to the brighter shores of the southern sea had 
done their work and had made the way ready for us. 
Leaving the common centre as an united band but parting off 
into two companies at the head of the great Hadriatic Gulf, 
the forefathers of the Hellenes and the forefathers of the 
Italians spread themselves over the two peninsular lands 
where the written history of Aryan man was to begin. They 
played their part, each branch in its turn; the Western 
branch entered into the heritage of the Eastern, till the time 
came when our own race was to enter upon the heritage of 
both, to become the direct inheritors of RolDe, and, through 
Rome, the indirect inheritors of Greece. 

These then are the three great historic races, the races 
which have played the foremost part among mankind, the 
races whose history really makes up the political history of 
man. But striking and instructive as the history of each 
of them is in itself, it becomes more striking and instructive 
still when we look on those three races as brethren of one 
common stock, parted kinsmen who shared a common 
heritage which they knew not ot: And there are moments 
in the history of the world when not only these three races, 
but all the European branches of the great family seem as 
it were gathered together, sometimes to do battle against a 
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common enemy, sometimes, as it were, to meet at the hearth 
of that abiding power which might well pass for the common 
centre of them all. We read a casual notice that Frankish 
and English ambassadors found their way to the court of 
Justinian, and the utmost that we feel is a kind of lauguid 
curiosity, awakened by one of the very few times when the 
name of our nation in its earliest days is to be found in the 
pages of writers who still spoke the tongue of Greece (3 I). 
But when we think that those Frankish and English 
ambassadors represented the two great branches of the 
Teutonic race, that they hrought with them, if not the 
homage, at least the awe and wonder, of the conquered 
Celtic landa of Gaul and Britain-when we think that the 
prince to whose court they went was himself a kind of 
triple-bodied G~ry6n, a Roman Coosar of Slavonic birth, 
reigning in a Greek city over all lands from the Ocean 
to the Euphrates (32 }-it would seem as if representatives 
of every European branch of the common stock had been 
gathered together beneath the roof of the man who gave 
the world the abiding gift of the Imperial Law. Or take 
another instance, not this time from a peaceful gathering. 
but from the field of battle. On the field of Chalons every 
European branch of the Aryan family seemed to have sent 
its contingent to the host which was to drive back the 
Turanian invader. Side by side, equal in might and dignity, 
emblems of the world that was passing away and of the 
world that was coming in its stead, marched Aetius and 
Theodoric, the Roman and the Goth. But the Roman 
came from the Illyrian land by the Danube; the Goth 
ruled over Celt and Iberian on either side of the Pyrenees 
(33). And around their banners gathered the Frank and 
the Saxon, representatives of the two great branches of the 
Teutonic race, along with the Celt from his Armorican 
peninsula and the Sarmatian from the furthest European 
home of the common family (34~ One name alone is 
wanting. Greece and Macedonia sent no help against a 
foe in whose presence they might well have remembered 
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that Xerxes and Darius were their kinsmen. All that the 
eldest brethren of the house could give was the Hellenic
sounding name borne by the Patrician who led the hosts 
of Rome to their last victory, 

Those days were the true Middle Ages, the days when 
the Roman and Teutonic elements of modern European 
life stood side by side, not as yet wrought together into 
the whole which was to come of their fusion. And the 
history of those wonderful ages gains a fresh life if we 
remember that when .Alaric led his host from the walls of 
Athens to the walls of Rome (35), he was marching through 
the lands of men of the same primreval blood and speech as 
his own. And now what had those scattered brethren in 
common 1 What, above all, had the three great races in 
common, the Greek, the Roman, the Teuton 1 For those 
three must, as I have already said, form th,e main subject 
of our inquiry. Their own importance is higher than that 
of any other race: I who have taken the matter in hand 
am better able to deal with them; you who hear me will 
mqst likely be better able to judge of what I say, if I keep 
myself for the more part within the limits of the races which 
hold the foremost place in European history, For the more 
part, I say, not exclusively. While keeping our main 
attention fixed on these three races, I shall still freely, as 
occasion may serve and as my own knowledge may allow 
me, draw illustrations from other branches of the Aryan 
family, and even from nations which stsnd outside the 
Aryan pale. In an inquiry of this kind, which as yet is 
purely t~ntative, it is well to draw our illustrations from 
as wide a range as may be. The points of likeness between 
the primitive political institutions of the various Aryan nations 
are beyond doubt, but we meet with striking likenesses also 
among nations which are not Aryan. These facts suggest 
that we should very carefully examine every case of likeness, 
that we should see as well as we can to which of the three 
causes of likeness which I traced out in my former lecture 
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it may most safely be referred. One of those three causes,
that of direct transmission, whether taking the form of 
conscious imitation or not,-may be pretty well laid aside 
while dealing with the primitive institutions of any nation. 
Men who are in the state in which any of the Aryan nations 
were at the time when we get our first glimpses of them are 
not likely to borrow institutions from any foreign source, 
except when they come in contact with nations in a state 
of civilization out of all comparison with their own. The 
Celt of Gaul was not likely to adopt the manners or institu
tions of the Iberian, nor was the Iberian likely to adopt the 
manners and institutions of the Celt. But both stood ready 
to be moulded by the manners and institutions of the Greek 
colonists of Massalia or of the Roman colonists of Aqure 
Sextire (36). It is absolutely certain that the primitive 
Greek, the primitive Teuton, and the primitive Italian 
did not borrow. from one another. We may even be certain 
that the different tribes of the three races did not borrow 
from one another-that the Ionian did not borrow from the 
Dorian, the Latin from the Oscan, or the Frank from the 
Saxon. But, setting actual borrowing of any kind aside, 
it requires close examination in each particular case to say 
whether the likeness between the institutions of any two 
given tribes or nations is due to the actual sharing of a 
common heritage or to the like working of like circum
stances in different times and places. Even between 
two Aryan races, even between two tribes of the same Aryan 
race, it is not always safe hastily to decide that the likeness 
must be due to one or other of these causes. Greater 
caution still is needed when we come to likenesses between 
Aryan nations and nations of another stock. We shall 
presently see that the Old Testament, to go no further, 
furnishes us with several cases of striking likeness between 
Hellenic or Teutonic institutions and the institutions of the 
primitive Semitic tribes. Is such a likeness as this, not 
indeed accidental but incidental! Is it due simply to the . 
working of like circumstances bringing about like results 1 . 
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Or are we to suppose that, beyond the common heritage of 
the Aryan nations, there is a wider common heritage in 
which Aryan and Semitic nations share alike (37), or even 
a wider heritage still, common to all mankjnd 1 I will not 
venture to decide dogmatically in favour of any of these 
alternativea I do not think that the time has come in 
which it is safe to decide dogmatically in favour of any 
of them. In an inquiry which is still only in its infancy, 
it is safer to mark such cases for further examination, but 
to leave their full explanation till the inquiry itself shall 
have reached a further stage. With our present amount 
of knowledge, the wisest course is to collect instances from 
all quarters, to classify them so far as we have the means 
of doing so, but not to be hasty in such classification, not to 
be disheartened if there .. re many instances which we have 
to leave unclassified altogether. 

In carryillg out our inquiry as to the connexion between 
Primitive institutions, we may apply nearly the same rules 
as those which have been suggested in the case of Com
parative Mythology. It is not safe to set down any instance 
of likeness as being necessarily a CIlSe. of an inheritance 
from the common stock, unless we have some corroborative 
evidence besides the likeness itsel£ We have the highest 
degree of such corroborative evidence whenever Comparative 
Philology steps in to help us. If two distinct nations of 
the Aryan family-or, by the same argument, if two distinct 
nations of any other family-have a common institution 
called by a common name, and if the likeness is plainly 
not a case of imitation or borrowing from one another, such 
an institution may be set down without any kind of doubt 
as being a clear case of common inheritance from a COmmon 
stock. But the negative argument the other way is by 
no means equally strong. The caprice of language is so 
great, words drop out of use in one tongue and are kept 
in use in another in such a singular way, that the mere 
fact that cognate institutions are not called by cognate 
names is not of itself proof that they are not part of a 
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common heritage. We must weigh all the circumstances 
and all the different forms of evidence. Of all the forms of 
corroborative evidence, the philological form is doubtless the 
highest, but it is not the only one. If two nations are 
shown by other evidence, especially by philological evidence 
applied to other subjects, to be kindred nations, holding in 
common a large share of the primitive common stock-if 
the nature of their political institutions, no less than of 
their language, their mythology, their customs of other 
kinds, naturally suggests the thought of a common deriva
tion-the mere fact that their institutions do not bear 
cognate names is not enough to disprove, or even to throw 
doubt upon, the common derivation of those institutions. 
In many, perhaps in most, cases we shall find that the 
kindred institutions bear names which are not philologically 
cognate, but which translate one another, sometimes in a 
very remarkable way. The institutions are the same; the 
names are not the same; they may not even come from 
a common root; but they are the names which most 
closely answer to one another in meaning in a later stage 
of the two languages. This is in truth exactly what we 
might look for. The common stock of language which the 
undivided Aryan family possessed in common-even the' 
stock which its European branches possessed in common 
after their separation from the Eastern branch-was, in 
the nature of things, a vocabulary of the simplest kind, a 
vocabulary consisting mainly of nouns expressing the most 
familiar objects and verbs expressing the most fumiliar 
actions. Words expressing objects or processes which are' 
at all complicated or abstract belong to a later stage. Those, 
each nation has formed for itself; it has formed them out ( 
'of the old common roots, but it has formed them each for;' 
itself, and after its own fashion. Now this argument 
specially applies to the names of political institutions. We 
may believe that the primitive Aryans, before their separa
tion, had already taken the first steps in political life; that' 
they had already developed a simple form of government, 
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traceS of which are still to be found among the scattered 
members of the common family. That such is the case, 
or is likely to be the case, is the ground-work of the whole 
of the present inquiry. But, though we may believe that 
the Aryans before the dispersion had worked out for them
selves something which we may fairly call common political 
institutions, we cannot believe that they had worked out 
for themselves any refined or exact political vocabulary. 
The political stock which the scattered brethren carried off 
with them at the dispersion must have consisted of a few 
acknowledged customs, a few acknowledged simple principles; 
but their dictionary of political terms must have been short. 
They may have had-I firmly believe that they had_mong 
them the germs of monarchy, of aristocracy, and of demo
cracy, but they certainly had not names for those abstract 
ideas. It was each nation working for itself after the 
dispersion, which worked for itself, out of the common 
stock of principles and customs, such more elaborate political 
forms as suited its own circumstances. And for those forms 
it devised names out of its own vocabulary as it stood at 
the time. In this way, while we fully believe that there 
is a common political heritage belonging to the whole 
family, yet it is in no way wonderful, it is rather what we 
should in every way expect to happen, that each nation 
should have a political vocabulary of its own. That is to 
say, most of the names of particular officers and the like 
in each particular nation were independently given by each 
nation in the particular language into which the common 
speech had by that time grown among them. 

And now let us illustrate all this by examples taken from 
the political history and political nomenclature of the three 
great races of which we have mainly to speak. In future 
lectures I hope to draw out more fully in detail how, as far 
as we can go back, by the help of history or legend, into 
Hellenic, Italian, or Teutonic antiquity, we find in all alike 
the germs alike of the monarchic, the aristocratic, and the 
democratic principles of government. That union of the 
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three which Tacitus thought, if possible, could not be lasting, 
seems in truth to have been a common Aryan heritage-
possibly a heritage of all mankind (38). In later times 
conscious attempts have been made, or, without any conscious 
attempt, men have been led by the circumstances in which 
they found themselves, to devise forms of government after 
this modeL In so doing, as in so many other cases, they 

. have often, wittingly or unwittingly, fallen back upon the 
earliest models that were to be found. There is one form 
of government which, under various modifications, is set 
before us in the earliest glimpses which we get of the 
political life of at least all the European members of the 
Aryan family. This is that of the single King or chief, 
first ruler in peace, first captain in war, but ruling, not by 
his own arbitrary will, but with the advice of a council of 
chiefs eminent for age or birth or personal exploits, and 
further bringing all matters of special moment for the 
final approval of the general Assembly of the whole people. 
I am far from saying that this form of government is 
peculiar to the Aryan nations; but I wish to deal with it 
first of all as something which seems to be common to all 
the Aryan races, and which is undoubtedly common to the 
three great races with which we are chiefly concerned It 
is the form of government which we see painted in our first 
picture of European life in the songs of Homer; it is found 
alike in the realm of the King of Men at M ykene and in 
the realm of the King of Gods and Men on Olympos. It 
is the form of government which tradition sets before us 
as the earliest form of that ancient Latin constitution out 
of which grew, first the Common~ealth and then the Empire 
of Rome. It is no less the form of government which we 
see in the first picture of our own race drawn for us by the 
hand of Tacitus (39), and in the glimpses given us by our 
own native annals of the first days of our own branch of 
that race when they made their way into this island in 
which we dwell. Differences of detail may easily be marked 
in the different forms of the common constitution, as it 
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appears in each of the three great races and even at different 
times and among different tribes of the same race. The 
titles of the chief ruler, the manner of his appointment, the 
range of his powers, differ in different cases. With these 
differences of detail I shall have to deal in my next lecture. 
I have now only to speak of the common element in all. 
And in all, I think, we shall see the same general system 
of the single head of the state, the smaller Council, and 
the final authority of all, the general Assembly of the whole 
people. And, when the likeness is so close between the 
three branches of this great fumily which cannot possibly 
have borrowed their institutions from one another in later 
times, but which remained together as one people till a late 
stage of the general dispersion of the Aryan nations, the 
presumption surely is in fuvour of the belief that political 
institutions which are so strikingly alike are in truth a 
common heritage, a primreval form of government under 
which the forefuthers of Greeks, Italians, and Teutons lived 
together, before Greeks, Italians, and Teutons had parted 
off into separste nations. This presumption may be met 
by the objection at which I have already hinted, namely, 
that the several powers of the State, analogous as their form 
and powers may be, are not, as a rule, called by cognate 
names in the three languages, Greek, Latin, and Teutonic. 
But, if I have suggested the objection, I think I have also 
answered it beforehand I think that the diversities of 
name are exactly what we ought to expect. Each race 
carried away certain general principles of government from 
the common stock; but the details of each particular con
stitution, still more the details of its political vocabulary, 
were worked out by each nation for itself, or rather by each 
tribe of each nation for itself, in times long after the 
dispersion. At all events, the points of likeness and un
likeness between the early political vocabulary of the three 
races form a part of our subject, and it is with some inquiry 
into them that I purpose to fill up the rest of the space 
which is left; me to-day. We shall find few or no cases in 
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which the actual names of any office are akin in the three 
languages; but we sball find that most of them can be 
traced up to common roots, and that there are several cases 
in which names, though they are not coguate with one 
another, yet most certainly translate one another. 

Let us begin with the familiar names of the chief of the 
State in the three languages. It is plain at first sight that 
the words j3u,nll";., Rw, and King are not words of common 
origin. Nor is the matter mended if, instead of those three 
familiar names, we nse older or less usual names in each 
of the three languages, if we take the older or poetic Greek 
title llvu, (40), or if for the comparatively modem title of 
King we take the older Thi".,u.1I8 or ])rihten. But the fact 
that Cyning, King, in all its forms, is a comparatively modem 
title, is an important point in the argument. It shows how 
offices which were substantially the same were called by 
different names at different times, or by different branches 
of the same race. The Gothic Phi".,u.1I8 and the English 
Cyning must have expressed an office substantially the same, 
because the Latin Reg; and the Greek j3u,nll";. translate 
both of them. The names are in no way kindred in origin, 
but they are closely kindred in meaning: Cyning from cyn 
and Thiucia1l8 from thiucia, each called after the kin or people, 
pretty well translate one another (41). We' thus finq two 
nations so nearly allied in speech, though so widely cut off 
in history, as the, English and the Goths, nations about 
which we can hardly doubt that their institutions came from 
a common source, calling the head of the people by names 
which in both cases meant the head of the people but which 
are in no way philologically akin. There is, then, no need 
to be surprised if, among branches of the Aryan family which 
are less nearly akin, we do not always find cognate offices 
called by cognate names. We shall rather be surprised to 
find in how many cases the names are coguate. The Latin 
Re:£ and the Teutonic Cyning have nothing in common in 
their names; but, if we go one step beyond the titles borne 
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by the men themselves. we shall find that the regnum of 
the one is the same thing as the ..u. of the other; if we 
say of the one that he re:r:U, we say of the other that he 
rixode (42). We may go further East and West. and find 
the same name in the Celtic both of Wales and Ireland, 
and in the fur-off' Sanscrit (43). We then see that both 
the idea of government and this particular root to express 
government had borne fruit in the Aryan mind. not only 
before the Latin had parted off' from the Teuton. not only 
before the Celt had parted off' from both. but before the 
great separation had happened hetween the European and 
the Asiatic branches of the great family. It is therefore 
owing merely to one of the accidents of language that. while 
Latin and English had a coguate noun and a coguate verb 
to express the kingly office. Latin had. and English had not. 
a coguate noun to express the King himse\£ And if the 
comparatively modem forms. both of English and of High
German. give us no cognate name for Rc:c. we have in the 
older Gothic the form Reiks. which. if it does not strictly 
translate Rc:c and Cyning. is not very fur removed from 
them in meaning (44). If then we find these traces of 
common origin in Latin. Teutonic. Celtic, and Sanscrit. we 
may be sure that the absence of any such analogies. at all 
events of any such palpable analogies, between races so 
much more closely allied as the Greek and the Latin. must 
be .. mere caprice of language. though .. strange one indeed. 
I say no such palpable analogies. because I leave it to 
stronger philologers than myself to say whether any kindred 
may lurk between t.pX"" and reger.. However this may be. 
it is at least plain that the most obvious words. IW~ and 
fjauv.. .... are in no way akin either to Rez or to Cyning. 
But. whatever may be the origin of those names, there is 
nothing wonderful in each tribe calling its particn\ar officers 
hy names of later formation in its own language. That the 
words Rc:c and fjaCTv.. ... should be quite distinct is no more 
wonderful than that the names given by different Italian 
and different Greek tribes to other closely allied officers 
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should be wholly distinct also. Latium has its PrcetOTs and 
1JictatOTs, Samnium has its ImperatOTs, while Rome has 
PrlZtOTS, 1JictatOTS, and Imperators all at once. The only 
difi'erence-a difference of no importance for our purpose, 
though of great importance in a strictly philological view
is that PrlZtOT, lJictatOT, and ImperatOT are all words of easy 
formation in Latin, while /3acTl1I.aI. has plenty of Greek 
derivatives, but, as far as we can see, no Greek cognates. 
So the Assembly is in old time the ol.yoJ'll; at Athens it is 
the l"A~uta; at Sparts it is the ol.Ata. But the Spartan 
name appears again at Athens as the name, if not of the 
popular Assembly, yet of the popular court of justice (45), 
. and, by that cycle which in so many ways binds together 
the last and the first days of independent Greece, the "yoJ'll 
which we have seen among the Achaians of Homer appears 
again among the Achaians of Polybios (46). The Greek 
"Ii.,." and the Latin genUs are palpably the same in name 
as well as in substance; but the q,parpta. and q,pc!.rop .. of 
Athens have in their political use no Latin cognates, though 
we see in them the missing Greek cognates of the names of 
kindred, lYrother and /rater (47). So the Athenian /3o.A~ 
answers to the Spartan YEpo.u(a; but now mark that the 
Spartan YEpo.u(a translates the Latin &natus. Mark too, 
that the aristocratic order at Athens and at Rome are 
respectively the 11",.,. and the Equites, words which have a 
philological connexion in the far-off kindred of ("...0. and 
BquUS, but which in their actual shapes are distinct and 
comparatively late formations (48). A whole flood of 
analogies now pours in upon us. The y.po.uta and the 
Senate are kindred institutions, institutions which, one can 
hardly doubt, are really part of the common heritage. But 
the analogy of the names is simply a case of that kind of 
analogy which springs from like causes producing like effects. 
In an early state of society, age implies rule and rule implies 
age; this is taught us by a whole crowd of words in all 
languages. From the Elders of Midian and the a~l"'y,pOVTf' 
of Ilios, we have not only Spartan and Roman Senators, but 
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wpl,,{3 ... , ambassadors, whose name of age has passed into a 
name of office: we have Christian Presbyters. and English 
Ealdormen; we have the long string of names which spring 
from the medireval use of Senior (49), MlJ"IWIligne'lllr, MonsieI,r, 
Sire, Sir, and endless others. And, to end as we have begun, 
beyond the .Aryan fold, we have the SMiJcks of the Arab, 
and among them the most famous of his class, the Old Man 
af the Mountain (50). So again the !,..,.,jAaTa, of Homer, 
the != ••• of Athens, the Equites of Rome, appear again in 
the Cahalleros, the Cavalieri, the Chevaliers, of Romance 
Europe, and in the Rittersckaft of the Teutonic mainland. 
Here again the names are simply analogous. Wherever, 
as always will be in an early state of society, there is no 
professional army, but an armed nation serves without pay, 
if such an army uses horsemen as part of its force (51), that 
force is sure to be made up of the noble and wealthy: 
cavalry and chivalry will be the same. In the later days 
of Rome the Equites ceased to be a milits.ry body; but in 
after ages, when the same state of things came again, new 
words were made, no longer from the now obsolete equus, but 
from the word cahallus which had taken its place. In 
Germany again the same causes again called forth the word 
Ritter, and its English equivalent .comes into use in the later 
years of our national Chronicle, when King William dubs 
his son Henry to ,.;,u,. (52). No such title is heard of in 
the earlier days of England. The Thegn, the Ealdorman, 
the King himself, alike fought on foot; the horse might bear 
him to the field, but when the fighting itself came, he 
stood on his native earth to receive the onslaught of her 
enemies (53). 

All these are instances of the way in which, especially in 
so young a form of research as this, we must ever walk 
warily, and most carefully distinguish cases of likeness which 
there is every reason to believe are really owing to inherit
ance from a common stock, and cases where the likeness is 
simply the likeness of analogy, the effect of like results 
springing from like causes. We have seen how much 
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is proved by the presence of cognate names of offices, how 
little is prove~ by its absence. Our preliminary work is now 
over. We have defined the nature of our method; we have 
traced out the limits within which it will for the present be 
wise commonly to confine its application. In the following 
lectures I shall try to grapple with the leading analogies to 
be found in the great institutions of the three races with 
whom we have mainly to deal. In my next lecture I purpose 
to deal with the State itself, with the primitive conception 
of the commonwealth, as we see it in our first glimpses of 
Greek, Roman, and Teutonic political life. I shall thence 
go on to the head of the State, the King, and to its body, 
the Assembly. And the course may well be wound up with 
some instances of special analogies in the institutions of the 
three races, all helping to show, on the one hand, how truly 
human nature is one; how, without regard to races and times, 
men are by like circumstances moulded to like forms; and, on 
the other hand, to show how great is the common heritage 
which the tribes of the common family bore away from their 
primreval home, how many are the signs of ancient brother
hood, which, notwithstanding distance of place and time, 
notwithstanding mutual ignorance and mutual hatred, may 
still be traced among them. 
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III 

THE STATE 

IN my two former lectures we have, I trust, seen somewhat 
of the general nature of that common political heritage a 
share in which probably belongs to every member of the 
great Aryan family, and most certainly belongs to each of 
its three most illustrious branches. Our earliest glimpses of 
the life of our forefathers and kinsfolk set them before us as 
already gathered together in organized societies, as having 
already developed the first principles of political government, 
and, what is more, as already showing the germs of the 
three great forms of political government,-as showing the 
germs of monarchy, of aristocracy, and of democracy. Wher
ever we find, in however rude a shape, the King or other chief, 
the Council of elders or nobles, and the general Assembly 
of the people, the substance of all three is there. Nor must 
we in this matter be led away by mere names. The first 
element, that of the King or other chief, may remain after 
the kingship in the ordinary sense has been abolished, just 
as the forms and titles of kingship may remain after the real 
kingly power has passed away. The aristocratic element 
again, the Council, mayor may not take the form of an 
hereditary body. Aristocracy, I need hardly say, in its strict 
sense, is the rule of the best: indeed aristocracy would be 
the rule of the ideally hest, those who are really wisest, 
bravest, and most upright. Any other standard, be it that 
of age, of birth, or of wealth, is simply a substitute which 

" 
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is accepted because, in an imperfect world, the rule of 
the ideally best is something which may he talked ahout, 
but which will never be found in actual being (I). In the 
most conservative society of men that ever was, the com
munity which nev"," wholly'abolished anyone of its ancient 
institutions, in the Commonwealth of Rome, we see how hoth 
the kingly and the aristocratic elements of the State, in the. 
common sense of those words, might be swept away without 
at all sweeping away the suhstance of either the kingly or 
the aristocratic power. Personal kingship was swept away, 
but the kingly power was not swept away: it was simply 
put into commission, entrusted to two men for a year, instead 
of to one man for life (2). Afterwards, as the needs of the 
State called for such a change, it was further divided among 
various magistrates of various ranks, but to all of whom 
some portion of kingly dignity still clave (3). So again" 
when, as the monarchy had changed into a commonwealth, 
so the commonwealth changed into a monarchy, the cbange 
was not made by abolishing old offices, or by creating new 
ones, but hy gathering all the offices of State into the hand 
of a single man. As the separation of the various duties of 
the King created the various magistracies of the Common
wealth, so in turn the union of the varions magistracies 
of the Commonwealth created the Emperor (4). So with 
regard to the aristocratic branch, the object of all popular 
movements at Rome was, not to abolish the Senate, not 
even greatly to lessen the powers of the Senate (5), but t<> 
break down the distinction of old and new citizens, and 
to throw the Great Conncil of the Commonwealth open 
to all its members. In this way the three powers went on, 
though the hands which held them might be changed. The 
kingly power went on, though there was no longer a personal 
King; the aristocratic power went on, though it was no 
longer confined to a particular order of the Commonwealth; 
and thereby for two glorious centuries Rome came nearer to 
being aristocratic, in the literal sense, than any other 
government that the world ever ssw. If the rule of the best 
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was ever reached in any political community upon earth, it 
surely was in the commonwealth which strove against 
Hannibal and overthrew him. If there ever was a time 
when the ideal picture of the poet was to be found on earth, 
the time when 

None was for a pa.rty ;. 
'When &11 were for the state; 

When the great man helped the poor. 
And the poor man loved the grea.t, 

that time was surely to be found in those brightest days of 
the Roman Commonwealth, when the elder distinctions of 
pa.trician and plebeian had passed away, and when the later 
distinctions of rich and poor had not begun to show them
selves (6). The great idea of the State, the City, the 
Commonwealth, the great whole in and for which each of its 
members lived and worked and fought and died, had never 
reached to greater sway over the minds of men than in the 
long struggle between the first of cities and the first of men. 
Thus it was shown that the very greatest of men, in the 
single strength of the wisest head, the stoutest heart, and 
the strongest arm, was, after all, a power less mighty than 
the enduring strength of an united people (7). To show 
how the idea of the State-that is, in those days, the idea of 
the City-could rule men's heads and guide their actions, I 
might find examples equally to the purpose in the history of 
other commonwealths, in democratic Athens or in oligarchic 
Venice. But Rome stands out above all, because in no 
other commonwealth did the three primitive elements of 
government live on so long side by side, with changed forms 
indeed, but with the strength of all three undiminished. 
Among the ranks of her own citizens, Rome had in those 
days no elements of weakness: every citizen had his place, 
and knew his place, and did his work in his place. Her one 
element of weakness lay without her walls, in that she was a 
city ruling over other cities (8). But here, as in all history, 
and as pre-eminently in Roman history, the good and the 
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bad, tbe strong and the weak sides, spring from the same 
source, and can hardly be separated from one another. The 
noblest and the vilest deeds of the true lklman went hand 
in hand. To lklme, to the State, to the whole of which he 
was but an nnit, he was ready at any moment to sacrifice 
himself and all that he had; and to the State, to which he 
was ready to sacrifice himself, he was no less ready to sacrifice 
all that came in the way of the greatness of thelklman 
Commonwealth. To lklme he would sacrifice the laws of 
eternal justice, the rights of other nations and common
wealths, the very faith of treaties, and what we should deem 
the truth and honour of lklme herself. 

The State then, in what is in some sort the highest con
ception of it, is a City; and it can hardly fuil to be a City 
bearing rule over other cities. Now the conception of the 
State as a City is fur from being the earliest conception of 
the State; still it is one which has much in common with 
the earliest conception of the State as opposed to the con
ception of it which now prevails in modern Europe. The 
modern conception of the State is a Nation. It is perhaps 
not very easy to define a Nation; still the word conveys an 
idea which, if not always very accurate in point of philosophy, 
is at least practically intelligible. Whatever else a nation 
may be or may not be, the word suggests to us a considerable 
continuous part of the earth's surface inhabited by men who 
at once speak the same tongue and are united under the 
same government. Anything differing from this strikes us 
as exceptional. 7'hus Switzerland and Scotland give us 
examples of nations, which we feel to be nations, but which 
are formed by the artificial union, through the circumstances 
of their history, of parts of three adjoining nations which 
have parted off from their natural brethren and have found 
adoptive brethren among strangers. On the other hand, in 
North America we see, in the United States and the adjoin
ing dominions of the British Crown, a continuous territory 
inhabited by men speaking the same language, bnt who, 
being separated from fne another by the circumstances of 
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their history, no longer feel themselves to be members of the 
same nation. By a process analogous to the Roman law of 
adoption, that law by which a man might artificially become 
a member of a family to which he did not belong by birth, 
those parts of the German, Burgundian, and Italian nations, 
which have joined together to form the modern Swiss nation, 
and those parts of the Irish, English, and British nations 
which have joined together to form the modern Scottish 
nation, have cast away their original nationality and have 
made for themselves a new one (9). But the Publius 
Cornelius Scipio who finally overthrew Carthage was, 
LEmilius as he was by birth, as good a Scipio as the elder 
Publius who had given Carthage her death-blow at Zama. 
And so the artificial Scots, the artificial Switzers, have 
formed a nation as real and true as if it had been a nation 
strictly answering to some linguistic or ethnological division. 
And, in the other case, the events which have caused the 
English settlers north and south of the great American lakes 
to part oft'into two distinct nations have the character of a 
family quarrel, which, because it is a family quarrel, is harder 
to heal than a quarrel between strangers. But we feel that 
all cases of this kind either way are exceptional cases, 
accounted for by exceptional causes; the normal nation is 
one where the continuous speakers of a single tongue are 
united under a single government; such a nation forms the 
ideal of a State, whether kingdom or commonwealth, which 
forms the ground of an modern political speculation. 

Now this fact that we expect, as a rule, the nation to form 
a single government-the fact that political unity enters 
into our general idea of a nation-shows how greatly we 
have changed in this matter from the political ideas of earlier 
times. Take Greece for example. There was in the Greek 
mind a distinct idea of a Greek nation, united by .. common 
origin, speech, religion, and civilization. Every Greek was 
.. brother to every other Greek, as contrasted with the 
outside Barbarian (10). But that the whole Greek nation, 
or so much of it as formed a continuous or nearly continuous 
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territory, could be united into one political community, never 
came into the mind of any Greek statesman or Greek 
philosopher. The independence of each city was the one 
cardinal principle from which all Greek political life started. 
The State, the Commonwealth, was in Greek eyes a City, an 
organized society of men dwelling in a walled town as the 
hearth and home of the political society, and with a surround
ing territory not too large to allow all ita free inhabitants 
habitually to assemble within its walls to discharge the 
duties of citizens. During the most brilliant times of the 
Greek Commonwealths, the City, and nothing higher or 
lower, was the one acknowledged political unit. A scattered 
tribe was not enough, an unwalled village was not enough; 
while, on the other hand, no Greek of those days willingly 
merged his city in any greater aggregate (II). And the 
higher was the civilization, the funer was the political 
developement, of any branch of the Greek nation, the stronger 
was the feeling with which it clave to the full political 
independence of every separate city. The feelings which we 
hear towards the Nation, the Greeks bore towards the City 
(12). We have heard in modern times of "oppressed 
nationalities"--a form of words which, I suppose, means 
much the same as oppressed nations. That form of words 
implies that such nations are wronged by being put under a 
government which is not of their own nation. With exactly 
the same fcelings did the old Greeks look upon those cases 
in their own political world when it was not nation that was 
subject to nation, but city that was subject to city. For one 
city to bear rule over another was common enough, when one 
city was stronger and another weaker; but such a relation 
was always deemed to be unjust, at all events in the eyes of 
the weaker city. And in such cases it was always, in the 
strictest sense, city bearing rule over city; the subject city 
still kept on its being as an organized political community, 
and it therefore felt only the more keenly the loss of its fun 
political independence (13). The theory of the independence 
of each city, the universal doctrine of Greece, was, though as 
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we shall presently see in a very modified form, the political 
doctrine of ancient Italy also. The feeling has affected 
language in a way which makes it hard to represent some 
familiar Greek and Latin expressions in any modern speech. 
DaTpC" patrW., may often be well enough tmnslated by 
cm,ntry, patrie Vaterland; but the true patria of the Greek 
or the Roman was not a country in our sense: it was not 
Greece but Athens, it was not Italy but Rome, which was 
the patria of the Atbenian or the Roman (14). Scipio at 
Litemum was held to be in exile as much as if he had 
banished himself to Spain or Syria. And when Tiberius 
removed his dwelling from Rome to Caprere, men wondered 
that a Roman citizen, a Roman prince, could so long" carere 
patria" ; a phrase which, if we translate it "to be without a 
country," sounds strange indeed when applied to one who 
bad simply moved his dwelling from Rome to an island off 
the coast of Campania (15). 

But the idea of the City, on the face of it, marks in truth 
a very advanced state in the political developement of any 
people. If we look at the history of Greece only, we shall 
find abundant signs that that political life of the city which 
comes out with such brilliancy in. the days of the Persian 
and Peloponnesian wars, and which was already fully 
established in the days of Homer, was far from being the 
earliest social condition of the Greek people. The thing in 
fact hardly needs proof: it needs no evidence to show that" 
wandering tribe cannot build cities, nor is it likely that men 
should gather themselves together in political societies within 
walled towns till they have been long accustomed to the 
practice of agriculture and of life ·in settled dwellings. As 
the settled village is an advance on the wandering tribe, so 
the walled city is an advance on the unwalled village; its 
origin is often to be found in the hill-fort which formed the 
rude citsdel of the village, the primreval fortreas where men 
and cattle might seek shelter in case of a sudden inroad of 
their enemies. The hill-fort might itself grow into the city, 
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as so many ancient Gaulish hill-forts have grown into ancient 
Roman and modern French cities (16), or as the greater 
Athens of later times gathered round the holy rock of 
Athiln@, once itself the city, but now its venerable Akropolis 
(17). Or again, as population grows and civilization advances, 
the hill-fort may be wholly forsaken for some more tempting 
site in the plain; as when the lofty Dardani@ made way for 
holy Ilios, the city of articulate-speaking men (18). Greek 
city life could not have existed as long as the forefathers of 
the Hell@nes were slowly making their way from the head of 
the Hadriatic gulf down to the peninsula of Attica and the 
great island of Pelops (19). The point is that even the first 
",diments of Greek eity life could hardly have come into 
being till the Hell@nes had long been in possession of the 
peninsular land between Mount Olympos and Cape Malea. 
The Homeric poems contain passages which seem to contrast 
the social state of the Achaian princes and people with other 
races, at least not wholly alien, which were still on a lower 
social level (20). It is worth noticing too that the familiar 
word &ijp..<, the people, seems to have first of all meant the 
ground, and thence to have been transferred to the inhabit
ants or tillers of the ground (21). This change of meaning 
could hardly have taken place after city life was fully 
established. And side by side with the greatest develope
ment of the later meaning of the word, side by side with the 
Athenian D@mos himself, we see the local divisions of the 
land, which still bore the 'same name, witnesses of the time 
when Demos had meant the land itself, and not those who 
dwelt upon it (22). But other proofs show that the state of 
society which we see in the Homeric poems succeeded, no 
doubt by gradual stages, to one far less advanced, which still 
left traces of itself in historic times. In historical times the 
cities are everything; treaties and leagues were, in the more 
advauced regions of Greece, made only between city and 
city. But the most ancient of common Greek institutions, 
the great religious union of the Amphiktyons, was not 1111 

union of cities. Athens and Sparta, as Athens and Sparta, 
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had no part or lot in it. The Amphiktyonic body was an 
union of races, races some of which had risen to greatness in 
other parts of Greece, while others remained in their ancient 
obscurity in their old seats by Thermopylai. In that great 
religious convocation, the Dorian and the Ionian race had 
each its equal vote alongside of Malians and Phthiotic 
Achaians. Athens and Sparta, as severally the greatest 
Ionic and the greatest Dorian city, might practically command 
the Ionian and the Dorian vote; but, as the cities of Athens 
and Sparts, they had no formal place in the Council. This 
feature in the Amphiktyonic body, a feature which could not 
possibly have been introduced at any moment in the recorded 
history of Greece, at once shows the vast antiqnity of the 
Amphiktyonic union, and it also shows that the system of 
cities with which we are so familiar in Grecian history grew 
out of an earlier system of tribes (23~ So again, even in 
the historic times of Greece, we find that there were large 
districts, iEtolia, Akarnania, some parts of Arkadia, in which 
city life was very imperfectly developed, where walled towns 
at special points were not unknown, but where the city had 
not wholly swallowed up the tribe and the village, in the 
way in which it had done in the lands of Athens, Corinth, 
or Breotia (24). We find also in the historic tinles more 
than one instance in which a Greek city-Elis for example, 
and Meg"lopolis in after times-was formed by the union of 
several villages, or of towns so small that they hardly 
deserved the names of cities (25). And we see too, in the 
case of Mantineia and of Sparta itself, a tradition so strong 
that it can hardly have been groundless, which told that 
those cities had themselves been formed in a like sort, in 
days which must have been older than the Homeric catalogue 
(26). So again, in those neighbouring nations which were 
not strictly Greek, but to whom the true Hellenes seem to 
have stood in the relation of members of the same family 
who had outstripped their brethren, among Epeirots and 
Macedoniaus, we find much the same state of things as in 
the ruder parts of Greece itself: the city is not unknown, 
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but the tribe and the village still remain the leading 
features of national life (27). We might have inferred 
without historical evidence, from the very nature of the case, 
that the Greek system of cities grew out of an earlier 
system of tribes and villages, but there is in truth quite 
enough of strictly historical evidence to prove the point. 

The system of cities was thus, even in Greece, far from 
being a thing which had been from the beginning. But it 
became, as we all know, the great characteristic of Grecian 
politics, the feature to which Greece owes at once the 
brilliance and the shortness of its bistory. For the city, 
according at least to Greek political ideas, kept on one 
feature of the life of the tribe, even more strictly than it 
was kept on by the tribe itself The City, the State, the 
commonwealth, was an assemblage of y/"'1, of gentes, of natura.! 
or artificial families. Citizenship was thus a matter of 
hereditary descent: mere residence, even to the ninth and 
tenth generation, could never comer the civic franchise (28). 
Once or twice in the history of a city, when the original 
citizens had shrunk up into a narrow. oligarchy, a large 
admission of the unenfranchised classes to the rights of 
citizenship might change the commonwealth from an oligarchy 
into a democracy (29). Now and then too citizenship might 
be bestowed by special decree on a stranger, whether a 
resident on the spot or a distant prince who had deserved 
well of the commonwealth (30). But there was no way by 
which the necessary extmction of citizen families could be, 
as a matter of ordinary course, supplied by new blood. A 
Greek city might hold other cities in bondage; she might 
have other cities united to her on terms of either equal or 
dependent alliance; but the breaking down of the citizen 
barrier, the admission of allies or subjects to a common 
franchise, was, we may say, unknown in the historical times 
. of Greece. It had been done once before history began, 
when all the Attic towns were either persuaded or constrained 
to merge their political being in that of the one city of 
Athens (31). It was tried once in historical times, in a 
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feeble and unsuccessful way, when the commonwealths of 
Argos and Corinth were for a moment thrown into one (32). 
But, as a rule, through the most brilliant days of Greece, 
each city clave to its separate political being. The higher 
the political developement, the higher the material and social 
civilization of any Grecian city, the more fervently, the more 
obstinately, it clave to its distinct and independent being as 
a sovereign commonwealth. It might be a ruling city, and 
it never dreamed of granting its citizenship to its subjects; 
it might be a dependent city, and it dreamed perhaps of 
throwing off the yoke of its too powerful neighbour, but 
never of asking for its franchise. 

From this cause sprang two results. Greece never became, 
in any political sense, a nation. And those parts of Greece 
which, in her latest days of independence, came nearest to 
becoming a nation were not those parts which had filled the 
foremost places in her earlier and more brilliant days. In 
the last, the Federal, age of Greece the parts of Greece 
which showed the fullest national life were precisely those 
more backward districts where Greek city life had never 
developed itself in its fulness. lEtolia, Akarnania, even the 
hellenized Epeiros, now show a truer national life than 
Athens. But in those later days one great step in political 
progress was taken. Federal principle had hitherto lurked 
in Greece only in the parts where either city life was hardly 
developed at all, or where the cities were small and of little 
account in Grecian politics. It had long bound together the 
fierce tribes of lEtolia and the respectable but insignificant 
towns of the original Achaia (33). It now became the 
leading principle of Greek politics. The greater part of 
Greece was mapped out among Federal commonwealths. 
But the greatest cities of the olden time kept aloof from 
a system which so greatly trenched on the separate inde· 
pendence of each particular city. Athens never joined the 
Achaian Leaguo; Sparta was enrolled in it against her 
will (34). In these last days of independent Greece a new 
fonn of political life arose. But it was simply a developement 
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or modification of her old system of independent cities. The 
cities gave up so much of their independent political being 
as to group themselves into Confederations, to let several 
cities form a single State in their dealings with other States. 
But the Confederation was still a Confederation of cities. 
The internal constitutions of the cities remained untouched. 
Each still remained a distinct and sovereign commonwealth 

. in all its domestic affairs. The form of a Federal Common
wealth, a BU1UUSstant (35), and that a Federal Common
wealth formed, not of tribes or cantons but of cities, was 
the nearest approach to national unity to which the most 
advanced parts of HeUas in the days of her independence 
ever reached. 

Here then is one idea of the State: that in which the 
State, the Commonwealth, the body in which a man enjoys 
political rights and discharges political duties, the body 
round which all his patriotic feelings centre, is not a nation, 
not a country in our sense, but a single city. There is no 
doubt that such a system as this calls forth the powers of 
man to their very highest point; there has never been 
another political society in the, world in which the average 
of the individual citizen stood so high as it did under the 
Athenian Democracy in the days of its greatness. The weak 
point of such a system is that it is too brilliant to last; the 
high-strung enthusiasm to which it owes its being, and 
without which it cannot be kept up at the same level, is 
not likely to last for many generations (36). Agsin, such 
a system can last only as long as it forms the whole of its 
own civilized world. Where the strength of a country is 
cut up among a number of absolutely independent cities, 
indifferent or even hostile to one another, they must give 
way as soon as an united power of equal strength and equal 
intelligence is brought to bear upon them. Greece drew 
increased strength, and even increased union, from the 
attacks made upon her by the brute force of Persia: she 
could not bear up against the single power of Macedonia, 
schooled in her own arts and discipline. The lesson did its 
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work in the revival of Greek independence in the Federal 
period. But even then the degree of union that was reached 
was simply Federal, and even that degree of union was 
never extended over the whole land. Greece never became 
a nation: a people whose idea of political life does not go 
beyond the separate and independent city never can become 
a nation; it never can endure when the forces of a nation 
are brought against it. But it none the less shows the 
powers of man in a higher form than they can reach under 
any other system; and, although the system itself is one 
which cannot last in its full force and glory through more 
than a few generations of men, its history is none the less 
rich in abiding lessons for all time. 

From the idea of the State as the single independent 
city, the idea which gave all its brilliance to the peninsula 
-east of the Hadriatic, we turn to another idea of the State, 
or rather to a modification of the same idea, which was 
worked out in the political history of the other great 
Mediterranean land Italy, no less than Greece, was from 
the earliest times parted out into small commonwealths, or 
rather it was occupied by distinct settlements, clans, or 
tribes, which grew into distinct commonwealths. The idea 
of the independent city may be said to have been the leading 
political idea of ancient Italy, no less than of ancient Greece, 
but it was never carried out in the same completeness. We 
must set aside that part of Southern Italy which was in 
after times directly colonized from Greece, and the history 
of whose Greek cities is simply a part of the history of the 
Greek cities elsewhere. In that much larger part of Italy 
which was untouched by Greek colonization, though the 
walled city seems to have been everywhere the ideal political 
unit, yet true city-life, according to Greek notions, never 
reached the ~ complete predominance. From the be
ginning the towns were smaller, and they were more ready 
to join themselves together by a Federal tie. There never 
could have been more than a very few Italian cities, and 
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those scattered at distances as great as that which separated 
Rome from Capua, which could have had any claim to rank 
alongside of the great cities which in Greece lay as near 
together as Thebes, Athens, Corinth, Sikyiln, and Argos 
(37). Hence the history of ancient Italy is a history of 
confederations, far more than a history of single cities; and 
the Italian confederations had from the beginning a closer 
union and a nearer approach to national unity than the 
later and more brilliant confederations of Greece. Latium, 
Samnium, and the rest, had more in common with iEtolia 
and Akarnania than with the more strictly civic confeder
ation of the Achaian League. The real elements of old 
Italian life are the ge... or clan and the tribe. The city 
is rather the fortress, the place of meeting, the place of 
shelter, of the tribe or collection of tribes, than the actual 
home and dwelling-place which it was in Greek ideas (38). 
At the same time it was in Italy that the idea of the city, 
the single independent city-the ruling city-was carried 
out on a scale in which it never was before or after. A 
group of Latin villages grew together to form a border 
fortress of Latium on the Etruscan march (39). That border 
fortress grew step by step to be the head of Latium, the 
head of Italy, the head of the Mediterranean world. The 
idea of the city-the ruling city-gathering around it the 
various classes of citizens, half-citizens, allies, and subjects 
(40), all looking to the local city as the common centre, 
whether of freedom to be exercised or dominion to be 
endured, all this finds its greatest and mightiest develope
ment in the Latin 'city of Rome. Rome alone among cities 
can rightly call herself eternal; but she won her eternity 
by casting off, more than any other city ever did, the 
trammels which narrowed the greatness and shortened the 
life of the other ruling cities of the world. The course by 
which Rome rose to her dominion was s<lt. fort;h by one of 
her own Cresars in her own Senate; it was by granting, 
step by step, equal rights with her own alike to faithful 
allies and to conquered enemies. Claudius argued, with 
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thorough insight into the history of the State over which 
he ruled, that the dominion of Athens and Sparta had been 
short, because they had failed to grant their citizenship to 
their allies and subjects; that the dominion of Rome had 
been lasting, because the allies and subjects of Rome had 
been freely allowed to become Romans. The plebeian, the 
Latin, the Italian, each in his turn, had been admitted to 
the rights and honours of the conquering city. From Italy, 
so Claudius argued, the same process should go on to Gaul 
and Spain; and so it did go on till, when the franchise of 
the Roman city had become nothing worth, all the free 
inhabitants of the Roman world were admitted to it (41). 
But mark that it was to the franchise of the Roman city, 
to the local burghership of a single town, that Latium, 
Italy, and the world, were gradually admitted. They were 
admitted to a body of exactly the same nature as the 
hereditary burghel'S of an old Greek or a medireval Italian 
city, to a body essentially the same as the freemen of a 
modem English borough. We may, in a sense, say that 
a city grew into a nation, or into more than a nation, when 
its citizenship was thus extended to the whole of the then 
civilized world. Still it was the local franchise of a city; 
it was a franchise which, as long as it remained any real 
franchise at all, could be exercised nowhere except in that 
city (42). The result was that, long before the world had 
become Roman, even before all Italy had become Roman, 
the mtmicipal government of the Roman city had been tried 
aud found wanting as the government of so large a part 
of the world. The constitution which, for its own proper 
use, had been one of the best that the world ever saw-a 
constitution all the better because it grew up bit by bit 
os it was wanted-broke down when it was put to an use 
for which it was utterly unfitted. The burghers of a single 
Italian city could not govern the whole world; they could 
not even govern Italy. They could not even administer 
the affairs of their own city, when they themselves were 
numbered by hundreds of thousands. The despotism of the 
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Cresars was the stern remedy for an incumble disease. As 
regards the city itself, if, as Mrecenas thought, life even 
in torments is better than death (43), the disease was a 
smaller evil than the remedy. As regards the subject lands, 
they gained by getting one master instead of many. The 
moml of Grecian history is that a system of independent 
cities cannot bear up against an united kingdom or common
wealth. The moral of Roman history is that, if a single 
city aspires to universal dominion, it may indeed become 
the seat of a power which deserves to be called eternal, but 
it can become mistress of the world only by the sacrifice 
of its own freedom. The distinction between citizen and 
subject may be swept away; but it will be swept away, 
not by mising the subject to the level of the citizen, but 
by bringing down the citizen to the level of the subject. 

We thus see that, though Greece and Italy alike took 
the independent city as their leading political idea, lhe 
results which were worked out were widely different in the 
two cases. The earlier and fuller establishment of the 
Federal principle in Italy,.· the greater readiness in com
municating the franchise to allies and subjects, both worked 
to the same end. And I suspect that both of these were 
different results of the same cause, and that that cause was 
that the clan feeling, the tribe feeling, had by no means so 
wholly given way to the city feeling as it did in Greece. 
The truth is that, if we read history as chronology requires 
us to read it, beg4ming with Greece, thence going on to 
the Roman conquerors of Greece, and thence to the Teu
tonic conquerors of Rome, we are, for many purposes of this 
inquiry, reading history backwards. We find the primitive 
conception of the State in an earlier form among the 
Italians than we find it among the Greeks, at all events 
than we find it in those Greek states of which we have 
most knowledge. And we find it in a still earlier form 
amongst the Teutonic nations than we find it among the 
Italians. The notion of the State as a city is, as we have 
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seen and as it must be in the nature of things, a later notion 
than the notion of the State as a tribe. We have seen that, 
even in some parts .of Greece, the notion of the city-the 
ruling idea of fully developed Greek political life-grew 
Qut slowly, and never bore the same fruits which it bore 
in the great Greek city commonwealths. Among the Teu
tonic nations we may fairly say that the city commonwealth 
never became an essential element of political life at all. 
The conception of the absolutely sovereign city common
wealth is not a strictly Teutonic conception; it has never 
been the ruling political idea of any Teutonic people. The 
Greeks reached the city stage so early, they carried out its 
leading idea to such perfection, that they never reached the 
national stage. The Teutons passed from the tribal stege 
into the national stage without ever going through the city 
stage at all. The Italians followed an intermediate course; 
they reached the city stage, but they never carried it to 
the same perfection to which it was carried in Greece. The 
older ideas of the clan and the tribe kept far more power; 
down to the latest days of Rome's freedom they exercised 
an influence which they lost at a far earlier stage of Athenian 
political history. 

To trace out the difference in this respect between the 
history of the three chief races which we are comparing, we 
must go back to the very beginnings of political life. The 
Greek philosophers themselves saw that the original element 
of the State-of the City-was to be found in the family. 
But they perhaps did not attach its full importance to the 
stage which comes between the family in the narrower sense 
and the political commonwealth (44). The great practical 
element in all early political societies is the family, but it is 
the family, not in the narrower sense of the mere household, 
the father and his immediate children, but in the form which 
the family takes when it has swelled into the clan. The 
clan may take many forms: it may long keep up the wild 
independence, the predatory life, the attachment to the 
hereditary chief of the race, which distinguishes the Celtic .. 
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clans and septs both in. Britain and in Ireland (45). In a 
higher stsge it may take the shape of the agricultural village 
community, such as we see it in forms common to the Aryan 
races both in East and West (46). The two things in short, 
the clan and the village community, are the same thing, 
influenced only by those circumstances, geographical or other
wise, which allow one clan or company to adopt a more 
settled life, while another is driven to linger in, or even to 
fall back upon, a ruder state of things. The rEVO. of Athens, 
the gena of Rome, the mark or gemeinde of the Teutonic 
nations, the village community of the East, and, as I have 
said, the Irish clan, are all essentially the same thing. All 
are parts of the common heritage; all mark a stage in pro
gress which is essentially the same, although the further 
developements of each have branched off into such widely 
different shapes. In each case, the community thus formed 
is the lowest political unit-it is the association next above 
that of the mere household It does not stand immediately 
below the tribe, as we find between them the intermediate 
association of the hundred or cun"ia. Still, the tribe on the 
one side, the clan or gena on the other, stand out in such a 
much more marked way than the intermediate group that 
we may venture to say that, as the commonwealth, whether 
city or nation, is formed by an union of tribes, so the tribe is 
formed by an union of gen.tes. 

The names rivo. and gena at once proclaim that community 
of blood is the idea which lies at the root of the association 
so called We have no English name which exactly expresses 
the same idea (47); but the local nomenclature of our own 
land makes it plain that this lowest political unit was at 
first, here as elsewhere, formed of men bound together by 
a tie of kindred, in its first estate natural, in a later 
stage either natural or artificial. A large proportion of 
the parishes of England bear names which come directly 
from old Teutonic patronymics. Uffington, Gillingham, a 
crowd of others-the same name not uncommonly repeating 
itself in distant parts of the country-point beyond all doubt 
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to the Uffingas, the Gillingas, and so forth, as their original 
Teutonic settlers (48). These names answer exactly to those 
borne by the gentes of Athens and Rome, to the Alkmaionidai 
and the J ulii, and to those borne by the clans and septs of 
the Scot both in his own island and in Britain (49). In all 
these cases the name is strictly a patronymic; the race is 
called after a supposed forefather. But in none of these 
cases are we bound to look for actual kindred among all the 
members of the body (so). Still it is none the less true that 
the idea of the family runs through alL The family is the 
starting-point: the common patriarch, divine or human, real 
or mythical, Alkmaion, Julus, Off .. , Donald, is the tie which 
binds t<>gether all the members of his house, whether really 
sprung of his blood or not. The adopted son, the freedman, 
the client, the favoured stranger, might be received in their 
several degrees within the pale of the house, so that real 
purity of blood would become a mere name, a simple legal 
fiction (5 [); still it was into the house, the g .... , the clan
that is, into the family, to its name, its rights, its sacred 
ceremonies and traditions (S2)-that he was admitted. Both 
at Rome and at Athens the gentes were joined together into 
a higher union, that of the C'Uri,a or the cf>paTpla-that is, the' 
brotherhood, the name which still so strangely preserves 
the common Aryan word which the Greek tongue has lost in 
its older and nearer meaning (53). The gathering of cwriaJ 
or cf>parpCa, again forms the tribe; the gathering of tribes 
forms the State. But alike at Rome and at Athens, tribes 
formed of C'/JA-iaJ and gentes lost their political significance, 
and gave way as political institutions to tribes of later origin 
founded on another principle. In the later stages of both 
commonwealths, the elements of which the commonwealth 
was made up were no longer the primitive genealogical 
tribes, but tribes which were essentially local. But the 
smaller groups of which the tribes were immediately made 
up, the gentes and the groups intermediate between the gentes 
and the tribes, still lived on, though, by one of those accidents 
which are to be found in all these histories of political growth, 
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it happened that the element which kept most of its import
ance differed in the two cases. In the later stages of the 
Athenian commonwealth we hear far more of the </>paTpia 

than we do of the -rivos. At Rome the C/JII"W; sank into a 
mere name at a comparatively early stage, while the gentes 
remained and flourished, and had the most abiding influence 
on the national character and the national history. 

At Rome then the influence of the family community was 
far stronger, far more lasting, than it was at Athens. One 
cause of this difference may seem a small one. There can 
be little doubt that the fact that the gentes of Rome survived 
longer and played a greater part in history than the Greek 
and Teutonic union.q which answer to them is largely owing 
to an accident of Roman nomenclature, though we cannot 
doubt that the apparent accident had itself some determining 
cause. Megakl@s the Alkmaionid, or Godric the Ufling, 
remembered and boasted of the name of his real or mythical 
forefather, but he did not bear it about with him as part of 
himself; as his nomen to which his own personal name was 
only a p'l'renomen, in the way in which the names of the 
patriarchs of their house were borne by Titus Quinctius or 
Caius Julius (54). But other causes were doubtless also at 
work. There can be little doubt that the genealogical 
associations at Rome drew much of strength and perman
ency from the fact that they were, more largely than at 
Athens, local associations also. No fact in what we may call 
mythical history seems better established than the tradition 
that the city of ROl)le grew out of the union of two or more 
village communities. So, as we have seen, did many Grecian 
cities, Sparta itself among them (55). But at Sparta the 
origin of the 4j3ai-the Spartan curim-and tribes is not to 
be looked for in the old Lacedremonian local divisions;but in 
the divisions which the Dorian conquerors brought with 
them and which they established in all the Dorian cities of 
Peloponn@sos. These tribes, common to the Dorians every
where, together with the 4(3a{ of which they were formed, 
lived Oil as divisions of the ruling Spartan people, alongside 
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of the local divisions earlier than the conquest, just as, both 
at Athens and Rome, we find the local tribes either sup
planting or existing alongside of the tribes which were 
purely genealogical (56). At Athens, if the city was formed 
by the geographical union of earlier villages-a process 
which must not be confounded with the political union of 
the towns of Attica-it must have been at a time so early as 
to have left no trace of itself either in legend or in tradition. 
A prying eye may perhaps find out some slight and doubtful 
traces of inhabitants of the soil earlier than the historic 
Athenians, but they will hardly find traces of the fusing 
together of neighbouring and kindred villages (57). We 
find at Athens the four Ionic tribes, common probably to 
the Ionians everywhere; but we have no such local 
memories as those which connect the Ramnes with the 
village of Romulus and the Titienses with the village of 
Titus Tatius (58). Add to this the feeling of which I shall 
have to speak in another lecture, the strong conservative 
feeling which runs through the political revolutions of Rome 
in a far higher degree than through those of Athens. It 
thus came about that the old Ionic tribes at Athens were 
"wept away as political bodies, and that the </>paTpLa. and 
gentes lived on only as family brotherhoods and religious 
associations, no longer as component members of the com
monwealth. The ancient genealogical tribes gave way to 
the later tribes of the constitution of Kleisthenes, tribes 
which were mere artificial divisions, and which had no 
real tie either of descent or of locality. The Ten Tribes 
were indeed made up of 8ijl'0', and the 8ijl'0' were doubtle8S, 
in the strictest sense, village communities; but care was 
"pecially taken that the 8ijl'0' which made up a tribe should 
not lie geographically together (59). For such a change 
there were good reasons in the political experience of the 
time; but the substitution of a new local division for 'one 
purely genealogical marks a great revolution in men's ideas, 
and shows how far real statesmanship could prevail over 
mere traditional memolies (60). The Demos often bore the 
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name of the Gens (61). Still in the later political alT8Jlge
ments of Athens the Gens had passed utterly away, and the 
Demos was not itself a political unit, but a mere local 
division of a new local tribe. 

At Rome, on the other hand, the commonwealth, both in 
its earlier and its later form, was made up of tribes which 
were essentially local. Such, we can hardly doubt, were the 
old Patrician tribes which represented the original com
munities of which the city itself in its first estate was made 
up. The settlement of Romulus and the settlement of 
Tatius, that is the tribes of the Ramnes and the Titienses, 
occupied two distinct hills among the famous seven (62). It 
is more certain that the new Roman people, the Plebs, was 
made up from the beginning of strictly local tribes; it is 
certain that, as the State grew, it grew by the addition of 
fresh local tribes. When a new town or district was enfran
chised, its territory formed a new tribe; and of the thirty-five 
tribes of the later commonwealth the local city of Rome 
contained f01\l' only (63). And the local tribe too, like the 
Attic a~I'OS, was often closely connected with the clan (64). 
And though the a~I'OS, as an element of the State, was 
essentially a local division, yet, as the a~l'o, were in their 
origin gentes or village communities, it was qnite possible 
that, at the time when the a~l'o, were mapped out, the 
a~l'Os might nearly answer to some gens and its followiug. 
And in the like sort, though the a~l'o, and the new tribes were 
local in their origin, yet, when once established, they became 
genealogical. So it was with the local Roman tribes also. 
Their names show that they too were often connected with a 
gens, and the connexion is marked in a special way in one 
case which has been preserved to us either by history or by 
tradition. When Attus Clausus and his followiug moved to 
Rome, they formed the Claudian tribe as well as the Claudian 
gens. But the Claudian tribe had not, like an Attic Demos, 
sunk to be a mere local division; it was .. component part of 
the Roman commonwealth, with its independent vote in the 
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Assembly of the Roman tribes. Through all these causes, 
the ideas which were at the root of every commonwealth
the ideas of the clan and the tribe-lived on at Rome with 
far greater strength, and with a far closer connexion with 
the political life of the commonwealth, than they kept at 
Athens. But, because the ideas of the clan and the tribe 
remained more lively, the idea of the city was less perfect. 
The Roman commonwealth was a city commonwealth, 
because the city of Rome was the one heart and home of 
the State. But, in this like Athens, though unlike every 
other Greek city, the life of the commonwealth was not shut 
up within the walls of the city. Rome was a city common
wealth; we cannot call it a mere city commonwealth, when 
the City itself had little more than a ninth part of the 
voting power of the State--four votes only out of thirty-five. 
In all these ways the conception of the city was less perfect 
at Rome, less perfect in Italy generally, than it was in 
Greece. For that very reason the political system of Rome 
was more long-lived than that of Greece. Rome never, in 
strictness, became a Dation; but it came far nearer to 
becoming a nation than either Greece as a whole, or any 
particular Greek commonwealth. 

We now come to the institutions of our own forefathers 
and kinsmen-to the primitive conceptions of the State as 
held by the nations of the Teutonic race. Our own early 
history is the true key to the early history of Greece and 
Italy. Among the ancient Germans and Scandinavians, and 
not least among the Teutonic settlers in our own island, we 
see many things face to face which in Greece and Italy we 
see but darkly; we see many things for certain which in 
Greece and Italy we can only guess at; we see many things 
still keeping tbeir full life and meaning, of which in Greece 
and Italy we can at most spy out traces and survivals. It is 
among the men of our own blood that we can best trace out 
how, as in Greece and Italy, the family grew into the clan
how, as in Greece and Italy, the clan grew into the tribe-
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and how at that stage the developement of the two kindred 
races parted company-how' among Teutons, on either side 
of the sea, the tribe has grown, not into the city but into the 
nation. But, before I try to work out this comparison and 
contrast in any detail, I would first speak of two facts which 
strongly illustrate the different political and social ideas of 
those two great branches of the Aryan family, the Greek and 
the Italian on one side, our own forefathers on the other. I 
choose two facts, two forroul"" two fashions of speech, stand
ing out on the surface of those transitional ages when the 
Roman and the Teutonic system stood side by side. They 
will show how utterly unlike from one point of view, close as 
is their likeness from another, are the political ideas and 
manner of speech of those in whose minds the city is every
tiring, and of those with whom the city is unknown or 
secondary, with whom the tribe grew at once into the nation. 
Both examples come from early ecclesiastical history. When 
Christianity gradually became the religion alike of the 
Roman Empire and of the conquerors who embraced its 
civilization, those who obstinately clave to the old idolatry 
were called, lIbth in Latin and in Teutonic speech, by names 
which in themselves expressed, not error in religion, but 
inferiority of social state. The worshipper of Jupiter or of 
Woden was called in Latin mouths a papa'll, in Teutonic 
mouths a heathe'll. The two names well set forth the two 
distinct standards of civilization which were held by those 
who spoke the two languages. The papa'llus was the man of 
the country, as 0p!,?sed to the man of the city. The Gospel 
was first preached in the towns, and the towns became 
Christian while the open country around them still clave to 
the old Gods Hence the name of the papa'll, the nlstic, the 
man who stood outside the higher social life of the city, came 
ta mean the man who stood outside the pale of the purer faith 
of the Church (65). But in the England of the sixth 
century, in the eastern Germany of the eighth, no such 
distinction could be drawn. If all who dwelled without the 
walls of a city had remained without the pale of the Church, 
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the Church would have had few votaries indeed among the 
independent Teutons. In their ideas the opposition between 
the higher and the lower stage was not the opposition between 
the man of the city and the man of the country; it was the 
opposition between the man of the occupied and cultivated 
land and the wild man of the wilderness. The cities, where 
there were any, and the villages and settled land generally, 
became Christian, while the rude men of the heath still 
served Woden and Thunder. The worshippers of Woden 
and Thunder were therefore called "'athens (66). Pagan and 
Heathen alike mark the misbeliever as belonging to a lower 
social stage than the Christian. But the standard of social 
superiority which is assumed differs in the two cases. The 
one is the standard of a people with whom the city is the 
centre of the whole social life; the other is the standard of a 
people among whom the city, if it was to be found at all, was 
simply the incidental dwelling-place of a part of the nation 
which was in no way privileged over those who dwelled 
beyond its bounds. 

The other instance from the same period is this. In the 
organization of the Christian Ohurch the ecclesiastical 
divisions always followed the civil divisions of the time; a 
fact which, as they commonly outlived those divisions, makes 
the boundaries of ecclesiastical provinces and dioceses of such 
primary importance in historical geography. But in Roman 
and in Celtic or Teutonic Europe-for in this matter we may 
class Celt and Teuton, Scot and Englishman, together-the 
ecclesiastical divisions represent civil divisions of quite dif
ferent kinds. In Italy, Gaul, or Spain, the Bishop was 
placed in the city; the city was his hearth and home, the 
chief seat of his spiritual labours; it was from the city that 
he drew his title, and the limits of his spiritual jurisdiction 
were marked by the limits of the civil jurisdiction of the 
city. In Britain and Ireland, on the other hand, either 
there were no cities at all, or, where there were any, they 
were not, as under the Roman system, the centres of all 
political and social life. Hence the Bishop was not the 
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Bishop of the city, but the Bishop of the tribe or nation: 
the limits of his diocese were fixed by the limits of the 
principality; his see, his bi8Jwp-stool, was not necessarily 
fixed in the most populous spot in his diocese, and the title 
of the Bishop, like the title of the King, was more commonly 
taken from the people than from any place in their territory 
(67). Titles like Meath, Ossory, Argyll, and Galloway are 
vestige. of the days when men spoke also of an Archbishop 
of the English and a Bishop of the ~outh-Saxons (68). And 
all bear witness to a stste of things when the tribe and not 
the city, the people and not the territory, was the source and 
limit alike of temporal and of ecclesiastical rule. 

That our own forefathers and kinsmen, in the picture 
which Tacitus gives us of their earliest state, lagged behind 
their kinsfolk in the two southern peninsulas, as we see 
them in the Homeric poems and in the earliest traditions 
of Rome, is a matter neither of shame nor of regret. Our 
political developement has been slower, but it has also been 
surer. By never reaching to the highest civilization of one 
age, we ha~e been able to reach to a yet higher civilization 
in another age. By never passing through the exclusive 
city stage, we have been better able to reach the national 
stsge. In a word, when we compare Teutonic history with 
the history of ancient Greece and Italy, we see that what 
we have lost in brilliancy we have gained in permanence. 
The commonwealths of Greece shone with a meteoric bright
ness too glorioW? to be lasting. Her isolated cities were 
not-they could not be-wrought together into a single 
nation. Rome founded, not indeed a lasting nation, but 8 

lasting power, by bringing the whole of the then. civilized 
world under the dominion of a single ruling city. But 
the nations of the Teutonic race, alike in Germany, in Britain, 
and Scandinavia, grew from tribes into nations without ever 
going through the Greek stsge of a system of isolated cities. 
The first glimpse which Tacitus gives us of the men of 
our own race sets them before us as being still in a distinctly 
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lower stage of society than the Homeric Achaians. Their 
state answers rather to the state of those races on which 
it is plain that the Homeric Achaian looked down as being 
in a social state inferior to his own. They had risen far 
above the mere hunting and fishing stage, far above the 
pastoral stage; they have not reached the stage of the 
city, but they have reached the stage of the village com
munity. The lowest unit in the political system is that 
which still exists under various names, as the mark, the 
gemeinde, the commune, or the parish (6g). This, as we 
have seen, is one of the many forms of the g .... or clan, 
that in which it is no longer a wandering or a merely 
predatory body, but when, on the other hand, it has not 
joined with others to form one component element of a 
city commonwealth. In this stage the g .... takes the form 
of an agricultural body, holding its common lands-the 
germ of the ag." pulllicus of Rome and of the jolkland 
of England (70). This is the markgt'1UJSSenschajt, the village 
community of the West. This lowest political unit, this 
gathering of real or artificial kinsmen, is made up of families, 
each living under the rule, the mund, of its own father, 
that patria. potestas which survived at Rome to form so 
marked and lasting a feature of Roman law (71). As the 
union of families forms the g .... , and as the gens in its 
territorial aspect forms the mar~'geno88e'ltSihaft, so the union 
of several such village communities and their marks or 
common lands forms the next higher political union, ~he 
',undred, a name to be found in one shape or another in 
most lands into which the Teutonic race has spread itself. 
As an intermediate union between the g .... and the tribe, 
the hundred would seem to answer to the Roman curia, the 
Athenian </>paTp{a, the Lacedremonian i'.{3&. But there 
is one Roman division, standing alongside, as it were, of the 
CttTire, whose name, as in so many other cases, exactly 
translates the Teutonic name of which we are speaking. 
It seems almost impossible but that the Teutonic hundred 
and the Latin century, in the earliest usage of each, must 
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have answered to one another. Both names, 'in their actual 
historic use, are mere survivals. Neither the hundred 
nor the century, as we kn.ow them, answer to a real hundred 
of anything; but every name must have had a real meaning 
when it was first given, and there was a time when 
the hundred or century must have been a real hundred 
or century of something, whether of houses, or families, 
or fighting men (72). Above the hundred comes the pagus, 
the gau, the Danish "IIssel, the English shire, that is, the 
tribe looked at as occupying a certain territory (73). And 
each of these divisions, greater and smaller, has its chief. 
In a primitive society, where patriarchal ideas still live 
on,age implies rule and rule implies age, and the Teutonic 
chielS, great and small, bore a name of that large class of 
which we have already spoken, as showing how, in early 
times, length of days was looked on as the natural source of 
dominion. In England, at least, the chief, greater or smaller, 
bore the common title of ealdor; in the mere family the 
father is at once the ealdor, without further election or 
appointment from above or from below. We have the 
hundred<s-ealdor, the curio; but the name in its special 
meaning belongs to the common father, the common chief, 
of the whole tribe. He bears, in his peaceful character, 
the long-abiding title of Ealdorman, which in war time 
he exchanges for that of Herdoga, in later form the Herzog, 
the Du:c, the leader of the army (74). He is the highest 
chief, the community over which he bears rule is the 
highest political \lnit, which we see in our earliest glimpses 
of Teutonic polity. For the whole history of our land and 
our race will be read backwards, if we fail always to bear 
in mind that the lower unit is not a division of the greater, 
but that the greater is an aggregate of the smaller. The 
-hundred is made up of villages, marks, gemeinde1l., whatever 
we call the lowest unit; the shire, the gau, the pagus, is 
made up of hundreds; and in the same sort the pagus is not 
a division of the kingdom, but the kingdom is an aggregate 
ofpagi. 
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Of the kingdom and ita growth I shall have to speak 
more fully in my next lecture. We are now speaking 
of the state of things in which the tribe, the gau, the 
union of marks and of hundreds, is the highest strictly 
political conception. In the days with which we have 
now to deal, the tribe was the State, the gau was the 
territory of the State. The tie of kindred between various 
tribes of the same stock might be strongly felt, they might 
be capable on occasion of common action, their common 
{)rigin and its claims might be kept in memory by the 
recognition of .. common name; still the several tribes had 
not been fused into the higher political unit, the nation. 
Each tribe was a distinct commonwealth; its union with 
other tribes was temporary, or at the most federal; each 
had its own chief, its own Ealdrnman or Heretoga, whose 
rule in ordinary times did not extend beyond his own 
tribe, though in times of danger a common Hcretoga
tbe germ of the future King-might be chosen to lead 
the common forces of all the tribes which acknowledged 
any common tie (75). A more lasting union of several 
tribes of this kind formed the nation, the highest con
ception of the State or commonwealth in Teutonic political 
language, from whence it has become the ruling idea 
in the political ideas and language of modern Europe. 
'The Gens, the Curia, the tribe, of Greece or Italy, each 
has its close Teutonic parallel; but here the lines diverge, 
the parallelism ceases. In Greece and Italy the union of 
tribes formed only the city; among all the branches of 
the Teutonic stock the union of tribes formed the nation. 

I shall show in my next lecture how, as the Ealdurman 
or Heretoga was the chief of the tribe, so the King was the 
chief of the nation. And the process of the joining together 
of tribes into nations may be best traced out by marking 
how the rule of independent Ealdormen gave way to that 
of a common national King. In some lands th" old system 
lingered on longer than others. Among the Continental 
Saxons it lingered longer than it did anywhere else on 
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so large a scale. The Old-Saxons, the long-abiding foes 
of the Frankish power, the men who clave so stoutly to 
their old freedom and their old Gods, never coalesced so 
closely as to have a common King. Yet we may say that 
they learned to become a nation by another process. They 
contrived a form of national unity which dispensed with 
a personal head. It was theirs to form an union which, 
rude as it may seem beside the more finished constitutions 
either of earlier or of later days, may fairly claim the name 
of the earliest Teutonic confederation (76). In other lands 
too, on the northern moorland or among the southern moun
tains, by the mouths of the Elbe and the Eider or by the 
sources of the Rhine and the Reuss,. smaller portions of 
the Teutonic race either kept or won back again the old 
freedom, the old political system, of the earliest times. 
In Frisian Ditmarsen the old system of the mark and the 
gau lived on from the days of Cresa.r and Tacitus to be 
overthrown by the Danish Kings of the House of Oldenburg 
(77). In the Three Lands of the A1emannian mountains, 
in the valleys of the young Rhine and the young Rhone, 
it was won back to live on to our own days (78). Else
where tribes grew into nations, Ealdormen grew into Kings, 
and, in some cases, nations and their kings have grown into 
dominions and rulers greater still. 

This old Teutonic constitution, the constitution once 
common to the whole race, but which lived on longest 
among those Continental branches of the race which were 
most closely akin to ourselves, was brought into the Isle of 
Britain by its Teutonic conquerors. Our forefathers, the 
Angles and Saxons, brought over with them the divisions, 
the institutions, the titles, of their old land into the land 
which became their new home. This is one of the dis
tinctive features of our island history, one which we share 
with a small part ouly of the Teutonic lands on the main
land. The change between the Germany of Tacitus and the 
Germany which, less than a hundred years later, began to 
send forth Franks and Saxons, Burgundians and Lombards, 
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must have been a change indeed. The tribes had heen 
gathered into nations (79). But the swarms which parted 
off from the central hive carried their own institutions with 
them into every land where the Roman influence was not 
too strong for them. Wherever they found or made a land 
empty of inhabitants, wherever they really became the 
people of the land and not merely a conquering class among 
their Roman subjects, all the old divisions and the old 
institutions sprang up again on the new soil (80). In our 
own island above all, settled as it was bit by bit by small 
parties of Teutonic invaders, before whom, in all those parts 
of the island where they really did settle, everything British 
and everything Roman was utterly swept away, the process 
had to begin again from the beginning. In all that was 
strictly England things started utterly afresh: marks grew 
into hundreds, hundreds into shires, shires into kingdoms, 
separate kingdoms into one united kingdom, on the soil 
of England itself. In Britain therefore we can actually look 
upon the process, while in Germany we can see only the 
results. The ancient system was doubtless modified by the 
circumstances of men who found themselves in a land where 
they had to win and hold every inch of ground with the 
sword'. point. The mark and the ga.. show themselves 
again, but they do not show themselves by the same names. 
The village community with its common land, the joint 
possession of a clan reverencing a supposed common ancestor 
of the Basingas or the W dlingas, is as clearly to be marked 
in England as in Germany. But, as in later times the mark 
has been almost stifled between the ecclesiastical parish and 
the feudal manor (8 I), so we may suspect that from the 
beginning it showed some points of difference from the same 
institution on the Continent. We may suspect that the tie 
of kindred, everywhere to some extent artificial, was more 
largely artificial in England than it was on the mainland. 
And we may be sure that small settlements planted in a 
hostile land would from the beginning show a special ten
dency to unite into larger wholes. Marks and hundreds 
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planted in Kent or Sussex by the followers of Hengest and 
.Al:lle could never have been wholly independent; they must 
from the beginning have acknowledged the supremacy of 
the common Heretoga under whom their settlers had made 
their way into the land. In England therefore the system 
must from the beginning have heen touched with some 
shadow of the coming kingship. Still the same elements 
were there, and in England, as in Germany, the larger 
bodies were formed hy the union of the smaller. By a 
strange chance, the group answering to the German gau, 
the English shire, bears a name which expresses the exactly 
opposite idea to that of union. But there is reason to 
believe that both the name and its meaning are due to 
events in English history some centuries later than the first 
settlement. The later English pagi, to use the name hy 
which they appear in Latin writers, were strictly sltitres, 
divisions shorn off from a large whole. But they wer~ 
formed in imitation of those earlier English pagi which were 
formed by the process of union. The oldest pagi of England 
do not, in ancient usage at least, admit the name of sltitre. 
They bear strictly trihal. names, whether, like the East
Saxons, the pagus itself has become the kingdom, or 
whether, as with the Sumorsretas and Dorsretas, several pagi 
joined to form one larger kingdom of the West-Saxons (82). 
The aggregate of tribes was thus able to form, what the 
aggregate of cities never could form, a nation in the highest 
sense. 

I might go on almost for ever on the fascinating, but still 
somewhat obscure,'subject of the old Teutonic polity, whether 
in Germany, Britain, or Scandinavia. But my main business 
now is only to insist on the one great difference between 
Teutonic and Hellenic politics; the presence of the city as 
the leading political idea in the one system and its absence 
in the other. We see how closely the primitive elements 
correspond; so closely that we cannot doubt for a moment as 
to their being portions of a common Aryan inheritance. But 
we see also how they were modified by the one grest dis-
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tinction between village and city life. The Greek common
wea.\th grew, flourished, and decayed as a city, amazing the 
world perhaps alike by the splendour of the days of its great
ness and by the long wretchedness of the days of its decay. 
Meanwhile among the despised Barbarians, scorned by kins
folk who had forgotten their kindred, slowly and obscurely, 
shires were melting together into kingdoms and tribes into 
nations. Thus were formed those nations of Teutonic blood 
which settled within the Continental provinces of the Empire, 
and foremost among them the nation to whom, in course of 
time, the Empire itself was to come as part of their inherit
ance-the mighty people of the Franks (83). So too in our 
.own island we can see the steps by which the English nation 
in Britain, and that greater English whole of which the English 
in Britain are now but a part, grew out of those endless 
Teutonic settlements on the British coast, of which the keels 
of Hengest and lloma brought the earliest. We can see, 
though somewhat dimly, a crowd of petty States under their 
.separate chiefs, whether bearing the title of King or Ealdor
man, gathered together into the great kingdoms of N orth
umberland, Mercia, and East-Anglia. We can see more 
clearly the confederated West-Saxon principalities fused to
gether into the one West-Saxon kingdom, and we can see 
the West-Saxon kingdom grow into the Kingdom of England 
and into all that the Kingdom of England has added to it in 
later times (84). All the events of our history, election, com
mendation, conquest, all help in the work of fusion; till, instead 
of a system of isolated cities, instead of a single city bearing 
rule over subject cities and provinces we have a political work 
more lasting than the other, more just and free than the 
. other, the nation which knows no distinctions among its 
members, and which gives equal rights to the dwellers in 
every comer of its territory. 

In this way we see that the Teutonic history is in some 
sort the key to the history of the two southern peninsulas. 
We see the institutions of the Teutonic people, domestic, 
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social and strictly political, at an earlier stage than we see 
those of the Greeks and Italians. While therefore we see 
the general likeness, the evident common origin of all, we 
Bee also something of the different steps by which these two 
great divisions of the Aryan family shaped their several in
stitutions out of the common stock. Among the Germans of 
Tacitus we see a state of things in which the elements com
mon to all have been less changed than in any other picture 
that we have of any European people. In the Homeric 
Achaians we see a stage somewhat more advanced in itself, 
and still further modified, even then, by the tendency of the 
Greeks to centre all their political life within the walls of a 
city. Out of the state of Homeric Greece the state of his· 
torical Greece grows by pure and natural developement. Out 
of the old Teutonic state of things the institutions of modem 
Europe have also grown, but not by the same unmixed course 
of developement. Everywhere the originsl Teutonic stock has 
been more or less modified by an infusion of Roman elements. 
I speak of Western Europe in general, of the Romance-speak
ing no less than of the Teutonic-speaking lands, for I am not 
now speaking of language but of political institutions. In 
-the languages of South""" Europe, Latin is, of course, the 
main stock; the Teutonic element which all of them have in 
a greater or less degree is a mere infusion, just as, in th~ 
languages of Northern Europe, the Teutonic is the main 
stock, and the greater or less Romance element is a mere 
infusion (85). But with regard to political institutions, we 
may, even in Sout)tern Europe, look upon all that came from 
a Roman source as an infusion into a Teutonic body. One 
spot alone in Western Europe-if it has any right to be 
reckoned as part of Western Europe-the island common
wealth of Venice, never acknowledged a Teutonic master, 
and kept on its unbroken cannexion with the elder state 
of things (86). Everywhere else Teutonic kingdoms were 
founded; and though their institutions were largely modified 
by the laws and institutions of their Latin-speaking subjects, 
yet, even in Gaul, Spain, and Italy, we must look on the rule 
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of Gothic, Frankish, Burgundian, Lomba.rd, and Norman • 
Kings as a. rule essentially Teutonic, though la.rgely modified 
by the !\oman tra.ditions of the severa.l countries. And, on 
the other 4and, there is no Teutonic country, not the Scan
dinavian kingdoms themselves, which has, even in its political 
institutions. kept wholly clear of the inHuence of Rome. 
Throughout Western Europe we may set down the strictly 
politica.l institutions as Teutonic, but as everywhere modified, 
in some countries very slightly, in others very la.rgely, by the 
tra.ditions of Roman times, and by the inHuence of tha.t 
undying Roman Law which has been the foundation of the 
later jurisprudence of every European na.tion but our own. 

And, besides this genera.! inHuence of the elder state of. 
things on the political institutions of the Teutonic kingdoms 
of modern Europe, there has been one· case a.t least in which 
the direct continuity of Roman institutions, strengthened by 
that other source of likeness which brings like events out of 
like causes. went fa.r to bring a.bout a. revival of an elder state 
of things. These causes made medireval Italy, with its system 
of city commonwealths, a. living revival of the political story 
of ancient Greece. On the points of likeness and unlikeness 
between the two I will not here enlarge, as it is a subject 
which I have done my best to deal with in detail in another 
shape (87). I will only say here that, though the Teutonic 
politica.l system did not, like that of Greece •. assume the city 
as the necessary starting-point of political life, yet it showed 
itself quite a.ble to take in the city, even the virtually inde
pendent city, as one important element among others in its 
politica.l system. In all lands but our own the Roman cities 
lived through the storm of Teutonic invasion; and presently. 
both in our own land and in the lands where the Roman 
had never dwelled, cities of purely Teutonic birth began to 
arise (88). In our own land, the strong feeling of na.tional 
unity, the strong centra.! a.uthority of the Crown, the work 
which was begun by the great West-Sa.xon Kings, and which 
wa.s carried to its full perfection by the Norman Conqueror. 
hindered English municipalities from ever growing into 
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sovereign commonwealths. Yet it is a thought worth bearing 
in mind, how near the Five Boroughs of Danish England once 
were to forming an independent confederation of city com
monwealths, how near Exeter once was to being, like Thebes 
or Sparta, a city ruling over neighbouring and weaker cities 
(89 ~ Here, as in every other part of Western Europe, a new 
element, unknown to the ancient Teutonic institutions, gra
dually arose-the element of cities which everywhere enjoyed 
a certain measure of self-government and local independence, 
a measure which, wherever the central government was weak, 
came in practice very near to absolute freedom. In Italy it 
reached its highest point, and Florence was for some ages as 

. truly an independent democracy as Athens. In the Teutonic 
lands themselves the developement of the independent cities 
seems less brilliant; but it perhaps seems less brilliant only 
because the Italian cities have a special charm of their own. 
They have that combined charm of classical, of medireval, 
and of modern associations, which appeals to a wider range 
of sympathies than aught that attaches to the cities on the 
·Rhine or the Danube, to the Teutonic Rome girded by the 
.A.ar or to the Teutonic Carthage girded by the Trave (go). 
Yet the German cities have their history too, their history 
'8rtistic, social, mercantile, religions, as well as strictly political 
And, in their strictly political aspect, the history of the 
League of the Northern Hansa and of the Old League of 
Upper Germany (91) is as rich in political teaching as the 
.history of the Italian cities themselves. We may learn more 
from the Bern of .Berchthold and the Erlachs, where no King 
<>r Tyrant ever dwelled, than we can learn from the Bern of 
Theodoric and Can' Grande (92~ The internal histories of 
the Teutonic cities, their internal disputes and revolutions" 
the origin <>f their exclusively patrician governments, the 
more rare aspirings of their democracies, teach us better to 
understand the history <>f Rome and Athens themselves. 
But between the cities of the elder Greek and Italian world 
and the cities of medireval Europe one great point of differ
ence must always be borne in mind In ancient Greece the 
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cities were everything; their territory took in the whole 
land, they acknowledged no superiority, even of the most 
formal kind, in any earthly power. But in Germany the free 
cities and their dominions were always mere oases in a land 
of princely rule; and even in Italy the city commonwealths 
never wholly covered the whole swface of the land, and never 
wholly threwoft' the formal superiority of the King of Italy 
and Emperor of the Romans. 

In all these inquiries the question is ever suggesting itself, 
how far we are to see in the analogies between ancient and 
medimval city commonwealths merely the working of the law 
that like causes should produce like effects, and how far we 
are to see any tradition, any imitation, of Roman institutions 
in the municipalities of the purely Teutonic parts of Europe. 
This is a question far too wide for discussion here. In England, 
in this as in other matters, there was no room, no opportunity, 
for direct Roman influences. Many of our English towns 
are simply Teutonic village communities which grew and 
prospered so as to outstrip their neighbours. But where. 
an English town arose-even after an interval of desolation 
-<In the site, often even within the walls, of a fallen Roman 
city, there was at least the memory of the past to influence 
the history of the restored erection. Yet it is certain that 
nothing in the institutions of any English city can really be 
traced to a Reman source; there is nothing Roman in the 
municipal institutions of Bath or Chester, or even Exeter, 
'\I'y more than there is on such purely English sites as Read. 
ing or Northampton (93). In Italy and Southern Gaul, on 
the other hand, whether there be any direct transmission or 
not, there is, as we have already seen, not a little of that 
natural and inevitable imitation which closely borders on 
direct transmission. In Germany, on the other hand, in such· 
cases as the common use of the name Patrician for the ruling 
families, we see imitation of another kind. It is not such 
a dead imitation .as the consulship of Buonaparte, because 
there is a real analogy b~tween the patricians of Rome and 
the patricians of Bern or Numberg; but it is not the same 
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kind of natural imitation as the consulship at Milan or Alby. 
We may be satisfied with saying that in the medimval city 
commonwealths there is a Roman element clearly shown
even we in England have what we may call the element of 
suggestion-but that its nature and degree varies widely in 
different lands and times. But it is the likeness from analogy 
between the ancient and the medimval cities which gives the 
comparison of the two its real historic interest and value. 
What amount of likeness between them may be due to direct 
transmission is little more than a matter of antiquarian 
research in each particular place. 

We have thus traced the origin and history of the two 
great ideas of the State, the conception of the State as a city 
-and the conception of the State as a nation. We have seen 
how the common elements developed up to a certain point 
side by side among the southern and northern branches of 
the European Aryans, and how, after reaching a certain point 
in common, the developement of the Greek and Italian nations 
and that of the Teutonic nations branched off in different 
directions. We have traced the course of the family, the 
ge'IUJ, the lvulldred, and the tribe, till they grow into the 
Greek or Italian city and into the Teutonic nation. The 
causes of the divergence hardly belong to our present subject. 
Those causes are many and various, and not least among 
them are those geographical causes· which made the Mediter
Fanean lands take the lead in European civilization, an~ 
which made Greee.e take the lead among Mediterranean lands. 
In those lands a political growth, quicker, more brilliant, but 
less lasting, led them to the developement of the city; our 
growth, slower, obscurer, but steadier and more lasting, led 
us to the developement of the nation. And in this develope
ment we, the great Teutonic colony in this once Celtic island, 
have assuredly played no mean part among our brethren and 
kinsfolk of the common stock. It is, as I have already said, 
in our land that the old Teutonic institutions have really had 
the freest play, that they have grown and developed with the 
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most unbroken continuity down to our own day. Nowhere 
else have both liberty and national unity received so' few 
checks. The Scandinavian nations have drawn even less 
than ourselves directly from Roman sources; their national 
life has been more unbroken than our own, but their political 
life has been far less so. Germany has split asunder, and is 
being welded together again before our eyes. So has Italy. 
In both cases perhaps the nation has split asunder because 
the real power of the local kingdom was crushed between the 
weight of the Imperial dignity which was joined to it (94). 
We have had no such breaks: the causes of the difference 
belong to quite other branches of historical research; but the 
fact is in its place here. The stages by which the Teutonic 
tribe, by admitting tribe after tribe to equal fellowship, grew 
into the modem European nation-a process at once the 
parallel and the contrast to that by which a single Italian 
city came to embrace whole kingdoms and nations within the 
pale of its municipal franchise-can nowhere be so well 
studied as in the history of our own land. 
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IV 

THE KING 

FRO1\! the State itself we come to its head, to its chief, above 
all to the chief in his most clearly defined and fully developed 
form, when he holds the rank of a King. Now, what is a 
King? The question is farmore easily asked than answered. 
We commonly know a King when we see him; hut it is 
quite another matter to say offhand in what his kingship 
consists. Some Kings are hereditary; others are elective. 
Some Kings reign with absolute power; the power of others 
is narrowly limited by Law. Some Kings acknowledge no 
superior ·on earth; others admit a greater or less superiority 
in a feudal or federal chiet: In some kingdoms the kingly 
office, like most other offices, is confined to the male sex; 
in others it is open to both sexes alike. Some Kings go 
through an ecclesiastical ceremony of consecration; some 
dispense with any such rite. Yet, amidst all this unlikeness, 
it is plain that tjlere is a common idea of kingship, which 
is at once recognized, however hard it may be to define it. 
This is shown, among other things, by the fact that no 
difficulty is ever felt as to translating the word King and the 
words which answer to it in other langnages. Between any 
Romance and any Teutonic langnage, Rez and its derivatives, 
Cllning and its cognates, are felt to answer to one another. 
No man ever doubts as to using Rez or Rei to translate 
King or KOnig, in any of the possible changes which may be 
rung on the two sets of words. If we go on into Greek, 
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we find that, in those stages of the language with which 
most of us are chiefly familiar, in its classical and in its 
modern stage, f3acrv...-6. answers to Rea; and King as exactly 
as they answer to one another. For some ages indeed 
/3""v...-6. bore the special sense of :F}n,pI'lJ'O'J'; and, to express 
the lowlier rank of King, the word ME was imported bodily 
from the Latin (I). But this was a change of meaning 
which rose out of distinct and known historical causes, and, 
when these historical causes came to end, the usage of 
the Greek language fell hack upon what it had been before 
they began. Even now that the constitutions of most 
European kingdoms are so constantly verging towards a 
common model, there is still a good deal of difference between 
one King and another; and within our own memories, indeed 
within a very few years, there was a greater difference still. 
Yet no one doubts as to who is a King and who is not. Or, 
if any such doubt is raised, the question is always as to the 
claim of this or that partiCUlar person to be a King, not as 
to his right to be called a King if he can make his claim 
good. Till 1806 the rank of Emperor of the Romans, 
King of Germany and Jerusalem, was in theory. open to 
every baptized man (2). Till 1795 the rank of King of 
Poland was, not only in theory but in practice, open to all 
men of princely birth in other lands and to the whole nobility 
of the Polish Kingdom. The Polish King often rose from a 
private station and his children often went back to a private 
station. His powers within his own kingdom were narrowly 
limited, perhaps beyond those of any other single ruler that 
ever bore the kingly title. Yet no one ever doubted that a 
King of Poland was a King, that he was entitled to the rank 
and style and other privileges of a King, as much as if his 
kingship had been at once hereditary and absolute. In 
short, wide as have been the differences between one King 
and another in different times and places, there is still a 
common idea which runs through all the various types 
of kingship, and which stamps all Kings everywhere as 
members of the same class. In modern Europe, taken alone, 
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the definition of kingship would perhaps not be very hard 
to make. As a rule, we may set it down that the King is 
the head of· a, nation, accepting the rough definition of 
a nation which I have tried to give in a former lecture. 
The chief exception to this definition is found in those 
German princes who within the present century have 
taken the kingly title. I think that we all must feel that 
they are an exception. We somehow cannot help feeling 
that a King of Bavaria or Saxony is hardly, in the Homeric 
phrase, so much of a King (3) as a King of Spain or Sweden. 
In the case of Wiirttemberg this is felt still more strongly; 
for Saxony and Bavaria answer, in name at least, though not 
in boundaries, to divisions of the German nation so great and 
ancient that they might almost pass for nations themselves 
(4). In Italy, on the other hand, if there was any incon
gruity in the separate kingdoms of Sardinis and the Two 
Sicilies, that incongruity has come to an end (5). On the 
whole, speaking roughly-and it is only very roughly that 
we can speak on the whole matter-it certainly seems that 
we expect a King to be the chief of a nation. It seems also 
to belong to the idea of a King that he should be, both in 
rank and in power, the first person in that nation. That he 
must be the first in rank need hardly be argued, and I think 
we may say, that, however narrowly the power of a King 
may be limited by law, he still remains first in power. Even 
where the royal authority had sunk to the lowest ebb, as in 
Poland and at one time in Sweden, though the power of the 
King was less than that of some other powers in the State, 
yet he had no personal superior Qr equal. Then again, it 
seems implied in the idea of a King that he should hold his 
office for life, as distinguished from the President or other 
republican magistrate who is appointed only for a fixed term 
(6). And I think it also belongs to the idea, of kingship 
that the office should be permanent; that is, that the King 
should be succeeded by another King, whether the law of 
succession be hereditary, elective, or of any other kind Sulla 
and Cresar, as Perpetual Dictators, held more than royal 
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authority for life; but, as the office was a special creation for 
their own lives, they were not Kings, as we very clearly see 
by Cresa.r's longing to be a King (7). Again, in modern 
conception, the King, whether his power be great or little, is 
irresponsible. The royal command is no excuse for an illegal 
act done by another, but there is no legal way of punishing 
an illegal act done by the King himself History indeed will 
show that this last is a very modern conception (8) ; still it does 
seem now to be part of the idea of a King which is as fully 
recognized as any other. On the whole, we should perhaps 
not be far wrong if we define a King as a chief of a nation, 
first in rank and power in that nation, holding a permanent 
office for life, and, in modern conception at least, pel'sonally 
irresponsible. for his actions. To this we must, till very 
lately, have added that he must be admitted to his office 
with ecclesiastical rites. I am not sure that it is not here 
that the true mystery and dignity of kingship really lay. 
The crowned and anointed King was something different from 
any other mortal, however high in rank and power. A 
divinity hedged him in which did not hedge in either the 
republican magistrate or the hereditary prince of less than 
kingly rank. The ecclesiastical consecration of the King 
is the expression in a Christian shape of the same feeling 
which, among most heathen nations, has made it essential 
that the King should be the child of the Gods (9). In 
either case the King is sacred in a way in which other rulers 
are not. But this religious sanction of kingship, which was 
its very essence a few centuries back, seems to be gradually 
dying out in Europe. Two causes have brought this about. 
One is the sepsrstion between ecclesiastical and temporal 
matters which prevails in many countries, and the general 
unwillingness in all countries to acknowledge any ecclesiastical 
influence in tempol'ai things. The other cause is of quite 
another kind When lawyers ruled that the King never died, 
that the throne never could be vacant, that the new King 
was King as soon as the breath was out of the last King's 
body, they took away all the force and meaning of .the 
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ancient crowning rite. Whatever a coronation is now, it is 
no longer the actual admission to the kingly office. No 
wonder then that in several kingdoms of Europe the rite has 
been dispensed with altogether. 

The modem or lawyers' theory of the Crown as the 
fountain of honour, the fountain of justice, the original 
grantor of all property in land, the source from which the 
Assembly of the Nation itself derives its being, is, I need 
hardly say, simply a lawyers' theory. History has nothing 
to do with it, except, as was done long ago by the strong 
hand of John Allen, to trace the steps by which it grew 
up (10). The primleval kingship, whether Greek, Latin, or 
Teutonic, was something of quite another kind. The King 
was not the lord of the soil, but the chieftain of the people. 
The origin of modem kingship can easily be traced up, as 
Allen has traced it, to the gradual infusion of doctrines 
borrowed from Imperial Rome-indirectly therefore from the 
monarchies of the East-into the simple political creed of 
our forefathers (II). And it is among our forefathers and 
kinsmen, both in our own Island and on the Teutonic main. 
land, that we can best trace the growth of kingship, the 
chieftainship of the niition, out of the chieftainship of the 
smaller elements out of which the nation was formed. We 
have seen that both in Greece and in Italy the growth of 
strictly national life was checked by the early growth of the 
city life. The same cause equally hindered the growth of 
kingship, according to our conception cf it. In Greece and 
Italy, when we get our first glimpses of those lands, we see 
a fuller developement of kingly government than we see 
among the Teutonic nations at the time when we get our 
first glimpses of them. But the same causes which led to 
this speedy growth of kingship in Greece and Italy aIso 
brought it more speedily to an end. In Greece, above all, 
as we see it in the Homeric picture, every settlement has its 
own King. But then, at least in the more advanced parts 
of Greece, every settlement is a city, and kingship in a single 
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city is not a form of government which is likely to last. 
The Greek· King is a King in .the fullest sense of the word ; 
he is, in truth, far more of a King than either his Italian or 
his Teutonic parallel. His claim to his throne might satisry 
a Court divine of the reign of Charles the First. He is no 
mere chief, no mere magistrate, either chosen by the people 
or responsible to the people; the mortal King on earth is 
the living image of the immortal King on OIympos. He is 
at once his child and his representative among men. The 
Homeric King is Zeus-born and Zeus-nourished; he comes 
of the divine stock, and he rules by the divine commission. 
The sceptre which he wields is the gift of the God from 
whom alone he holds his right to wield it. That sceptre 
passes on from father to son by a right as strictly hereditary 
as the sceptre of David or of Hugh Capet (12). The 
succession may be disturbed by foreign conquest or, more 
rarely, by domestic revolution; but no Oomitia, no a.mdt, 
was ever held in any Hellenic city, to decide, by an ordinary . 
process of the law, who should be placed by the will of the 
people upon a vacant throne (13). The divine origin, the 
divine authority, of the Kings of heroic Greece, stand out in 
strange contrast with the narrow extent of their territory, 
with the narrow range of their powers, and with the 
unpretending simplicity of their manner of life. The King, 
Zeus-born and Zeus-nourished as he is, does not rule by his 
own will We are dealing with a state of things too early 
to speak of law and constitution, but the King can rule only 
acco,rding to the customs and traditions of his people (14). 
He can rule only by the help of his Council of Elders and 
with the good will of the general Assembly of his whole 
folk. Nothing of the pomp and circumstance either of 
modern or of Eastern kingship surrounds him. His house 
is accessible to all; his personal life is spent in the same 
way, at once simple and public, as the life of any other 
member of the Commonwealth. Divine as he is, no wide 
barrier parts him off from the other chiefs of his people. 
He is perhaps only one among many bearers of the kingly 
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title. Even within the narrow bounds of Ithake, there were 
many Kings besides the divine Odysseus (15). We have 
the picture of this form of government only in a legendary 
and poetical shape; but of the reality of the state of things 
described in the Homeric poems, and among them of the 
real existence of the heroic kingship, I at least have never 
entertained a doubt. 

From Greece we will turn to Italy. We have there no 
Homer to set before us a living picture of the earliest 
civilized times of the country, but we have the universal 
tradition of all time that there had been Kings both in 
Rome and in other Italian cities, although, in the historical 
days of Rome, kingly rule had, both at Rome and in other 
Italian cities, become a thing of the past. And here I will 
bring.in another argument, in case any sceptic should be 
found daring enough to hint that the existence of Kings, 
whether at Rome or at Athens, rests so wholly on the 
evidence of poetry and legend that it cannot be made a 
matter of serious political argument or comparison. To 
discuss the value of the sources either of old Greek or of old 
Italian history would carry me too far away from my subject; 
but the existence both of the early Hellenic and the early 
Italian kingship can b~\proved by a line of argument almost 
stronger than contemporary evidence itsel£ The existence 
of the early kingship can be proved by the argument from 
survivals, from the traces which it left behind "lUong the 
institutions of later times. Had Rome never had Kings. the 
.names Interrw and Interregnum could never have been 
found among her republican institutions down to the' last 
days of the Commonwealth. No one would ever have given 
the name of Interregnum to the time which sometimes came 
between two consulships-no one would ever have given the 
name of Interrev to the magistrate who held the chief power 
during such an occasional vacancy-unless there had been 
a time when the Interregnum, had been the time. not between 
.the terms of office of two Consuls, but between the reigns 
·of two Kings, unless th!,re had been a tim..e when the Int .... ·w 
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really was, as his name implies, the magistrate who was to 
preside at the election, not of Consuls, but of a King (16). 
These names would of thexnselves be enough, in the absence 
1lf history or tradition, to prove that Rome once had Kings. 
-And we may add that they prove, not only that Rome once 
had Kings, but that those Kings were elective and not 
hereditary. So again, the fact that the title of King still 
remamed at Rome as the style of one of the priests of the 
national religion proves that there once had been Kings who 
more truly deserved the name. There could never have 
been a Reo; sacrifirml'US unless he had been a survival of a 
real Reo; (17). Noone would have given the kingly name 
to a petty priestly functionary, unless the received legend 
had been true. That title shows of itself there once had 
been Kings who were judges and rulers and generals, as well 
as priests. It shows that their civil and military functions 
had been transferred to others, while some religious motive 
made it needful that there should still be one who bore 
the title of King, in order to do those priestly acts which 
a King a.lone could do. We may be sure that, however 
meaningless a name may become, it is never meaningless 
in its first use, and that the· words Interregnum, Interrex, 
and Reo; sacrijirml'US, could never have been found except in 
a State which had once been governed by Kings. These 
survivals of kingship under the Commonwealth prove that 
there had been an earlier time of rea.! kingship, just as the 
phantom Consuls and Tribunes under the Empire would of 
themselves be enough to prove that Consuls and Tribunes 
had once been active powers in the State (IS). Had we no 
record of the deeds of either Cre .... , the Fasti alone would 
teach us that the Empire had grown out of an earlier 
commonwea.lth. So in Greece, the Spartan Kings were 
something more than survivals; they held the kingly office 
itself, greatly shorn of its ancient powers, but keeping up 
all its ancient religious sanctity (19). Still they are survivals 
so far as this. It is inconceivable that the Spartan king
ship, as we see it in the historic times, could ever have been 
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devised as a new thing; the existence of Kings with such 
small powers shows of itself that there had once heen Kings 
with greater powers. But besides the Kings of Sparta, 
there was a King at Argos as late as the Persian War. 
We know nothing as to the exact extent of his powers, 
and we may suspect that his kingship had been greatly 
cut down from the kingship of Diom@d@s and T@menos. 
Still, as he is put on a level with the Spartan Kings, it 
may seem that he still retained the functions of general 
(20). And at Athens we have in the King ArchOn, the 
/3acTllI.'" of the days of the democracy, the exact parallel 
to the Re:csacrijiculus at Rome (21). No people would have 
given the title of King to a magistrate appointed by lot for 
a single year, if it had not once been ruled by real Kings
if there had not been functions which, it was held, could be 
rightly done by no one but a King, and which the nominal 
King of later times was appointed in order to discharge. 

The existence of kingship then in the early days both of 
Greece and of Italy may be set down as an undoubted fact. 
But such light as we have sets before us the old Italian 
kingship as something widely differing from the kingship 
of the heroic days of Greece. The difference is, no doubt, 
partly owing to the ,difference in the character of the two 
nations, partly to the different nature of the evidence from 
which we have to learn anything about their early polity. 
And again, the difference in the nature of our evidence is, 
in some degree at least, owing to the difference in the 
character of the two nations. In Italy we have no Homer; 
we have not evim such approaches to a Homer as we have 
among our own forefathers and kinsfolk; but it is doubtless 
owing to the difference between the Greek and Italian 
character that we have no Italian Homer. It is no wonder 
then if an old Achaian King comes before us surrounded by 
a poetic halo, while the Roman King seems a person almost 
as prosaic and matter-of-fact as the Consul who follows 
after him. A desperate attempt to transfer Greek ideas 
into Latium may call Romulus the son of a God and Numa 
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the husband of a Goddess (22); but the constitution-making 
()f Ancus and of Servius is as much a matter of everyday 
life, of everyday truth and falsehood, as the constitution
making of Licinius or of Sulla (23). But on one point 
tradition cannot well have gone astray, and on that point 
we have seen that the unerring argument from survivals 
steps in to confirm the tradition. The Greek kingship was 
hereditary; the Italian, at all events the Roman, kingship 
was elective. The Roman kingship was not confined to any 
divine race; it was not even confined to the citizens of the 
Commonwealth; it was open to the stranger, to the captive, 
perhaps even to the slave (24). Such a system might in 
practice give Rome much better Kings, but it swept away 
all the mystery and divinity of kingship. A Roman King 
might be the worshipper, the favourite, of Jupiter Optimus 
Ma.ximus; but he was not his child. Ancus and Servius 
might be Jove-nourished, as well as Agamemnon and 
Achilleus; but they were not Jove-born. It may be that 
we see the Roman kingship only in a later form. It may be 
that an earlier hereditary kingship had gone before it, and 
that the elective kingship of our traditions was only a step 
in that course the next step in which exchanged elective 
Kings for Consuls. But it is just as likely that the two 
modes of succession, the hereditary and the elective, stood, 
each alone in its purity, in the old Achaian and in the old 
Italian polity, while in the old Teutonic polity we find the 
mingling together of the two. At all events, it is a thing 
to be noted that, in a Commonwealth like Rome, where 
family traditions, family influences, and family character 
play so great a part, there should have been no one among 
the proudest patricians who dared to claim a descent from 
the first founder of the city (25). 

Now the great distinction between the history of kingship 
in ancient Greece and Italy and its history among the 
Teutonic nations lies in this: the Teutonic kingship went 
()n and flourished, and grew into the kingship of modem 
Europe, while the Greek and Italian .. kingship for the most 
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part died out, and left only survivals such as those which I 
have just been speaking O£, This, it seems to me, was the 
necessary fate of kingship, when the kingdom was confined 
to a single city. The tendencies oC a city community are 
essentially republican. They may be aristocratic or they 
may be democratic, but in either case they are opposed to 
the government of a single person for life. The awe and 
mystery of kingship are out of place when a King goes in 
and out before the eyes of all his subjects, as the King of a 
single city must do. At Rome, where the King had less 
divinity about him, the change from Kings to Consuls was a 
mere constitutional change; it was hardly so great a change 
as when the exclusive patrician government was broken 
down, and the consulship was thrown open to plebeians. If 
it was thought that the State would be better governed by 
placing at its head two Consuls chosen for a y.ear, rather 
than a King chosen for life, there was no reason why the 
change should not be made. In Greece, where the King 
had a greater share of divinity about him, the change was 
probably harder; it was certainly more gradual. In Sparta, 
the most conservative of Greek States, kingship always went 
on. The power of the King might be lessened; he might 
cease to be the real head of the State; he might be provided 
with a colleagoe, and might be made responsible to other 
powers in the Commonwealth; but the kingship of the sons 
of Herakles was something too holy to be utterly swept 
away. Small as might be his real powers, the King, living 
or dead, was the object of a reverence which was shared by 
no mere elective magistrate; and bitter was the taunt when 
the deposed King, who had sunk to the discharge of some 
lowlier function, was asked by his former colleague how it 
felt to be a magistrate aaer being a King (26). Thus the 
Herakleid kingship lived on, and, living on, it was able in 
the last days of Sparta to win back its ancient powers, and 
the last Kleomen@s could stand forth in the eyes of Hellas 
as a King indeed (27). Even in the less conservative Athens 
kingship died out but slowly, and it is to be remarked that 
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the cause which tradition gives for the aholition of kingship 
at Athens is exactly the opposite to that which tradition 
gives as the cause for its aholition at Rome. The Athenians 
decreed that they would have no more Kings because Kodros 
was so good; the Romans decreed that they would have no 
more Kings because Tarquinius was so evil (28). In the 
former reason, whether it be historical or not, we can see a 
sign of that religious reverence which belonged to kingship 
in Greece, but which did not belong to it at Rome. The 
Athenian tradition went on to say that the first change still 
left the supreme power held for life by a member of the 
ancient kingly family. But the Archon was now responsible; 
he was doubtless also elective; he was chosen, like our own 
ancient Kings, from a single royal family. Next, the post 
was held for ten years only, but it was still confined to 
members of the same house (29). It was not till the rule 
of;' single person was abolisbed, till a hoard of nine Archons 
took the place of one, that other families were allowed to 
share the supreme dignity with the house of Kodros. And, 
when we remember that one of these nine elective magistrates 
still held a nominal kingship, we may believe that the title 
of paulA";. had all along gone on, in some secondary way, 
alongside of the vaguer name of ilpx"'. (30). The rest of 
Athenian history consists in a series of changes by which 
the powers of the Archons were gradually transferred to 
other bodies in the State, to the popular assembly, to the 
popular courts of justice, to the magistracy of the Ten 
Generals (31). The Arcbonship, the vestige of ancient 
kingship, might be cut down to a shadow; but it was too 
holy a thing to be altogether swept away. It lived on 
through all changes, till at last, when it was a shadow indeed, 
it was again for a moment united with more than kingly 
power. There came a time when Hadrian, Imperator and 
Augustus of Rome and of the world, did not deem it beneath 
hint to be also, for a single year, the Archon by whose name 
that year was marked in the annals of the democracy of 
Athens (32). 
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The Roman kingship fared otherwU!e. The revolution 
which swept away the thing itself swept it away fur more 
thoroughly. There were no such gradual stages to break 
the fall of the elective kingship of Rome as broke the fail 
of the hereditary kingship of Athens. It is a mere conjecture 
that a special right to a share in the chief magistracy was 
for a moment reserved to the house of the fallen King (33). 
At all events, Rome had nothing answering to the archonship 
for life or for ten years. Into the place of the King chosen 
for life there at once stepped the two Consuls, or rather 
P""tors, chosen for a single year. But the point is that 
the Consuls did step into the place of the King, and that 
they kept it. Where kingship had nothing specially divine 
about it, where kingly government was put an end to, not 
because of the virtues, but because of the crimes of the 
King, there was no need to deal very tenderly with the 
kingly house or with the kingly office. But, on the other 
hand, there was not at Rome any such wish as there was 
at Athens to do away with the kingly power. At Athens 
the archonship went on, but its duties were gradually cut 
down to a routine of religious and lesser judicial functions. 
The Archons neither commanded the armies of the State 
nor presided in its Assemblies. The Polemarch, with his 
warlike title, became as mere a survival as the fJalTv.. ... with 
his kingly title (34). But at Rome the kingly power 
remained; it was indeed put into commission, but nothing 
was taken away from its authority, and not much from 
its dignity. On great emergencies, the single kingship 
rose again for a six months' space in the person of the 
Dictator; P""tors, Censors, Curule ..£diles, arose by the 
side of the Consuls: as all shared somewhat of kingly 
power, so all shared somewhat of kingly worship. Magistrates 
who still bore about them such badges of dignity as 

II The purple gown, 
The axes and the curule chair, the car and laurel ClOWD;" 

magistrates who presided in the assemblies of Senate and 
People (35), and who commanded the armies of the common· 
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wealth with all the authority of the ancient Kings, point 
to a far different state of feeling from that which was ever 
lessening the power of the Athenian Archons. Athens and 
Rome alike abolished the kingly title and office, but at 
Atbens the kingly power was abolished as well as the kingly 
office; at Rome the kingly power went on, held for short 
terms, and divided among many holders, but still never 
wholly swept away. And mark the consequence. In Greece 
the kingly power, and more than the kingly power, came 
back again in many of her cities under the form of the 
tyranny. But the tyranny was ever unlawful; the definition 
of the Tyrant is that he held kingly power in a common
wealth where there was no King by law. But just as at 
Sparta the lingering on of a nominal kingship made 
Kleomenes able to change the shadow into a reality, so 
at Rome it was found that the great powers with which 
the magistrates of the commonwealth were clothed opened 
the way for bringing back the rule of one under another 
form. Had the same man at Athens been at once Archon, 
General, and Prytanis, he would still have been far from 
being King or Tyrant; but at Rome, when all the great 
powers of the State were gathered together in the hands 
of a single man, it was found that their union made an 
Emperor. 

The heroic kingship then died out in Greece, and in 
Italy too, if it ever existed there in its strictly heroic form. 
But it is well to mark that it went on in those kindred and 
neighbouring lands which had so much in common with 
Greece, but in which the fully-developed system of Greek 
city life was never established The Macedonians, and 
the people of the land vaguely called Epeiros, the Molossians, 
Chaonians, and Thesprotians, are best looked on as unde
veloped Hellenes, as Greeks among whom the tribe never 
altogether gave way to the city. Among them then the 
ancient kingship went on in the historic times. But we 
may see how, as they came more and more within the range 
of directly Hellenic influences, they gradually approached to 
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BeHenic political life. This might have happened in 
Macedonia, if her great Kings had thought it enough to 
become the pupils of Greece, instead of becoming at once 
her pupils and her conquerors. In Epeiros it did happen. 
By the time of the Peloponnesian war, kingship had heen 
done away with hoth in Chaonia and in Thespnitia. Chaonia 
indeed was passing through a stage through which Athen9 
and other Greek states had passed. She chose two annual 
chief magistrates; but she chose them out of a single ruling 
house (36). Among the Molossians kingship lived on, but 
it lived on to supply, in the Epeirote Alexander and the 
more famous Pyrrhos, BeHenic champions against the 
Barbarians of the West. But in the end kingship was 
swept away there also, and in the latest days of Grecian 
freedom, Epeiros, now fully acknowledged as a Greek State, 
holds an honourable place among the Federal Common
wealths of Bellas (37). Such a national promotion was 
well deserved by a nation among whom King and people 
met face to face, where the King swore to obey the laws, 
and where the people swore to preserve the kingdom to 
him as long as he obeyed them. In Macedonia itself, 
the kingly power was kept within hounds, if not by so 
weH-halanced a constitution as this, yet at least by the 
frequent gathering, Iwhether at set times or only when 
occasion called for them, of armed assemblies of the 
Macedonian people (38). But a Macedonian republic was 
unheard of, till it snited the crooked policy of Rome to part 
out the conquered kingdom into four dependent Common
wealths (39). But long before that time, Macedonian Kings 
in other lands had set themselves free from the fetters of 
Macedonian kingship, and indeed from most of the restraints 
of European life. In the Macedonian kingdoms of Asia and 
Egypt we see the old limited kingship of the house of 
nmenos strangely changed into the full despotism of the 
East, and yet more strangely allied with the full inteHectual 
culture of Greece, though, save here and there in an outlying 
colony (40), without any trace of her political freedom. 
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Bu t, before Ptolemies and Seleukids had founded their 
lesser thrones, an union of functions no less incongruous had 
been seen in the person of binI of whose dominion they were 
glad to part out the fragments. Strange indeed was the 
mixture of powers which Alexander held when he was at 
once King of Kings on the throne of Cyrus, lawful King 
of the free people of Macedonia, and elective chief of the 
Hellenic confederacy by the vote ofthe Corinthian Synod (41). 

Another union of functions no less strange arose in after 
tinIes, which leads us, in this inquiry into the forms of early 
.Aryan kingship, from one main branch of our subject to 
another. The partition of the ancient powers of the Roman 
Kings had formed the various magistracies of the Roman 
Commonwealth. They formed a strong and dignified 
Executive, alongside of which Senate and People alike 
could hold their fitting place. In after days, when Senate 
and People alike had shown themselves unworthy to rule, 
the union of the various powers of the State in a single 
hand again brought back a monarchy, though a monarchy 
now no longer constitntional, but despotic. Cresa.r, Father 
of his Country, High Pontiff of the Gods, Consul of the 
Commonwealth, Prince of the Senate, Imperator of the 
Army, and himself wielding also that Tribunitian power 
which was meant to be the check on all the other powers, 
was, in truth, master of Rome and of the world (42). By 
his side the old magistracies went on as shadows, and the 
Imperial Consul himself deigned to take one of his own 
subjects as his colleague in that temporary dignity (43). 
That dignity lingered on, till at last it was again by chance 
united with something of real power and honour; and the 
consulships of Theodoric (44), of Boetius (45), of Belisarius 
(46), may at least count for more than the Athenian archon
ship of Hadrian and the Athenian generalship of Constantine 
(47). And the master of Rome and of the world could still 
say, like Julius himself, n I am Cresar, not King" (48). He 
might be /3a,Tl.lI.'" in the tongue of his Greek subjects (49); 
he might clothe himself with the robes and diadem of 
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Eastern kingship (50); even in his own city his dominion 
might be regnum (51), his house might be 'l'egia (52), his 
wife might be regina (53), but he himeelf never dared t() 
call himself, no flatterer ever dared to call him, by the 
forbidden and dreaded title of lI.e:rJ (54). Since the Regifu
gium of the Tarquins, Rome never had a. King, till a King 
came 00 her from quite another stock and in quite another 
guise. Step by step, she took Kings of Tentonic race within 
the pale of her honours; she had Alaric to her general (55); 
she had Chlodwig to her Consul; she had Pippin to her 
Patrician (56); till at last ._the spell of spells was broken, 
and she had Charles 00 her Cresar and Augustus. The 
Imperial style of Rome and the kingly style of Germany 
were joined in the hands of the Emperor of the Romans, 
the King of the Franks and Lombards. Still Rome herself 
bad not yet a King; it was a later stage still which joined 
inOO one style the powers which were as yet distinct in the 
same hands, and which gave the world that long line of 
Reges Romanorum which reaches from Henry of Franconia 
to Joseph of Austria, and which there may still be some 
living who remember (57). The Empire of Rome and the 
Kingship of Germany were now fairly merged in one; we 
have traced the one 00 its ending; we must now trace the 
other from its beginning." 

Nothing can be plainer, both from the description given 
by Tacitus and from -the narrative in our own ,English 
Chronicles, that kingship, in the distinctive sense, was 
not universal, and therefore we may safely infer not imme
morial, among the Teutonic nations. He distinguishes those 
tribes which had Kings from those which had none, and 
he distinctly marks one most important difference between 
Kings and lesser chieftaius: the Kings were chosen for 
their nobility, the lesser chieftains, the duces or pri:ncipes, for 
their personal merit (58). We here see plainly enough the 
practice as to the appointment of Kings which was universal 
among all the Teutonic, and, as far as I know, among the 
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Slavonic nations aiso, and which seems the most natural 
in an early state of society. On the one hand there is no 
strict law of hereditary succession; on the other hand the 
kingly office is not put up to indiscriminate competition 
among the whole nation. As at Rome, the people have 
a voice in choosing their ruler, but as in Greece, the King 
must come of a special and a divine stock; the ruler of men 
must be the child of the ruler of the Gods; the patriarch to 
whom he traces up his pedigree must be no other than 
Woden himself (59). Thus far our fathers felt with the 
Achaisns of the days of Homer. But they felt too with the 
practical mind of the Reman, that the rule of men could not 
be safely trusted to the chances of mere hereditary succession; 
the sentiment of kingly descent was satisfied if the King 
came of the divine stock, while some degree of fitness for his 
office was secured by a free choice among those in whose veins 
the sacred blood of Woden flowed. The King was the noblest 
among the noble; he was, as his name speaks, the embodi. 
ment of the kin; he was the leader of the nation, the choice 
of the nation, the nation, as it were, itself incarnate in the 
person of a single man. Kingship was an office; it was an 
office which, like any other office, the nation gave and the 
nation could takeaway (60). But it was something more than 
an office; it was the privilege of the chosen house which 
extended itself beyond the actual holder of the office to all 
the members of the cynecyn, the stock of stocks, the stock 
frcm which alone Kings could be chosen, and of which every 
member was in some sort kingly (61). A kingship which was 
hedged in by such divinity as this might seem as if it must 
have been in the strictest sense immemorial, as if it would 
be wholly impossible to fix the time or the cause of its 
beginning; and yet, as I just hefore said, it is certain that 
the Teutonic kingship, as a form of government, was not 
immemorial. In the days of Tacitus, kingship was still the 
exception among the German nations, and it is quite certain 
that among one great division of the German people kingship 
remained Imknown till national independence came to an 
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end. The Old-Saxons never had Kings till they had to 
acknowledge one who was King of the Franks and Lombards 
also (62). And among the Saxons who crossed over the sea 
to Britain, as well as among their Anglian and Jutish fellows, 
kingship was unknown till after they were firmly established 
on British ground (63). Mighty and worshipful as was the 
Teutonic King, clothed as he was with the mysterious 
holiness of a child of the Gods, he and his office were still, 
in some sort, novelties. There had heen a time when 
kingship had been unknown; there were branches of the 
race in which it always remained unknown. In fact there 
can be little doubt that, wherever a Teutonic King is found, 
his kingship had displaced an earlier government of chiefs 
who bore the lowlier, but more ancient, titles of Ealdorm.n 
.or H .... togan. 

The key to this seeming contradiction would seem to be 
found in this, that the King represents the national as 
distinguished from the tribal stage of political developement. 
The lowlier chiefs, Ealdormen or Dukes, were the chiefs 
.of separate tribes; as the union of tribes grew into a nation, 
the nation chose a King as the chief of all. They chose him 
perhaps because he was in some sort a King already. Some 
faint signs may be seen in our glimpses of the days of our 
earliest fathers which 'look as if there were kingly houses 
before there was such a thing as kingly government. It would 
seem that the kingly house, ·the CIJ'1'<CYn, the noblest among the 
noble, the house which most truly embodied the whole being of 
the race, was called, when the nation felt the need of a common 
chief, to take its place at the head of all. The house which 
was a\ready kingly in point of descent became kingly in point 
of political power. That is to say, kingship is the rule of the 
noblest, the rule of those who spring from the CIJ'1'<CYn, the rule 
of the "lin itself embodied in its highest members. In this 
way we may say that the King became a King because he was 
a King already. He became &.:, because he was, before all 
men, gener08'lUl; he became the ruler of men, because he was 
already the. highest among them. In the far-off Sanscrit a 
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kindred line of thought has produced a cognate title, and we 
see in the distant Ganaka a closer approach in name to our 
own King than in the nearer l/e:i; and {3aO""x.us (64). The 
Teutonic King reigned---rizode-over his rice, his 'l"egrvum; 

hut he took his title, not from his office, hut from his 
<lignity. He was not the mere l/e:i;, the mere ruler; he was 
the King, the chief of the kin on earth, the man who could 
boast of kindred with the powers of Heaven. 

With the introduction of Christianity, the King's clain! to 
reverence as the child of the· Gods came to an end. The 
pedigree of the kingly house was still trsced up to Woden; 
but, as the Cretans showed the tomb of Zeus, so it was now 
found out that Woden had been only a mortal man, the 
descendant of Noah and Adam in such and such a degree 
(65). But the King must still have a sacred character 
of some kind about him. The Hebrew rite of anointing had 
come into use as the inaugnration ceremony of the Emperors, 
and from them it was extended to Kings of lower degree. 
The King's commission was still divine; but its divinity no 
longer consisted in descent from the false God of the 
heathen; it was divine, because it was bestowed with 
ecclesiastical rites by the highest ministers of the Church 
within his kingdom. Now, how far did this change affect the 
real nature and extent of the kingly power 1 It swept away 
one form of mystery and sanctity, but it put another form in 
its stead We might perhaps say that it swept away the 
sanctity of the race, while it increased the sanctity of the 
person. Of all doctrines the most opposed to any kind 
of Christian teaching is that which sees any exclusive 
virtue, which acknowledges any exclusive privilege, in 
particular races or families. In a Christian commonwealth, 
the law may decree hereditary succession, whether to the 
Crown or to anything else; but the law decrees it simply 
because such hereditary succession is deemed to work for the 
common good, not because there is any inherent excellence in 
this or that particular line. Christianity has had to struggle 
with exclusive prejudices of this. kind, just as it has had 
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to struggle with the world-wide sin of slavery, itself only 
another outgrowth of the same exclusive feeling. Under 
Christian influences, the sentiment of birth may remain 
as a sentiment; it may remain in the form of political 
institutions, whether we deem them good or bad; but its 
inherent sanctity passes away. When lEthelberht plunged 
beneath the waters of baptism, his special privileges, his 
special sanctity, as a son of Woden were washed away for 
ever. The sanctity of the Christian King, the Anointed of 
the Lord, was of another kind; it was a sanctity of person 
and office, not of descent. The King was admitted t() 
share somewhat of the official holiness of the priest and 
the Bishop. But that holiness was purely official; it was 
a holiness bestowed and measured according to an acknow
ledged law; it was bestowed by a competent authority, and 
by a competent authority it might be taken away. The 
change from the son of Woden to the Anointed of the Lord 
clothed the King with even higher personal worship than 
he had held before. But it brought out more strongly the 
notion that the King held an office, a trust, bestowed on 
him for the common good of his people. Christianity there
fore made it easier to choose freely within the roya.! house; 
it made it easier, in case of need, to choose beyond the 
bounds of the roya.!' House; it made it easier, in case of 
need, to remove by legal form a King who had shown 
himself unworthy of the trust which the law had bestowed 
on him. It was by. a later change again that the King 
gradually changed from the chief of the people into the 
lord of the land, that the notion of office began again to 
be lost in the notion of possession, and that the kingdom 
began to be looked on as a persona.! estate, which must, 
like any other estate, pass on from father to son, according 
to some rule of hereditary succession strictly laid down 
beforehand. A strict law of hereditary succession, if it be 
inconsistent with the theory of popular election of the King, 
is no less inconsistent with the theory of his ecclesiastical 
consecration. The object of the crowning and anointing is 
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to make a man full King who up to that moment is at 
most only King-elect. But IWCOrding to the strict doctrine 
of hereditary right, the King is full King already, and his 
crowning and anointing sinks into a mere pageant, empty 
or edifying, as men choose to look upon it. 

The kingship which went through these stages, heathen 
and Christian, came in, as I have already said, gradually. 
In some lands, the Herttogan or Erildor!Mn, the Duces, 
Principes, Judices, Satrap'", and so forth, of the Latin 
writers, long held their ground. Even the smallest king
dom' was probably formed by the union of several small 
states of this kind. For this process we may find parallels 
far beyond the range of the Teutonic race and even of the 
Aryan family. The Old Testament history sets before us 
the many Kings of Canaan, reigning each one in his own 
city, much like the Kings of heroic Greece. But it also 
sets before us, in the case of Gibeon, at least one city which, 
though not ruled by a King, was a great city, as one of 
the royal cities (66). It tells us how there were Dukes 
of Edom before there were Kings (67); and the history of 
Israel itself shows, perhaps more clearly than any other, 
how a confederacy of kindred tribes might pass into an 
united nation, and how the Judges of the Hebrews, like 
the Judges of the West-Goths, might pass away before the 
power of a single King over the whole folk. And not only 
were there Dukes, Ealdormen, and Judges before there were 
Kings, but, in some cases, nations which had already tried 
kingly government, fell back upon the earlier rule of Dukes, 
Ealdormen, or Judges. I leave ..Egyptologers to say what 
amount of historical truth there may be in the tale 
told us by Herodotus, how the single kingdom of Egypt 
was once split up among twelve confederate Kings. But 
be the tale true or false, the state of things which it 
describes is one that has several parallelil in undoubted 
history. The Lombardo, after experience of kingly govern
ment through several reigns, fell back upon the government 
of separate Dukes, and, according to one account, the 
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same thing happened among ourselves in the West-Saxon 
kingdom (68). This process must be distinguished from 
another, which has something in common with it, and 
which may be looked on as a sort of transition between 
the government of separate Dukes or Ealdormen and the 
fully established monarchy of later times. In the view 
which we have taken of the origin and nature of kingship, 
it is plain that kingship does not imply mlYllarchy in the 
literal sense. Indeed it should be remembered that, in 
days when the meaning of words was strictly cared for, 
the words "monarch" and cc monarchy II were never applied 
to the rule of ordinary Kings, but were reserved for the 
universal dominion of the Emperor (6g). Long after an 
nnion of tribes had reached a feeling of national unity so 
strong that it bore a common name and was capable of 
something like common action-a feeling strong enough to 
lead them to forsake the rule of mere Dukes or J ndges 
for that of Kings-it still did not follow that there should 
be only one King in the nation. It was an easy result 
from the original nature of Teutonic kingship, that, where 
the whole house was kingly,. where the kingliness of the 
honse was the source of its claim to rule, it should be held 
that every member of it had a right to be kingly in office 
as well as in birth. Hen..,., came the constant snbdivision 
of a kingdom among a King's sons, either at his death 
or during his lifetime--a process which fills up nearly 
the whole history of Frankish kingship under Merwings 
and Karlings alike. Hence too the constitution of the 
West-Saxon kingdom among ourselves, the confederate 
principalities each ruled by an Under-king of the kingly 
honse, all of them admitting the superiority of the head 
King of the whole people. The notion of a Heptarchy in 
~gland has long been cast to the winds, but; had men 
chosen to talk of a Pentarchy in Wessex, there would have 
been something to say for the name (70). So agsin, in the 
Scandinavian North, in almost every great expedition we 
find mention of several Kings and of several Ear\s.-the 
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Earls of course answering to :English Ealdormen or Here
togsn-joined together as leaders of a confederate host. 
And mark that, among the invaders who fell in the great 
slaughter of Brunanburh, among the seven Earls and the 
five Kings who stayed to feed the wolves and ravens of 
Northumberland, we are told that the Kings were young; 
we hear nothing of the age of the Earls. Surely this is 
another form of the distinction drawn long before by 
Tacitus. The Kings were chosen for their birth, for their 
kingliness; they might therefore well be young. The 
Earls, we may well believe, were still choseu for their 
persona.! strength and valour; they therefore might well 
be a~P.oy'pOVT", senimes, Ealdormen, in the literal sense of 
the words. 

In all this, in the crowd of petty Kings who were dis
placed to make room for the great kingdoms of later times, 
be it in the very begimIing of English kingship under Ida 
in Northumberland or in its later Northern stage under the 
fair-haired Harold of Norway (71), we see the living image 
of the same state of things as we see in the many Kings 
within the little isle of IthakG, or in that other royal crowd 
whom Odysseus dealt with so tenderly in the hour of trial 
before Ilios (72). But, while Greek kingship died out in 
Greece itself, while even in Macedonis it lived on only to be 
swallowed up in the dominion of Rome, the kindred Teutonic 
kingship has gone on and flourished down to our own times. 
It has gone on and flourished in modern Europe, while it 
died out in old Greece, mainly because tribes could be 
gathered into nations, while cities could not. But its fate 
in different European lands has been widely different. In 
all, kingship itself has been more or less affected by the 
influences which I have a\ready spoken of as working a 
change in its original Teutonic character. In all it has been 
a.ffected by the ecclesiastical ideas which gather round the 
ecclesiastical rite of consecration; in all it has been affected 
by ideas borrowed from the Roman Civil Law; in all it has 
been affected by feuda.! and territorial notions which taught 
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men to look on kingship as a property rather than an office; 
in all it has been affected by the developement of those ideas 
which grew out of the union of the Teutonic comitatus with 
the Roman tenure of lands by military service (73). The 
sacred character which the King received from the new 
religion was perhape only a fair exchange for the sacred 
character which he lost by the abolition of the old. But 
the Teutonic King was neither a despot nor a constitutional 
abstraction; he was not a lord of the soil, nor was he a mere 
head of an ascending series of feudal chiefS. In different 
ages and countries he has become all these things. In one 
age he became an absolute master, by dint of clothing the 
hereditary King with those attributes with which, in the 
theory of the Civil Law, the Roman people, at each election 
of an Emperor, clothed its Imperial Tribune (74). In 
another age the personal relation of lord and man swallowed 
up the relation in which each member of the commonwealth 
stands to its head. But in all the King changed from the 
chief of a people, wherever that people might be found, into 
the ruler of a certain portion of the earth's surface, by 
whomsoever that portion of the earth's surfuce might be 
inhabited. New-fangled territorial titles-King of England, 
King of France, and the like--disp1aced those ancient titles 
of national chieftainship, which were borne alike by the 
King of the MacedonianS and the King of the Medes and 
Persians, by the Emperor of the Rom .... and the King of 
the West-Goths, by the King of the English and the Duke 
of the Normans (75). . And as kingship changed from the 
chieftainship of the people to the lordship of the soil--<ls it 
changed from an office to a property-as the territorial 
kingdom came to be looked on as a vast estate--<30 men 
began to think that it was not enough that the King shonld 
have about him the sentiment which clave to the descendant 
of former Kings, that it was not enough that he should be 
chosen out of the one kingly house; lawyers and courtiers 
began to dream that the territorial property into which they 
had changed the kingly office ought to pass, like any other 
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territorial property, according to some fixed law of hereditary 
succession. They devised for us all those lawyers' subtleties 
of primogeniture, representation, and the like, which gave 
our Crown for a season to Edward of Caemarvon and 
Richard of Bourdeaux, but which would have bidden lElfred 
to stand aside, and. to forbear from touching the inheritance 
of his brother's child. All these various influences have 
affected kingship in every European kingdom; but it has 
been affected by these several influences in very different 
degrees in different lands. And, if the nature of kingship 
itself has thus come to differ under different circumstances, 
the degree of power attached to the kingly title has differed 
no less. Kingship has come,·in different lands, to wear all 
the different forms with a sketch of which I began the· 
present lecture. There is still one European land where, as 
in the days of the old C.,sars, what seems good to the Prince 
has the force of law (76). There are other lands in wbich 
the law still clothes the sovereign with vast, though strictly 
defined, powers, but where some of those powers are exercised 
only through advisers in whose choice the sovereign has 
hardly a personal voice, while there are other powers which 
neither sovereign nor minister would for a moment dream of 
exercising at all. If we look to the history of our own land, 
we find in this matter of the developement of kingship, as in 
most others, a stronger historical continuity than elsewhere. 
At no stage of the process which changed the Ealdorman or 
Heretoga of a comer of Hampshire into the King of the 
English and Lord of the Isle of Britain did he ever wholly 
lose the old character of the chief of the people (77). Every 
change which in other lands affected the primitive nature 
of Teutonic kingship was slower in reaching us, and had 
less effect when it did reach us, than it had elsewhere. The 
corning of the Norman handed over the English Crown to 
Kings of foreign speech; but it did not wholly break the 
continuity of English political traditions. Nay rather, it 
was the firm hand of the great William which put· the last 
stroke to the work of Ecgberht and lEthelstan,. and which 

J 
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made England for ever a realm which, since his day, no man 
has thought of parting asunder. And the Conqueror, who 
claimed the Crown by English Law, who professed to rule 
according to English Law, handed down the tradition of 
English Law to all those who came after him. The King 
has been mighty, but the Law has ever been mightier. The 
Laws of King Eadward grew into the Great Charter; the 
Great Charter grew into the Petition of Right; the Petition 
of Right grew into that fuller establishment of our liberties 
which marked the great day when Englishmen for the last 
time chose themselves a King (78). If we look through ali 
the stages of our history, we shall, I think, see that of all 
European nations we have fallen away the least. from the old 
heritage of our fathers, and that, when we have fallen away 
from it, we have in many cases only come back to it in other 
forms. We have never wholly cast aside either the hereditary 
or the elective principle; our sovereign is still crowned and 
anointed with the same rites as Eadward, Harold, and 
William, and is still clothed with those pcwers, ecclesiastical 
as well as temporal, which William knew how to defend 
against Hildebrand himself (79). Even in so small a matter 
as the descent of the Crown among members of the old 
kingly house, no other land can show a succession of Kings 
so nearly unbroken. N o')'here else, even by help of female 
succession, can any royal house trace up its· descent to the 
chiefs who, fourteen hundred years back, led the nation into 
the land in which they still dwell. Under Cerdic and Cynric 
the people of the W est~Saxons made their first settlement 
in the Celtic land. And ever since-save when for a moment 
the old stock gave way, twice to foreign conquest, once to 
popular election-the children of Cerdic and Cynric have 
ruled over the people of the West-Saxons and over all into 
which the realm of the West-Saxons has grown. Every 
sovereign of Wessex or of England, before and since the 
age of Cnut, of Harold, and of William, has been, at least 
on the female side, the offspring of the first founder of the 
nation (80). 
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Among our kinsmen on the mainland kingship has run 
another course. Nowhere but in our own island had the old 
Teutonic kingship, like other old Teutonic institutions, the 
same chance of growing and improving, of modifying itself 
by a purely native growth, on a soil which the utter sweep
ing away of an earlier state of things had made as fully 
their own as thE> land from which our fathers set forth to win 
it. In our isla.nd-a world of ita own-the Teutonic State 
and the Teutonic kingship could grow up undisturbed by 
Roman influences, till Roman influences came to show them
selves in their later forms, ecclesiastical and feudal. Else
where, wherever the Teutonic nation and its King established 
themselves on the conquered Roman soil, they stepped at 
once within the magic circle of Roman influences. Some of 
the Teutonic kingdoms which were thus founded on Roman 
soil fell back again, like those of the Vandals in Africa and 
the Goths in Italy, within the grasp of the reviving Roman 
power. The Goth in Spain, himself for a while cut short by 
the Roman revival (81l, lived on to fall beneath the yoke of 
invaders foreign alike to Aryan speech and to Christian faith. 
Others were absorbed one by one into the dominion of a 
kindred people mightier than themselves. Step by step, a 
single Teutonic nation rose to the first place, and united 
under the Frankish sceptre the ancestral land of Germany 
and the conquered land of Gaul. But, in so doing, the 
Frankish kingship lost the power which the English king
ship still kept, of handing on the unmixed Teutonic traditions 
of earlier times. The fact that the Frankish power never 
became wholly Gaulish, that the Teutonic lands of the 
Eastern Franks and of the dependent Allemani and Bavarians 
still formed part of the Frankish dominion, saved that 
dominion from becoming wholly Roman: it saved the Frank, 
even on Gaulish soil, from wholly casting away the speech 
and traditions of his fathers. Still the great territorial 
conquest won by the Franks on Roman ground did not fail 
to do its work. When the nation, King, nobles, freemen, sat 
down in the new homes which they had won among a 
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conquered people whose civilization was higher than their 
own, they could not keep their old simple social state, their 
old simple political traditions, free from all foreign inter
mixture. Mere increase of dominion cannot fail to add to 
the kingly power (82), and it adds to it still more when 
increase of dominion takes the form of foreign conquest. 
The King who rules according to his own will over the 
greater numbers of the conquered strangers will insensibly 
take to himself a greater share of power than of old, even 
over his own countrymen. Add to this that, in the Gaulish 
land, the Franks found an elaborate system of law, ecclesi
astical and civil, fully established; and the Frankish King 
lent no unwilling ear to the Roman priest or the Roman 
lawyer who taught him that he need not look on his power 
as bounded by the restraints put upon it by the customs of 
his own people. The Lord of Gaul, the Advocate of the 
Orthodox Church, might claim to himself all the powers 
which had been exercised by Constantine and Theodosius, 
which were still exercised before his eyes by Justinian or 
Heraclius. At last, under a new and mightier dynasty, the 
two natures of Roman and Teutonic rule were joined in one: 
the Frankish King became the Roman Cresar. But, step by 
step, the kingship of Germany was crushed in pieces beneath 
the weight of the Imperial dignity, and the Lord of the 
World (83) came, as Lord of the World, to have less of real 
power than the lords of very small portions of its surface. 
Between domestic weakness and foreign aggression, the once 
united German Kingdom broke up into a lax Confederation. 
and out of that lax Confederation the kingdom of Henry of 
Saxony and Rudolf of Habsburg has again sprung to life 
before our eyes (84). Meanwhile the Western part of the 
old Frankish realm fell away from the common centre, and a 
small principality by the Seine, peopled by a fragment of the 
old Celtic race, grew, under the borrowed name of France. 
into one of the foremost powers of the European world. 
While in the Eastern (85). the German. realm. the Crown 
first became purely elective and then practically hereditary 
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under elective forms (86), the Crown of the Western France 
became more purely hereditary than that of any other 
kingdom, because there never was lacking a male heir of the 
first patriarch to claim it. But, perhaps partly for that very 
reason, when the magic spell of that long succession was 
once broken, it has been found harder than in any other land 
to find a stable government of any kind to take the place of 
the unbroken kingship of eight hundred years. In Germany, 
as I have said, the royal power came to nothing, because the 
kingdom split asunder into states which were virtually inde
pendent. In France the same thing happened at an earlier 
time; but the Crown contrived to annex the separate 
principalities one by one, and so to establish, step by step, 
a despotism over the whole land. England, after its final 
union, never split asunder. The policy of William secured 
that, though the Crown might be weaker than the united 
nation, yet each single man in the nation, the very highest 
not excepted, should be weaker than the Crown (87). 

In the constitutional monarchies of modern times, the 
Crown is the Executive power; but its free action as snch is 
more or less hampered by the conventional necessity of acting 
by the advice of Ministers who are approved by a majority 
of the Legislature. Kingship has lost nothing of its dignity; 
it has lost little of its legal powers; what modern practice 
does is to provide the Sovereign with a Mayor of the Palace 
whom the Legislature can practically remove at pleasure. I 
mention this now, because it is of some importance to 
distinguish between kingly dignity and kingly power. We 
have seen how, in the Roman Commonwealth, the ancient 
powers of the Kings were not so much taken away as put 
into commission in the hands of the Consuls and other 
magistrates. Something of the same kind has happened in 
some repUblican states in later times. It is worth noticing 
how, in popular talk, the notion of a Republic seems natur
ally to suggest the notion of a President. That is to say, it 
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is taken for granted that the State must have a personal 
head, even though that personal head may be chosen for a 
definite term, and may be subject to legal punishment in 
the case of proved crime. That such a way of speaking 
leaves out of sight most of the great Commonwealths of 
history, that it leaves out of sight the most successful 
Commonwealth of modern times, is a slight matter. It is an 
established maxim among political talkers that the one State 
in Europe where republican institutions are immemorial, the 
one State where they have been fairly tried and have 
thoroughly succeeded, should be left out of sight in all such 
inqlllrles. People who would be ashamed not to know all 
about the political condition of every other European nation, 
would deem it beneath them to stop and think whether the 
Swiss Confederation or any of its Cantons is governed by 
King, President, or Council (88). History shows that the 
tendency of republican states in general is against vesting 
the Executive power in any single person. There has indeed 
commonly been a chief magistrate, under some title or other; 
but he has been only the chief of the Executive; he has not 
been himself the whole of it. He has been, like the Swiss 
President, a mere Chairman of a Council, not, like the 
American President, an independent power in the State. 
The notion that a republic must have a Presideut at its 
head is simply a shadow of kingship. Men have been so 
accustomed to kingly government, to a personal head of the 
State, that it seems natural, even in getting rid of kingship, 
to keep the personal head, and simply to make him elective 
instead of hereditary, appointed for a fixed time instead of 
for life. The American President, in the original conception 
of his office, is a four years' King; and the early Presidents 
ruled with far more of personal kingly power than the King 
of any kingdom where the modern theory of constitutional 
government is fully established. The cause is obvious: 
hereditary succession gives no guaranty for any personal 
qualifications in the King. His power is therefore not only 
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limited by law, but it is held that, even in the exercise of 
his legal powers, he is bound to follow the advice of Ministers 
who are practically appointed and removed by the popular 
branch of the Legislature. But the President, it might be 
thought, need be bound by no such fetters. He is chosen 
for a fixed time: he is chosen, it might be hoped, on account 
of his personal fitness to rule. It might therefore seem to 
follow that, while his office lasts, his personal power ought to 
be greater than that of a constitutional King; it might seem 
to follow that such authority as the law gives him he may 
use purely according to his personal discretion, and that his 
Ministers should be his servants, and not his masters. But 
it is clear that there is a teudency at work to hamper the 
personal freedom of action of the Presidents of the United 
States, in nearly the same way, so far as the different forms 
of the Constitution allow, in which the personal freedom of 
action of the constitutional Kings of Europe is hampered. 
That is to say, though the President is not a King, though 
his position has nothing of kingly dignity, of kingly mystery, 
or of kingly duration, yet his powers are in themselves so 
essentially kingly that it seems an obvious thing to treat 
him as a King, and to give him, like a King, Ministers who 
shall control rather than obey him. The Executive Council, 
such as we see in the Swiss Confederation, alone avoids 
every tendency of the kind. To a body of seven men, chosen 
by the Legislature for the term of its own being, no scrap or 
rag of kingship can cleave (89). 

There is one feature in which it might seem that the 
modern conception, I will not say of kingship, but of royalty, 
has gone back to the ideas of the very earliest times. In 
fully developed constitutional States, the notion of kingship, 
either strictly as an office or strictly as a possession, has well
nigh died out. But the notion of royalty as a dignity belong
ing to royal personages, as something which cleaves, not only 
to Kings themselves, but to all their kindred and belongings-
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the notion that such kindred and belongings form a separate 
class or order apart from other men-is stronger now than it 
ever was since men reverenced in their Kings the son of 
Zeus or of Woden. In no time or place was kingship, as an 
office or possession, more highly magnified than in the days 
of Elizabeth and her father. But the notion of royalty in 
the modern sense could have no place where the sovereign 
was the child of an English mother, and could trace back her 
descent to ancient Kings through a long succession of un
crowned ancestors (go). We have seen that the notion of 
the kingliness of the race is probably older than kingship, 
either as an office or as a possession. It would seem also to 
be more lasting. The feeling which binds all the royal 
houses of Europe together, as members of one class, would 
hardly have been understood by the followers of Thomas of 
·Lancaster or Henry of Richmond. It would perhaps have 
been more intelligible to those who, when a number of tribes 
were welded together into a nation, placed, as a matter of 
course, a son of Woden at its head. It would have been 
least of all intelligible in the days when personal rule was at 
its highest in point of real power, at its lowest in point of 
outward dignity. Men marched off into a distant banish
ment, or opened their veins to die without a thought of 
resistance, at the mere bidding of a Cresar who, in outward 
form, was simply the first magistrate of the Commonwealth. 
The successors of that Cresar, Lords of the World, waited on 
by Kings and sovereign Dukes, commanded no such obedi
ence. The notion of mere rank and dignity and the notion 
of real power are in themselves distinct. There are times 
when the two are joined together; there are other tiroes 
when they would seem to be not only distinct, but actually 
hostile . 

.J have now dealt with the general notions of the State 
itself in its two great forms: as the city and as the tribe 
growing into the nation. I have dealt with its chief, in his 
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various forms, sometimes the King sinking into the republican 
magistrate, sometimes the republican magistrate growing 
into the King. The next time I come before you I shall 
have to deal no longer with the head of the State, but with 
its body, with the Assembly of the city or nation in all its 
forms, from the AU!Yrt of the Homeric Achaians to the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom. 
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v 

THE ASSEMBLY 

WE have now dealt with the general idea of the State, 
whether as a tribe growing into a nation or as shut up 
within the walls of a single city. From that general idea 
we have passed to the head of the State, to the King. We 
have seen in old G!""ece the power of the Kings of particular 
cities vanish away, as those cities changed into common
wealths, first aristocratic and then democratic. We have 
seen the powers of the Roman Kings put, as it were, into 
commission among the great magistrates of the Republic, 
and then gathered together again, in far more than their old 
strength, in the hands of the Emperors. We have traced 
the origin and growth of Teutonic kingship; we have seen 
how, as the tribe grew into a nation, its chief grew into 
a King; we have seen how the various fonns of modem 
European royalty started off from this primitive source, and 
how strs.ngely the greatest among them became for ages 
allied, or rather identified, with the still abiding dignity of 
the Roman Augustus. We have now to tum from the hcad 
of the State to its body, from the King to the Assembly of 
the People. The body follows the same law as its head. 
Where the city is the commonwealth and the commonwealth 
never stretches beyond its walls, the Assembly may shrink 
up into, or it may never develope itself beyond, the gather- , 
ing of a mere oligarchic body. As the highest franchise of 
the city may be shared by all the citizens, or may be con-
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fined to the members of an exclusive order, so the sovereign 
Assembly of the commonwealth may be less or greater in its 
numbers. The sovereign body is the Assembly of all those 
citizens who hold the highest franchise, whether they form 
the narrowest oligarchy or the most open democracy. In 
either case, each member of the ruling body discharges his 
own duty in the Assembly in his own person, and not 
through a representative. In a city commonwealth the idea 
of representation, of choosing certain citizens to act on 
behalf of the whole body, is not likely to come into any 
man's head. Where all the citizens in a democracy, or all 
the citizens of the ruling order in an oligarchy, can 
habitually come together in their own persons, as in a city 
commonwealth they can, it is not likely that they will 
willingly give up their highest right to a few members of 
their own body. They may entrust greater or less powers to 
smaller Councils and to individual magistrates; and the 
Councils and magistrates of an oligarchy will commonly be 
entrusted with far larger and more independent powers than 
the Councils and magistrates of a democracy. But in either 
case the Assembly of the whole people, or of the whole 
privileged class of the people, remains the sovereign power 
of the commonwealth. And, as the Assembly of the city is 
not likely to change itself into a representative body within 
its own walls, so it is not likely to merge its own being as a 
sovereign and independent Assembly in any body beyond its 
own walls. If the city be connected with other cities by a 
Federal tie, it may give up to the general Assembly of the 
whole Confederation the right of deciding on the relations of 
the Confederation to foreign powers, and all other such 
matters as naturally come within the range of Federal 
authority. But the Assemblies of the several cities did not 
in such a case cease to exist; they did not cease to be 
sovereign and independent within the range of all powers 
which they did not expressly give up to the Federal body (I). 
And, stranger still to our notions, among the Confederations 
of Greece even the Federal body itself did not assume a 
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representative character; as every citizen of the individual 
city had his place in the sovereign Assembly of that city, 
so each citizen of the Confederation had his place in the 
sovereign Assembly of the Confederation (2~ Wherever 
the independent city is the leading political idea, whether 
the city remain absolutely independent for all purposes or 
it is content to yield part of its sovereign rights to a Federal 
authority-whether it strictly confines its citizenship to the 
dwellers in its own walls or freely grants it out to all the 
inhabitants of a large country-in either case alike each 
citizen keeps his personal right to attend and vote in the 
sovereign Assembly of the State of which he is a member. 
It seems to be a law of its being that the primary Assembly 
of the city should never grow into or merge itself in the 
representative Assembly of a nation. 

Where, on the other hand, the tribe and not the city is 
the leading political idea, the case is widely different. We 
have seen how tribes grew into nations, how, from being 
independent political bodies, they ~'into mere divisions 
of a greater body. In this process the Assemblies of the 
State follow the same law as the State itself. The tribe and 
the city start from the same point, for in truth the city is 
only a tribe, or more than one tribe, surrounded by a wall. 
In the Assembly of the tribe, no less than in the Assembly 
of the city, every man who enjoys the full franchise, every 
freeman of the tribe, has the right to appear in person. 
But, as the tribe merges itself in a greater whole far more 
easily than the city, sO the Assembly of the tribe shares a 
like fate. As the tribe ceases to be the State, and becomes 
a mere division of the State----as the chief of the tribe 
becomes a mere subordinate deputy of the King who is the 
chief of the nation (3)-<;0 in the like sort the sovereign 
Assembly of the tribe merges itself in the sovereign 
Assembly of the nation. It may cease to exist altogether, 
or it may go on as a purely local body; but if so, it has 
ceased to be sovereign; it is merely the Assembly of a 
certain division of the State or of its territory; it does not, 
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like the several members of a Confederation, retain its 
independent sovereignty within its own range. It is only 
under the most exceptional of circumstances that the tribal 
Assembly can live on through a.II changes, and, after having 
sunk into the Assembly of a mere corner of a vast kingdom, 
can come forth again as the sovereign Assembly of an 
independent State. In one lucky corner of the world things 
have taken this exceptional course. We cannot see the 
Demos of Athens on his Pnyx; we cannot see the Comitia 
of Rome in the Forum or on the field of Mars; but any man 
who chooses may, on the first Sunday of next May, see the 
Germans of Tacitus with his own eyes (4). 

It must be constantly borne in mind that the true 
difference between an aristocratic and a democratic govern, 
ment, as those words were understood in the politics of old 
Greece, lies in this. In the democracy a.II citizens, all who 
enjoy civil rights enjoy aIso political rights. In the aris
tocracy politica.l rights belong to only a part of those who 
enjoy civil rights. But, in either case, the highest authority 
of the State is the general Assembly of the whole ruling 
body, whether that ruling body be the whole people or only 
a part of it. Two great examples of the aristocratic Assembly 
went on into modern times, the Great Council of Venice 
and those great and tumultuous comitia of the whole nobility 
of Poland which came together for the election of a King. 
This aristocratic Assembly, when it came together, was far 
more truly to be called a mob than the Assembly of demo
cratic Athens. But it might be argued in return that, if 
the Polish Assembly was an oligarchy as opposed to the 
excluded classes of the nation, the Athenian Assembly was 
also an oligarchy, as opposed to the excluded classes of 
slaves and strangers. It is certain that, in Athens or in 
any other democratic commonwealth, those who enjoyed 
the politica.l franchise were far fewer in number than those 
who were shut out from it. But, according to Greek ideas, 
this in no way interfered with the democratic character 
of the commonwealth and its Assembly. The shutting out 
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of slaves and strangers was as much a matter of course, 
according to Greek ideas, as the shutting out of women 
and children is according to the ideas of nearly every State 
in the world. The constitution of the city community, 
whether aristocratic or' democratic, rests wholly on the 
principle of hereditary burghership. The slave of course 
has no rights; that is involved in the very nature of 
slavery (5); neither has the resident stranger who has not 
been adopted into the burghership, even though . he and 
his forefathers for generations may have lived and been born 
in the land The answer to any claim on his part would 
have been that he had his own hereditary burghership 
somewhere else-let him go and enjoy his civil and political 
rights there. The slaves and strangers who were shut out 
at Athens were, according to Greek ideas, no Athenians; 
but every Athenian had his place in the sovereign Assembly 
of Athens, while every Corinthian had not his place in the 
sovereign Assembly of Corinth. But the aristocratic and the 
democratic commonwealth both agreed. in placing the final 
authority of the State in the general Assembly of all who 
enjoy the highest franchise. From this point all the political 
assemblies of the world, all at least of that part of the world 
with which we are concerned, take their start, and the 
democratic model is the older and purer of the two (6). 
The ways in which distinctions arise between different classes 
in the same State are various, and of some of them I shall 
have to speak in my last lecture. But ·it is plain that, 
whether we take ~he city or the tribe for our starting-point, 
the oldest and pJrest model is that in which the sovereign 
Assembly takes in all who are members of the State. That 
it shuts out those who from any cause are not members of 
the State must be taken for granted. We must not bring 
in modern ideas, which belong wholly to a state of things 
in which nationsl have taken the form of territorial kingdoms. 
With\us every ~ne born in the land is of right a British 
subjec~ and the. rights of a British subject may be obtained 
with ve'r..y littl .... trouble by those who are not born in the 
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land. The like is the case in most other modern kingdoms 
and commonwealths. This is because they have all become 
territorial, because they have learned to put birth within 
the land in the place of descent from the original stock. 
In a tribe, as long as it retains the feelings of a tribe, in a 
city, as long as it retains the principle of hereditary burgher
ship, naturalization must always remain a matter of special 
favour. No length of residence, not even birth in the land 
of other than citizen parents, can ever give it of right. 

I have wandered to some extent from the subject of 
Assemblies, but it was not foreign to my subject to clear 
away one or two difficulties which might arise from the 
seemingly twofold character of some commonwealths, and 
of their sovereign Assemblies. In the primitive conception, 
the Assembly is the gathering of the whole people, the 
gathering of all the men of the tribe, of all the citizens of 
the city. Now in all primitive societies the distinction 
between soldier and civilian is unknown. To fight when 
called on is not the special profession of any particular class ; 
it is the duty of all men alike who are able to bear anns. 
And we may add that, in some states of society, fighting 
is not merely every man's duty when called on; it is some
thing very like the chief business of life. ,From this it 
follows that, in all early states of society, the army is the 
Assembly, and the Assembly is the anny (7). The same 
body of men, if called together for a peaceful purpose, form 
the political Assembly; if called together for a warlike 
purpose, they form the army. But the men are the same 
in either case, and it is not till political refinement has 
made great advances that any distinction is drawn between 
the members of the State in their civil and in their military 
character. It is plain that such a distinction was likely to 
be first drawn among the grester civilization and more 
complicated relations of city life. As long as the tribe 
remains the ruling idea, nay, even long after the tribe has 
grown into, or merged itself in, the' nation, the nation is 
still the army and the anny is the nation. The Assembly 
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meets in arms, ready to act as an army, if need should so 
demand; and the army, whether under Agamemniln beneath 
the walls of Ilios (8), under Alexander far away in Bactria 
(9), or under our Eadward on the shores of Kent (IO), can, 
in the like case of need, discharge the duties of the Assembly. 
But in the city commonwealth it is gradually found that, 
though every citizen is bound to serve in arms when called 
on, yet there is no need for every citizen to be called on 
to serve at the same moment (II). An army, though only 
a temporary army, is thus formed, distinct from the whole 
body of the people. Those citizens who are in arms give 
up for a while their full rights as citizens; the authority 
of the General without the city rises fur above the restraints 
which fetter the authority of the Magistrate within the city; 
and the citizens who form the army are content to receive 
orders from the citizens who remain at home and can go 
through the accustomed foI'mS of a peaceful Assembly (12). 
And in the case of a city commonwealth another element 
comes in. In the city everything is local; the Assembly 
must be held in the accustomed place, perhaps within the 
precincts of some revered temple; if it were held elsewhere, 
it would lose all its virtue, and its acts might seem to be 
of no force. Hence, while in other states of society the 
military Assembly is common, among the, settled city 
commonwealths of Greece it is rare) and under the stern 
discipline of a Roman army it was unknown. Alexander 
brought his traitors before the assembly of his soldiers, but 
Titus Manlius struck off his son's head by the sole authority 
of the Consul and father. In Athenian history the military 
Assembly is heard of only in cases of some desperate emer
gency, when the Mede holds the soil of Athens but when 
Athens herself is in her ships by Salamis (13), or when, in 
the days of the Four Hundred, the fleet at Sam os, cleaving 
to the old laws and freedom, declares that the city has 
revolted from them (14). In the Federal period we hear 
more commonly, though still rarely, of military assemblies, 
of the nation in arms on foreign service exercising, under 
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the walls of & besieged city, the authority which, under 
oommon circuIllstances, it would have exercised in the 
regular place of Federal meeting (15). The cause of the 
difference is obvious. The citizens of a Confederation were 
used to exercise political powers at & distance from their 
own homes; the place of Federal meeting at Megalopolis or 
Aigion oould ne..-er become surrounded with the same sacred 
and exclusi..-e associations which to the mind of the Athenian 
gathered round the holy rock of Athene. To discharge the 
rights of citizens on an unusual spot, or under unusual 
circnmstanoes, was a slighter shock to a body of men gathered 
together from several oonfederate commonwealths than it 
was to men whose every political idea centred within the 
walls of & single city. 

But .... e must go back to earlier times, to the very first 
glimpses .... hich we get of the political life of those three 
branches of the .Aryan family with which we are now specially 
concerned. If there is anything which we can fuirly look 
upon as & oommon political heritage, as something handed 
on from the days when Greek, Latin, and Teuton were still 
one people, it is surely to be seen in the great elements of 
political life which are oommon to all three, in the general 
Assembly of the people presided over by the King or other 
chief, and guided rather than ·restrained in its deliberations 
by the working of the smaller Council, whether of hereditary 
nobles, of elders sen-ing for life, or of magistrates or senators 
clothed with a temporary authority by the Assembly itsel£ 
The e:mct coustitution, the e:mct limits of the authority, 
of the three great political elements vary from time to time 
and from place to place, but the three elements themselves 
are always there. It may be that the Achaian King in 
Homer exercises a greater control over the course of things 
in the Assembly than the German King in Tacitus. Differ· 
ences of this kind will be found everywhere, but the 
essential elements remain the same under all varieties 
of detail Everywhere alike we find the general Assembly, 

K 
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the smaller Council, and the King himself. 10 those 
states in which kingship has either not yet arisen or has 
given way to magistrates periodically renewed, we find his 
forerunner or his successor. In every page of the Homeric 
poems, in every gathering which they set before us, political, 
military, festive, or religious, the three elements come before 
us with more or less distinctness, according to the circum
stances of the case. The Zeus-born aod Zeus-nurtured King 
is ever surrounded by the chiefS, the elders, the lesser Kings, 
who form the nearest circle round him. And these again 
are surrounded by the wider circle of the whole body of the 
tribe, the city, or the army. We see them, not only 
in the inortal world of Hellas, but in the laods called 
into being by the play of Hellenic fancy, in the mythic isle 
of the Phaiakians aod among the Gods themselves on 
Olympos. To the mind of the Greek the Gods whom 
he worshipped were beings who shared the nature and 
the passions of mao. They were in truth men: they were 
mightier indeed aod happier than the mortal men· on earth, 
free from the toils and pains aod cares of earthly life, and 
with no doom of coming death before their eyes (16). But 
they were still Gods after the likeoess of mell, Gods 
who shared the loves, the hates, the counsels, of their 
worshippers, who had spots which they loved on earth, 
aod of whose blood the Kings aod heroes of mortal birth 
were sprung. The immortal people on OIYlllpos, like 
the mortal people in IthaH or like the confederate host 
before Dios, had their supreme King, their smaller Council, 
their general Assembly of the whole divine race. The 
will of Zeus in heaven, like the will of Agamemnon on earth, 
may be a will which it is daogerous to disobey, but it is not 
the will of a despot who is obeyed without dispute or criticism. 
The great Gods and Goddesses who form the inner Council, 
the Seoate, the Gerousia, the Areiopagos of Heaveo, at 
least speak their priods freely before the Father of Gods 
and Meo. And, wheo need calls for such a gathering, 
once in the course of the Homeric tale, the summons 
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goes forth which gathers the Agore, the Comitia, the 
Mickle Gemdt of the immortal nation, to come together to 
share the counsels of the Lord of that triple world. From 
that great Himmelsgerneinde, if I may coin a word in the 
one modern speech on which the inheritance of old Hellas 
has fallen, which came together at the summons of Themis, 
none stay away; the river-Gods come, and the nymphs 
from the groves and fountains and grassy meadows, to 
sit in council on the seats which Hephaistos has wrought 
for them in the house of Zeus (17). The same word 
ayopr, is used to express the divine and the human Assembly; 
tbe oonstitution of tbe two is exactly alike, unless any 
one should argue that the importance of Here and Atbene 
in the inner Council, and the marked attendance of all 
the Nymphs in the general Assembly, show that political 
progress had made wider strides in Olympos than it had 
on earth (18). But the overwhelming power of the will 
of Zeus in the Assembly, where Poseidon alone dares to 
question him (19), and where no one ventures a word 
in answer to him, brings me to one point in the character 
of the Homeric Assemblies which has given rise to a 
good deal of discussion, and about which I myself, among 
others, have had my own say elsewhere (20). This is the 
alleged extreme submission of the Assembly, and even 
of the chiefs, to the supreme King, Zeus on Olympos 
and Agamemnon on earth. It is, I think, undoub,tedly 
true that the primiti~e Greek Assembly, as set before 
us by Homer, does show far more of deference to the 
King than is to be found in the primitive Teutonic 
Assembly as set before us by Tacitus. We have seen 
that the whole conception and position of the Greek 
King was something higher than that of the Teutonic 
King. This is the kind of difference which we must always 
expect to meet with between one age and people and 
another. But we may remark that the Agamemnon of 
the Iliad is something more than an ordinary King. The 
King of Mykene who reigned over many islands and all 
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Argos was, as it were, the Bretwalda of Hellas, Bamleus 
in the later as well as in the earlier sense (21). And 
when we add that he is general of the confederate army 
on actual service, the fact that the Assembly should 
go on and retain any kind of independence, amid the 
discipline of actual warfare, is in itself no small matter. 
It surely proves more one way than is proved the other 
way by the fact that the King's power is more arbitrary 
in war-time than it was in time of peace. As for the 
polity of Olympos, the poet was clearly divided between 
two opposite ideas. Zeus the human God, who shared 
the feelings and passions of man, who hearkened to the 
prayer of Thetis and felt his heart moved with human SOITOW 
for the fate of Sarpedon (22), could be conceived only 
as a human King with all the SUITOundings of a human 
King. But Zeus in the elder conception, Zeus the God 
of the sky, the power spread over all and ruling over 
all, must speak with a voice of command which neither 
men nor Gods can gainsay. And, again to come down 
to earth, if the camp before Ilios might tend to give us 
an overweening idea of the authority of the Achaian King 
in the face of his Assembly, the Odyssey shows us, on 
the other hand, how low Achaian kingship could fall when 
the King .himself was absent, and when his person had 
to be represented by the old age of his father and by 
the youth of his son. But it should be marked too that, 
in the anarchy· of Ithake, as long as the kingly power 
is in abeyance, the Assembly is in abeyance also (23). It 
might seem that King and Assembly were the two essential 
elements of lawful government, neither of which could stand 
without the other. But, after all, I think that the submission 
of the mass of the Achaian freemen to Agamemnon and 
a few other great chiefs has been, if not exaggerated, at 
least misunderstood. It is not the submission of slaves, but 
the submission of children. It is not the submission of men 
who wish to oppose but who dare not; it is the submission 
of men who have not yet formed the wish to oppose. The 
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speaking, to be sure, is mainly confined to a few great 
chiefs, and the opposition speaker Thersites is roughly 
handled. But this is, I venture to think, not altogether 
peculiar to the military assembly of the Achaisns. The 
real thing to be marked is that there should be any 
opposition speakers at all. There is no formal reckoning 
of votes; but I suspect that any formal reckoning of 
votes is a refinement belonging to a much later stage 
of political life. To shout or to clash the arms is the 
primitive way of declaring assent (24). Ages afterwards 
the will of the Spartan Assembly was declared, not by a 
formal vote, but by a shout (25); nay, down to our own day, 
in our Houses of Parliament, in the deliberative Assemblies 
of our Universities, the vote, the division, the scrutiny, is a 
mere secondary refinement; the Assembly first speaks its 
mind in Homeric fashion by a shout, and then it is open to 
any member to appeal"':"'for an appeal it is in the strictest 
sense-from the primitive decision by the shout to the 
more certain test of actual voting. The Achaian King, to 
put the powers of the Assembly at their very lowest, cannot 
reign without gathering his people together, without 
setting his purposes before them, without at least learning 
whether his own will is the same as the will of his people. 
And herein is the essence of freedom .. An Assembly of 
this kind will gather strength as it goes on; men whom 
their King has to persuade will some day refuse to be 
persuaded; men before whom Kings and chiefs speak 
and argue will some day speak and argue for themselves. 
The Assembly which, not in the feebleness of age but in the 
simplicity of childhood, still cries Aye to whatever is set 
before it will assuredly learn to cry No, whenever the time 
for crying No shall come. 

We should hetter understand the nature of the Greek 
Assemblies in the Homeric times, if we had fuller accounts 
of the internal affairs of those kindred nations among whom 
the Homeric kingship went on after it had come to an end in 
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Hellas itself. The Epeirot and Macedonian Assemblies, 
assemblies which, at different stages of their growth, were 
assemblies, first of tribes and then of nations, but never 
strictly assemblies of cities, must have had more in common 
with the early Teutonic Assemblies than anything to be 
found among the proper Hellenes. But we hardly know 
more of them than that they existed. Of the solemn pledge 
which bound together the Molossian king and people in the 
Assembly of Passaron I have already spoken. The Mace
donian Assemblies of which we read in history are either 
military assemblies which come together to hear charges 
brought before them by Alexander, or else they are assemblies 
held in the revolutionary times which followed Alexander's 
death to accept some successful candidate for the Crown, or 
to condemn some one whose career has been less lucky (26). 
All that we know is that there were such Assemblies, and 
that they did exercise a will of their own, since those whom 
Alexander himself accused were sometimes acquitted (27). 
But we must remember that of the internal state of Mace
donia and Epeiros we know absolutely nothing. We hear of 
their foreign relations and of their dynastic revolutions, but 
of the ordinary working of government in those countries Dot 
a word is recorded. The precious notices that we have as to 
the political constitution of the Chaonians and Thesprotians 
come to us only from a short and incidental notice in 
Thucydides, which we should never have had, if he had not 
been called on to describe a military expedition in which 
those nations took a sh9.re. Our ignorance on these matters 
is specially to be' lamented. It is plain that in these 
countries there was an opportunity for free government on a 
large scale, for the political life of" nation and not of a mere 
city, such as did not arise again for many ages. Of the local 
institutions of those lands and of their every-day working we 
have no account whatever. We know a great deal less of 
the Macedonian monarchy than we should know of the 
Frankish or the Old-English monarchy, if we had ollly their 
chroniclers, and not a single word of laws, charters, or letters. 
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But without these last we should have a very vague notion 
indeed even of our own land. We should see that there 
were Kings and that there were Assemblies, but we should 
not see much more. Of the every-day working of local 
institutions we should know absolutely nothing. We are 
therefore quite unable to say what points of likeness or 
unlikeness the internal state of Macedonia or of Molossis 
may have shown to that of medireval or of modern kingdoms. 
But the mere facts that there was a King, and that there 
was a national Assembly of some kind or other, are enough 
to show that the approach to the state of things in modern, 
or at least in medireval, Europe must have been far nearer 
than anything else to be found in the early history of the 
Greek and Italian lands. It would seem as if the first steps 
had been taken towards a work which was only begun and 
not finished, and which had to be begun again ages after
wards. The conquests of Philip and Alexander, the close 
relations into which they brought their kingdom alike with 
the iutellectual culture of Greece and with the political 
despotism of the East, doubtless did much to check the 
natural developement of national Macedonian life. The whole 
subject is a disappointing one; we see that something was 
begun and never finished, and we do not see in detail what 
was begun, or what hope there was of finishing it. But we 
do see tbat Macedonia stood alone among the chief nations 
of the ancient world, as the one which most nearly fore
shadowed the political life of modem Europe, as the one 
great nation which had Kings and which is yet allowed to 
have been free (28). 

The chance then of the developement of a constitutional 
government for a whole nation seems to have been lost in 
tbe one case in the ancient world where there was most hope 
for it. Tbe political civilization of the two great peninsulas 
took tbe city as its ruling idea, and the political assemblies 
of Greece and Italy were assemblies of cities, or, at most, 
O1.""emblies of confederations of .cities. One of tbese, tbe 
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most illustrious of all, the Assembly of the Democracy of 
Athens, still lives before us in its minutest details. We 
know the laws which regulated its constitution; we know 
the rules which were followed in its procedure. We have 
living pictures of the course of its debates; we can listen to 
the very words by which it was stirred as they fell from the 
lips of the greatest of orators and statesmen. In the 
Ekkl~sia which listened to Perikl~s and D~mosthenes we 
feel almost as much at home as in an institution of our own 
land and our own times. At least we ought to feel at home 
there; for we have the full materials for calling up the 
political life of Athens in all its fulness, and within our own 
times one of the greatest minds of our own or of any age has 
given its full strength to clear· away the mists of error and 
calumny which so long shrouded the parent state of justice 
and freedom. Among the contemporaries and countrymen 
of Mr. Grote it is shame indeed if men fail to see in the 
great Democracy the first state which taught mankind that 
the voice of persuasion could be stronger than a despot's will, 
the first which taught that disputes could be settled by a 
free debate and a free vote which in other lands could have 
been decided only by the banishment or massacre of the 
weaker side. It was the Democracy of Athens which taught 
the world that there was, in the words of its own great 
historian, such a thing as constitutional morality. The man 
who, in any age or in any land, does aught for the cause of 
right or freedom, may cherish as his brightest thought that 
he is walking in the' path in which SolOn, Kleisthenes, 
Aristeides, and Perikles walked before him. They walked 
before us, but there were none who walked before them. 
The Assembly of Athens, called together and guided in its 
procedure by established and written laws, grew doubtless 
step by step out of the more irregular assemblies of the 
heroic times; but we now for the first time come across 
the personal agency of living men; we now have no longer 
to talk vaguely about growth and tendencies and develope
ments; we stand face to face with men who, each in his own 
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day, wrought a great and noble work for his own age and for 
all ages. That the glory of such a work was too bright to 
last we have already seen. The life of a nation is less 
brilliant than the life of a city, but, for that very reason, the 
nation outlives the city. Our national life has been spread 
over fourteen hundred years, and we trust that it is still far 
from being run out. The real life of Athens lasted at the 
most for two hundred years (29); and yet there are moments 
in which all that we have won by the toils of so many 
generations seems as if it would be felt to be but a small 
thing beside a single hour of Perikles. 

The Democracy of Athens was in truth the noblest fruit 
of. that self-developing power of the Greek mind which 
worked every possession of the common heritage into some 
new and more brilliant shape, but which learned nothing, 
nothing of all that formed its real life and its real glory, 
from the Barbarians of the outer world. Men tell us that 
Greece learned this or that mechanical invention from 
Phrenicia or Egypt or Assyria. Be it so; but stand in the 
Pnyx; listen to the contending orators; listen to the 
ambassadors of distant cities; listen to each side as it is 
fairly hearkened to, and see the matter in hand decided by 
the peaceful vote of thousands-here at least of a truth is 
something which Athens did not learn from any Assyrian 
despot or from any Egyptian priest. And we, children of 
the common stock, sharers in the common heritage, as we 
see man, Aryan man, in the full growth. of his noblest t.ype, 
we may feel a thrill as we think that Kleisthenes and 
Perikles were, after all, men of our own blood-as we think 
that the institutions which grew up under their hands and 
the institutions under which we ourselves are living are 
alike branches sprung from one stock, portions of one 
inheritance in which Athens and England have an equal 
right. In the Athenian Democracy we see a popular 
constitution taking the form which was natural for such a 
constitution to take when it was able to run its natural 
course in a commonwealth which consisted only of a single 
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city. Wherever the Assembly really remains, in truth as 
well as in name, an Assembly of the whole people in their 
own persons, it must in its own nature be sovereign. It 
must, in the nature of things, delegate more or less of power 
to magistrates and generals; but such power will be simply 
delegated. Their authority will be a mere trust from the 
sovereign body, and to that sovereign body they will be 
responsible for its exercise. That is to say, one of the 
original elements of the State, the King or chief, now 
represented by the elective magistracy, will lose its inde
pendent powers, and will sink into a body of men who have 
only to carry out the will of the sovereign Assembly. So with 
another of the original elements, the CounciL This body 
too loses its independent being; it has no ruling or checking 
power; it becomes a mere Committee of the Assembly, 
chosen or appointed by lot to put measures into shape for 
more easy discussion in the sovereign body. As society 
becomes more advanced and complicated, the judicial power 
can no longer be exercised by the Assembly itself, while it 
would be against every democratic instinct to leave it in the 
arbitrary power of individual magistrates. Other Com
mittees of the Assembly, Juries on a gigantic scale, with a 
presiding magistrate as chairman rather than as Judge, are 
therefore set apart to decide causes and to sit in judgement 
on offenders. Such is pure Democracy, the government of 
the whole people and not of a part of it only (30), as carried 
out in its full perfection in a single city. It is a form of 
government which works up the faculties of man to a higher 
pitch than any other; it is the form of government which 
gives the freest scope to the inborn genius of the whole 
community and of every member of it (3 [). Its weak point 
is that it works up the faculties of man to a pitch so high 
that it can hardly be lasting, that its ordinary life needs an 
enthusiasm, a devotion, too highly strung to be likely to live 
through many generations. Athens in the days of her glory, 
the Athens of Perikles, was truly" the roof and crown of 
things;" her democracy raised a greater number of human 
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beings to a higher level than any government before or 
since; it gave freer play than any government before or 
since to the personal gifts of the foremost of mankind. But 
against the few years of Athenian glory we must set the 
long ages of Athenian decline. Against the city where 
Perikles was General we must set the city where Hadrian 
was Archon. 

On the Assemblies of other Grecian cities it is hardly need
ful to dwell. Our knowledge of their practical working is 
slight. We have one picture of a debate in the popular 
Assembly of Sparta, an Assembly none the less popular in 
its internal constitution because it was the assembly of what, 
lIS regarded the excluded classes of the Stltte, was a narrow 
oligarchy. We see that there, as might be looked for, the 
chiefS of the State, the Kings, and yet more the Ephors, 
spoke with a degree of official, as distinguished from personal, 
authority, which fell to the lot of no man in the Assembly of 
Athens (32). Perikles reigned supreme, not because he was 
one of .Ten Generals, but because he was Perikles. From 
another cause a greater weight of official authority was placed 
in the hauds of the magistrates of the Federal Democracy of 
Achaia than was ever entrusted to the magistrates of the 
.ingle city Democracy of Athens. The meetings of the Federal 
Assembly were far less frequent than those of the Assembly of 
Athens; it was therefore needful to clothe the Senate and 
the magistrates, above all the chief magistrate, the General, 
with far higher powers than were held at Athens by Senators, 
Archons, or even Generals (33). And there is another differ
ence which brings the later, the Federal, form of Greek 

. democracy into the closest relations with the political develope
ments of modern times. The Federal democracy was as far 
from hitting on the subtle device of representation as the 
city democracy was. Every citizen had a right to appear in 
tbe general Assembly of the League as well as in the local 
Assembly of his own city. But it is plain that such a right 
as this, when applied to a League spread over all Pelopon
nesos, aud some cities beyond Peloponnesos, was a right which, 
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by the mass of those who held it, could seldom or never be 
exercised. The Assembly seems, as a rule, to have been 
attended mainly by those who had wealth and leisure enough 
to take distant journeys, and by the inhabitants of the par
ticular city in which the Assembly was held. Sometimes the 
Senate seems to have acted as the Assembly; it might so 
happen that an Assembly was summoned, and that none but 
Senators came. Those who are familiar with the constitution 
of the University of Oxford know very well that it often 
happens that a Convocation-that is, an Assembly of all 
Doctors and Masters-is really attended by none but mem
bers of Congregation, the smaller resident and official body 
(34). In cases of this kind the larger body does not lose its 
right as long as its members take care to exercise it on 
occasion; but it may be easily lost, if the right is not at least 
occasionally exercised, and, even where it is not lost, its exercise 
is apt to be looked upon with a certain degree of jealousy on 
the part of the smaller body. Thus we find an unusually 
large meeting of the Achaian Assembly spoken of with a kind 
of surprise, if not of dislike (35); and it is not uncommon to 
hear an outcry against the appearance of non-resident mem
bers in the academical Convocation. No pretensions of this 
kind on the part of a smaller body could possibly arise in the 
Assemblies of Athens or of Uri. 

In fact the Federal period of GreciaIi. history is one 
which is richer than almost any other in analogies bearing 
directly on the developement of our own constitution. It 
illustrates the law by 'which, unless the device of repre
sentation is brought· in, an originally democratic constitution, 
if it is applied to a large territory, can never keep its true· 
democratic character. Its citizens cannot come frequently 
and regularly together, so as to carry on an orderly govern
ment like that of Athens. Perhaps the Assembly becomes, 
as 'that of Rome did in the end, an ungovernable multitude, 
incapable of debate, whose meetings are always accompanied 
by acts of violence, 'td are at last put an end to in the in
terests of order, if n,?, of freedom. Or perhaps the democracy 
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shrinks up, I will not say into an oligarchy, but into an aris
tocracy, simply because it is impossible that the mass of the 
nominal members of the Assembly should ever really attend 
its meetings. The Achaian League, in its form as pure a 
democracy as Athens or Uri, became, in its practical working, 
the best model of a liberal aristocracy, ruling by sufferance. 
And a process exactly the same went on in the early Assem
blies of England and other Teutonic countries. As marks 
grew into shires and shires into kingdoms, the general body 
of freemen who had been accustomed to attend in the 
Assemblies of the smaller body were not formally deprived 
of their right to attend in the Assemblies of the larger 
body. But as tribes grew into nations and Ealdormen into 
Kings, the Assemblies of their kingdoms grew into bodies 
which were yet more incapable of really coming together 
than the general body of the free citizens of the Pelopon
nesian cities. I can see nothing to show that the right 
of the common freeman to take his place in the general 
Assembly of the nation was ever formally taken away 
in our own country. But I can see that, in the nature of 
things, it gradually died out. I can see that, as in Achaia 
the Federal Assembly shrank up, as a rule, into an Assembly 
of the Senators and a few other leading men, so in England 
the national Assembly, the Mickle GemOt of the whole nation, 
shrank up into a gathering of few besides the King's Thegns 
(36). But I can see .also, in both cases, that, on special 
occasions, the Assembly again swelled into something far 
greater. The citizens of London or Corinth, of Winchester 
or Aigion, asserted and exercised their old right when the 
Assembly was held within the walls of their cities. And, on 
a few great days, when the heart of the nation was stirred to 
its depths, we see armed multitudes which no building. no 
city, could contain, taking part, as of old, in the election of 
Kings, in the banishment of public enemies, in the declara
tion of war and peace (37). That in our own land the right 
was exercised only by fits and starts is simply what was to 
be looked for from the unfixed and informal nature of our early 
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institutions in general. But the right went on; it cannot 
be said to have wholly vanished, as long as the people were 
called on to cry Yea, Yea, even though there was no thought 
of their crying Nay, Nay, at the election and consecration of 
Kings. It must not be forgotten that Henry the Eighth was 
chosen King by the shout of the assembled people as truly 
as Hengest or Cerdic could have been (38). 

What took place· in our own land took place also in the 
kindred lands beyond the sea. Among the Franks, as has 
been traced out by the great constitutional historians of Ger
many, the old Assemblies, national and local, went on after 
the Frankish conquerors had settled themselves on Gaulish 
soil. And we see, from the language constantly used under 
the Carolingian Emperors and Kings, that the right and 
duty of the common freeman to attend in the general Assem
bly was never formally taken away, that the great gathering 
of the Marzfeld or the Maifeld was st.ill in theory the gather
ing of the whole Frankish people, deciding the affairs of the 
nation "by the voice of the nation itself. But we can see too 
how the general Assembly of the whole Frankish realm lost 

. step by step the real life, the practical power, the effective 
control over the royal will, which had belonged to the mili
tary Assemblies of the immediate followers of Chlodwig. 
The right of the Assembly to say Yea or Nay is not taken 
away by any formal act, but it sinks at the outside into 
giving a formal Yea to what the King and his inner Council 
have already decreed (39)~ In this, as in so mauy otber 
things, there is a. real· cycle in human affairs. As there is 
an early time, an· early stage, 'in which the Assembly h"" 
not yet formed the wish to oppose, so there is a later stage in 
which it has perhaps lost the wish and has certainly lost the 
spirit and the power. So in the lesser Assemblies of the Gau or 
the Hundred, the judicial functions which had once belonged 
to the whole Assembly came gradually to he vested in a 
select body which grew up through the sheer unwillinguess 
of the general mass of the freemen to attend and exercise 
their rights in their own persons (40). 
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In short, experience shows that the purely democratic 
system, which does such great things for a wandering band, 
a single city, or a small district, becomes out of place when 
it is applied to all the inhabitants of a large country. 
Unless the happy device of representation is hit upon, 
the primitive democracy, directly by the working of its 
democratic character, shrinks up into despotism or oligarchy. 
The primary Assembly is the natural form of free govern
ment for the wandering band, for the group of households 
settled in their mark, for the tribe gathered within the 
walls of a city. It begins to break down when it is applied 
·even to a Gau or Canton of a larger size; it utterly breaks 
down when it is applied to a nation. The representative 
Assembly is as much the natural form of free government 
for the greater society as the primary Assembly is for the 
smaller. 

The analogies which have crowded on me in the course 
·of the present lecture have hindered me from following so 
strict a chronological order as I have done at other times. 
I have been dealing with Greek and Teutonic matters at 
once. But it is my special business to point out the 
analogies between them. And in no case is the analogy 
more striking than in the point with which we are now 
dealing. All European political socjeties start from the 
one common possession, the Assembly of the tribe. This, 
among a people who take to the common life within a 
walled town, goes on as the Assembly of the city. The· 
constitution which, under these circumstances, grows out 
of the primitive elements, may be aristocratic or democratic, 
as may happen, but kingship in a city-commonwealth cannot 
last long after the political instincts of the people are fully 
awakened and sharpened. If many cities join together 
in a League, the Federal Assembly of the League will most 
likely be formed after the type of the Assemblies. of the 
particular cities, modified by all those consequences which 
flow from the greater distance at which the place of meeting 
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will now be from the mass of the citizens. So, among a 
people who do not adopt the city-life, who at least do not 
make it the ruling principle of their pclitical life, the 
old state of things goes on as long as the tribe, the mark, 
the hundred, the shire, still keep any distinct pclitical being. 
As the tribes grow into a nation, the national Assembly, 
if by no other cause, yet through the mere working of 
the law of distance, shrinks up into a gathering of a rew 
chief men, and the smaller Assemblies go on simply as 
subordinate local bodies, and perhaps themselves die out 
altogether in course of time. But in the system of city
commonwealths, there was one means of keeping up a ~eater 
vitality in the old institutions than could be kept up in 
the tribal or national system. In the general Assembly 
of the Achaian League, each city had a single and equal 
vote (41). In the later Lykian League, by a refinement 
which forestalls some very modem political controversies, 
the vote of each city, according to its size, counted as one, 
two, or three (42). But in either case the vote of the city 
had its fixed value, which was no way affected by the number 
of its citizens which might happen to appear in any particular 
Assembly. In the Assembly of the League Corinth had one 
vote, whether one Corinthian or a thousand were there to 
give it. This refinement seems never to have been adopted 
in the Teutonic Assemblies; it is in truth a refinement 
far too refined for the stage of things to which they belong. 
But it is plain that this m.ethod of voting made the 
Assembly come as near to the nature of a representative 
body as it could come without actually being one. When 
Corinth had a single vote, whether few or many Corinthians 
were there to give it, it might easily be arranged that those 
citizens of Corinth who actually appsared in the Assembly 
might practically be the representatives of the greater 
number of citizens who stayed at home. The lack of 
the real representative system would hardly be felt; the 
grievance, if any, would be one which experience shows that 
the representative system does not necessarily heal, but 
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which the Lykian constitution did heal, the grievance that 
Corinth had no greater weight in the Assembly than the 
smallest town in the League (43). Thus, though the 
Assembly might shrink up into a gathering of a small 
body of chief men, those chief men might practically be 
the delegates of the local Assemblies of their several cities 
(44). But there is no sign that in the Teutonic Assemblies 
any such refinement was ever thought of as that which 
gave separate votes to the separate cities of the League. 
It is a refinement far more likely to arise in a system of 
cities, with the sharply-defined separate being of each, 
than under the larger system of tribes or districts. When 
therefore a Teutonic Assembly shrank up into an Assembly 
of the King's Thegns and other chief men, there could 
be no such softening of the oligarchic proc.ess as the 
Achaian system allowed. But, for that very reason, the true 
representative system was all the more needful, and, by 
the process inherent in all healthy and really living con
stitutions, it grew up as it was needed. 

I have spoken of the allotment of separate votes to the 
separate cities of the Achaian and Lykian Leagues as one 
of the characteristics of the Federal period of Greece. It 
certainly distinguishes the Federal democracy of Achaia 
from the single city democracy of Athens. But it also 
appears in all its fulness in the Assemblies of the Roman 
Commonwealth. In the Comitia of the Centuries, the 
military Assembly, where the People came together in 
military array, where the value of each man's vote was 
decided by the nature of his military service, and the nature 
of his military service was decided by the amount of his 
property, the votes taken were not the votes of individuals, 
but the votes of the artificial units, the Centuries. So in 
the Comitia of the Tribes, where men were ranged, not 
according to their place in battle but according to the local 
divisions of the State, it was again the votes of the Tribes 
that were taken. So again, in that later form of the Comitia 

L 
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in which Tribes and Centuries were intermingled, the only 
point which concerns us is that here too the votes were the 
votes of Tribes and Centuries, not of single citizens (45). 
At Rome then, as in Achaia, it was perfectly possible that 
those citizens of a distant tribe who appeared in any 
particular Assembly may have practically been representatives 
of their neighbours who stayed away, commissioned to vote 
on their behal£ This is one of several points in which the 
Roman Commonwealth, with its city franchise extended 
over so large a territory, has more in common with the 
Federal than with the single commonwealths of Greece. 
Another point in which Rome bears more likeness to Achaia 
than to Athens is to be found in the independent powers 
which were kept to the last by the Senate and by the several 
magistrates. Nowhere indeed did the three elements-the 
kingly power, held in commission by the curnle magistrates, 
the power of the Senate, and the power of the People-stand 
out more distinctly than they did at Rome down to the last 
days of the Commonwealth. The forms of Roman political 
partizanship are a witness to their vitality. At Rome we 
hear of a Popular party and of a Senatorial party. At 
Athens such names would have been meaningless. There was 
doubtless at Athens an aristocratic, or more truly an 
oligarchic, party, which would have been well pleased to 
overthrow the popular government altogether. But such a 
party could in no wise profess itself the champion of the 
yearly Senate of Five Hundred, nor could it shelter itself 
under ita authority (46). A truer analogy to the Roman 
Senate would be found in the Senate of Areiopagos, whose 
members sat for life, and which was formed, in " manner 
nearly the same as that in use at Rome, out of those citizens 
who had held the highest magistracies. But, for that very 
reason, the course of change at Athens gradually brought 
down this ancient Senate· to be little more than a venerable 
shadow (47). Two facts distinctly show how strong the 
traditions both of the kingly and the senatorial power 
remained at Rome during the whole time of the common-
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wealth. A check was needed on the arbitrary powers of the 
Consuls. Rome found the remedy, not in lessening the 
powers of the Consuls, but in setting up an opposition 
magistracy as the embodiment of plebeian righm, the Tribune 
no less powerful to forbid than the Consul was powerful to 
command. Again, it is almost more striking that the 
Senate, made up as it was of men who had been in the first 
instance chosen to their offices by the voice of the People 
(48), could ever come to be looked on as a power antagonistic 
to the People. In the later days of the Commonwealth, if 
the Senate was an aristocratic body, it was purely by the 
sufferance of the People that it was so. Those who had the 
choice of Consuls, Prmtors, Censors, and High Pontiffs had 
the remedy in their own hands. A jealousy of the Senate 
may indeed have lingered on as a mere survival from the 
far-gone days when the Senate was a purely patrician body. 
But I believe also that one most important cause of the 
difference in this respect between Rome and Athens was 
that, as I have before said, Rome was not in the same strict 
sense a city commonwealth, but that it had in it something 
of a Federal element. As long as the Roman Commonwealth 
lasted, the popular Assembly remained the supreme elective 
and legislative body, the highest and final authority of the 
Commonwealth. But it never, like the Assembly of Athens, 
drew to itself aU the powers of the· State; it never brought 
down the Senate to be a mere Committee of its own body, 
and Consuls and Censors to be mere instruments of its 
will It was not in the nature of things that it should do 
so. Settin~ aside the effect of any difference between the 
Roman and the Athenian national character, the Roman 
Assembly could not become what the Athenian Assembly 
became. The free inhabitants of so large a district must 
have formed, even in early times, a body too large either to 
be gathered together so often as the Athenian Assembly 
was, or in the same way to discharge the duties of a 
deliberative Assembly when it did come together. It could 
not allow the same free power of debate and amendment. 
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It could not do more than say Y sa or Nay to the proposals 
of the magistrate by whom it was summoned. It could not 
possibly exercise the same constant care over all the depart
ments of the State. It could not take points of detail into 
its consideration in the same way that the Athenian Assembly 
did. In a word the Athenian Assembly was the GO'IJerr",unt. 
Demos was sovereign; he was, as he rather liked to be 
called, King or Tyrant (49). The Archons had sunk to such 
mere routine functions as hardly to be political officers at 
all. The Generals were the ministers of the Sovereign 
Assembly; the Prytaneis were merely its chairmen; the 
Senate was merely its committee. The real ruling power 
was the Assembly itsel£ But at Rome, as in Achaia, the 
Assembly was simply the power which acted for legislative 
aud elective purposes, when legislative and elective acts 
were needed. The Senate was the Government, the body 
which carried on the ordinary management of the State, 
with the Consuls and other great magistrates as its 
ministers. At Rome, as at Athens, the power of peace .and 
war rested with the Assembly. But its power in this, as in 
other matters, did not go beyond the final power of saying 
Y sa or Nay to a definite proposition laid before it. All the 
preliminary steps, the receiving and listening to foreign 
ambassadors, the listeniJig to the arguments of private 
citizens on one side or the other, all which at Athens formed 
such an important part of the business of the Assembly, was 
at Rome part of the business of the Senate. Under the 
Roman system, the great speeches of Perikies and Demo
sthenes, like the great speeches of Cicero, might still have 
been addressed to the people. But the debate between 
Kleen and Diodotos (50), between Nikias and Alkibiades 
(5 I), between Euryptolemos and the accusers of the Generals 
(52), which at Athens were spoken to the people assembled 
under no roof but the sky, must at Rome, like the debate 
between Cato and Cresar, have gone on only within the walls 
of the senate-house (53). 

The Roman Assembly died of the disease of which every 
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primary Assembly in a large country must die. It became 
too large for its functions; it became a mob incapable of 
debate, and in which its worst elements got the upper hand. 
But its death-blow came from those pretended popular chiefs 
who made use of the mutual jealousies of Senate and People 
to trample both Senate and People under foot. Yet it is 
to the honour alike of the Roman Senate and of the Roman 
Assembly that the Cresars dreaded both of them. And it 
is to the special honour of the Roman Assembly that, while 
the Cresars kept on the Senate, which they deemed that they 
could turn to their own ends, they found it needful utterly 
to sweep away the Assembly (54~ Be it an aristocratic 
Senate or a democratic Assembly, there must be some good 
thing in any institution which a despot fears. The Teutonic 
Assemblies on the other hand simply died out; there were 
no Julii or Claudii to trample them out. In nearly every 
Western country the old primary Assemblies gave way to 
representative Assemblies founded on the principle of Estates. 
Those Estates were in most countries three-the Clergy, 
the Nobles, and the Commons, the Commons being for the 
most part only the citizens of the chartered towns. In some 
cases however, where there was a numerous and independent 
yeomanry, they also had a share in the representation. 
Thus in Sweden, the four Estates, the House of Peasants 
being one of them, lasted, whenever the genuine constitution 
of the country was in force, down to within a very few years 
past. As in all such cases, the constitution of the Estates 
differed in different countries; there were perhaps hardly 
any two countries where their constitution was exactly the 
same in every detail; but one general principle runs through 
all, the principle that the Assembly should consist of repre
sentatives of all the Estates or classes of men of which the 
body-politic is held to consist. In England, on the other 
hand, the course of things was somewhat different; the 
primitive Assembly never died out; it never was trampled' 
out; it simply-through the natural working of causes of 
which I have already spoken-shrank up into a narrow 
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body. Through tha.t law of shrinking up, the old democratic 
Assembly lived on to become the aristocratic element in a 
new form of the constitution. That is to say, I believe that 
the primitive Assembly was, by linea.! personal succession, 
continued in the Witenagemot, and that the Witenagem6t 
is, by lineal persona.! succession, continued in the House of 
Lords. I will not here enlarge on this seeming paradox, on 
which I have spoken at some length elsewhere (55); but I 
think that, if we grasp this doctrine, we shall better under
stand some of the points in which English history differs 
from the history of most other European nations. The 
doctrine is that, while elsewhere the old Assemblies actually 
died out and the constitution of Estates arose in its stead 
as something new, in England the Assembly, in its contracted 
form, itself lived on to form one of the Estates. That is to 
say, the Lords are simply those among the members of the 
old Assembly-that is, those among all free Englishmen
who never lost the right of persona.! attendance. These 
were the Bishope and parliamentary Abbots, the Earls, and 
such other persons as the King chose personally to summon. 
This free right of summons in the King has been hampered 
by the strange doctrine of lawyers that, if a man is summoned 
once, his descendants must needs be summoned for ever 
and ever. Alongside of the body so formed another body 
gradually arose, in which those who had failed to keep on 
the right of persona.! attendance made their appearance by 
representation (56). Hence we better see how it came 
about that in England there is no Nobility, no Nobksse or 
.Adel in the foreigh sense. Seats in the House of Lords 
have become either official or hereditary; but there is no 
noble class, such as there is or has been in other lands. 
Hence also we can better understand how it came to pass 
that the true system of three Estatee never could be 
established in England. Besides other reasons which made 
it hard to establish a real parliamentary Estate of the 
Clergy, one clearly was that the highest members of that 
estate already had official seats in another branch of the 
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Parliament. Through this accident, as I said in my first 
lecture, came the bicameral constitution of the English 
Parliament, the fact that it is a Parliament of two Houses, 
and not of one, three, or four. What arose in England by 
the circumstances of our history has been reproduced in 
other lands by direct imitation. The good or evil of such 
a system is a question which does not belong to Comparative 
Politics, but to the practical politics of our own day. But 
it is not out of place to· say that we have a great advantage 
in the fact that our system has come down to us through 
the facts of our history and has not been the invention of 
any clever constitution-maker. No one perhaps, if he had 
to make a constitution afresh, would invent exactly such a 
body as our House of Lords. But the fact that our House 
of Lords exists gives it a great advantage over Upper 
Chambers whose constitution may be theoretically much 
better, but which have to be artificially called into being. 
And one thing I think is often forgotten when these matters 
are discussed, but which cannot be too constantly borne in 
mind. In an ordinary kingdom or commonwealth the ques
tion between one and two Chambers is simply a question in 
which way the Legislature is likely to do its duty best. In 
a Federal State the two Chambers are absolutely necessary. 
Where there is a twofold sovereignty, the sovereignty of the 
united nation and the sovereignty of the States or Cantons 
which make it up, each sovereignty must be represented in 
the Legislature. There must 1 be the House of Represent
atives, the Natirrnalrath, representing the nation, and with 
its numbers apportioned to the numbers of the nation, and 
there must be the Senate or Stfinderath, representing the 
States, and in which each State, great or small, must have 
an equal voice. To abolish or modify the English or the 
Prussian House of Lords might be a wise or a foolish step; 
but it would not be the utter overthrow of the existing 
political system. Notwithstanding such a change, the 
constitutional monarchy of England or of Prussia might go 
<m untouched. But to abolish, or essentially to modify, the 
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American Senate or the Swiss Stiinderath would be the 
utter overthrow of the existing political system of the 
American or the Swiss Confederation. The House of 
Representstives or the Nationatrath stsnding by itself would 
represent the united nation only, without any representstion 
of the independent Ststes. The happy device of the two 
Federal Chambers gets rid of all the difficulties which beset 
all the ancient confederations and the Swiss and American 
Confederations themselves in theu. earlier forma The 
Achaian system distinctly sacrificed the greater cities to the 
smaller. The Lykian system, wonderful step as it was, had 
a tendency to sacrifice the smaIler cities to the greater. 
But with the two Federal Chambers, one representing the 
sovereignty of the nation, the other representing the sove
reignty of the Ststes, numbers cannot be sacrificed to cantonal 
rights, neither can cantonal rights be sacrificed to numbers. 
Each element in the Federal Stste is a check upon the 
other; each can throw out any measure which would hurt 
its own interests; neither can carry any measure which 
would hurt the interests of the other. The American Senate, 
with the special executive powers which it holds apart from 
the House of Representstives, has a further strength and 
dignity of its own, beyond that which belongs to it as one 
House in the Federal legislature representing one element 
in the Federal Stste. The Swiss Stiinderath has no such 
special powers; it rests solely on its general position as one 
necessary element of the Federal system. As such, the loss 
of it would at once upset the balance between the two 
elements of the Stste. In a word the Federal system would 
be destroyed. 

In moet parts of the" world the primary Assembly, 
democratic or aristocratic, is now a thing of the past. 
Since the kingdoms and commonwealths of Europe began 
to settle down into something like their present shape, 
the old primary Assemblies have gradually died out or 
have lingered on only 9- the form of survivals. In this 
form we can still point ~ them in our own land. It may 
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be held that the St:irgtmdt has come to an end by the 
bill which takes away the ancient election by the show 
of hands, from which the later refinement of taking the 
poll was a mere appeal. The ancient election of the King 
by the voice of the people at his crowning has, since the 
sixteenth century, sunk into the mere form of an acknow
ledgement. But, as long as the parish vestry ever comes 
together, the Assembly of the Mark has not utterly died 
away. Older than the Assembly of the Shire and of the 
Kingdom, it has, in its primitive form, outlived both of 
them. In other lands more important traces of the old 
state of things may be seen. But it should be noticed 
that, even in the free cities, though primary Assemblies 
were by no means unknown-the Parliament of Florence 
was one mmous example among many-yet they never 
played the same important part which they played in the 
commonwealths of old Greece. No medimval city that I 
know of was regularly ruled by a democratic Assembly in 
the way that Athens was. The form which the democratic 
principle took in most of the Italian cities was rather that 
of making all citizens eligible for oflice, perhaps of giving 
all citizens a share in the great oflices in their turn, rather 
than the Athenian principle of giving the people as a body 
the general direction of the affairs of the Commonwealth. 
Provided magistracies were filled by men freely chosen or 
drawn, by men to whom the people thought that it could 
safely trust its affairs, it did not fear to clothe them with 
very large legal powers, and even to wink at vigorous and 
arbitrary action beyond the letter of the law. The people 
itself in its Parliament met only now and then, when it 
suited those who were in power to call it together. 
And, when it came together, its first and only act most 
commonly was to bestow a special commission with ex
traordinary powers on some corporate Pittakos or Sulla 
(57). Where the ancient state of things lingered on 
longest, where it lingers on still, was, not within the walls 
of cities, but in those homes of freedom at either end of 
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the great Teutonic realm where men never fall away from 
the institutions of their earliest fathers. In the lowlands 
of Friesland and on the heaths of Ditmarsen, the old 
freedom and its embodiment, the old primitive Assemblies, 
lived on till the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In the 
mountain dales of Uri and on the hill-sides of Appenzell 
they live on still. Do not suspect me of any yearning for 
the exploded dreams which once saw in the primitive 
Switzerland a land peopled by a separate race, enjoying 
a separate freedom, altogether distinct from the rest of 
their brethren around them. Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden 
are but three small districts-they hardly amount to tribes 
-of the Alemanni in which, through a strange and happy 
combination of circumstances, the ancient freedom never 
wholly died out. The three lands were members of the 
Roman Empire, .of the German Kingdom, of the Swabian 
Duchy. Parts of them even were, at various times, in 
subjection to lesser lords. For ages their highest ambition 
was to win the ReichsfreiMit, to be released from all such 
intermediate lords, and to be able to boast that they had 
no King but Cresar. But. allegiance to inferior lords, much 
less allegiance to the Empire, in no way interfered with 
the popular constitutions of the three lands within their 
own bosoms. By a number of favouring circumstances, 
the mere local freedom of a mark or a hundred grew into 
the absolute freedom of a sovereign commonwealth. As 
such it still abides, modified only by the obligations of the 
Federal tie. Of those primitive Assemblies, which I hold 
it as one of the great privileges of my life to have looked 
on with my own eyes, I have often spoken elsewhere. I 
will now only say that it is a moment when all that one 
has read and thought comes before him as a living thing, 
when, beneath the canopy of heaven, he hears the mighty 
voice of an assembled people binding themselves in solemn 
form to obey the laws which they themselves have made (58). 

The democratic Assembly therefore to this day still remains 
in its fulness. Of the aristocratic primary Assembly Europe 
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now contains no example; but we must remember that, 
in the last century, it too existed in all its fulness. Poland 
and Venice, no less than Sparta and Corinth, still kept 
tbat form of Assembly in which, not every member of the 
nation, but every member of a privileged body within 
the nation, had a right to appear in his own person. The 
great meeting of the whole Polish nobility which came 
together to choose the Polish King, oligarchic as it was 
with regard to the excluded classes, came, after all, nearer 
to a primary Assembly of a whole nation than anything 
to be found elsewhere. It was the gathering of a body 
Jar greater than the whole body of citizens in the small com
monwealths where alone the democratic primary Assembly 
still lingered on. Its military character, the fierceness .and 
turbulence ascribed to it, its gathering in the open air, all 
form a marked contrast with the otherwise kindred in
stitution which formed the supreme authority of the island 
commonwealth. The civic aristocracy, if it was narrow 
and unscrupulous, was at least calm, regular, and orderly. 
No contrast can more plainly point out the city life as 
the life of the higher civilization. But neither in Venice 
nor in Poland could the aristocratic primary Assembly 
boast of having its roots in any remote past. Both were 
comparatively modem; but both were natural political 
developements of the state of things which gradually grew 
up in the two commonwealths (59). Both are bodies 
which show that, as a democratic Assembly may be re
presentative, so an aristooratic Assembly may be primary. 
In fact, as I have before said, the difference between 
aristocracy and democracy is a difference which simply 
concerns the excluded classes. The ruling order in either 
case, whether it consists of all the citizens or only of part 
of the citizens, may develope every variety of political 
institution within its own bosom. 

The primary Assembly, of whatever kind, is in its own 
nature sovereigo. It is the gathering together of the whole 
nation, or of the whole ruling part of the nation. The 
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whole power of the nation is therefore vested in it. It is 
only gradually and by slow steps that there arises that dis
tinction between legislative, executive, and judicial powers 
on which such stress is laid in the refined political theories 
of modern times. And in no country perhaps is the dis
tinction fully carried out. It certainly is not SO in our 
own. The primitive Assemblies described by Tacitus were 
courts of justice as well as deliberative bodies. So were 
all Assemblies of the kind, great and small. In the 
Frankish Assemblies we have seen that it was only step 
by step, as the great mass of the freemen began to grow 
slack in their attendance and to deem their duties a burthen, 
th'lt a separate class of judges arose in order to ensure that 
there should always be some one ready to do justice between 
man and man (60). That great offenders were called upon 
to answer for their crimes before the general Assembly of 
the whole realm, was a matter of course. So in our own 
land, our ancient Witenagem6ts not only made laws, not 
only chose and deposed Kings, Ealdormen, and Bishops, 
bub sat. in judgement on state offenders and pronounced 
sentences of outlawry or confiscation. And that branch of 
our Legislature which is the personal descendant of the 
ancient Gem6t still keeps its judicial authority in matters 
both criminal and civil (61). The newer,the more popular, 
branch shares the judicial authority only in an indirect way. 
It exercises it by its share in Acts which are judicial in 
suhstance though legi~lative in form, bills of attainder and 
of pains and penalties. It exercises it too by its share in 
that anomalous jUrisdiction by which each House under
takes the defence of its own privileges. In the smaller 
local Assemblies, after they had ceased to be sovereign, 
the business must always have been mainly judicial. We 
must remember that, carefully as we now distingnish the 
functions of legislator, judge, juror and witness, it was only 
by slow degrees that they were distinguished. All grew 
out of the various attributes of an Assembly which, as being 
itself the people, exercised every branch of that power which 
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the people has, at sundry times and in divers manners, 
entrusted to the various bodies which, directly or indirectly, 
draw their authority from that one sovereign source. In 
all times and in all places power can have no lawful origin 
but the grant of the people. The difference between a 
well and an ill-ordered commonwealth lies in this. Have 
the people wisdom and self-control enough to see that, in 
reverencing and oheying all the powers of the State in 
their lawful exercise, they are in truth doing homage to 
themselves and giving the fullest proof of their fitness to 
discharge the highest right of men and citizens 1 
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VI 

MISCELLANEOUS ANALOGIES 

I HAVE now gone through the main analogies which strike 
us in the chief political institutions of those three great 
branches of the Aryan family to which our inquiries have 
been mainly given. I have dealt with the general conception 
of the State, with the powers of the King or other chief, and 
with those of the Assembly of the People. On all these 
points I hope that I have made it, to say the least, probable 
that the institutions of the several branches of the family all 
contain traces of a common origin, relics of a common 
primreval stock, which have grown up into various forms 
under the influence of diversities of time, place, and circum
stance. In this last lecture I purpose to seek for some other 
analogies in points which come under the general head of 
politics in the wide sense, but which do not exactly come 
under the head of political constitutions. I have now chiefly 
to deal with the various orders and classes of men, a subject 
which is closely connected with the varieties to be found in 
forms of government, but which still is in idea something 
separate from them. The idea of the smaller Council in 
primitive times, the idea of the second or Upper Chamber in 
the refined constitutions of later days, are both of them ideas 
which easily blend with the idea of hereditary distinctions of 
birth. But the two things are in their own nature separate. 
It is quite possible, \both in the earlier and in the later state 
of things, that ce~ families may be acknowledged as noble 
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and may be entitled to whatever honours and privileges the 
custom of the country may attach to nobility of birth, 
without those honours and privileges taking the form of any 
special share in the government. Men may be honoured on 
account of their birth; their birth may even give them legal 
privileges; while at the same time the Council or Upper 
Chamber may be formed of men picked out, not for their 
birth but for their age, their personal merit, or any other 
standard which may be chosen, not shutting ont the blind 
working of the lot. But, though the two ideas are in this 
way perfectly distinct, they have a great tendency in practice 
to run into one another. Wherever a noble class, whatever 
may be its origin, is acknowledged at all, it always has a 
tendency to win for itself, if not a legal, at least a practical, 
preference for posts of authority. In met, this voluntary 
preference for certain families in the disposal of elective 
offices is one of several ways in which nobility has grown up. 
It is the most usual way in which what we may call a 
secondary nobility grows up, after an earlier and immemorial 
nobility has lost its privileges. A nobility of birth, of whose 
origin no account can be given, bnt which must be accepted 
as one of the primary facts of political history, makes way for 
a nobility of office, which again in its turn grows into a 
nobility of birth. Of this process history supplies many 
cases, and the rule applies equally when the offices which are 
the source of nobility are bestowed by the gift of the King 
aud when they are bestowed by the choice of the people. 
Of the latter process the most illustrious example is the way 
in which at Rome, after the legal privileges of the patricians 
had ceased, there arose a new nobility composed of patricians 
and plebeians alike. We see the same thing in our own 
land in the way in which the immemorial nobility of the 
Earls gave way to the later official nobility of the Thegns, 
and that in which the nobility of the Thegns gave way to 
another form of official nobility in the modem peerage. 
Both these cases agree in being cases of a later nobility 
supplanting an earlier one. But exactly the same process 
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may be gone through when a nobility is formed for the first 
time. And it was in this way that the constitutions of not a 
few city commonwealths, that of Venice itself at their head, 
changed step by step from democracies into oligarchies (I). 

The different ways in which a noble class has arisen in 
various nations and cities within historical times may thus 
help us to make some probable guesses as to the origin of 
nobility in those cases where nobility is strictly immemorial. 
But we cannot get beyond probable guesses. In a great 
number of cases nobility is strictly immemorial. We see a 
distinction within' the class of freemen, a distinction which 
marks out certain families as holding a higher rank than the 
rest of their fellows, in the very earliest glimpses which we 
get of the political constitution of the commonwealth. It is 
so in all the three great cases with which we are mainly 
concerned. We cannot tell what was the origin of the 
peculiar privileges which belonged to an Athenian Eupatrid, 
to a Roman Patrician, or to an English Eorl. We may 
conjecture, we may theorize, we may even infer with a high 
degree of probability, but we cannot dogmatically assert (2). 
All that we can say is that, in the first glimpses which we 
get of Grecian, Italian; and Teutonic history, we see the 
distinction between the noble and the common freeman at 
least as clearly marked as the distinction between the 
common freeman and the classes which were beneath him. 
I speak thus vaguely> because, for our present purpose, we 
may put together all who stand below the rank of the 
common freeman, from the mere personal slave upwards. I 
need hardly say that, in all discussions of this kind, slavery 
is to be taken for granted. Slavery has been the common 
law of all times and places till, within a few centuries past, 
it has, among most of the nations of the Western Aryan 
stock, either died out or been formally abolished (3). And 
we must further remember what the earliest form of slavery, 
before slavery has been aggravated by the slave trade, really 
is. The prisoner of war who, according to the military code 
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of a rude age, might lawfully be put to death-the criminal 
who has forfeited his life to the laws of the State of which he 
is a member-is allowed, whether out of mercy or out of 
covetousness, to exchange death for life in bondage. Then 
the family feeling, so strong in setting up one stock, steps in 
no less strongly for the pulling down of another, and the 
man who has forfeited his own freedom is held to have 
forfeited the freedom of his children also. Thus arises the 
class of personal slaves, mere chattels either of the common
wealth or of an individual master. And it is no less easy to 
understand how, under the different circumstances of different 
tribes and cities, other classes may arise whose condition is 
better than that of the mere slave, but still is not" equal to 
that of the least distinguished among the class that is fully 
free. Of course I am here speaking of personal, not of 
political, freedom. In the sense in which I now use the 
words "fully free," a Venetian cittadino, a Lacedremonian 
wopi.,".s, was as fully free as if he had a voice in the govern
ment of the commonwealth. He was subject to laws which 
he had no voice in making; he had to obey magistrates 
whom he had no voice in choosing; but he had no personal 
master either in the commonwealth or in any of its members. 
I am now speaking of the various degrees of personal depend
ence, freedmen, Ziti, villains, and so forth, who hold a place 
between that of the mere slave and that of the lowest full 
freeman (4). Such classes may be formed in various ways, 
by raising the slave, by pressing down the smaller freemen, 
by admitting strangers or conquered enemies to a state 
intermediate between mere bondage and full freedom. Snch 
classes have been formed in these various ways within 
historical times, and we may reasonably conjecture that the 
same processes went on before written history began. But 
we cannot do more than conjecture. The threefold distinc
tion between the noble, the common freeman, and the classes 
below the common freeman is one of the primary facts with 
which we start alike in Greece, in Italy, and among our own 
forefathers (5). The fact is a matter of history; its causes 

. >I 
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we can at the most explain only by reasoning from analogies 
and survivals. 

A class of nobles is clearly implied in the description of 
the Teutonic nations given by Tacitus, even though we 
explain the word principes of elective chiefs (6), who however 
would pretty certainly be, as a rule, chosen from among the 
members of the noble order. And the threefold division of 
the noble, the common freeman, and the unfree, appears, 
sometimes drawn out in 8 formal manner, in many of the 
earliest records of our race. We find it in its most marked 
form in the Scandinavian legend which makes the mythical 
forefathers of the three clasees, J arl, Karl, and Thrall, the . 
offspring of three distinct acts of creation on the part of the 
Gods (7 ~ Among ourselves we find from the very beginning, 
EO'I"l and OeO'l"l, gentle and simple, as an exhaustive division 
of the free popUlation. It is plain that the distinction was 
thoroughly well marked and was universally understood. 
And yet it is utterly impossible to say in what the privileges 
of the EO'I"las consisted. There is nothing to make us think 
that they were oppressive; they may well have been purely 
honorary. But all analogy and probability would lead us to 
think that the EO'I"las would have a practical preference, a 
preference which might even be practically exclusive, in the 
choice of leaders both in peace and war, just as the noblest 
among the noble, the kingly house, had an exclusive prefer
ence for the post of the highest leader of all The same 
marked distinction of 8 noble class meets us equally in our 
pictures of the earliest Greek society, and we find the same 
distinction living on into the historic ages. In the Greek 
commonwealth of which we know most, that of Athens, our 
earliest historical picture sets before us the rule of the 
nobles, the Eupatrids, as an exclusive and oppressive oligarchy. 
The harshness of its rule was first modified by the reforms 
of Solon, and all traces of ancient distinctions were swept 
away by the later reform of Aristeid~s. We have no historical 
account of the origin of the distinction which parted off the 
Eupatrid gentes at Athens from the excluded plebeian mass. 
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But the whole circumstances of the story may lead us to 
think that in this case the patriciate was a body of old 
citizens, as opposed to the new citizens who had gradually 
settled around them. In the history of a city, when either 
history or legend traces it tIp to its first beginnings, there 
is commonly a stage in which new comers are freely welcomed 
to all the rights of citizenship, which is followed by a stage 
in which those rights are found to be far too precious to be 
thus given away at random. The first stage is well set forth 
in the Roman story by the legend of the Asylum of Romulus. 
The second stage is most probably marked by the exclusive 
dominion of the Atbenian Eupatrids and the Roman 
Patricians. The original citizens have kept all privileges 
to themselves, and have thus become an aristocratic order 
in tbe midst of the unprivileged body of plebeians which 
has gradually gathered round them. To break down, step 
by step, all traces of this original inequality was the work 
of the founders of the democracy. But here again we may 
mark the characteristic difference between Athens and 
Europe. At Athens all distinctions of the kind were utterly 
swept away; every trace of inequality was wiped out; every 
political office without exception was thrown open to every 
citizen. The Eupatrid gentes remained as religious and 
social unions, cherishing the sacred traditions which each 
traced up to its legendary patriarch. Some special priestly 
offices still remained hereditary in particular families. But 
every office which carried with it any shred of political 
power was open to every citizen without distinction of birth 
and fortune. Yet it is no less true that, long after the 
establishment of the pure and perfect democracy, the 
Assembly, which disposed of every office according to its 
sovereign will, did, as a rule, choose men of the ancient houses 
to direct the counsels and command the armies of the 
commonwealth. No more speaking proofcan be found of that 
inherent influence of birth and wealth, which survives the 
wiping out of all legal distinctions, an influence which 
legislation cannot give and which legislation by itself cannot 
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take away. The people, of its own will, placed at its head 
men of the same cl""" as those who in the earlier state of 
things had ruled it against its will. Perikles, Nikias, Alki
biades, were men widely differing . in cha.rncter, widely 
differing in their relations to the popular government. But 
all alike were men of ancient birth, who, as men of ancient 
birth, found their way, almost as a matter of course, to those 
high places of the State to which Kleon found his way 
only by a strange freak of fortune. 

At Rome we find quite another story. There, no less 
than at Athens, the moral influence of nobility survived 
its legal privileges; but, more than this, the legal privileges 
of the elder nobility were never wholly swept away, and the 
inherent feeling of respect for illustrious birth called into 
being a younger nobility by its side. At Athens one stage 
of reform placed a distinction of wealth instead of a distinction 
of birth: another stags swept away the distinction of wealth 
also. But the reform, at each of its stages, was general; 
it affected all offices alike, save those sacred offices which 
still remained the special heritsge of certain sacred families. 
At Rome the change was done bit by bit. Noone law 
threw open all offices to plebeians. One by one, this 
and that office was thrown open; but some offices were 
never made the subject of any such special enactment; those 
offices therefore seemed the exclusive possession of the 
patricians. Among the priestly offices, the Pontificate, an 
office held for life and which was indirectly of high political 
importance, was thrown open to plebeians, and was bestowed, 
like the yearly magistracies, by the election of the people. 
So the augurship, as all the world knows, was held by the 
plebeian Cicero. But the Flamens, officers whose religious 
sanctity was great but whose political importance was small, 
remained to the last exclusively patrician. And among 
temporal magistracies, Curule LEdiles, Prretors, Consuls, 
Censors, and Dictators, might all freely be plebeians; but 
that occasional office in which, at moments few and far 
between, the ancient kingship again rose visibly to light 
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was never opened to the Commons. Not only was the 
Interrex to the last an exclusively patrician officer. but 
in his election none but the patrician Senators had a share. 
An Interregnum was. in the fully developed commonwealth. 
so rare an event that it perhaps never suggested itself to the 
mind of any reformer to bring forward a special enactment 
decreeing that a plebeian might be Interrex (8). And. in 
default of such special enactment. the office would necessarily 
remain confined to patricians. just as much as the consulship 
had been before the Licinian Laws. This way of doing 
things bit by bit. and the occasional anomalies to which 
it gives birth. is eminently characteristic of the Roman 
constitution. just as it is of our own. But it stands in 
marked opposition to the symmetrical democracy of Athens. 

At Rome again we may mark. what we have no sign of at 
Athens. but what has a perfect parallel among ourselves. the 
growth of a new nobility of office after the exclusive privi
leges of the old patriciate had come to an end. The Roman 
Plebs. so largely composed of the inhabitants of allied and 
conquered cities who had been admitted in a mass to the 
plebeian franchise. naturally contained many families which 
were. in wealth and in nobility of descent. the equals of the 
proudest patricians. Such a class as this could hardly have 
existed. at least not in anything like the same degree. in a 
Commons like that of Athens. After the union of the Attic 
towns. the civic territory of Athens never grew. and her 
Commons must have been mainly formed of settlers in the 
city itself. We therefore find nothing at Athens answering 
to the plebeian houses of Lutatius. Pompeius. and Octavius. 
of Porcius of Tusculum and Tullius of Arpinum. When the 
great magistracies were opened to the plebeians. it was mainly 
by plebeians of this class that they were filled. and out of 
them. combined with the old patricians. a new nobility arose. 
Every descendant of a curule magistrate. whether patrician 
or plebeian. was nobilis; he had the jus imaginum. the right 
of exhibiting the images of his forefathers who had held 
high office. the number of which formed the measure of his 
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nobility. Thus grew up a new noble class, clothed with no 
legal privilege, but which gradually became as well marked 
in practice as ever the old patricians had been, and which 
looked on the great offices of the commonwealth as no less 
its own exclusive right. In the later days of the common
wealth the consulship of a new man, a man whose forefathers 
had never held curnle rank, though forbidden by no law, and 
though the new man might be Caius Marius himself, seemed 
as strange as the consulship of a Lutatius or a Licinius had 
once been (9). The nobility of birth had given way to the 
nobility of office, and the nobility of office had grown into a 
new nobility of birth. 

The parallel to this change in our own early history is to 
be found in the way in which the old immemorial nobility of 
the E01'Zas, the origin and the nature of whose privileges are 
both shrouded in the mist of the earliest antiquity, gave way 
to the new nobility of office, the nobility of the Tlwgnas. 
The E01'las, a nobility patrician in the strictest sense, gave 
way in England to a class who owed their rank to the favour 
of the King, just as at Rome the patricians gave way to a 
class who owed their rank to the favour of the people. But 
the origin of the Thegns itself supplies one of our best 
analogies, if not with Roman, at least with Achaian antiquity. 
This analogy is one of which I have so often spoken else
where that I may perhaps be forgiven if I now pass it over 
in a few words. The ComitatUil stands out in Tacitus as one 
of the primitive institutions of OUl' race, and the GCIn"'Sas. 
in later phrase the Tkegnas, of Teutonic antiquity, the per
sonal following of the King, Ealdorman, or other chief, form 
the exact parallels of the iTalpo, and e.po.1TOIIT.. of. the 
Homeric Achaians (10). The parallel here is as close as a 
parallel can be; only it does not seem that in early Greece 
the institution of the OomilatUil ever rose to the same 
political importance which it reached in England There i. 
no sign that those companions of the chiefS who stand out 
with such prominence in Homer became the source of any 
of the later forms of nobility which we find in the Greek 
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cities. There is nothing to make us think that the Eupatrid 
Houses of Athens traced their descent in any special way 
from the b-a,po, and 6fp/"r.OVTf. of Theseus or Menestheus. 
The comitatus is, in truth, an institution which is not well 
suited for the atmosphere of a city life. It takes personal 
chieftainship for granted; it needs the personal chief to 
gather around. But the spirit of a civic aristocracy tends to 
equality among 'its own members; it surrounds the whole 
ruling hody with a dependent class, but it does not love to 
surround particular men with personal dependents. The 
same causes which made kingship come so soon to an end 
in the Greek commonwealths hindered· the comitatus, the 
natural offshoot of kingship, from filling any great place in 
later Greek history. Among the Teutonic nations the case 
was widely different. As kingship grew and flourished, the 
comitatus grew and flourished with it, till in some lands the 
King was for a season overshadowed by his own following. 
The comitatus, in one shape or another, became the root of 
every form of nobility in Western Europe, remembering 
that, among the nobilities of Western Europe, one order as 
proud as any of them, the civic patriciate of the island Rome 
on the Venetian lagunes, is not to be reckoned. In our own 
land the King's Thegns became really the ruling order, till 
the older nobility of the Eorla8 was forgotten, and their 
name became confined to the rank next to the King, to the 
great officers who in earlier days had borne the more ancient 
title of Ealdormen (II). It shows how completely the notion 
of personal service became the .tsndard of the new nobility 
that the word The!!", itself, in its first meaning simply servant, 
came to have its later force of noble or gentle (12). What 
went on in our own land went on also among our kinsfolk 
beyond the sea. The companions, the antrustions, of the 
Frankish Kings, changed step by step into the later nobility 
of feudal vassals. Under the strong hand of the early 
Karlings, the royal power kept its own, but presently, as 
kingdoms split off from kingdoms, as offices changed into 
fiefs, as the commonwealth changed into a society of Lord. 
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and Vassals of various. ranks, the sovereign became simply 
the highest lord among them; the new nobility not only 
supplanted the old, but it crushed alike the body of the 
commonwealth and its head; it trampled King and people 
alike under foot (13). And it is worth noticing that, just at 
the point of transition, when the old nobility was sinking 
and when the new nobility was as yet hardly rising, there 
was a time when birth seems to have beeil less thought of 
than it ever was before or after, and when men of lowly 
origin seem to have risen with unusual ease (14). But when 
the time came for the growth of the new nobility, it grew 
faster, and it more utterly ate out all earlier and healthier 
elements than it did in England. In England, under our 
native Kings, the tendency was to closer union, while in 
Gaul the tendency was to separation. And, if there had 
been any tendencies the other way, the strong hand of the 
Conqueror, even in the act of giving feudal ideas and feudal 
relations a wider scope, took 'Car9>c'bhat they should never 
endanger either the power of the Xing or the security of the 
Kingdom. 

If we turn to Rome, we shall find there but small traces 
of the Comitatus in its Achaian or its Teutonic shape. It may 
be that the devotion of the Romans to the commonwealth, 
and to the commonwealth only, hindered the growth of any 
institution founded on a tie purely personal, at all events 
between men of equal or nearly equal rank, like Achilleus 
and Patroklos, like Brihtnoth and the Thegns who fell around 
him at Maldon. Yet we may perhaps see something like it 
in the special bodyguard of noble youths which legend places 
around the early Kings and Dictators, around Romulus in 
the spot which was to be Rome's comitia, and around Aulus 
Postumius on the day of slaughter by Regillus (15). The 
client relation too springs from the same personal tie as the 
comitatus; only there is the wide difference that in this case 
the client stands at an unpassable distance of rank beneath 
his patron. In the Hellenic and the Teutonic system advance 
in age and exploits might raise the "''''. to the level of his 
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lord; but nothing could raise the client to the level of his 
patron. No patrician ever stooped to the client relation; we 
may doubt whether, in the early days of the commonwealth, 
any full citizen did. Yet the lowly clientage of the Roman 
patrician and the noble following of the Hellenic or Teutonic 
leader may really come from the same source, and may both 
alike be parts of the common primreval heritage. If this be 
so, it shows how easily institutions which are in their origin 
the same may, under different circumstances, develope in 
different directions. There is something romantic, chivalrous, 
sentimental-none of these are good words to express the 
idea, but I know of none better-in both the early Hellenic 
and the early Teutonic state of society. Of this there is no 
trace in the more purely political society of Rome. It is the 
.ame kind of difference as that which I have already noticed 
between the Roman King and his Hellenic or Teutonic 
brother. The difference is no doubt partly owing to the fact 
that our first glimpses both of Hellenic and of Teutonic life 
belong to an earlier stage than our first glimpses of Roman 
life. But this is not all. The institution took utterly different 
courses among the three nations, according to the several 
circumstances of each. In Teutonic Europe it grew and 
flourished; it became the groundwork of nobility; it became 
one main element in producing the whole fabric of what, for 
want of a better word, we may call feudal society. It grew 
and flourished, because the personal chieftainship which it 
implies grew and flourished. It reached its highest point of 
external splendour, though its real spirit had already passed 
away, at the coronation of a medireval Emperor, when Kings 
and Electors did their personal service to the anointed Lord 
of the World. In Greece, on the other hand, it died out as 
kingship died out. Achilleus and Menelaos had their Thegnas 
and Gesi'Sas; none such surrounded Miltiades or Epamei
n3ndas; but we see them again in the Companions who fought 
around the Macedonian Alexander (16). Under the stern, 
practical, political, mind of Rome, the institution took another 
and a worse form. The general idea which forms the ground-
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work of the whole thing survived. There was still the 
relation of faithful service on one side, of faithful protection 
on the other; but they appear in a shape from which all that 
made the Comitat,Ul the groundwork of modern society has 
wholly passed away. The client is a true Thegn; the patron 
is a true Hlafrtrd: but his thegnship is of so literal and lowly 
a kind as to be fit only for the freedman, the stranger, or at 
most the citizen of the very lowest rank (17). 

Out of this institution of the Comitatus grew the nobility 
of modern Europe, and specially that Old-English nobility of 
Thegns which supplanted the older nobility of the Eorls. 
In England, as at Rome, a nobility of office supplanted the 
nobility of birth: only in the commonwealth of Rome it was 
the nobility of office bestowed by the people, while in the 
English kingdom it was the nobility of office bestowed by the 
King. The King could not in strictness make an Eorl, because 
he could not change a man's forefathers, but he could make a 
Thegn, as he now can make a Duke. Now what was it that hin
dered the nobility thus formed from becoming a real nobility! 
What saved us from a noblesse or .Adel in the foreign selise ! 
For I repeat that in England we have, in strictness, no 
nobility; we have no class which keeps on from generation to 
generation in the possession of exclusive privileges, either 
political or social. Our peerage is not a nobility in the sense 
in which nobility is understood in foreign lands. It is not 
only a rank to which any man may rise, but it is a rank 
from which the descendants of the hereditary holders must 
as a matter of course come down. Political privilege belongs 
only to one member of a family at a time; honorary pre
cedence does not go beyond one or two generations. This is 
not nobility in the sense which that word bears in those 
lands where all the descendants of .. noble are noble for ever. 
Why then did not the Thegnhood of England grow into a 
nobility such as that which in other lands grew out of the 
same elements! One answer doubtless is that the Norman Con
quest thrust down the native Theguhood, the growing nobility 
of England, to a secondary place in the social and political scale. 
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In SO doing it wrought for us one of the greatest of blessings. 
It gave us a middle class spread over the whole country. 
While in most continental lands it was only in the chartered 
towns there was any class intermediate between the noble 
and the peasant, often none between the noble and the 
villain, in England the ancient lords of the soil, thus thrust 
down into the second rank, formed that great body of 
freeholders, the stout gentry and yeomanry of England, who 
were for so many ages the strength of the land. But why 
did not a nobility of the foreign type grow up among the 
Norman Conquerors themselves 1 That great law of William 
which made every man in the land the man of the King had 
much to do with it; but paradoxical as it may sound, I con
ceive that the. very power and dignity of the peerage has had 
a good deal to do with it also. Elsewhere nobility was pri
marily a matter of rank and privilege, with which political 
power might or might not be connected. But in an English 
peerage the primary idea is political power; rank and privi
lege are a mere adjunct. The peer does not hold a mere 
rank which he can share with his descendants; he holds an 
office, which passes to his next heir when he dies, but which 
he cannot share with any man while he lives. The peer 
then, not a mere noble, but a legislator, a counsellor, and a 
judge, holds a distinct place in the. State which his children 
can no more share with him than anyone else. Hence in 
England we have but two classes, Peers and Commoners, 
those who hold the office and authority of a peer and those 
who do not. The children of a peer come under this last 
head as much as other men; they are therefore Commoners. 
The very existence of the peerage of itself hinders the exist
euce of a nobility in the true sense of the word. 

If then the Norman Conquest had never happened, it is 
most likely that the native Thegnhood of England would 
have grown up into a nobility of the foreign type. If the 
wisdom of the Norman Conqueror had not preserved our 
ancient institutions, if it had not thus been possible that the 
House of Lords of our later constitution could grow out of 
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the Witenagemot of our earlier constitution, it is most likely 
that a nobility of the foreign type, would have grown up 
among the Norman conquerors themselves. As it is, we 
have had no nobility, but we have had a peerage; I might 
almost say that we have had an aristocracy. I say almost 
and not altogether, because England is a kingdom and not a 
republic. I once heard it said that in a republic there 
could be no aristocracy except" an aristocracy of wealth." I 
treasured up the saying as one of the shallowest that I ever 
heard. I put it alongside of another saying, the saying of 
one who argned that ancient Bern must have been a demo
cracy because it was a republic. I should rather say that it 
is only in a republic that a real aristocracy can exist. 
Corinth and Rome, Venice and Genoa, Bern and Niirnberg, 
bear out what I am saying. The nobles who cringed at the 
court of the Great King at Paris, or at the lesser courts of 
his imitators in the petty despotisms of'Gllrmany and Italy, 
had no right to the name of an aristocracy. Aristocracy is 
the rule of the best; they were not the best, and they did 
not rule. But in aristocratic commonwealths, in the proud 
city which floats on the waves of the Hadriatic, in the 
hardly less proud city which looks forth from her peninsula 
on the snows of her once vassal mountains, in Byzantine 
Venice and Teutonic Bern, there was for ages something 
which it needed no great straining of language to call the 
rule of the best. Morally best indeed I do not say, but best 
so far as this, that, narrow as was the government of those 
commonwealths, fenced in as the power of the State was 
within a circle of exclusive houses, those houses at least 
knew how to rule, and how to hand on the craft of the ruler 
from generation to generation. Their rule was in itself 
unjust, because it was exclusive, narrow, and selfish. It was 
often oppressive; but it was never oppressive with the 
frantic and purposeless oppression of many .. personal despot. 
It was in some .respects more galling than the yoke of a 
despot, but it was so simply because the yoke of one master 
is in itself less galling than the yoke of many. But, as 
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regarded the members of the ruling order, no other form of 
government supplied such a school of rulers. The patrician 
was born to rule; but he was born to rule, not according to 
his own caprice, but according to the laws of the ruling order 
of which he was only one member among many (18). Such 
a system tended to dwarf the powers of men of the very 
highest order; but it tended at once to raise and to regulate 
the powers of all but the very highest class. It checked the 
growth of heroes and of exceptionally great men, but it 
fostered the growth of a succession of men who were great 
enough for their own position, but not too great. In an 
aristocratic commonwealth there is no room for Perikles; 
there is no room for the people that hearkened to Perikles; 
but in men of the second order, skilful conservative adminis
trstors, men able to work the system which they find 
established, no form of government is so fertile. But such a 
commonwealth, where the power of strengthening the ruling 
order by new blood either does not exist or is but sparingly 
exercised, commonly degenerates in the end, though the 
causes of the degeneracy are not exactly the same as those 
which bring about the degeneracy of democratic common
wealths. The day of glory of the aristocratic commonwealth 
may be longer than the day of glory of a democracy, but its 
decay will be even more hopeless. A£. its ruling families die 
out, as those which survive lose their strength-two processes 
which must sooner or later affect every exclusive body-the 
dregs of an oligarchy become even baser than the dregs of a 
democracy. There was at least some difference in dignity 
and courage between the fall of Venice and the fall of 
Unterwalden. 

I maintain then that aristocracy, in its true sense, is 
something essentially republican, something to which a 
monarchic state can present only a faint approach. So far 
as a monarchic state is aristocratic, as our own country has 
been at some times, it can only be in proportion to the 
degree that, through the lessening of the powers both of the 
Crown and of the people, it approaches to the nature of a 

• 
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commonwealth in the hands of certain ruling fiunilies. A. 
government like the old French monarchy, where a noble 
class has hateful social and civil privileges, but where those 
privileges carry with them no political power, is not aristo
cratic in any political sense. Where an external power, that 
of the King, can ennoble, and where that external power is 
politically supreme, there is no aristocmcy in the sense which 
the word bore in the mouth of a Greek thinker. Poland, 
and Sweden at some stages of ita history, came nearer to 
aristocratic government than any other states which acknow
ledged a King. But a Chiao or a Venetisn aristocrat would 
hardly have owned their constitutions as kindred with his 
own. The true aristocracy, the aristocracy of a common
wealth, may, as we have seen, arise in several ways. A. body 
of older citizens, like the originsl patriciate of Rome, may 
keep-for a time or for ever-all the powers of the common
wealth in their own hands to the exclusion of the Commons 
who grow up around them. In a city of late foundation, 
like Bern, where there is a noble element in the population 
from the beginning, a patriciate may grow up which may 
gradually draw all power into its own hands. Or, without 
any reference to earlier nobility, a patriciate may, as at 
Venice, arise among the citizens themselves, simply by the 
process of confining office, whether by law or only in practice, 
to the descendanta of certain fu.milies which have gained 
exclusive possession of it. But, when a patriciate has arisen 
by any of these means, it seems essential to ita being that no 
new members can be admitted to the body except by ita 
own act. Few aristocracies have been so exclusive as never 
to admit any new houses or individuals to a share in their 
own privileges. The Claudian house at Rome, the house of 
Morlot at Bern, were strangers who were received not only to 
citizenship but to nobility. And at Venice and Ntirnberg 
new families were, down to the last days of the common
wealth, received from time to time within the pale of the 
ruling order (I9). t in all these cases the aristoeracy 
enlarged itself by its 0 act and deed, by the exercise of its 
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sovereign power. When the noble class can be enlarged by 
the external will of a personal sovereign, it shows that the 
noble class is not, exclusively and by itself, the ruling body 
in the State. In a State which has a King at its head, there 
may be a peerage; there may be a nobility; there cannot, if 
words are used in their true meanings, be an aristocracy. 

This last lecture must be a desultory one. I have now 
only to point out some of the analogies which are to be 
found among the particular institutions of the nations 
with which we are concerned. Let us take for instance 
the institution of the wergild, the price of blood. This 
is one of those institutions which we have every reason 
to believe are common to the whole Aryan family, and 
which may indeed be traced back beyond the bounds of 
the Aryan family. That criminal jurisprudence which in 
highly civilized societies takes so elaborate a shape grows 
out of that desire of private vengeance which it is one 
of its main objects in its fully developed growth to check, 
and even to punish. A man is slain; the passion of 
vengeance is awakened; the right--the duty, as it seems 
in their eyes-of avenging the slain man naturally falls 
to those who have lost most by his death, to his immediate 
kinsfolk, the men of his own family or household. As 
the social and political circle widens, the right and the 
duty are handed over from the mere household to the 
gens, the tribe, and the nation. And at each stage, as 
the right and duty of vengeance is thus handed over to 
men who, at each stage, are less and less stirred by the mere 
passion, vengeance loses more and more of its character 
as vengeance, and puts on more and more of the character 
which punishment bears in fully civilized societies, a pre
ventive and corrective interference of the public authority 
on behalf of the public good. So with other wrongs; in 
a state of nature each man who is wronged must right 
himself by the strong hand; each man has the right of 
war and peace in his own person. Again, as the social 
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and political circle widens, the wrong of each man becomes 
something which does not concern himself only, but con
cerns also the gentJ, the tribe, and the nation. Thus, by 
slow degrees, the right of each man to defend himself 
against a wrcng-doer grows into the right of the State 
to defend itself against the wrong doings of its own members 
by legal punishment and against the wrcng doings of other 
states by regular war. But it is only in highly civilized 
communities that the right of private vengeance is wholly 
taken away, and that the right of defence-that is . the 
right of private warfare-is kept within the narrowest 
bounds of undoubted necessity. Our Jaw, the law of every 
country, allows that there are extreme cases in which private 
homicide in the form of self-defence is not a crime. That 
is to say, it is the duty of the citizen to give up to the 
Commonwealth the duty of his protection whenever the. 
Commonwealth can protect him: but, 'In any case where the 
Commonwealth cannot protect him, the natural right revives, 
and it is allowed that he may protect himself. But it 
is only in the highest state of civiJization that the natural 
rights of private vengeance and private war can be cut 
down within this very narrow limit. For a long time 
the Commonwealth steps in, not so much to forbid as to 
regulate and soften -the natural right which it admits. 
The Mosaic Law· fully admits the right of the avenger 
of blood: all that it does is to set apart certain cities of 
refuge whither the slayer may Bee and be safe. If he is 
overtaken before he can reach the asylum, the law does 
nothing to stay the arm of the avenger (20). Our own early 
laws, the early laws of most nations, do not wholly forbid a 
man to help himself with the strong hand; they only limit 
the right to certain extreme cases, to certain specially inexpi
able wrongs, to certain cases where legal means have been 
tried and have failed. By the law alike of Athens, of Rome, 
and of England, a man might without crime slay the defiler 
of the purity of his own household (21): by the law alike 
of Athens and of Rome every citizen might slay the Tyrant 
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who had trampled the Commonwealth under foot and had 
made la.w powerless to defend or to avenge (22). In cases 
of wrongs between man and man the State steps in as 
an arbitrator before it steps in as a judge. It tries to 
persuade the injured man to abate somewhat of his wrath 
against the wrong-doer; it strives to make him accept 
something less than the full satisfaction of his vengeance; 
it gradually fixes the amount of compensation with which 
the injured man shall be satisfied. But it is only when 
ciyilization has reached a high pitch indeed that the 
vengeance of the injured man is made wholly to give way to 
.the remedial interference of the State, that every crime 
is looked on as a crime against the Commonweath, whose 
punishment is the business of the Commonwealth and of 
the Commonwealth alone. . 

The appeal oj murder and of other crimes, with its 
accompaniment the '!Dager oj battle, was an instsnce of the 
regulated right of private war which, though it had long 
fallen into disuse, was actually removed from our Statute
Book only within the present century. Here the right 
of vengeance was recognized, though it was recognized in 
such a form as gave it somewhat of the nature of a legal 
trial. The appeal was brought by the injured person in his 
own name; he sought for redress for the private wrong, 
and, as the one who had suffered for the wrong, he had 
the right of pardoning the offender. And this mode of 
procedure went on alongside of that with which alone' we 
are now familiar, that in which the crime is dealt with as a 

. wrong done to the King as head of the Commonwealth, in 
which the prosecution is made in the name of the King, 
and in which the King alone has the right of pardon (23). 
Of that limiting of the right of private war which took the 
form of judicial combat, and which was afterwards corrupted 
back again into the baser form of the private duel, we find 
few or no traces in early Greek or Roman antiqnity. This 
is probably another result of the qnicker developement of 
things in the city commonwealths of Greece and Italy, as 

It 
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compared with the tribal system of our own forefathers. 
But the old Roman Law allowed the principle of talin. the 
Mosaic doctrine of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. 
and it recognized the right of the injured person either to 
exact the penalty or to admit of some form of compromise 
(24). This brings us at once to the doctrine of the wtrgild. 
a doctrine common to the Greece of Homer and to the 
Germany of Tacitus. and which. we cannot doubt. is a portion 
of the primitive Aryan inheritance. The wtrgild is an 
appeal from the passion of vengeance to a less fierce. if more 
sordid. passion. to the love of gain. The man who has 
forfeited his life to the vengeance of the injured kinsman 
may perhaps stay his vengeance by offering gifts in its 
stead; he may buy back his own life at a price. In the 
Homeric times. the man whose son or father had been slain 
might-perhaps was bound to-receive the gifts of atone
ment offered by the slayer. and the slayer. when he had paid 
those gifts. could dwell in peace among his people (25). It 
seems here to be implied that custom at least demanded 
that the proffered atonement should be accepted. This was 
an advance on the kindred war-law of the same age. according 
to which the conqueror might accept the bondage of the 
conquered instead of his blood. but might also slay him 
without reproach (26). 

The next step plainly is for the Commonwealth to step 
in. for the law to enforce the duty of accepting the atone
ment. and perhaps, as another step. to regulate the amount 
of the atonement. instead of leaving the injured man to 
wring what he could out of the wrong-doer. In our earliest 
glimpse of Teutonic law we seem to see a further advance; 
the crime is recognized as a wrong done to the commonwealth 
as well as to the individual. and the King or other head of 
the State receives his share of the atonement as well as the 
kindred of the slain man (27). In our own ancient laws the 
subject is gone into with the utmost minuteness. The 
ancient talin has give~~ay to an elaborate scale of prices. 
according to which ev\ry form of bodily injury. sma1l or 
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great, may be atoned for by the payment of the appointed 
sum in money (28). And the penalty to be paid by the 
manslayer is regulated with a minute regard to the rank 
of the person slain and to his supposed consequent value. 
The life of every man, like the oath of every man, was of 
some value; but the life and the oath of the man of higher 
mnk was of more value than the life and the oath of the 
man of lower rank (29). The price of one Thegn was equal 
to that of several churls, and so on in an ascending scale, 
till we reach the mighty penalty which alone could atone for 
the death of the King. Mark too that differences of race 
{lome in as well as differences of mnk; in the lands where 
the Englishman and the Briton dwelled side by side, the 
blood of the Englishman was rated at a higher price than 
the blood of the Briton of his own mnk (30). Mark too 
that care was taken that the penalty should be paid to 
those who, in the eye of the law, had undergone the wrong; 
the price of the slave was paid to his master; the price of 
the freeman was paid to his kinsfolk; but the price of 
kingly blood was not only heavier than the price of other 
men, but it had to be paid twice over, to the kinsfolk who 
had lost one of their house and to the commonwealth which 
had lost its leader. And in this last case the payment of 
the wtTgild might rise to the mnk of an affair between 
commonwealth and commonwealth. War between sovereign 
states is simply the natural right of self-defence, which still 
goes on in a state of things where the contending parties 
have no common superior to decide with authority between 
them. But the vengeance of the Commonwealth, like the 
vengeance of the individual, may be bought off; and we 
have at least two cases in early English history, where an 
invader, seeking vengeance for the blood of a royal kinsman, 
stayed his hand on the payment of the appointed wergild 
which custom had fixed for the shedding of royal blood (3 I). 
No feature of our ancient' jurisprudence plays a more 
important part than this in our earlier laws; none has so 
utterly vanished without leaving any trace of itself in 
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modem legislation. AI; the Commonwealth, and the King 
as its head, have taken the place of the actual sufferer or 
his kinsman, _in criminal as distinguished from civil 
jurisprudence-the idea of compensation has given way to 
the idea of punishment whether remedial or vindictive, the 
notion of vengeance to be bought off by a payment has 
utterly died away. Yet it may be well to remember that, 
as late as the fifteenth century, a private dispute between 
two English noblemen was decided by open warfare on a 
battle-field in GJoucestershire, and the wrong done to the 
wife of one of them by the slaughter of her husband was in 
the end made up by a payment which in earlier times would 
have passed for his wergild (32). 

In this case we have, beyond doubt, an institution which 
is at once Hellenic and Teutonic, and which is at once 
Hellenic and Teutonic, not by borrowing or imitation, not 
by like causes producing like effects, but because Hellen 
and Teuton alike inherited it as part of a common stock, 
a stock, it would seem, not even peculiar to the Aryan 
family. We may end our sUl'vey by looking back to some 
points which have more connexion with the subject of the 
early part of this lecture. We may end with a glance at 
some of the striking analogies which are to be seen in the 
political relations of states in ages far distant from one 
another, and which, there can be no doubt, are to be ex
plained, not by common inheritance from a common stock, 
but by the operation of like causes leading to like effects. 
We have seen that there is every reason to believe that 
the distinctions within the Commonwealth, the noble, the 
freeman, and the slave-perhaps also some of those inter
mediate stages which part off the mere slave from the 
common freeman-are really part of the common Aryan 
heritage. At least we cannot go back, by the help either 
of history or of legend, to any stage either of Greek, of 
Teutonic, or of Italian history in which those distinctions 
are not to be found. But the relations which rise up 
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between the Commonwealth and those, whether individuals 
or commonwealths, which lie outside its pale, though they 
present a series of most striking and most instructive analo
gies, axe necessarily the results of the circumstances under 
which each commonwealth finds itself, and can have no 
claim to be looked on as parts of the common heritage. 
We have already seen that, as cities began to arise in the 
Teutonic lands, and as, through the decline of the royal 
power, those cities began to approach to the character of 
independent commonwealths, many of .the phrenomena of 
the old city system of Greece were called again into being. 
Many of those analogies were to be seen in full force within 
the memory of men now living; some of them have lingered 
on to our own time. There is commonly a stage in the 
history of a city Commonwealth, that stage which in the 
Roman legend is represented by the Asylum of Romulus, 
in which the new-born city is liberal of its franchise to 
strangers who are ready to throw in their lot to the new 
community, and so to add to its strength. Then comes a 
stage in which citizenship begins to be too highly valued 
to be given to all who ask for it, when the original citizens 
shrink up into an oligarchic body, with a large mass around 
them, who share only an imperfect citizenship, or no citizen
ship at all Gradually, as at Rome, or suddenly, as at 
Athens, the unenfranchised or half enfranchised classes win 
for themselves equality of rights with the old citizens, and 
the work of Kleisthen@s 01' Licinius is done. Or perhaps 
no such revolution takes place; perhaps a change takes 
place the other way, and the mass of the citizens gradually 
lose the rights which they had once enjoyed. That is to 
say, the Commonwealth developes either in an oligarchic or 
in a democratic direction. But, in either case, a time comes 
when its developement seems to stop, when the idea of any 
general extension of citizenship is an idea which is no longer 
heard ot; when the civic franchise, aristocratic or democratic, 
becomes an hereditary privilege which is at most doled out 
now and then as a special favour, the reward of special merit. 
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Or perhaps, in & meaner state of things, it becomes a matter 
of purchase and sale, and thereby of profit to the privileged 
class. Thus there arises an excluded class, strangers in the 
place where perhaps they were born, where their forefathers 
may even have lived for several generations. Such a class 
we have seen in the "ET.' •• ' of the ancient Greek cities; 
they might be seen, perhaps they may still be seen by way 
of a feeble survival, in those whom many an English borough 
distinguished from the hereditary freemen by the name of 
foreigner. (33). The two things are essentially the same, 
differing only in the value of the franchise from which the 
stranger is shut out. And that again depends on the differ
ence between a community which forms a sovereign common
wealth and one which, whatever its internal constitution 
may be, is, as regards all national matters, merely part of a 
greater whole. The ,,& ••••• at Athens was shut out from 
the privileges of & sovereign commonwealth, while he had 
to bear burthens in which the hereditary burgher had no 
share. He had no voice, he had no means of obtaining a 
voice, in the affairs of the political society in which he lived. 
But the foreigner in an English borough, whether the local 
privileges from wruch he was shut out were precious or 
worthless, lay under a disqualification which was purely 
local He lay under no disqualification as a member of the 
Commonwealth at large; if he had no share in the election 
of the representatives of his own town, he could at any 
moment, by buying a forty.shilling freehold, become an 
elector of any county" in England which he chose. And, 
through later enactments, other franchises, the parliamentary 
franchise among them, franchises dependent on residence 
and careless ",bout descent, have grown up by the side of 
the old franchise of the hereditary freemen. And these new 
franchises have become so much more valuable as to make 
the old burghership seem contemptible. The freemen of an 
English borough are in most places looked upon as an 
inferior class; yet it is they who answer to the Athenian 
Eupatrids and the Roman Patricians; the other inhabitants 
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are but ".&01<0' or plebeians by their side. The principle 
is the same in both cases; mere residence gives no claim 
to admission to the civic community, whether that civic 
community be a sovereign commonwealth or the pettiest 
municipality. In both cases the franchise, whatever it may 
be worth and whatever it carries with it, can be had only 
by the appointed means, means easier doubtless in most of 
the English cases than they were in the analogous case in 
Greece. Still in neither case does the civic franchise belong 
to eyery man who chooses to go and dwell within the civic 
boundary. It may not always be purely a matter of birth; 
but it is always something which cannot be taken up at 
the mere will of the stranger. It always requires that 
particular qualification which is fixed by the custom of 
the civic community, be that qualification birth, marriage, 
servitude, special purchase, or special grant. 

All distinctions of this kind have, through later English 
legislation, lost all practical importance, and they have 
become mere materials for inquiries such as that on which 
we are now engaged. But in another part of Europe, in the 
land which among all modern states preserves to us at once 
the most precious relics of the old Teutonic world and tqe 
most striking analogies with the old Hellenic and Italian 
world, a close parallel to this _ feature, as to so many other 
features of Greek political life, is still to be seen in its 
fulness. It is naturally among those cities and -districts 
which have grown into the Confederation of Switzerland 
that we find the most instructive illustrations which modern 
political life can give us of the working of city-in many 
cases we should rather say of village--communities. The 
Nied"l'gelassenen in Switzerland, those Swiss citizens who 
are settled in GC1neinden or Comll,unes--parishes or Mark
gcnossenscltaJ~e1!--'>f which they have not the hereditary 
burghership, answer exactly to the Greek ".Iro,"o,. And, in 
the late debates on the reform of the Federal Constitution, 
many proposals were brought forward to remedy a state of 
thinga by which a number not far short of half of the Swiss 
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people are, in many important respects, strangers in the 
places where they themselves dwell, and where it may 
happen that their forefathers have dwelt for many gener
ations (34). But this state of things is the exact parallel 
to those which we have just been speaking of in Greece and 
in England. It is of the essence of a Gcmeinde or commune, 
of a borough or a village community, one perhaps owning 
a considerable estate in folkland or ager publicus, that the 
stranger should be adnlltted to membership of the community 
only on such terms as the community itself may think good. 
In a sovereign community the power thus to bind and loose 
can be relaxed only by its own will and pleasure; in a 
community which forms part of a greater sovereign whole, 
it may of course be modified or taken away by an act of the 
supreme Legislature. In the old days of the Swiss Con
federation, the days of the Staatenlntnd, when there was no 
common Federal Legislature or Executive, when no part of 
the internal sovereignty of the Cantons had been given over 
to any central power, the citizen of one Canton who settled 
in another Canton must .have been as strictly a ,.,.&0 .. 00 as 
a Corinthian who settled at Athens. He had no voice either 
in the cantonal or the communal affairs of the place in 
which he lived, any mOre than if he had settled in a spot 
beyond the bounds of the .Confederation. The existing 
Federal Constitution gives every Swiss citizen equal Federal 
and Cantonal rights, in whatever part of the Confederation 
he may settle. But communal matters are left to the 
legislation of the Can'ton or of the commune itself; all that 
the Federal Constitution provides is that the ,.,.&0 •• 00 shall 
not be, as he was at Athens, subject to any special ,.,.£TO' .. OU, 

any special tax laid on the ,.,.iro •• os and in which the citizen 
bears no share. The laws of different Cantons, the customs 
of different communes, may of course differ on these points; 
some communes are more chary of granting or selling their 
franchise than others; but everywhere the N-i.etkrgeltuSme 
is still, in communal matters, a ,.,.iro •• oo; the mere fo.ct of 
residence and contribution to the local taxes no more gives 
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him the full communal franchise than it makes him a 
freeman of an English borough. The two higher franchises, 
those of the Confederation and the Canton, he enjoys as 
fully as any native; to the lower franchise of the CQmmune 
he can be admitted only by special grant or by the effect 
of some special enactment. 

In the like sort, as long as the old Confederation lasted, 
some other features of old Greek and Italian political life 
were still to be seen in all their fulness. If there still are ,..T..... in Switzerland, down to 1798 there were ",<pi.," ••. 

Of course we may see a relation equivalent to the perioi/.,u; 
relation whenever any state, be it Venice or England, holds 
dependencies whose inhabitants have no voice in the general 
government, especially if they have no means of obtaining 
that voice, even by taking up their abode in the ruling 
country (35). But distance makes a great difference both 
in the appearance and in the reality of things. We may 
question the right by which Venice bore rule over Cyprus, 
or that by which England bears rule over India. But, 
granting that such rule exists, it is not to be expected that 
the inhabitants of Cyprus or of India should have a voice in 
the affairs of Venice or of England. The full nature of the 
perioikic relation does not come out except in a state of 
things where the name can be applied geographically as well 
as politically, in those cases where the subjects really dwell 
round about or near the home of their rulers. The dominions 
of Venice on the mainland of Italy present an approach to 
the old perioiJ.,u; relation. Still the island city always 
remained isolated from the Continent; Venice never became 
part of continental Venetia in the same sense in which 
Florence was part of Tuscany or Bern part of the Lesser' 
Burgundy. It is in medireval Italy, in Switzerland down to 
1798, and, to some extent, also among the free cities of 
Germany, that we see the perioi/.,u; relation, just as it stood 
between Sparta and the other Laconisn towns. As Sparta 
ruled over Amyklai and Epidauros Lim@ra, so Florence ruled 
over Pisa and Bern ruled over Lausanne. Nay more, a very 
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few years back, down to the last changes in Germany, the 
cities of Lubeck and Hamburg held the small district of 
Vierlande in CO'7Idominium (36). They held it in partner
ship as a joint possession, the government of which might be 
exercised conjointly or alternately as the ruling powers may 
think fit. In the like sort, in the old state of things in 
S"itzerland, various districts were held, not only by this or 
that Canton singly, but by two or more Cantons,or by all 
the Cantons of the Confederation, in the same joint owner
ship. And mark again that, in all these cases, the internal 
constitution of the ruling State made no difference. As 
Athens had her subjects-though not strictly her "'Epfo.KOIo

no less than Sparta, so democratic Uri had her own subjects, 
and her share in the common subjects of the Confederation, 
no less than aristocratic Bern. In all this we have a lively 
image of the state of things in old Greece, except that I do 
not remember that the cmulmninium, the joint sovereignty 
or rather the joint ownership, has its parallel there. This 
fact is to be taken in connexion with a fact to which Mr. 
Grote has called attention, that the acquisition of dominion 
by purchase, so common in mediaaval history, is rare in the 
history of Greece (37). I couceive the cause of the difference 
to be that in old Greece and Italy the ideas of property and 
government had not got mixed together in the way in which· 
they were mixed together in mediaaval times. The Roman 
People might make itself the landowner of the soil of a 
conquered commonwealth; it might add the folkland of the 
conquered to i~ own falkland, or it might part it out as 
bookland among its own citizens; but the right of govern
ment remained a distinct thing from the right of property. 
It remained something which could not be, as in mediaaval 
times, granted, sold, or enfeoffed, along with the land But 
we have seen how in mediaaval times, as the feudal idea took 
root and grew, the right of government came to be looked on 
as a property, while the possession of landed property came 
to be looked on as carrying with it a kind of right of 
government. When government was thus looked on as a 
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possession, there seemed no reason why a rich commonwealth 
might not buy the sovereign rights and powers of a spend
thrift; prince, just as it might buy his landed estate or his 
manorial privileges. In this way, Bern and other cities 
largely bought out the neighbouring territorial nobility, 
besides oft;en conquering them in warfu.re. The new corporate 
lord, the Commonwealth, stepped into the place of the old 
personal lord; it was clothed with all his authority, and it 
commonly contrived tha.t the authority which thus passed to 
it should grow, rather than lessen, in its hands. So, when 
the same notion of property in sovereignty was fully estab
lished, there was no reason why two or more commonwealths 
might not hold the sovereignty of a town or district in 
partnership, just as two or more personal owners might hold 
a field or a house in partnership. In this way the purchase 
of territory, and with it of sovereignty, and the holding of 
sovereignty in partnership, if not absolutely nnknown in the 
elder state of things, became at least far more fa.miliar and 
important in the later. And, through the greater complica
tion of medireval jurisprudence---a complication which for 
the most part grew out of this same confusion of the ideas of 
property and sovereignty-there arose an endless variety of 
relations between princes, towns, independent and subject 
districts, to which there is no parallel in the simpler state of 
things in Greece and Italy (38). Still, as oft;en as there 
arose a system of separate towns and districts, independent 
of, or but slightly controlled by, the central power of the 
Emperor, we find in medireval Europe a lively image of the 
relations between a Greek or Italian city and its Greek or 
Italian subjects, an image of the relation of Sparta to her 
Laconian To.pl."., or of Rome to her Italian allies (39). And 
in Switzerland and the neighbouring lands this system went 
on in all its fulness till the French invasion came to sweep 
away the old state of things, to sweep away its worst evils 
for ever, its good points only for a moment. The League 
itself, its several Cantons, the allied cities and confederations, 
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all had their subjects, their Unte'J'thanen, in Greek phrase 
their ",.pl •• K... It was not only aristocratic Bern or Basel 
that thus ruled, sometimes over men of their own blood and 
language, in all cases over men who were not savages or 
heathens, but sharers in the common faith and civilization of 
Europe. If the Bear held a firm grasp on the lands from 
the Aargau to the Leman Lake, if for a moment he held
and Europe may now sigh that he did not keep--the shore 
which so proudly fronts Lausanne and Chillon (40), the bull 
of Uri had planted his foot no less firmly on the Levantine 
valley. So too the confederate village communities of the 
Upper Wallis lorded it over their Welsh neighbours lower 
down the river, and the Three Leagues of Rretia bore a rule 
perhaps sterner than all over the Italian valley to the south 
of them. The Valtelina alone has failed to rise from bondage 
to the highest freedom of all; yet incorporation with con
stitutional Italy, nay, even subjection to France and Austria, 
was a good exchange for the rule of its former masters. In 
all these lands, whether well or ill governed in detail, the 
principle of government was the same. The internal state 
of the subject district might range from something very like 
bondage to a large amount of local self-government; but all 
alike were ",.pl.,"." in so far as the sovereiguty was neither 
vested in the community itself nor in a prince whom it could 
claim as its own. In all alike, the sovereign was a common
wealth beyond their borders, a corporate lord, who, whether 
he ruled well or ill, ruled iD. his own interest and not in the 
interest of his subjects. Such a rule is not necessarily 
oppressive, though' there is every temptation to make it so. 
But it is in any case irksome and degrading; it is the story 
of Rome over again; the rule of a single despot, where there 
is at least the chance of the personal virtues of a well
disposed despot, is better than the systematically selfish rule 
of an alien commonwealth. The rule of a single man, of a 
man so exalted as to seem like a being of another order, is 
less irksome than the rule of a body of men who seem to be 
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in no way privileged above their subjects. And in one 
respect the experience of earlier and later days has been 
reversed. Democratic Athens was at least a hetter ruler of 
dependencies than oligarchic Sparta (41). Bnt the common 
bailiwicks of Switzerland were a.lways better off when the 
bailiff, the Vogt, the harmost, who was sent to rule them 
came from aristocratic Bern or ZUrich than when he came 
from democratic Uri or Unterwa.lden. A patrician of Bern 
was at least a man who knew men and things; he was one 
of a class who were taught the art of ruling from their birth. 
The peasant harmost from a democratic Canton had too 
often bought his office of his countrymen, and had to repay 
and enrich himself at the cost of his temporary subjects. In 
the Greek case we must remember that Athens wisely sent 
no harmosts at all to her dependent allies, and the little 
evidence that we have tends to show that the forei!(ll 
administration of Sparta was harsher than that of other 
Dorian and aristocratic cities (42). But everywhere we learn 
the same lesson, the inconsistency of commonwealths which 
boast themselves of their own freedom and exalt themselves 
at the cost of the freedom of others. 

I have thus gone through my subject as fully, I trust, 
as the natnre and limits of the course prescribed to me 
would allow. But that is of course very imperfectly. In 
a course of lectures like this no subject can be dealt with 
exhaustively; no subject can be set forth in all its bearings ; 
nothing can be traced in detail from its beginning to its 
end. The object of the lecturer is rather to awaken curiosity 
than to gratify it, rather to show what is to be learned than 
to attempt to teach it in all its fulness. All that he can 
hope to do is to choose a few of the many aspects of his. 
subject, and to take care that his treatment of them, though 
necessarily imperfect, shall be accurate as far as it goes. 
Thus much I trust that I have done; to some I may have 
suggested a new line of thought; to others I may have 
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suggested new illustrations of a line of thought on which 
they had already entered. It will be enough if I can, by 
this present line of argument, bring home to any mind the 
great truth which it has been the chief business of all that 
I say or write to set forth by various arguments, the truth 
that history is one, and that every part of it has a bearing 
on every other part. No one, I think, who has followed me 
will deem that the institutions of ancient Greece and Italy 
are at all lowered from their place of dignity, by being 
shown to be the same in their origin, the same in many 
of their details, as the institutions of our own forefathers. 
We shall not think the less highly of the studies which 
form the groundwork of all aur studies, if we give them 
their due place and no more, if we treat them as only 
branches of one great study, records of one great heritage 
in which England and Germany have their share alongside 
of Rome and Athens. I do not shut out the other branches 
of the common family, those who came before us, those 
whose destiny it may be to come after us, those whom, 
after so long a sepamtion, we have again met in the far
off Eastern world I do not shut my eyes to the strong 
likelihood that much that is common to the various branches 
of the Aryan family comes from sources common to the 
Aryans along with other divisions of mankind. But I 
leave researches of this kind to inquirers of wider ken 
than my own. It is enough for me to keep myself on 
ground on which 1 can be sure of my footing, and to trace 
out, at least in the form of a rough, though I would hope 
a suggestive, sketch, the main points of political instruction 
to be gathered from the history of the three branches of 
the common stock which have, each in its tum, held the 
foremost place among civilized men. It is enough if I 
have led any to look on the earlier forms of the institutions 
'of our own people, on the kindred forms of the common 
institutions of their kindred races, not as something which 
is utterly passed and gone, not as something which is cut 
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off from us by an impassable barrier of time and place, but 
as something which is still living, something in which 
we ourselves share, something of which we still reap the 
fruit, as a heritage which has descended to us from un
recorded times, as the still abiding work of the fathers and 
elder brethIen of our common blood. 
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THE UNI1'Y OF HISTORY 

THE revival of learning in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries marks, as is agreed on all hands, one of the great 
epochs in the history of the mind of man. It is easy to-I 
exaggerate the extent of the revival itself; it is easy to-I 
dwell too exclusively on the bright side of its results; but 
the undoubted fact stilI remains none the less. That age 
was an age when the spirit of man cast away trammeL. by 
which it had long been fettered; it was an age when men 
opened their eyes to light against which they had been 
closed for ages. A new world was opened; or, more truly, 
a world which men never had forgotten, but which had 
become to them a world of fable, was suddenly set before 
them in its true and living reality. The Virgil, the Aris
totle, the Alexander, of legend gave,way to the true Virgil, 
the true Aristotle, the true Alexander, called up again to 
life in their writings and in their deeds. We are indeed 
apt greatly to exaggerate the igoorance of earlier times, 
but in one point it is hardly possible to exaggerate the 
importance of the change. It must have been like the 
discovery of a new sense, like the discovery of a new world 
of being, when the treasures of genuine Greek literature 
were, for the first time, thrown open to the gaze of Western 
Christendom. The twelfth century had its classical revival 

. as well as the fifteenth; but the classiCal revival of the 
,twelfth century hardly ever went beyond a more accurate 
knowledge, a more happy imitation, of the elder specimens 
of that Latin tongoe which was stilI the tongoe of religion, 
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government, and learning. To William of Malmesbury and 
John of Salisbury the voice of Homer was dumb, and the 
voice of Aristotle spoke only at third-hand with a Spanish 
Saracen to his dragoman. Such knowledge of Greek as 
fell to the lot of Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon was 
looked on as a prodigy; and, whatever was its amount, it 
certainly did not extend to any familiar knowledge of the 
masterpieces of Hellenic poetry, history, or oratory (I). 
That revival of learning which brought the men of our 
Northern world face to face with the camp before Ilios 
and with the Agore of Athens was indeed a revolution 
which amounted to hardly less than a second birth of the 
human mind. 

Yet the revival of learning, rich and manifold as have 
been its fruits, had its dark side. I speak not of its 
immediate results, political and ecclesiastical, in its native 
land of Italy. Better indeed by far was the honest 
barbarism of the darkest age than the guilty splendours of 
Lorenzo and of Leo, where all the blaze of art and poetry 
and learning strive in vain to gloss over the overthrow 
of freedom and the foul abuse of sacred things. I speak 
rather of the effects of the classical revival of those days 
directly on the pursuit of learning, on those studies of 
Greek and Roman literature and art which became the 
all in all of the intellect of the age. It at once opened 
and narrowed the field of human study. It led men to 
centre their whole powers on an exclusive attention to 
writings contained in two languages, and for the most part 
in certain arbitrarily chosen periods of those two languages. 
In its first stage it devoted itself too exclusively to the 
mere lite.rature of those two languages, as opposed to the 
solid lessons of their political history. But, in all its forms 
and stages, it fostered the idea that the languages, the 
arts, the history, of Greece and Rome, at certain stages 
of their being, were the only forms of language, art, and 
history which deserved the study of cultivated men. It 
led to the belief, not perhaps fully put forth in words, but 

- 0 
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none the less practically acted on, that those two languages, 
and all that belonged to them, had some special privilege 
above all others-that the studies which were honoured by 
the ambiguous name of 'c1assical' were fenced off from all 
others by some mysterious harrier-that they formed a 
sacred precinct which the initiated alone might enter, and 
from which the profane were to be jealously shut out. 
Such a state of feeling, a feeling which has even now far 
from died out, could not fail to lead to mere contempt, 
and thereby to mere iguorance, of everything beyond the 
sacred pale. And, what is more, it hindered any knowledge 
of the true nature of those things which were allowed a 
place within the sacred pale. It led to a cutting off of 
so-called 'c1assical' studies from all ordinary human pursuits 
and human interests. And of this cutting off we still f~el 
the evil effects. Men persuaded themselves, not only that 
'classical' models in literature and art were amongst the 
noblest and most precious works of human genius, but 
that they were the only possible standards of excellence. 
Whatever did not conform to their pattern was worthless 
and barbarous; the exclusive votaries of classical art and 
literature deemed that they were branding it with the 
heaviest reproach when they called it Gothic. They thus 
cut themselves off from long and stirring volumes of the 
world's history; they cut themselves off from forms of art 
and language no less worthy of their homage than those 
which they deemed alone worthy to receive it. They learned 
to look with scorn on th~ works of men of their own land, 
their own blood, and· their own faith. They stifled art and 
literature by arbitrary rules drawn from models, perfect 
indeed in their own time' and place, but which were utterly 
inappropriate when creeds and tongues and feelings had 
altogether changed. Let anyone who would thoroughly 
take in how low the taste of Englishmen had fallen under 
the dominion of the exclusive classical fashion tum to those 
passages in the' Spectator' where Addison chances to speak 
of the history, the manners, the art, the religious belief, 
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of Englishmen in earlier days. Then let him turn, and 
see how even then nature asserted her rights against the 
deadening yoke of fashion, in those passages in which the 
same man called on rna astonished age to acknowledge an 
outpouring of the true Homeric spirit in the English lay 
of Chevy Chase (2). 

But, more than all this, the exclusive study of • classical' 
models hindered men from gaining any living knowledge of 
the classical models themselves. It has been wittily said 
that they believed that all • the ancients' lived at the same 
time. Certain it is that the habit of constantly classing 
together Greece and Rome-that is, Greece and Rome during 
a few arbitrarily chosen centuries of their history-in opposi
tion to all other times and places led to an utter forgetful
ness of the wide gap by which Greece and Rome were parted 
asunder. Men forgot the difference between the Ionian 
singer and the Augustan laureate; they held up Homer and 
Virgil as poets of the same class, whose merits and defects 
could be profitably compared together. They would have 
. been amazed indeed to be told that the true parallel for the 
tale of the wrath of Achilleus was to be looked for in the 
Lay of the Nibelungs or in the stirring battle-songs of 
s.,ulcourt and Maldon. They would have deemed it a 
degradation to entertain the thought that the vulgar tongues 
of England and Germany were kindred tongues, of equal 
birth and claiming equal honour, with the sacred languages 
of Latium and Attica. They would have deemed it, not 
so much a degradation as an utterance of open madness, 
had they heard that those sacred languages were but dialects 
of one common mother-speech, that its elder offspring was 
to be looked for in the tongues of lands which the Macedonian 
conqueror had barely grazed, and, more wondrous still to 
tell, in the fast-vanishing speech of a few men of strange 
tongue by the Eastern shore of the Baltic Sea (3). 

On us a new light has come. I do not for a moment 
hesitste to say that the discovery of the Comparative method 
in philology, in mythology-let me add in politics and 
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history and the whole range of human thought-marks a 
stage in the progress of the human mind at least as great 
and memorable as the revival of Greek and Latin learning. 
The great contribution of the nineteenth century to the 
advance of human knowledge may boldly take its stand 
alongside of the great contribution of the fifteenth. Like 
the revival of learning, it has opened to its votaries a new 

. world, and that not an isolated world, a world shut up 
within itself; but a world in which times and tongues and 
nations which before seemed parted poles ""under, now find 
each one ita own place, its own relation to every other, as 
members of one common primreval hrotherhood. And not 
the least of its services is that it has put the languages and 
the history of the so-called • classical' world into their true 
position in the general history of the world. By making 
them no longer the objects of an exclusive idolatry, it has 
made them the objects of a worthier, because a more 
reasonable, worship. It has broken down the middle wall 
of partition between kindred races and kindred studies; it 
has swept away barriers which fenced off certain times and 
languages as • dead' and • ancient;' it has taught us that 
there is no such thing as • dead' and • living' languages, as 
• ancient' and • modern' history; it has taught us that the 
study of language is one study, that the study of history is 
one study; it has taught us that no languages are more 
truly living than those which an arbitrary barrier fences off 
as dead; it has taught US .that no parts of history are more 
truly modern-if by modern we mean full of living interest 
and teaching for our own times-than those which the 
delusive name of • ancient' would seem to brand as some
thing which has wholly passed away, something which, for 
any practical use in these later times, may safely be 
forgotten. 

My position then is that, in all our studies of history and 
language-and the study of language, besides all that it is 
in other ways, is one most important branch of the study of 
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history-we must cast away all distinctions of 'ancient' and 
• modern,' of 'dead' and 'living,' and must boldly grapple 
with the great fact of the unity of history. As man is the 
same in all ages, the history of man is one in all ages. The 
scientific student of language, the student of primitive 
culture, will refuse any limits to their pursuits which cut 
them off from any portion of the earth's surface, from any 
moment of man's history since he first walked upon it. In 
their eyes the languages and the customs of Greece and 
Rome have no special privilege above the languages and the 
customs of other nations. They do but take their place 
among their fellows, as illustmtions of the universal laws 
which bear rule over human nature and human speech. 
But let us come to history more strictly so called, to the 
history of man as a political being, to the history of our 
own quarter of the globe and our own family of nations. 
The history of the Aryan nations of Europe, their languages, 
their institutions, their dealings with one another, all form 
one long series of cause and effect, no part of which can be 
rightly understood if it be dealt with as something wholly 
cut off from, and alien to, any other part. There is really 
nothing in certain arbitmrily chosen centuries of the history 
of Greece and Italy which ought to cut them off, either for 
reverence or for contempt, from any other portion of the 
history of the kindred nations. There is nothing to make 
the so-called 'ancient' history a sepamte study from the 
history of so-called ' modern' times. 'Ancient' history calls 
for no special powers for its mastery; it calls for no special 
method for its study. The powers which are needed for 
the mastery of ancient history are the same as those that 
are needed for the mastery of modern history. The method, 
the line of thought, the habits of research and criticism, 
which are needed for the one are equally needed for the 
other.'Knowledge is, in both cases, gained by the exercise 
of the same faculties, and by the use of the same process 
in their exercise. So too it is with langUage. There is not, 
as the world in general seems to think, anything special or 
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mysterious about the Greek and Latin tongues, or about 
those particular stages of those tongues which are picked 
out to receive the name of classical The accurate knowledge 
of one language can be gained only by the same means as 
the accurate knowledge of another. It does not need two 

. sets of faculties, but one and the same set, to enable us to 
master the inflexions of the tongue of Homer and the 
kindred inflexions of the kindred tongue of Ulfilas. 

No language, no period of history, can be understood in 
its fulness, none can be clothed with its highest interest and 
its highest profit, if it be looked at wholly in itself, without 
reference to its bearing on those other languages, those other 
periods of history, which join with it to make up the great 
whole of human, or at least of Aryan and European, being. 
The tie which binds together the Greek. and the Latin 
languages is doubtless closer than that which binds either 
of them to any other member of the great family. But 
the tie is simply closer in degree; it is in no way different 
in kind. We are at last learning that our scientific know· 
ledge of the speech of Greece is imperfect unless we add tt> 
it a scientific knowledge of the speech of England, and that 
our knowledge of tbe speech of England is imperfect unless 
we add to it a scientific knowledge of the speech of Greece. 
We are learning that Greek and Roman history do not stand 
alone, bound together by some special tie, but isolated from 
the rest of the history of the world, even from the history of 
the kindred nations. We are learning that European history, 
from its first glimmerings to our own day, is one unbroken 
drama, no part of which can be rightly understood without 
reference to the other parts which come before and after it. 
Weare learning that of this great drama Rome is the 
centre, the point to which all roads lead, and from which 
all roads lead no less. It is the vast lake in which all the 
streams of earlier history lose themselves, and from which 
all the streams of later history How forth again. The world 
of independent Greece stands on one side of it; the world 
of modem Europe stands on the other. But the history 
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alike of the great centre and of its satellites on either side 
can never be fully grasped, except from a point of view wide 
enough to take in the whole group, and to mark the relations 
of each of its members to the centre and to one another. 
AIl it is with the language, so it is with the history. Our 
knowledge of the history of Greece is imperlect without a 
knowledge of the kindred history of England, and our 
knowledge of the history of England is imperfect without a 
knowledge of the kindred history of Greece. Rome is the 
centre; Rome is the Common link which binds all together; 
and yet, while learning this, while learning more truly and 
fully the place and dignity of Rome, we are learning too to 
cast away the superstition which once looked on her language 
as the one guide and key to all other languages and to all 
human knowledge. We have learned that all members of 
the great family are alike kinsfolk, entitled to stand side by 
side on equal terms. We have learned that Angul and his 
brother Dan (4) may march boldly and claim of right to 
speak face to face with their cousin Hellen, and have no 
need to be smuggled in by some back-way through the 
favour of their other cousin Latinus. 

I here stop to answer one possible objection. Is it, I may 
be asked, needful for the student of history or of language to 
be master of all history and of all language? Must he be 
equally mmiliar with the tongue, 'the literature, the political 
constitutions, the civil and military events, of all times and 
places? Such an amount of knowledge, it may well be 
argued, can never fall to the lot of man. And some may go 
on to infer that any doctrine which may even seem to lead 
to such a result must be in itself fruitless. Now to be 
equally mmiliar with all history and all language is of course 
utterly beyond human power. But it is none the less true 
that the student of history or of language---and he who is a 
student of either must be in no small degree a &tudent of 
the other-must take in all history and all language within 
his range. The degrees of his knowledge of various languages, 
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of various branches of history, will vary infinitely. Of some 
branches he must know everything, but of every branch he 
must know something. Each student will have his own 
special range, the times and places which he chooses for 
his special and minute study. Of these he will know 
everything; he will master every detail of their history 
in the minutest way from the original authorities. The 
choice of such ages and countries for special study will of 
course depend upon each man's taste and opportunities; one 
may choose an earlier, another a later time; one may choose 
the East, another the West; one may choose a heathen, 
another a Christian period; but all are fellow-workers, if 
only they all remember that, beyond the something of which 
they must needs know everything lies the everything of 
which they need only know something. No man can study 
the history of all ages and countries in original authorities. 
To the man who is most deeply versed in historic lore there 
must still be many periods of which his knowledge is vague, 
imperfect, and gained at second-hand. When a subject is so 
vast, it cannot be otherwise. Some branches must in every 
case be primary and some secondary; which are primary 
and which are secondary will of course differ in the case of 
each particular student. It is enough if each man, while 
thoroughly mastering the branches of his own choice, knows 
at least enough of the other branches to have a clear and 
abiding conception of their relation to his own special 
branches and to one another. And the thorough knowledge 
of one period, the habit of minute research and criticism 
among contemporary authorities, undoubtedly gives a man 
a power which leads him better to see his way through the 
periods which he has to take at second-hand, and to feel by 
a kind of instinct where second-hand writers may be freely 
followed and where they must be used with caution. .A 
man who is tho~?ughly master of the periods which to him 
are prim!,ry will t;eadily grasp the leading outlines aud the 
true relations of the periods which to him are secondary. 
The one point is thil,t of no period of history worthy of the 
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name, of no part of the record of man's political being, can 
he afford to know nothing. I have said that a knowledge 
of the history of Greece is imperfect without a knowledge 
of the history of England, and that a knowledge of the 
history of England is imperfect without a knowledge of the 
history of Greece. But I do not say that the knowledge 
need be in each case the same in amount, or even the same 
in kind. With many men one must be primary and the 
other secondary; one will be a study to be mastered in its 
minutest detail, while the other will be something of which 
it is enough to know the main outlines and to grasp the 
true relations of each period to the others. And as it is 
with history, so it is with language. The philologer will 
have certain languages of which he is thoroughly master, 
with whose literature he is familiar, and in which his tact 
can distinguish the nicest peculiarities of dialects and periods 
and particular writers. Of other tongues he will have no 
such minute knowledge; he may be unable to compose a 
sentence in them, perhaps even to construe a sentence in 
them; yet he may have a very real and practical knowledge 
of them for his own purpose. That purpose is gained if he 
thoroughly grasps their relations to other languages, the 
main peculiarities which distinguish them, and the position 
which they hold in the general history of human speech. 

Looking then at the history of man, at all events at the 
history of Aryan man in Europe, as one unbroken whole; no 
part of which can be safely looked at without reference to 
other parts, we shall soon'see that those branches of history 
which are too often set aside ... something distinct and 
isolated from all others do not lose but gain in dignity and 
importance, by being set free from an unnatural bondage, 
by being brought into their natural relation to other 
branches of the one great study of which they form a part. 
Let us look at the history of the Greek people a.nd the 
Greek tongue. Some men speak as if that history came to 
an end on the field of ChairOneia, while others will gra-
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ciouslyallow that the life of Greece lingered on to be burned 
up for ever among the flames of Corinth. Some speak as if 
the whole life of the Greek tongue was shut up within those 
few centuries which, by an arbitrary distinction, we choose 
to speak of as 'classical' Some indeed draw the line very 
narrowly indeed. There was one Greek historian before 
whose eyes the history of the world was laid open as it 
never was to any other man before or after. There was one 
man who, in the compass of a single life, had been as it 
were a dweller in two worlds, in two wholly different stages 
of man's being. To the experience of Polybios the old life 
of independent Greece, the border warfare and the internal 
politics of her commonwealths, had been the mmiliar scenes 
of his earlier days. His childhood had been brought up 
among the traditions of the Achaian League, among men 
who were fellow-workers with Markos and Aratos. His 
birth would almost fall in days when Megalopolis stood, 
under the rule of Lydiadas, as an independent unit in the 
independent world of Hellas. The son of Lykortas, the 
pupil of Philopoimen, may have sat as a child on the knees 
of the deliverer of Sikyon and Corinth. He could remember 
the times when the tale of the self-devotion of their illus
trious tyrant must have still sounded like a trumpet in the 
ears of the men of the Great City (5). He had himself 
borne to the grave the urn of the last hero of his native 
land, cut off, as Anaxandros· or Archidamos might have 
been, in border warmre with the rebels of Messene (6). He 
could remember times when Macedonia, perhaps even when 
Carthage, was still an independent and mighty power, able 
to grapple on equal terms with the advancing, but as yet 
not overwhelming, power of Rome. He lived to see all 
swept away. He lived to see Africa, Macedonia, and Greece 
itself, either incorporated"'witlj the Roman dominion or 
mocked with a shadow of freedom which left them abject 
dependents on the will of the conquering people. He saw 
the dominion of the descendants of Seleukos, the truest 
heirs of Alexander's conquests, shrink up from the vast 
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empire of Western Asia into the local sovereignty of a 
Syrian kingdom. He saw Pergamos rise to its momentary 
greatness and Egypt begin the first steps of its downward 
course. He saw the gem of Asiatic history, the wise Con
federation of Lykia, rise into being after the model of the 
State in which his own youth had been spent. He lived 
to stsnd by the younger Scipio beside the flames of Carthage, 
and, if he saw not the rnin of Corinth with his own eyes, 
he lived to legislate for the helpless Roman dependency 
into which the free Hellenic League of his youth had 
changed (7). The man who sawall this saw changes 
greater than the men who lived in the days of Theodoric 
and Justinian, or the men who lived in the days of the 
elder Buonaparte. And yet there are scholars, men devoted 
to 'ancient' and 'classical' learning, who have been known 
to cast away from them the writings of the man who saw 
all this, because forsooth they were • bad Greek,' because 
they did not conform in every jot and tittle to the stsndard 
of some arbitrarily chosen point in the history of a language 
which has lived a life of well nigh three thousand years. 
As if the form were more precious than the substance; os 
if the changes in a language were not the most instructive 
part of the history of that langnage; as if it were not as 
unreasonable to call the Greek of Polybios 'bad Greek' 
because it is not the Greek of Thucydides as it would be 
to call the Greek of Thucydides 'bad Greek' because it is 
not the Greek of Homer. But let us rise above trammels 
such as these; let us take a wider and a worthier view of 
the long history of the most illustrious form of human 
speech. Let us remember that the despised Greek of Poly
bios gives us an instsnce of a law which has gone on from 
his day to ours. Thucydides, Xenophan, D~mosthen@s, 
wrote and hamngned in the dialect which came most 
naturally to their lips, in the dialect of their daily life. 
The History of Polybios is as little written in the dialect 
which came most natumlly to his lips as is the History of 
Trikoupes. The langnage of an Arkadian inscription is 
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something wholly different from the language of the con· 
temporary History (8). That is to say, the dialect of Athens 
had already made that complete conquest of Hellenic prose 
literature which it has kept ever since. The classical purist 
may smile when I apply the name of Attic to the long 
succession of writers of Macedonian, Roman, and Byzantine 
date. But so it is; the style and spirit may change; the 
vocabulary may be corrupted by strange and barbarous 
intruders; but the mere forms of words still remain Attic. 
The latest Byzantine writer really differs less from XenophOn 
than XenophOn differs from Herodotus. Even the language 
of a modem Greek newspaper, in its vain attempts to call 
back a form of speech which has passed away, is Attic to 
the best of its ability. Its aim is to reproduce the Greek 
of Plato and XenophOn, not the Greek of Herodotus or of 
Pindar. What higher tribute can be paid to the great 
writers of the short sunshine of Athenian glory, than that 
the dialect of their one city should for two thousand years 
have thus set the standard of Greek prose writing, that it 
should thus keep up one ideal of Hellenic purity among the 
many and shifting forms of speech which were the native 
dialects of the men who used it 1 But the full extent, the 
full worth, of such a tribute can never be fully understood 
by those who cast away with contempt whatever does not 
fully come up to an ideal whose full perfection of course was 
unattainable except in its native time and place. The man 
who would fully take in the influence of the Greek tongue 
and the Greek mind on the history of the world must look 
far beyond the narrow range of time .and place within which 
classical purism would confine him. Let him see how, in 
the earliest days of Greek 'colonization, the tongue and the 
arts of Greece found themselves a home on every coast from 
the isle of Cyprus to the peninsula of Spain. Let him look 
on the greater isle of Sicily, twice the battle-field between 
the East and the West, between Africa and Europe, between 
the Semitic and the Aryan man (9). Let him see the native 
tribes gradually absorbed by kindred conquerors and neigh. 
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bours, till the <jistinction between Sikel and Sikeliot died 
away, till the whole island was gathered into the Hellenic 
fold, a land whose Hellenic life fu.iled not under tbe rule of 
Carthaginian, Roman, Saracen, and Nonnan, and where the 
tongue in which the victories of Hieron had heen stmg to 
the lyre of Pindar lived on to record the glories of the house 
of Hauteville on the walls of the Saracenic churches of 
Palenno (10). Look again at the Phokaian settlement in 
Gaul; see how, among a race far more alien than the 
kindred Sikel, the arts and letters of Greece held their place 
for ages, and how some glimmerings from the Massalian 
hearth may even have reached, not indeed to our own fore
fathers, but to our predecessors in our own island. See the 
long history of the Massalian commonwealth itself; how the 
spirit of the men who sailed away from the Persian yoke 
lived on in their kinsfolk who withstood the might of Cressr, 
and sprang again to life in later times to withstand the 
sterner might of Charles of Anjou (II). From the western 
extremity of Greek colonization let us look to the eastern; 
let us turn oUr eyes from the northern shore of the Mediter
rauean to the northern shore of the Inhospitable Sea. The 
Greek kingdom of Bosporos and the Greek commonwealth 
of Cherson have passed so utterly out of memory that we 
may doubt whether, when, eighteen years back, those lands 
were in every mouth, there was one among the warriors and 
tourists and writers of a day who knew that, in compassing 
the fortress of Sebastopol, he was treading on the ruins of 
the last of the Greek republics. Yet it is something to 
remember that, ages after Athens and Sparta and Thebes. 
had been swallowed up in the dominion of Rome, ages after 
their citizens had exchanged the name of Hell~nes for the 
name of Romans, the fire once lighted at the prytaneion of 
Megara still burned on, that one single commonwealth still 
lived, Greek in blood and speech and feeling, the ally but 
not the subject of the lords of the Old and the New Rome 
(12). Thus tar we have seen the free Greek settle on 
distant shores, and carry with him the freedom of his own 
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land. But we must look also to other times and lands, when 
the Greek tongue and Greek arts were scattered through 
the world, but without carrying Greek freedom with them. 
Yet it was something that, before Greece yielded to her 
Macedonian master, he had himself to become a Greek, to 
be adopted into the great religious brotherhood of Greece, 
and to be chosen, with at least the outward assent of her 
commonwealths, to be their common leader against the 
Barbarian (13). The arms which overthrew her old political 
freedom carried her tongue and her culture through the 
kingdOIns of the East. The centres of Grecian intellectual 
life moved from the banks of the Dissos and the Eurotas to 
the banks of the Orontes and the Nile. Even the barbarous 
Galli, the descendant of the invaders of her Delphic temple, 
was brought in his new home within her magic range, and 
his Asiatic land deserved to be spoken of as the Gaulish 
Greece (14). Thus that artificial Greek nation arose, some
times Greek in birth, always Greek in speech and culture, 
which so long divided the dominion of the world, and which, 
after ages of bondage, has again sprung to life in our own 
day. It is something too to see how truly Greece led captive, 
not only her Macedonian but her Roman conqueror; to 
remember how the first Roman historians recorded Roman 
legends in the Greek tongue, and how well nigh every 
Roman poet went to Greece as the fount of his inspiration. 
But our view will not stop with the Augustan or with the 
Flavian age. If we would see how truly Greece conquere.;! 
Rome, we must see the two Imperial saints of heathendom, 
Marcus in his camp by the Danube and Julian in his 
camp by the Rhine, choosing the tongue of Greece, and not 
of Rome, to receive the witness of the time when the prayer 
of the wise man was answered, and when philosophers held 
the dominion of the world. But from them we must tum 
away to the records of the Faith which the one persecuted 
and the other cast aside. Those conquests which made the 
Greek tongue the literary tongue of civilized Asia caused 
that it should be in the Greek tongue that the oracles of 
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Christianity should be given to the world, and that Greek 
should be the speech of the earliest and most eloquent 
preachers of the Faith. The traditions of Greece and Rome, 
the conquests of Macedonian warriors and of Christian 
Apostles, all came together when the till-one and the name 
of Rome were transferred to a Greek-speaking city of the 
Eastern world, and when the once heathen colony of Megara 
was baptized into the Christian capital of Constantine. 
There went on that long dominion of the laws of Rome, but 
of the speech, the learning, and the arts of Greece, the 
dominion ofthe city which those who scorned and overthrew 
her political power none the less revered as their intellectual 
mistress. We have not gone through the history of Greece 
till we have read the legends carved in her tongue on the 
monumental stones of Ravenna, and blazing in all the glory 
of the apses of Venice and Torcello (15). We have not 
taken in how thoroughly Greece leavened the world, till we 
read how the panegyrist of the Norman Conqueror tells us 
that the spoils of England were of such richness that they 
would not have disgraced the Imperial city, and that even 
Greek eyes might have looked on them with wonder (16). 
The Empire of Greece has passed away, but her changeless 
Church remains, the Church which still speaks the tongue 
of Paul and of Chrysostom, the Church which still sends up 
her prayers in the words of the liturgies of the earliest days, 
the Church which still keeps her Creed free from the in
terpolations of later times (17), and which, alone among 
Christian Churches, can give to her people the New Testa
ment itself, and not man's interpretation of it. And now 
again the Hellen, disgnised for ages under the Roman name, 
has once more stood forth as a nation, a nation artificial 
indeed as regards actual blood, but a nation well defined by 
its Greek speech and its Greek religion. And, if regenerate 
Hellas has in some points failed, what' has been the cause 
of her failure 1 Mainly because regenerate Hellas has, in 
the zeal of her new birth, forgotten her long continuous 
being. It is, above all things, the dream of the irrecoverable 
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past, the dream' of the exclusively classic past, which has 
checked the progress of the ransomed nation. A Greece 
which could utterly forget Athens and Sparta, which could 
look on herself simply as one of the Christian races rescued, 
or to be rescued, from the bondage of the Infidel-a Greece 
which could look on herself, and which was allowed to look 
on herself, simply as the yoke-fellow of Servia and Bulgaria 

. -would be far more likely to hold up her head among 
the nations of Europe than a Greece that still dreams of 
Thermopylai and MarathOn, hard as the lesson must be 
when her strife for freedom was one in which the very soil 
of Thermopylai and MarathOn was again dyed with the 
blood of vanquished barbarians. 

Surely in such a view as this we learn how truly history is 
one; surely such a survey teaches us how the whole drama 
hangs together, how ill we can afford to look at anyone of 
its scenes as a mere isolated fragment, without referring to 
the scenes before aud after it. And surely too we pay the 
highest homage to 'ancient' days, to ' classic' days, to the 
nation which stood forth as the first teacher of the human 
mind and to the tongue which was the instrument of its 
teaching, not by shutting them up within the prison of a few 
centuries, but by tracing out their influence on the history 
of all time, by showing how close is the bearing of those 
, ancient' times upon the modern world around us, and how 
the language which we falsely speak of as ' dead ' has in truth 
never died, but still lives on, as it has ever lived through the 
revolutions of so many "ages. But we shall feel the oneness 
of history even more, if we turn from Greece and her in
fluence on mankind to the influence of the other' ancient' 
and 'classical' people, to th".long and abiding life of that 
other tongue which is even more strangely spoken of as 
'dea.:t' Let us look at Rome, not the mere 'classic' Rome 
of a generation or two of imitative poets, but the true Eternal 
City, the Rome of universal history. And in this view, it is 
again no small witness to the true oneness of history that 
much that we have already looked at as Greek we must look 
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at from another point as Roman. The influence of Greece 
on the later world, deep and lasting as it has been, has been 
largely an indirect influence, an influence of example and 
analogy. No modern nation is governed by the laws of 
Lykonrgos or the laws of Solon; no modern state can directly 
trace its political being either to Athenian democracy or to 
Macedonian kingship. But Rome still lives in the inmost 
life of every modern European state. Two abiding signs of 
her rule stand out on the very surface of the modern world, 
and need no thought, no searching into records, to' bring 
them before the eyes of every man. Three of the foremost 
nations of Europe still speak the tongue of Rome, in forms 
indeed which have parted off into independent languages, but 
which are none the less living witnesses of her abiding rule, 
as not only the conqueror but the civilizer of the Western 
lands. And among all the nations which speak her tongue, 
among many too to whom her tongue is strange, the city of 
the Cresars and the Pontiffs is still looked up to as their reli
gious metropolis, though no longer as their temporal capita\. 
Let us look at the history of Rome and of her language. 
We may say of Rome, in a truer sense even than of Greece, 
that her sound has gone out into all lands, and her words 
unto the ends of the world. In the view of universal history, 
the century 01 two of its • classic' purity seem but as a 
moment in the long annals of the Imperial tongue. We 
might indeed be tempted to wipe out altogether the days of 
her • classical' -that is, her imitative-literature, as a mere 
episode in the history of the undying speech of Rome. We 
might be tempted to say that the genuine literature of Italy 
went into a kalcibotkra when the Camerue wept ov,,", the 
tomb of N,.,vius, and that 'it came out again when the 
dominion of the stranger Muses had passed away, and when 
the inspiration of Prudentius and Ambrose was drawn from 
sources at least not more foreigu than the well of Helikon (18). 
The old Saturnian echoes which sang how it was the evil fate 
of Rome which gave her the Metel\i as her Consuls, ring out 
again in those new Saturnian rimes which sing the praises of 

p 
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Impenal Frederick and set forth the reforming policy of Earl 
Simon (19). The truly distinctive character of the Latin 
tongue was not stamped on it by its poets, not even by its 
historians and orators. The special calling of Rome, as one 
of those poets told her, was to rule the nations; not merely 
to conquer by her arms, but to govern by her abiding laws. 
Her truest and longest life is to be looked for not in the 
triumphs of her Dictators, but in the edicts of her Prretors. 
The most truly original branch of Latin literature is to be 
found in what some might perhaps deny to be part of litera
ture at all, in the immediate records of her rule, in the text
books of her great lawyers, in the Itineraries of her provinces, 
in the Notitia of her governments and offices. The true 
glory of the tatin tongue is to have become the eternal 
speech of law and dominion. It is the tongue of Rome's 
twofold sovereignty and of her twofold legislation, the tongue 
of the Church and the Empire, the tongue of the successors 
of Augustus and of the successors of Saint Peter. It has 
been, wherever King or Priest could wrsp himself in any 
shred of her Imperial or her Pontifical mantle, the chosen 
speech alike of temporal and of religious rule. In the hymn 
of the Fratres Arvales, in the < lex horrendi carminis' of the 
earliest recorded Roman formula (20), we get the beginnings 
of that long series of witnesses of her twofold rule, as alike 
the temporal and the spiritual mistress of the Western world. 
In the eyes of universal history the truest triumphs of the 
Latin tongue are to be found in lands far away from the 
seven hills, far away' even from the shores of the Italian 
peninsula. The t9ngue of Rome, the tongue of Gaius and 
Ulpian rather than the tong'lle of Virgil and Horace, has 
become the tongue of the eode and the Capitularies, the 
tongue of the false Decretals and of the true Acts of Councils, 
the tongue of Domesday and the Great Charter, the tongue 
of the Missal and the Breviary, the tongue which was for 
ages in Western eyes the very tongue of Scripture itself, 
the tongue in which all Western nations were content to 
record their laws and annals, the tongue for which all those 
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nations which came within her immediate dominion were 
content to cast away their native speech. It is this abiding 
and Imperial character of the speech of Rome, far more than 
even the greatest works of one or two short periods in its 
long life, which gives it a position in the history of the world 
which no other European tongue can share with it. But this 
its position in the history of the world can never be grasped 
except by those who look on the history of the world as 
one continuous whole. It is unintelligible to those who 
break up the unity of history by artificial barriers of' ancient' 
and • modern.' Much that in a shallow view of things passes 
for mere imitation, for mere artificial revival, was in truth 
abiding and unbroken tradition. Of all the languages of the 
earth, Latin is the last to be spoken of as dead. It was but 
yesterday the universal speech of science and learning; it is 
still the religious speech of half Western Europe; it is still 
the key to European history and law; and, if it is nowhere 
spoken in its ancient form, it still lives in the new forms into 
which it grew in the provinces which Rome civilized as well 
as conquered. It was a wise saying that the true scholar 
should know, not only whence words come, but whither they 
go (2I~ The history of the Latin language is imperfect if it 
does not take in the history of the changes by which it grew 
into the tongue of Dante and Villani, into the tongues of the 
Proven.,..! Troubadour and the Castilian Campeador, and into 
that later but once vigorous speech which gave us the rimes 
of Wace and the prose of J oinville, and which still lives in 
so many of the statutes and records and legal formulre of our 
own land. 

In truth, as the full meaning and greatness of the Roman 
history cannot be grasped without a full understanding of 
history as a whole, so the history of Rome is in itself the 
great example of the oneness of all history. The history of 
Rome is the history of the European world. It is in Rome 
that all the states of the earlier European world lose them
selves; it is out of Rome that all the states of the later 
European world take their being. The true meaning of 
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Roman history as a branch of universal history, or rather the 
absolute identity of Roman history with universal history, 
can only be fully understood by giving special attention to . 
those ages of the history of Europe which are commonly 
most neglected. Men study what they call Greek and 
Roman history; they study again the history of the modern 
kingdoms of England and France. But they end their 
Roman studies at the latest with the deposition of Augus
tulus; sometimes they do not carry them beyond Pharsalia 
and Philippi Their study of English history they begin at 
the point when England for a moment ceased to be England ;. 
their French studies they begin at some point which teaches 
them that the greatest of Germans was a Frenchman. In 
every case, they begin both at some point which leaves an 
utter gap between their' ancient' or 'classical' and their 
, modem' studies. To understand history as a whole, to 
understand how truly all European history is Roman history, 
we must see things, not only as they seem when they are 
looked at from Rome and Athens, from Paris and London, 
but as they seem when they are looked at from Constanti
nople, from Aachen, and from Ravenna. In that last-named 
wondrons city we stand as it were on the isthmus which 
joins two worlds, and there, amid Roman, Gothic, and 
Byzantine monuments, we feel, more than onany other spot 
of the earth's surface, what the history of the Roman Empire 
really was. It is in the days of the decline of the Roman 
power-those days which were in truth the days of its 
greatest conquests-that we see how truly great, how truly 
abiding, was the power of Rome. When we see how 
thoroughly the conquered Roman led captive his Teutonic 
conqueror, we see how firm ~as the work of Sulla and of 
Augustus, of Diocletian and of Constantine. We see it 
alike when Odoacer and Theodoric shrink from assuming the 
titles and ensigns of Imperial power, and when the Imperial 
crown of Rome is placed upon the head of the Frankish 
Charles. We see it in our own day as long as the cognmnen 
of a Roman family, strangely changed into the official 
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designation of Roman sovereignty, still remains the highest 
and most coveted of earthly titles. To know what Rome 
was, to feel how she looked in the eyes of other nations, it is 
not enough to read the hireling strains in which Horace 
sends the living Consul and Tribune to drink nectar among 
the Gods, or those in which Virgil and Lucan bid him take 
care on what quarter of the universe he seats himself (22). 
Let us rather see how Rome, in the days of her supposed 
decay, looked in the eyes of the men who overthrew her. 
Let us listen to the Goth Athanaric, when, overwhelmed by 
the splendours of the New Rome, he bears witness that the 
Emperor is a God upon earth, and that he who dares to 
withstand him shall have his blood on his own head (23). 
Let us listen to Ataulf in the moment of his triumph, when 
he tells how he had once dreamed of sweeping away the 

.Roman name, of putting the Goth in the place of the 
Roman, and Ataulf in the place of Augustus, but how he 
learned in later days that the world could not be governed 
save by the laws of Rome, and how the highest glory to 
which he now looked was to. use the power of the Goth in 
the defence of the Roman Commonwealth (24). And so her 
name and power lives on, witnessed in the Imperial style of 
every prince, from Winchester to Trebizond, who deemed it 
his highest glory to deck himself in some shreds of her 
purple; witnessed too, when her name passes on not only to 
her subjects, allies, and disciples, but to the destroyers of her 
power and faith; when Timour, coming forth from his 
unknown Mongolian land, sends his defiance to the Ottoman 
Bajazet and addresses him by the title of the Cresar of Rome 
(25). But it is not in mere names and titles that her 
dominion still lives. As long as the law of well-nigh every 
European nation but ourselves rests as its groundwork on 
the legislation of Servius and J ustinian-as long as the 
successor of the Leos and the Innocents, shorn .of all earthly 
power, is still looked to by millions as holding their seat by 
a more than earthly right-so long can no man say that the 
power of Rome is a thing of days which are gone by, or that 
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the history of her twofold rule is the history of a dominion 
which has wholly passed away. 

In tracing out the long history of the true middle ages, 
the ages when Roman and Teutonic elements stood as yet 
side by side, not yet mingled together into the whole which 
was to spring out of their union-in treading the spots 

. which have witnessed the deeds of Roman Cresars and 
Teutonic Kmgs-many are the scenes which we light upon 
which make us feel more strongly how truly all European 
history is one unbroken tale. There are moments when 
contending elements are brought together in a wondrous 
sort, when strangely mingled tongues and races and states 
of feeling meet as it were from distant lands and ages. I 
will choose but one such scene out of many. Let us stand 
on the Akropolis of Athens on a day in the early part of the 
eleventh century of our rera. A change has come since the 
days of Perikles and even since the days of Alaric. The 
voice of the orator is silent in the Pnyx; the voice of the 
philosopher is silent in the Academy. Atbene Promachos 
no longer guards her city with her uplifted spear, nor do 
men deem that, if the Goth should again draw nigh, her 
living form would again scare him from her walls (26). 
But- her temple is still there, as yet untouched by the 
cannon of Turk and Venetian, as yet unspoiled by the hand 
of the Scottish plunderer. It -stands as holy as ever in the 
minds of men; it is hallowed to a worship of which lktinos 
and Ka.llikraMs never 'heard; yet in some sort it keeps its 
ancient name and use: the House of the Virgin is the 
House of the Virgin stilL The old altars, the old images, 
are swept away; but altars unstained by blood have risen 
in their stead, and the .walls of the cella blaze, like Saint 
Sophia and Saint Vital, with the painted forms of Hebrew 
patriarchs, Christian martyrs, and Roman Cresa.rs. It is a 
day of triumph, not as when the walls were broken down 
to welcome a returning Olympic conqueror; not as when 
ransomed thousands pressed forth to hail the victors of 
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MarathOn, or when their servile offspring crowded to pay 
their impious homage to the descending godship of 
Demetrios (27). A conqueror comes to pay his worship 
within those ancient walls; an Emperor of the Romans 
comes to give thanks for the deliverance of his Empire in 
the Church of Saint Mary of Athens. Roman in title, 
Greek in speech-boasting of his descent from the Mace
donian Alexander and from the Parthian Arsakes, but 
sprung in truth, so men whispered, from the same Slavonic 
stock which had given the Empire Justinian and Belisarius
fresh from his victories over a people Turanian in blood, 
Slavonic in speech, and delighting to deck their Kings with 
the names of Hebrew prophets (28)-Basil the Second, the 
Slayer of the Bulgarians, the restorer of the Byzantine 
power, paying his thank-offerings to God and the Panagia 
in the old heathen temple of democratic Athens, seems as if 
he had gathered all the ages and nations of the world 
around him, to teach by the most pointed of contrasts that 
the history of no age or nation can be safely fenced off from 
the history of its fellows (29). Other scenes of the same 
class might easily be brought together, but this one, perhaps 
the most striking of all, is enough. I know of no nobler 
subject for a picture or a poem. 

We might carry out the same doctrine of the unity of 
history into many and various applications. I have as yet 
been speaking of branches of the study where its oneness 
takes the form of direct connexion, of long chains of events 
bound together in the direct relation of cause and effect. 
There are other branches of history which proclaim the 
unity of the study in a hardly less striking way, in the 
form of mere analogy. Man is in truth ever the same; even 
when the direct succession of cause and effect does not come 
in, we see that in times and places most remote from one 
another like events follow upon like causes. European 
history forms one whole in the strictest sense, but between 
European and Asiatic history the connexion is only 
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occasional and incidental. The fortunes of the Roman 
Empire had no effect on the internal revolutions of the 
Saracenic Caliphate, still less effect had they on the 
momentary dominion of the house of J enghiz or on the 
Mogul Empire in India. Yet the way in which the 
European Empire and its several kingdoms broke in pieces 
has its exact parallel in those distant Eastern monarchies . 

. After all real dominion in the West had passed away from 
the New Rome, Gothic and Frankish Kings bore themselves 
as lieutenants of the absent Emperor. It was by Imperial 
commission that Ataulf conquered Spain and that Theodoric 
conquered Italy, and Odoacer, Chlodwig, and Theodoric him
self, bore the titles of Consul and Patrician, no less than 
Boetius and BeIisarius. So in later times we see the Duke 
of the French at Paris owning a nominal homage to the 
King of the Franks at Laon, and at the same time attacking, 
despoiliog, leading about as a prisoner, the King whom he 
did ~ot dare to deprive of his royal title (30~ We see Princes 

j Aquitaine and Toulouse so far vassals of the King of 
Laon as to date their charters' by the years of his reign, but 
not caring to speak a word for or ags.inst their master in his 
struggle with their rebellious fellow-vassal. We see in 
times far nearer to our own a Roman .Emperor and King of 
Germany addressed in terms of the lowliest homage, and 
served, as by his menial servants, by princes some of them 
mightier than himself, princes' who never scrupled to draw 
the sword against a Lord of the World who, as such, held 
not a foot of the earth's surface. We see the parallels to 
this when the dominion of Jenghiz is split up into endless 
fragments which still remember the name of their lawful 
sovereign. It is brought in all its fulness before our eyes 
when the Emir Timour, scrupulously forbearing to take on 
him any higher title, thus far respects the hereditary right 
of the Grand Khan who follows him as a single soldier in 
his army (31). We see it when every Moslem prince who 
has grasped any fragment of the old Saracenic Empire 
dutifully seeks investiture from the Caliph of his own sect-
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when Bajazet the Thunderbolt stoops to receive his patent 
as Sultan from the trembling slave of the Egyptian Mame
lukes, and when Selim the Inflexible obtains from the last 
Abbasside a formal cession of the rank and style of Com
mander of the Faithful (32). We see it in events which 
have more nearly touched ourselves. We see it in the 
history of our own dealings with the land where we won 
province after province from princes who owned a formal 
allegiance to the heir of Timour. We see it in the way in 
which we ourselves have dealt with the heir of Timour him
self, first as a pampered pensioner, lord only within the walls 
of his own palace, and at last as a criminal and a prisoner, 
sent to a harder exile than that of Glycerius in his bishop
rick or of the last Merwing in his cloister. 

One word more. The fashion of the day, by a not un
natural reaction, seems to be turning against 'ancient' and 
, classical' learning altogether. We are asked, What is the 
use of learning languages which are' dead' 1 What is the 
use of studying the records of times which have for ever 
passed away 1 Men who call themselves statesmen and 
historians are not ashamed to run up and down the land, 
spreading abroad, wherever such assertions will win them a 
cheer, the daring falsehood that such studies, and no others, 
form the sole business of our ancient Universities. They 
ask, in their pitiful shallowness, What is the use of poring 
over the history of 'petty states' 1 What is the use of 
studying battles in which so few men were killed as on the 
field of MaratMn (33) 1 In this place I need not stop for a 
moment to answer such transparent fallacies. Still even 
such falsehoods and fallacies as these are signs of the times 
which we cannot afford to neglect. The answer is in our 
<>wn hands. As long as we treat the language and the 
history of Greece and Rome as if they were something 
special and mysterious, something to be set a part from all 
other'studies, something to be approached and handled in 
some peculiar method of their own, we are playing into the 
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hands of the enemy. As long as we have 'classical' schools 
instead of general schools of language, as long as we have 
schools of 'modem' history instead of general schools of 
history (34), as long as we in any way recognize the distinc
tions implied in the words 'classical' and 'ancient: we are 
pleading guilty to the charge which is brought against us. 
We are acknowledging that, not indeed our whole attention • 

. but a chief share of it, is given to subjects which do stand 
apart from ourselves, cut off from all bearing on the intellect 
and life of modem days. The answer to such charges is to 
break down the barrier, to forget, if we can, the whole line 
of thought implied in the distinctions of' ancient: ' classical: 
and 'modem: to proclaim boldly that no languages are more 
truly living than those which are falsely called dead, that no 
portions of history are more truly' modem '-that is, more 
full of practical lessons for our own political and social state 
-than the history of the times which in mere physical 
distance we look upon as 'ancient: If men ask whether 
French and German are not more useful languages than 
Latin and Greek, let us answer that, as a direct matter of 
parentage and birth, it is an imperfect knowledge of French 
which takes no heed to the steps by which French grew out 
of Latin, and that it is an imperfect knowledge of Latin 
which takes no heed to the steps by which Latin grew into 
French. Let us answer again, not as a matter of parentage 
and birth, but as a matter of analogy and kindred, that it is 
an imperfect knowledge of German which takes no heed to 
the kindred phrenomena of Greek, and that it is an imperfect 
knowledge of Greek which takes no heed to the kindred 
phrenomena of German. If they ask what is the use of 
studying the hilltories of petty states, let us answer that 
moral and intellectual greatness is not always measured by 
physical bigness, that the smallness of a state of itself 
heightens and quickens the power of its citizens, and makes 
the history of a small commonwealth a more instructive 
lesson in politics than the history of a huge empire. If we 
are asked what is the use of studying the events and 
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institutions of times so far removed from our own, let us 
answer that distance is not to be measured &imply by lapse 
of time, and that those ages which gave birth to literature, 
and art, and political freedom are, sometimes only by analogy 
and indirect influence, sometimes by actual cause and effect, 
.not distant, but very near to us indeed. Let us give to the 
history and literature of Greece and Rome in their chosen 
periods their due place in the history of mankind, but not 
more than their due place. Let us look on the ' ancients: 
the men of Plutarch, the men of Homer, not as beings of 
another race, but as men of like passions with ourselves, as 
elder brethren of our common Aryan household In this way 
we can make answer to gainsayers; in this way we can 
convince the unlearned and unbelieving that our studies are 
not vain gropings into what is dead and gone. Let us carry 
about with us the thought that the tongue which we still 
speak is in truth one with the tongue of Homer; that the 
EkkIesia of Athens, the Comitia of Rome, and the Parlia
ment of England, are all offshoots from one common stock; 
that Kleisthenes, Licinius. and Simon of Montfort were 
fellow-workers in one common cause-let all this be to us a 
living thought, as we read the records either of the earlier 
or of the later time-and we shall find that the studies of 
our youthful days will still keep an honoured place among 
the studies of later life, that the heroes of ancient legend, 
the worthies of ancient history, lose not, but rather gain, in 
true dignity by being made the objects of a reasonable 
homage instead of an exclusive superstition. 



NOTES 

I 

(1) Page 4.-Max Miiller, Oxford Essays, 1856, p. 21. "The 
Eoglish name for • mill ' is likewise of considerable &lltiquity, for' 
it exists not only in the O. H. G. muli, but in the Lithuacian 
".uUna8, the Bohemian mllln, the Welsh melin, the Latin mola, 
and the Greek p.~).:'1." Supposing the word not to be found 
beyond the Western branch of the Ary&ll family, it still seems 
quite impossible that the word could have got into these various 
languages by &lly means but that of original kindred. Examples 
of wider range might have been found; but this has the example 
of being so perfectly clear, and of needing no philological practice 
to see the likeness between the different cognate words. 

(.) Page 6.-The ponnerion between the Greek Cha .. is~ and 
Chanu. &lld the Sanscrit llarm is discussed by Maller, Science 
of Language, ii. 369-316, 381-383; Cox, Aryan Mythology, 
i. 48,210; ii. 2. Mr. Cox, as usual, goes somewhat further than 
Professor Miiller. I can see no difficulty' in looking on the Greek 
word Xtlp'f and its Greek cognates as sprung from the same 
original root gha7' as tha Sanscrit lll1ll"itB &lld their Sauscrit 
cognates, and at the same time believing that tha mythological 
Cha .... &lld ChtJnoitu arose after the appellative XOp" had received 
its particular Greek meauing. C/ia;rU and the Chane.. would 
thus be strictly personifications, like the other personifications 
compared with them in the text. The llaritB and the CII4,-it .. 
have thus a connexion, the general connexion which exists 
between any two words eprung from the earne root. I cannot 
see with Mr. Cox (i. 210) that we are bound to see the same kind 
of conneDon between them which there is between Dyam and 
ZIJUII. 
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(3) Page 7.~The .solar theory has undoubtedly been pressed 
too far ; on the other hand, it has been made the .ubject of .. 
good deo.! of jeoting which is much more foolish than any possible 
vagaries of the theory itself. The true rule seemo to be this; it 
is not safe to set down 80S a solar myth every story which, by some 
ingenious process, may be made to fit in with the reqnirsments 
of a solar story. I believe that this might be done with a little 
trouble with a.lmost every ta.le in history or fiction. I have myself 
tried (see Fortnightly Review, November, 1870) to do as much 
with the Btory both of Harold Ha.rdra.da and of Harold the son 
of Godwine. One might argue that Augustus the Strong was a 
solar hero, on the otrength of the 360 children whom he is sa.id to 
have left behind him. These might fairly pass for the days of the 
year, all the more so as the moot famous of them was undoubtedly 
the son of EO. or the Morning, in the person of Aurora von 
Konigsmarck. Many of the solar explanations which have been 
put forth seriously seem to me to be of exactly the sa.me kind as 
these sportive ones. The case is cha.nged when philology comes to 
the help of mythology, and when the names and epithets of the 
hero and his attendants show beyond doubt that the story is 
solar. This is the distinction which is more than once drawn by 
Professor Miiller. Thus the solar character of Phoibos-Apolltm 
runs through every detail But I cannot see the sa.me evidence 
for the solar character of Achilleus and Odysseus. 

(4) Page 9.-For the happy name "surviva.1s" we have to 
thank Mr. Tylor. No line of argument can well be mors con
vincing, and it will be seen that in other lecturss I have made a 
large use of it for my own p~poses. 

(5) Page 9.-Miiller, 'Science of Language, i. 223-226. 

(6) Page 1O.-Let the science rather go nameless than bear the 
burthen of such a name as, for instance, Sociology. 

(7)" Page 14.-See Growth of the English Conotitution, 92, 
ed. ii. It can hardly be needful to expose for the thousa.ndth 
time either the notion that the Thrse Estates are King, Lords, 
and Commons, or the silly joke of calling the newspapers the 
Fourth Estate. 
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(8) Page 14. - See Growth of the English Constitution, 
96,9S. 

(9) Page 16.-1 must confeas that 1 ""y this at second ha.nd, 
.... I have not studied the CruS&ding Jurisprudence for myself. 
But it is plain that in no other time or place w&s there the same 
opportunity for bringing in a system of Feudal Law-if anyone 
likes the pbr&Se, of introducing the Feudal System-which was 
~upplied by the l!'ra.nk Conquest of Palestine. Elsewhere feud&! 
notions gradually grew up, and they gradually spread from one 
country to another. Thus in England the feudal ide&S, which 
were already growing up before the Norman Conquest, were 
greatly strengthened and put into shape through the Norman 
Conquest. But there was nothing like the bringing in of a 
wholly new jurisprudence at .. single blow. In Palestine, on the 
other ha.nd, where of course Mahometan law a.nd custom went 
for nothing, the Crusaders had the opportunity of legislating 
1I.fresh from .the beginning, and the most perfect of feud&! codes 
was the natural result. The lands conquered from the E&stern 
Empire by the Crusaders and other Western adventurers, from 
Apulia to Cyprus, offered a field for feudal legislation only one 
<legree less open than the lands conquered from the Mahomet&ns. 
The Assizes of Jerusalem themselves became the law of the 
Kingdom of Cyprus, whose Kiugs of the House of Lusignan con
tinued the nominal succession of the Kiugs of Jerusalem. See 
-Gibbon, c. lviii. vol. xi. p. 91, ed. Mjlman. 

(10) Page 17.-The magistrates were called in Romance 
Capit..u.. The name CupitoU""" is graven in large letters on 
the front of the building itself, " building of no great age. I 
have not specially studied the loc&! history of Toulouse, but 1 
can hardly think that the Capit&ul&, whatever we make of the 
Capitoliwm itself, C&n be a direct inheritence from Roman 
times. Indeed, according to Thierry (Tiers Etet, ii. I, Eng. 
Trans.), the C"""uhJ of Toulouse were only established in 11SS. 
There was also a Capitol at Koln, the name of which survives in 
the church of Saint Mary Capitoline. 

(Il) Page IS.-IlearnM this from an inscription in the church 
<>f Saint Sa.lvi at Alby. The style is "major et consules." On the 
.:onsular governments in the cities of Southern Gaul see the chapter 
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of Thierry just quoted. He speaks of the Mayor as an addition 
to the original consula.r government which came in first in the 
Aquitenis.n cities under Norman or English rule. 

(12) Page 19.-On the modern corruption of the German 
language 1 have said something in my second series of Historical 
Essays, p. 269. 

('3) Page 20.-8 .. Forsyth, History of Ancient Manuscripts, 
p.25. 

('4) Page 20.-1 said something on this matter many years 
ago in the two first chapters of the First Book of my History of 
Architecture; but 1 should not now talk about "Pe1asgia.n." 

('5) Page 21.-See History of Federal Government, i. 319. 

(.6) Page 21.-8ee Historical Essays, First Series, 401-
405. 
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II 

(I) Page 25.-8ee the remarks of Grote, ii. 289-302, on the 
effects of the geographical character of Greece on its history. See 
also the first chspter of Curtius, especially the remarkable passage 
at page 13 : 

"Euphrat und Nil bieten J ahr um J ahr ihren Anwohnern 
dieselben Vortheile und regeln ihre Beschiiftigungen, doren 
stetiges Einerlei es moglich macht, claSs J ahrhunderte tiber das 
Land hingehen, obne dass sich in den hergebrachten Lobensver
hiiltnissen etwas Wesentliches iindert. Es erfolgen U mwiilzun
gen, aber keine Entwickelungen, und mumienartig eingesargt 
stockt im Thale des Nils die Cultur der Aegypter; sie ziiWen die 
einformigen Pendelachliige der Zeit, aber die Zeit hat binen 
Inhslt; sie haben Chronologie, aber keine Geschichte im vollen 
Sinne de. Worts. Solche Zustiinde der Erstsrrung duldet der 
Wellenschlag des iigiiischen Meares nicht, der, wenn einmal 
Verkehr und geistiges Leben erwacht ist, dasselbe obne Stillstand 
immer weiter fiihrt und entwickelt." 

(2) Page 26.-The second chspter of Curtius and the appendix 
to the first volume should be read. But I see no reason to doubt 
the received version, which makes European Hallas the mother
land of the Asiatic Hellenes. 

(3) Page 26.-0f the Phcenician occupation of the lEg""'" 
islands there seems no doubt. See Thucydides, i. 8; Hero
dotus, iv. 147. Thasos, with its gold mines, is s. well-known 
case; the authorities a.re collected in the a.rticle on Thasos in the 
Dictionary of Geography. I venture to think that the Homeric 
Catalogue might enable us to draw a map of the islands as far as 
they hsd been aJready wrested from Phcenician and other pr.,. 

Q 
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Hellenic occupants. It appears from vv. 645-680 that Crete, 
Rhodes, Kas, and several other of the southeJ;D. islands, were 
already Hellenic, though the Ianguege .... d of Rhodes would 
seem to imply that the Hellenic settlement had been made 
not very long before. Chios and Samos were clearly not yet 
Hellenic, and Lesbos is a conquest of Achilleus himself.' (Diad, 
ix. 271.) 

The Hellenes were doing in these islands in pr ... historic times 
what they afterwards did in Sicily and Cyprus. They were 
fighting the battle of the Aryan against the Semitic man; and 
all the more so because the Phrenicians had doubtless established 
themselves in all these islands, except perhaps Cyprus, at the cost 
of Sikels, Karians, and other nations more or less akin to the 
Greek. 

(4) Page 26.-See Historico.l Essays, Second Series, p. 90. 

(5) Page 26.-The exact limits of Greek colonization should be 
noted. It spread gradually over the whole coast of the Mediter
ranean Sea and its great gulfs, except when there was some mani
fest hindrance. Thus, on the eastern and southern coasts of the 
Mediterranean the Greeks were cut all' from colonization by the 
presence of Phmnicians and Egyptians, except in the lands 
between Egypt and the Carthaginian dominions, which did 
receive Greek colonies in the form of the Kyrenaic Pentapolis. 
It will be at once seen that, while no part of the Mediterranean 
coast was more thickly .. t with Greek colonies than Southern 
Italy, Northern Italy contained few or none. The Greek origin 
of Pi ... on the one coast and of Spina on the other is at best 
doubtful, and in no case did they play any part as Greek cities 
worthy to be compared with the famous cities which won the name 
of Magna Grrecia. This plainly shows that, in the days of Greek 
colonization, the occupants of Northern Ito.Iy-Etruscan, Gaulish, 
Umbrian, or Latin-were much strenger than those whom the 
Greek colonists found in the South. Another point to notice is 
that Greek colonization succeeded best in those lands where the 
former inhabitants were more or less closely akin to the Greeks. 
Thus Sioily and the lEgman coast became reo.Ily Greek countries, 
while in Libya and on the Euxine the Greek colonies alway .. 
rems.ined mere scattered settlements in a barbarian land. 
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(6) Page 26.-Notwithstanding all that has been said about 
Egypt and the East, 1 see no more reason than 1 did five-and· 
twenty years ago to derive the origin of Greek architecture from 
any barbarian source. The Ionic capital indeed may perhaps 
come from the East. But if so, the Greeks made it thoroughly 
then' own, and they were the first to give it any form which, in 
the words of the text, really deserved the name of art. 

(7) Page 26.-That is of course the "'"if"'- i< a.l of Thucy
dides himself (i 22). The fact that such a history as that of 
Thucydides could be written at such an early stage of prose 
literature is in itself one of the g>·eatest facts in Greek or in 
human history. The man himself was of course above his con
temporaries; but in no other contemporary society could room 
have been found for such a man. 1 may refer to the third Essay 
in my second series of Historical Essays. 

(8) Page 27.-1 have said something on this head in the fifth 
and sixth essays of the same series. But the real witness to the 
lasting results of Alexander's career is to be found in the 
Histories of Mr. Finlay. An inhabitant of modern Athens seeks 
to trace out the causes of the state of things which he sees around 
him and of the events in which he had himself played a part, 
and he has to go back to the conquests of Alexander as his 
beginning. 

(9) Page 27.-It must always be remembered that, till the 
modern Hellenic revival, the name of ~EUJJv was altogether 
unkn_n as the name of the Greek nation. All through Byzan
tine, Frank, and Ottoman times, their one name was 'Pwf'Rior.
Romans by virtue of the unrepealed law of Antoninus Caracalla. 

(10) Page 27.-1 accept the legend so far as this, that it 
expresses, in a legendary form, a policy by which Rome grew 
from the beginning-the policy of incorporation. 

(II) Page 28.-" The reign of C",sar and of Christ was restored," 
says Gibbon (c. Iii., voL :<.,86, Milman), in recording the recovery 
of Antioch by Nikephoros PhOkas. This exactly expresses the 
state of the case. 
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(12) Page 28.-The phrase of "Urbs mterna." is common in 
Ammianus. See xiv. 6, and a note of Lindenbrog for other 
instances. 

(13) Page 29.-1 believe that there are still people-perhaps 
those who ta.\k about "Goths, Huns and Vandals" as if they 
were a.ll the same-who fancy that the Goths were destroyers . 

. Let them study the famous passage of Cassiodorus (vii. 15); only 
let them not fancy that the description there given has anything 
to do with Gothic architecture in the technical sense. 

(14) Page 29.-Sec Growth of the English Constitution, p. 9, 
ed.2. 

(15) Page 30.-It should always be remembered that the three 
Scandinavian kingdoms, like the two Nether·Dutch kingdoms of 
Belgium and the Netherlands, were among the few European 
states which passed undisturbed thruugh the storms of 1848. 
From 1660 to 1848 Denmark was the one country where 
despotism was rea.lly lawful; and in 1848 Frederick the Seventh 
had, as his first act, given his people a constitution of his own 
free will, before revolutions had began elsewhere. The wars and 
negotiations which have gone on since 1848 have had nothing to 
do with the state of Denmark itself, but wholly with its relations 
to the two border Duchies. And it should be further remarked 
that the discontent in those Duchies came to a head at the very 
moment of the proclamation of free institutions in Denmark. 
The cause is obvious. Under the despotism Kingdom and 
Duchies fared alike, and there were even times when the German 
element seemed to be preferred to the Danish. In a Parlia
ment representing both the Kingdom and the Duchies the 
German element would always have been out-voted. The like 
would be the case with the lWmance Cantons of Switzerland, if 
their equality as sovereign States did not protect them. Hence 
the strong opposition of those Cantons to the proposed changes in 
the Federal Constitution. 

(16) Page 30.-1 assume this here; I have gone more fully 
into the matter in my Growth of the English Constitution, of 
which this position is the main ... ·gument. 
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([7) Page 30.-For lElfred's description of the modest way in 
which he laid his laws hefore his Witan, see Norman Conquest, 
i. 61. 

([8) Page 30.-See Growth of the English Constitution, 34. 

([9) Page 30.-1 have elsewhere collected some instances of 
the notion of Britain as anatha' world (Norman Conquest, i. 
556). It may be well to give some more instances from earlier 
Wliters. The form of speech begins with Virgil's" Penitus toto 
divisos orbe Britannos." (Ecl. i. 67.) So Velleius (ii. 46) 
spe3.ks of C2eSar a.s going into Britain, c, alterum pene imperio 
nostro ac suo querens orbem." Lucan probably means the same 
thing less directly, when he speaks (ii. 294) of "diductique fretis 
alio sub sidere reges," So Florus (iii. 10): "Quasi hie Romanus 
orbis non sufficeret, alterum cogitavit." (We hear. again of 
'I Romanus orbis" and even of c, Imperator Romani orbis," 
in Vopiscus, Anrelian, 26, 28.) So Jornandes (11) also speaks 
of Cresar: "Pene omnem mundum swe ditionis subegit, omnia.
qtle regna. perdomuit, adeo ut extra nostrum orbem in 
Oceani sinu repositas insulas occuparet." So elsewhere (5) he 
opposes U Brita.nnia. "to "noster orbis." We find the same way 
of speaking in Greek authors also. Josephus (Bell. J ud. ii. 16, 4) 
makes Agrippa, when enlarging on the Roman power, say, 
(Tl(l./Ia.u6E 8£ lCal TO BpET'TO.vWV TEtX~' 0' TOts "lEpOUOAVp.wV TElXEUI. 
'ft"E1I"Ot8cn-ES' 1(0.1. yap EI(ElvOVl; TrEPI./JEfJAYJP.EvOUS WI(EaJlOV leal. ri1s 1(aiJ' 
7Jpii~ OUcovplvrJ<; OVIe lA&.avova vijUOV oLcoUV'rGs, TrAEVUaVTE~ E8ou~aVTO 
·Pwp.aWl.. So Plutarch, Cresa.r, 23, Trpo-frya"(O' ~e{l) rij~ ol«OVIl-Wq~ 

n,v ·Pwp.a1wv VrEp.Gvlav. Dion, on the other hand (lxii. 4), puts 
langusge of the same kind into the mouth of Boadicea: TO'yapO'" 
vijlTOV T't]Aucav.n,v, piiAAov 8' 7prE":tpov TP6r.oV TWa. 'ft"Eplppwov, VEp.Op.EIIOr., 
1(0.1. LSla.v oi.l(ovp.£vqv IxoVTE<;, 1(0.1. TOITOWOV Vn-O TOU cbl(Eavou 0.4>' 
d:~raVTwv TWV aAAfI)V &.v8pWw-wv ci<pwPWll-o,or., WO'TE 1(0.1. 'riv /1).)..1[11 leal. 
ovpavov aAAOV OUcliv 1I"E1TW"'TEVo-8w. So, at a later time, we find 
Orderic (723 c.) saying that the preacbing of the Crusade 
"Angliam. quoque, aliasque maritimas insulas nequivit latere, 
licet undisoni maris abyssus illas removea.t ab orbe." (The monk 
of St. Evroul, born in Shropshire, and who afterwards visited 
Crowland, is perhaps describing his own feelings in his several 
voyages over the abyss.) And, as the Archbishop of Canterbury 
is several times called" alterius orbis papa." or U apostolicus," so, 
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in a passage of Eadmer (Rist. Nov. I. ii. p. 422, Migne) the con
viction of William Rufus that the Bishop of Rome had no 
jurisdiction in his rsalm of England takes this form, "N ec enim 
putabat apostolicum 0'1''''' posse in regno suo esse cujuslibet juris, 
nisi permissus a &e," Britain was out of the world, and the 
" Pope of the world" had therefore nothing to say to it. 

All this is much more than rhetoric; it is more even than 
national or territorial feeling. Our insular position has heen one 

. of the grsatest facts of our history; it has caused a distinction 
between us islanders and our neighbours on the Continent which 
is independent of all distinctions of race, language, or religion, 
and which is often found at cross purposes with all of them. We 
feel at once that there are some points, great and small, in which 
we stand by ourselves in opposition to continentals, simply as 
continentals. This is a fact which should carefully be borne 
in mind, because some points of difference between ourselves and 
our kinsfolk on the mainland, which are really owing simply to 
our geographical isolation, have been set down as proofs of 
imaginary Roman or British induencas in England. 

(20) Page 31.-8ee Norman Conquest, i. 279. 

(21) Page 31.-On this head see note B in the Appendix to 
the first volume of the Norman Conquest. The particular titl .. 
which the English Kings took, in order to set forth their in
dependence of the continental Empire, were doubtless borrowed 
from that Empire. But the general oonception of Britain as a 
separate Empire was the natural result of its geographical 
position. 

(22) Page 32.-It will. be remembered that the great moment 
of triumph in the life of Charles the Great was when the 
Ambassadors of the Eastern Emperor Michael addressed him 
according to the full Imperial style (Eginhs.rd, Annals, 812): 
" Aquisgrani, ubi ad Imperatorem venerunt ..... . more suo, 
id est Grreca. lingua, laudes ei dix:erunt, imperatO'l'Mn eum et 
BasikUm appellant..... Charles was strong and Michael was 
weak. Three generations later, .when the tables were rather 
turned between Basil the Macedonian and Lewis the Seoond who 
reigned in It&ly only, the Imperial titlas became the subject of .. 
long dispute. The controversy is given at length in the Chronicle 
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of Salerno (Pertz, iii. 521). Basil is offended because Lewis 
had called himself "Imperator Augustus" in a letter. The 
Carolingian Emperor, in his answer, goes to the root of the 
matter. His salutation runs: U Lodoguicus, divina. ordinante 
providen~ia., Imperator Augustus Romanorum, dilectissimo 
spiritualique patri nostro Basilio, gloriosissimo et piissimo atque 
Imperatori Nov .. Rom ... " He says that it does not matter what 
either of them is called, but rather what either of them is. Still, as 
his brother Basil has raised the question about the title of Emperor 
(" quia. de impera.torio nomine multa. nobis scripsisti "), he argues 
the point at length. The Byzantine position is U neminem 
appellandum BMika nisi eum quem in urbe Constantinopoli 
Imperii tenere gubernacula. contigisset." The Western Emperor 
answers that a study of Greek books will show him that all 
manner of Kings, good and had, from Melchizedek to the Kings 
of the Goths and Vandals, all bore the title of Basileus. He 
objects to be called merely Rix--a form which throws some light 
on the difference of sound which must already have arisen between 
the Latin Rex and the Greek ME-and then argues the point 
minutely: 

" Postremo seito, quia qui Riga quemquam appellat, quid dicat 
nec ipse Davit. Siquidem etiam si linguis omnibus more aposto~ 
lorum, immo angelorum, loquaris, cujus lingum sit Riz, vel cui 
dignitati sonus ille ba.rbarus congruit quod Riz dicitur, inter
pretari non poteris, nihil enim est hoc, nisi forte ad idioms. 
proprire lingure tractum, Riga regem significa.re monstraveris. 
Quod si ita. est, quia non jam barbarum sed Latinum est, oportet 
ut, quum ad manus vestras pervenerit, in linguam vestram fideli 
translatione vertatur. Quod si factum fuerit, quid aliud nisi hoc 
nomine /3a.q,iA.~ interpretabitur 1 Quod non solum Veteris sed 
et Novi Testamenti omnes interpretes attestantur. Unde si in 
alienis personis hoc detestaris vocabulum, stude et omnibus tam 
Latinis libris quam Grrecis sive Rigis sive (Ja(Tt})..cus nomen 
eradere, nam nihil Rex in lingua. Latina. resonat, quam quod 
Grleca dicitur /3a.O"lJA<:u<." [The spelling of /3auvA<:u< with an v is 
another illustration of Greek pronunciation. In modern Greek 
the two sounds are the same.) 

I need hardly say that the same controversy went on in one 
form or another for several ages. Thus John KiDD 8 mOS (lib. 
iv. pp. 247, 248, A.D. 1652) caUs Frederick Barbarossa only M~ 
'AJv,.p.a.."., but speaks of him as wishing to be thought Emperor 
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(ToV ·Pwp.a1wv airrOlCfJaTOpOt; 'IT'pOUapp.OuELV Q,irri' 'TO rlelrol14 ol7J8El~ • 
..fj aln-o.p';'~opo. ",a.M, aro</>OoJo.p.t,,,", dpxfi). He goes on to tell us 
that none but the Emperor had any right to appoint the Pope 
(oM"'l "lap 3lWe, g,., p.7) {3onv.. .. i 'p.,p.at.,v, dpx"p.a .... p,{3.{3>"~O'Oa, ..fj 
'Pwp.n l</>.,~ ... ); but that, through the contempt into which the 
Empire had. fallen (~t &rov d'Ju:ywpla. TeIIV Iv Bv'aVTl~ /JauJ...Ewv TO 
TOtOWOV d:II'ECTP~"E ~8o~), this was now the case no longer. One of 
the oddest forms of the dispute is when the Council of Basel in 
1437 addresses the Emperor .John Palaiologos as "Imperator 
Roll1lOorum" (Letters of Thomas Beckington, ii. 19, et al.). I 
conceive that this use of the Greek form was to avoid calling him 
If Imperator Romanorum. u; somewhat in the same way as I 
have known strict Anglican theologians who would not have 
called the ecclesiastical Establishment of Scotland a Cl.uroh, 
according· to the Saxon pronuncia.tion, but who had no scruple 
against eaIling it by the Anglia.n or Danish form Kirk. In an 
earlier letter in the same series (i. 285) Richard the Second 
addresses Manuel Palaiologos as "Imperator Constantinopoli
tanus." 

(23) Page 32.-Besides the important part which the Servians 
and Bulgarians-for the Bulgarians may be practically reckoned 
as a Slavonic people--played m the affairs of the Eastern 
Empire, the modem history of Russia is very like its history m 
the ninth and tenth centuries acted over agRin. Then, as in 
later times, Russian fleets covered the Euxine and threatened 
Constantinople. A variety of causes, crowned by the Mogul in
vasion m the thirteenth century, broke up the Russian power and 
directed its chief energies elsewhere. The wars of the Russians 
with their Tartar enemies, and their final recovery of the Euxine 
coast, form the exact parallel to the advance of the Christians 
m Spam and the recovery of Granade. And besides Russia, we 
must remember the great European position held by Poland 
under the House of .J agellon in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. 

\ ("4) Page 33.-AIl these stories are familiar from the legend
a>,!, histotW of Rome m the first book of Livy and elsewhere. 
It '. hard to say how far they are strictly native Italian legends, 
how far th~ were devised after the Romans had become familiar 
witbQreek literature. The story which makes Numa a pupil of 
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Pythagoras is of course only an unlucky guess, the chronological 
ahsurdityof which is exposed by Livy himself. 

(25) Page 33.-Tacitus, Germa.nia, 3: "Fuisse apud eos et 
Herculem memorant, primumque omnium virorum fortium ituri 
in prrelia canunt ... . Ceterum Ulyssem quida.m opinantur, 
longo ilia et fabuloso errore in hune Oceanum delatum, adisse 
Germanire terras, Asciburgiumque, quod in rips. Rbeni situm 
hodieque incolitur, ab ilia constitutum. nominatumque. Aram 
quinetiam Ulyssi consecratam, adjecto ~re patris nomine, 
eadem loco olim repertam, monumentaque et tumulos quosdam, 
Grrecis litteris inscriptos, in confinio Germa.nUe Rhretireque adhuc 
exstare; qum neque confirmare argumentis, neque refellere in 
animo est: ex ingenio suo quisque demat, vel addat fidem." 

(26) Page 34.-1 have here tried to bring together a few of 
the most obvious words which all, or many, of the Aryan lan
guages have in common. On timber and emr see MUller, Oxford 
Essays, 1856, 25-27. The former word, in the form tVmJrria;n, 
is the word commonly used in Old-English for building, whatever 
be the material used. So Cnut" forde to Assandune and let 
timbrian .:;5ar an mynster of stane and lime;" and so Eadward 
.. getimbrode" the West Minster itself. (From the etymological 
connexion of this word with timWer some people have oddly 
argued that all buildings built in England up to sunset on St. 
Calixtus' Day, 1066, must have been made of wood.) Tam., 
/wunil, deer, the two latter of which are words which have come 
down from a wider to a more special meaning, are good examples 
of common Aryan words. The bull-I was thinking of him in 
his noblest office, as furuishing the standard and the war-horn 
of Uri-does not appear by that name in Greek or Latin, but 1 
believe that he is to be found in the primitive speech of Lithuauia. 
One may doubt too whether the name of the lion is to be looked 
on as wholly borrowed from the South; the beast himself is 
certainly a genuine European animal, whose" retreat II has been 
traced out by a happy union of historical and physica.l evidence 
in the hands of Mr. Dawkins. 

(27) Page 34.-With the words of Herodotus (ix. 62) before 
US-A~JL4Tt /La, vvv lCa~ pWILY 0;'1( (CTO'OIl« ~O"a.v ot lIEpa-at-followed 
up by the marked way in which he presently speaks of the 
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native Persians as the only trustworthy part of the barbarian 
host, we may be tempted to infer tbat, as between Aryan and 
Aryan, the struggle between Greek and Persian was not so 
unequal, and that the armies of the Great King were rather 
weakened than strengthened by the mixed multitude which 
cumbered the action of the real men of Iran. By the time of 
Alexander, as Mr. Grote truly says, the Persian infantry seem 
to have lost their old personal prowess, but the cavalry still meet 

. the mounted Companions of Alexander on equal terDlS. The 
regenerate Persians of the Sassa.nid period-all the stronger 
because their dominion was so much smaller, and therefore mOfe 
strictly national, than that of the Achaimenids-were, as I need 
not stop to show, the one foe that met Rome on really equal 
terms. 

(28) Page 34.-The death of the sun is an obvious form of 
the" daily tragedy II of his course. The home of the sun in the 
"Test comes out in the well-known verses of Stesichoros (see 
Mure, ill. 251); 

• AIAIOS 3' 'Tweplol'15cu a'ffCU iSKAT'SCUH 

XPQt1flOIl. ~lfJpa S' WI«a.voio 7repatTaf, 
"4>11(019' lepiis '11'0'1'1 /JIve.", vulr7'bs ipEII-"aS' 
1I'O'tll'a,.,.,p« lCollp,Slall T' liAoxoJl 
T«rach 'f'. ~tA.ovr. 

(29) Page 34.--Setting aside the relations of language, and 
looking only to the political and geographical state of Europe, 
the position of the Aryan Celts and that of the non-Aryan 
Iberians is almost exactly the same. Each forms the main 
element in one of the great nations of Europe; France is essen
tially Celtic; Spain is essentially Iberian. But the Celtic and 
Iberian essence is in both cases covered over by 8. varnish which 
is mainly Roman but p";'tly Teutonic. The true Celt, unmixed 
and unaltered, keeping his own language and his unbroken 
national being, is to be found only in certain corners of Ganl and 
Britain, just as the Iberia.n, unroma.n.ized a.nd unteutonized, is 
found only in certain corners of Gaul and Spain. The case of 
the Fins is somewhat different. One independent European 
nation, that of the Hungarians, is of Finnish descent, while the 
other Fins linger only in corners, like the unmixed Celta and 
Iberians. But the Hungarians are not, like the Romanized 
Celts and Iberians of France and Spain, .. nation which came 
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into Europe in the course of prre-historic migrations, and which 
has exchanged its language for that of conquerors of historic 
times. They are a. race of non-Aryan conquerors, who have 
made their way into Europe at a comparatively late time, and 
who still keep their non-Aryan language. 

(30) Page 35.-0n the upper course of the Rhine we find the 
Swiss Cantons and their allies, and specially the Rretian Con
federacy of the Three Leagues, now forming part of the greater 
confederation as the Canton of Grauhlinden. At the other end 
of the stream we find the Confederation of the Seven United 
Provinces, now turned" into the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 
Each confederation alike was .. mere off·shoot from the Empire 
and the Kingdom of Germany, which circumstances enabled to 
win and keep .. fuller degree of independence than the other 
members of tbe Empire. The two were formally recognized as 
independent of the Empire at the same time, namely by the 
Peace of Westphalia. And, placed thus at the two ends of the 
Empire, the two confederations represent severally the two great 
branches of the Teutonic race, High and Low. The point to 
be remembered is that neither Switzerland nor Holland was a. 
separate state from the beginning. But there is this difference 
between them: the United Provinces became independent of the 
Empire by virtue of the great and independent position which 
had been won by their eovereigns the Dukes of Burgundy; it is 
therefore less unnatural that their republican constitution has 
changed back again into a monarchy. But the independence of 
the Old League of High Germany arose through the casting off 
of all immediate princely rule, and the owning of no King but 
C .. sar till the time came when Cresar himself could be cast off 
also. Thus the republican freedom of the cities and lands 
(Sliidl< "nd LII.nder) on the borders of Germany, Italy, and 
13urgundy has lived OD, under various forms, to our own day. 

(3') Page 36.-1 have quoted the passage from Prokopios 
which records this early English-most likely Kentish
embassy to Constantinople at vol. i. p. 30 of the Norman 
Conquest. 

(32) Page 36.-The position and extent of the Empire under 
Justinian and his immediate successors is one of those points 
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which cannot he too often insisted on. People have their heads 
so full of the vulgar confused notions ahout "Greek. of the 
Lower Empire," that they find it hard to understand the fact 
that in the sixth century the Roman Emperor-Imperator 
Cresar Flavius J ustinianus Augustus-though he held his court 
in the New Rome and not in the Old, ruled in fact as well as in 
na.me over the whole Mediterranean coast of Europe, Asia, and 
Africa, saving some parts of Gaul and Spain. Gades, Carthage, 
and Antioch again obeyed a single master. It was & gr ... t lack 
in the old edition of Spruner's Hand-Atlas that there was no 
gener&! map of the Empire &t this time. This defect is fully 
made up in the new edition which is now publishing. 

(33) P&ge 36.-Of Aetins, him to whom the gro&ns of the 
Britons were sent, J ornandes (34) gives this account :_U Aetius 
ergo patricius tunc prreera.t militibus, fortissimorum Mresiorum 
stirpe progenitus, in Dorostina civitate, a patre Gaudentio, 
labores bellicos tolerans, Reipuhlice Romanre singulariter na.tus, 
qui superbiam Suevornm Francorumque barba.riem immensis 
credibus sarvira Romano Imperio coegisset." Prokopios himself 
&Iso (Bell. Vand. i. 3) gives us his panegyric, along with the 
contemporary Bonifacius : 
~Tpa~ 860 "jJ(J.)p.aW£ ~, 'AI:r~ Tt: '"" Bov,q,aT~, lCo.pnprf, 
, ' .. .!)..-.. ' __ \\" __ \' • ,.. I .... 

n " To. ~'O.I.U .... 1l'Q.' 'JI'"UAAWV 7TW\.€fUJ1" EIL71'€t.p1ll '7'WV 1£ ICI1T EICEtVOl' TOY 

xpovov oM&~ .quO-Oil'. 1"Oww,.w tivSp€ Sw,tPOpw p.a TO. 1r'oN.TUC:o. 
qwl.ufJ-qVt ~ TOO-OVrOV SE p.eya)..o+vx.ta.. TE «a~ rijs: lliqt; dpmj<; 
.q1C./:r-qv WoTE, Er Tl.f a.~Toiv fl(clTEpOV avSpa. ·Pwp.alWV iKnu'TOV t"r1l"OL, ollie 
4v ap.clpTof oVrI» n,v ·PI»p.a.LI»V dpm,v ~p.7NUTrJJI Ef T'OVno TU, avSpE 
d:II'OICElC.plu9a.4 TETVX)}Kf.. 

We &re &pt to look upon the West-Gothic kingdom &s some
thing speci&lly Spanish. But, till the conquest of Aquit&ine by 
ChIodwig, it w&s &t \;""t &S much Gaulish &S Spanish. The 
Gothic capital was the Gaulish Tolosa; &nd there were more 
truly H no Pyrenees" then than at any time before or since. 

(34) P&ge 36.--Jornandes, 36. "A parte vero Rom&norum 
tanta. patricii Aetii providentia. fuit, cui tunc innitebatur respub
lica Hesperi., pl&gre, ut undique bellatoribus congregatis &dversus 
ferocem et infinit&m multitudinem non impar occurreret. His 
enim adfuere auxiliares Franci, Sarmatre, Armoritiani, Litiani, 
Burgundiones, Saxones, Riparioli, Ibriones, quondam milites 
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Romani, tunc vero jam in numero auxiliariorum. exquisiti, alire
que nonnullre Celticre vel Germanicre nationes." 

There is something very strange in the appearance of the 
Sa.rmatians; but it is not for ine to dispute the assertion of the 
historian that they were there, especially a.s it is convenient for 
my argument that they should have been there. 

The grievous thing is that in this great struggle between 
Aryan and Turanian men, there were Aryans, Teutons, Goths, 
on the Turanian side. 

(35) Page 37.-On Alaric's march to Athens; see Z8simos, 
v.6. 

(36) Page 38.-On the infiuence of M ...... li .. on the neigh· 
bouring Gauls, se.e Strabo, iv. 1. His words are very strong :
ifl~' .q '7rOAt~ p.ucp'; plv 7rp6-rfPOV 'TOti: pap(3o.pot~ aVEt'TO 1ra~EVT"r}ptov, 
Ka.~ q,v..u..A.1'Jl'o.i: KClTE'CTICWQ.O"E TOUi raAaTG.i:) ~E «al TO. CTlJp.{30Aa.UJ. 
~E.U.'J1vWTl ypr1.CPEI.V· n, 8~ T~ 'lTa.pOVTf. leal TOt,S yvwpr.p.WTa:rovr; 
·Pwp.a1fJlV 1rE1rEI.KW, dVT' rijs Els 'A811vaS' d:ITo8-qp.Uz.s EI(EWE q,OLTCiv 

</>>.Aop.alM. ."'"11,. He speaks no 1... strongly of the &ma.n 
in1luence on the Gaulish tribes in that neighbourhood :-'E1rucPI1-
TEt BE,.o TWV KaovcJpwv OJlop.a, Ka.l ?l"an-o.S' oUt-coS' ~s,., 'lrposayopc6ov(Tf. 
TOUs TaVry (3ap(3apOlJf;, Olt8E papfJapovs ert. OVTas, IDa p.£TaKnJl-lvo~ 
<TO 'fr'AEOIl El~ TO)' TW)' 'Pwp.aiwlI MOll, Kat rU ')'~ Kal TO;:~ Plots, 
TWaS BE Kat rU 7r'ON.TElq.. 

Elsewhere (iii. 2) he sets forth the progress of &ma.n infiu
ences among the tribes of Southern Spain :-oi. Jl-W TOt Tovp8tTaVOt, 
ka~ pDAUrTa. o~ 'frEpt TOll BaiTw, TiAEWfl EtS TOll ·PWp.aiWII Jl-ETa{3l{3'ATjV
.,.at TpmrOIl, o1l8E rij~ 8t.a.i\.mov rijs acpETlpas ITt. Jl-Ef'VfJI'fl,ot.. AaTwol 
TE o~ 7r'AEWTOt YE)'Ova.a&, Kat brOLKOVS ElA7}q,aat. ·Pwp.al.o~· ~E Jl-l.ICpOIl 
47r'Exo\JUt TOV 'frOVTq' EIIIac. 'Pwp.a.un. 

(37) Page 39.-Any questions of this kind I should wish to 
leave open till philologers have determined the exact degree of 
affinity, if there be any, between the two great groups of in-
6exiona.! languages, the Aryan and Semitic. Till then we .hall 
do wisely to collect and classify facts, but to abstain from theorie., 
and, above all things, we must take care not to be led away by 
particular likenesses here and there, which ma.y turn out to be 
accidental. The ouly scientific process is to find out what is the 
common possession of the Arya.n nations, what is the common 
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possession of the Semitic nations. When we have done this, we 
shall. be able to see what the two great families have in common, 
but not before. 

(38) Page 42.-Annals, iv. 33. "Nam cunctao nationes et 
urbes populus, aut primores, aut singuli regunt: delecta ex hi. 
et cODsociata Reipublicre forma Iaudari facilins quam evenire, 
vel, si evenit, haud diuturna. esse' potest." Yet a. large part of 
the argument of Aristotle, in the fourth book of the Politics, 
goes on the assumption that the best form of government will 
be something of a mixed kind. The ideal 'rro>.. •• f4 described in 
his ninth chapter is " mixture of aristocracy and democracy, and 
he lays down (iv. 12. 6) the exactly opposite doctrine to that of 
Ta.citus,-Ouce av ap.ELvov lj 1I"oMTfta p.txfJD TOO"OVn, JUWLJUUTEpa.. 
So, at an earlier stage of his argument (ii. Jj), he says, &WL 

,.,.0, oW AEyOtKTW ~ BEt ,..qv d.plt:rrrJII lroAI.TEta.V U a'lJ'UO"wv EtylU,.,wV 

1I'OAtTEtWV P.EP.LYpivrpI, SW "al np.. TcDv ArucE80.'p-ovluw bratvoVuu,,' and 
he goes on to describe the way in which the three forms of 
government were held to be united in the constitution of Sparta. 
lsokreWs too, throughout the Areiopagitic and Panathenaic dis
courses, where the object is to oontrest what he looks on as the 
corrupt democracy of his own time with the truer democracy of 
a past time (EtcElvqv ~v 8-qp.oICpa:rlo.vt ~ .. lOAwv pow b &qJLOTUCcna.TOf; 
"rEVOP.EV"" lvop.o8ErqCTEV, A. 17 ; >i fJ.fJOAOYf"Epa. ... l 8 .......... .".. &qp.c>
«pa..ta., A. 30, &c. &c.), which he oonceives (n. 159) to have 
lasted for a thousand years, once or twice uses the same kind 
of formula more than once. Thus in II. 139, Jn1TEcrn]ua.",O 'Yap 
&qp.oKpaTlo.V ol. TTjv ELnj 'II'ON.'mJop.mp, . . • . dll.O: n,., TotOVr~r p.& 
brLT!pijxro.V, dpurroKpaTltf BE XPOJP.M,v, and again n. 165, he speaks 
of .Lykourgos, &c., n}v TE &qp.olCpo.Tlav KIl~VTO~ 7tO.p' IlVro~ 

,.qv &pUTTOlCpa:rlf ,.,.quy,.,.~, ;prEP W TN1.(J' ;,,.,.i,,, 1«11 ,.a~ dpxu~ 0{,

.AflP.,. ... dAl..' a.lp .. a. =;>i<ra....... This last seems to be lsokreWs' 
great distinction between .. good democracy and .. bad one. Yet 
at Athens all the really important offices were 1illed by election. 

On the other hand it is possible, as in the old Polish oonstitu
tion, to ma.ke "mixed government which shall oombine the bad 
points, without the good, of all the three forms by themselves
.. King without real power, but with large means of irregular 
inJiuence; .. people brought down to serfdom; .. nobility forming 
a narrow oligarchy as regards the rest of the nation and .. frantic· 
mob among themselves. 
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(39) Page 42.-It is now hardly needful to prove that the 
Ge.-manu. of Tacitus, though it doubtless contains sarcastic 
touches here and there, is no mere dream of a Roman dissatisfied 
with the state of things at Rome, but an essentially faithful 
description of the Teutonic rare when it first made its appearance 
in history. The deeper we search into Teutonic antiquities, 
whether on our own island or on the mainland, the more fully 
do we find the statements of the Roman historian borne out. 
The best commentary on the Germanu. is the first volume of 
Waitz's ])eut8cM Ver/ ...... ngsg .. chicllle. 

(40) P...,ue 44.-1 do not remember finding the word ilvaf any
where in Greek prose, except in the Evagoras of lsokrates, 88, 
where he uses ilvaf and Ilvan .. a almost like the vulgar use of 
the words prince and princess. TWV if a.m-oU :yeyOllo,.(I)1I ov8£va. 
p.er1)Y:lrOl lSUOT'ucois &v6p.aur. Trpow.:yopr06p.alov, IDa. ,.01/ JLEv {JanLAla. 
ICOAovILEVOV, TO~ BE aVQJ(TQ.S, ,.as 8€ ava.O"O"'CLS. 

(41) Page 44.-800 Growth of the English Constitution, 
32, 171, and below. 

(42) Page 45.-The Old-English rice, the same as the High
Dutch ... ic1~ seems now to survive only in the ending of the 
word bishopric,- but in Northern English cyrurice, in various 
spellings, went on till a very late time. RicMn, rixian, is the 
Old· English verb = reg"", 

(43) Page 45.-See Max Miiller, Oxford Essays, p. 24, and 
see below, note 64 on Lecture IV. 

(44) Page 45. lIJassmann (UlfiJ.a.s, 728) explains the Gothic 
rei.ks by "ein Miichtiger, Oberster, Herrscher; vornehm, angesehen, 
m&chtig,H 

(45) Page 46.-The Athenian 1j.l.tala, which Greek etymolo
gists (see Suidas in 1jN.ao-nl<) were tempted to connect with 
.jAw<, is of course the same word as eLVa, connected with d.\>i< 
and other kindred words. 

(46) Page 46.-On the various names, .tyop.t for one of them, 
by which the Achaian Federa.! Assembly is called by Polybios, 
sea History of Federa.! Government, i. 263. 
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(47) Page 46.-The Latin frater and English brother seem at 
first sight to have no Greek cognate. as its place in the literal 
sense has heen usurped hy dB"</-';.. But the word appears. in 
the form of </-po.T'l/P or </-paT<»p. to express a member of one of 
the union of grnlu known as </-po.TP" or </-paTpw.,. of which I have 
said more at p. 66. It might almost he in either sense that 
Nestar (Iliad. ix. 63) uses the negative word; 

a.~p/JT.P. a"lp'V'f'oJ, blO"J'ub laT'. lIeEil/o!. 
&$ 7rDAlpou 'PflIr., ",,.,,plOII OICPVOEII'rOS. 

But when in ii. 362 he hids Agamemn8n-

ttpi,,' l£.,3pcu """.. 4>vAa, I" .... a fJpI,rpu, • A'YJ.P.Ep.t'OJl, 
WS' f',n,Tyq fp/JTppcpw ¥/In. cpiiAc IE cpuAou' 

we could not better express KaT« </-UN., KaTii. </-Pirrpa.. than by 
saying "aceording to shires and hundreds." 

(48) Page 46.-Besides r ....... and equm. there once was a 
Teutonic cognate in the Old-English eoh. Old-High-Dutch ehu. of 
which the former form is found in the song of Maldon; but I 
am not aware tha.t any words answering to eque. or cMvalit:r 
were formed from it. 

(49) Page 47.-0n this cl .... of words see Norman Conquest. 
vol. i. pp. 74. 172. 582. To those there collected I may add the 
feminine U seniorissa. JI from a. document quoted by Wa.itz, DeutsclUJ 
VerfaIJ8tJ,ngsg .. chidu.. iv. 207. See also Thirlwall, History of 
Greece, i. 134. A most curious .case of the way in which words 
of this Bort have become mere surviva.ls is shown in the poem in 
the English Chronicles which I have quoted at i. 625 of the 
History of the Norman Conquest. There Eadward the Martyr 
is spoken of in the same breath as U eild Unweaxa.n/, and as 
U eorla. ea.ldor. U 

(50) Page 47.-The chief of the Assassins, .. rex Accinorum. 
id est de Assasis" (Roger of Howden, iii. 181; II Assisini Sa.ra
ceni," Roger of Wendover. iii. 46). appears in Brompton (1268). 
as II Senex de monte, non pro mtate sic dictus sed pro sa.pientia 
et gravitate, Princeps gentis orientalis quam HassisVnoB vocant ; " 
and he is made (see also Rymer. i. 62) to write a letter beginning 
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H Vetus de monte Principibus Europe et omni populo Christiano 
salutem.u 

(5 I) Page 47.-0f these two forms the earlier expresses the 
sentiment, the later the mere fact. We might compare the 
difference between chieftain 8Jld captain. 

(52) Page 47.-See Norm= Conquest, iv. 694. 

(53) Page 47.-See Norm= Conqu ... ;;, i. 269, ii. 388, iii. 472. 
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ill 

(1) Page 50.-The definition of aristocracy given by Aristotle 
(pol. iv. 7. 2-5)-.,.;w yap ~. .,.w. ¥Urr"" d.-A;;.,; .a:r' ¥erTw 
'lI'"OAtTELa.V, leal po." 1TPO~ wo6€cr{v 'Twa. clya6wv &.v8pwv, p.OYfJV 8lKdlOV 
'1I'POfiUyopcUEW dpW"'l'oxpaTlav,-distinctly shuts out any such W-08({T(tl; 
d.yaOw. d..8pw. as age, wealth, or birth. But he clearly feels that 
such a government of the actually best is something merely 
ideal; and he seems to hold the best form of government to 
be that form of 1TOA ..... Ia-his .. o>o.,.,..1a being the same as the 
&qp.o.pa.TIa of Polybios and others (see Growth of the English 
Constitution, p. 166)-which leans towards aristocracy. In this 
offices are filled by election and not by lot, and they are filled 
with regard not to riches only but to merit: &roo 'Y€ po.q p.Ovov 

1TAovTlv&qv tL\AIl "'" dpW'Ttv1rqv cUpoiivrat Ta~ &pXd~. Aristocracy, 
in Aristotle's idea, was something wholly distinct from oligerchy, 
the government of the few, the government of mere wealth or 
birth, without regard to merit. Still the tendency of even the 
ideal aristocracy would unavoidably be to give predominance to 
birth and wealth; fot, without ruling whether there is or is not 
such " thing as strictly hereditary capacity, it is ceTtain that 
some kinds of capacity, especially politieal capacity, are not only 
likely to be more easily recognized, but are likely really to be 
thicker on the ground where birth and wealth afford specio.l 
opportunities for their culture. Aristotle's definition of &riv .... 
is ¥X"w. .. >.0 ..... • al ¥en/ (iv. 8, 9), and again (iii. 13, 3), 
cbyW£l.tt lOTtY dp~ ywov~: oligarchy, the corruption of aris
tocracy, looks only to birth or wealth without regard to merit. 
So, to turn to a writer of a time when all questions about 
aristocro.cy a.nd democracy had become mere speculative talk, 
Di6n Chrysostom, in his discourses addressed to Trajan, has his 
definition of aristocracy and of oligarchy. He follows Aristotle in 
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the doctrine of the three forms of government, """h of which 
has its corruption, and he thus defines aristocracy (i. 47): 8..".<pa 
8E d.pttTTOKpaTta. lCoAovp.l:vq OVT€ WO~ OWE ,..oAAWv TW(oV, rua d)'J:yfJW 
TWV ¥trrrfllv tyoVJLtvfJJV, rXE'iov &'IT'ExOVO"Q. iiSq TOV 8vva.T01i leal TOU 
(I1)p.</>."o",... He then define. oligarchy as &>u.yap)(u.. o"'>';'IP~ ",,1 
ci8ucOi' ",AEOVE~la., 1I'Aovu{WV TtvWV 1((1' '1rO"'IP;;,v OAtywv brl TOUi 'll"oUoW 
Ka.l d:n-opo~ u60"TU(J'(~. Plutarch (lTE"pl Mov. ".TA. 3) makes the 
threefold division p.o.ap)(u.. &>..tyap)(u.. ~p.o.paT"', of which the 
corruptions are TVpavvli, 8vvaaTEla, 0XAOlCpaTla.. 

I need hardly say that the vulgar use of the word .. aristocracy," 
to mean, not & form of government but a class of society, ha.s no 
countenance from Aristotle or from any other writer who attends 
to the meaning·of the words which he uses. A kindred vulgarism 
has lately crept in, with still less excuse, hy which the word 
" democra.cy n also is used to express, not a form of government 
but a class of society. 

(2) Page 50.-Livy, ii. 1. "Libertati. originem inde magis. 
quia annuum imperium consulare factum est, quam quod de
minutum quidquam sit ex regia potestate, numeres. Omnia. jura, 
omnia insignia, primi consules tanuere; id modo ca.utum est ne, 
si ambo fasces haberent, duplicatus terror videretur," Dionysios 
(iv. 73) very clearly brings out the nature of the consulship as a 
continuation of kingship. He makes Brutus counsel the Romans 
J.l.ETU6i.a6at 'TOUvopa Tijr; 'lTO)uTEta~ • • • • Kat. 1'O~ p.ru.tJvro.r; ltEW 
np, rhic1YN1V UOlXTUa, JL..qrE {JautAE'ir; b, p-,p-E p.ovapxous KCW:iv, ru.a 
P-ETPl{J)T'EpaV TWa Kat f/ltlt..av8p(J)ft'OTEpo.v a.Wait; 8,"0'6Q.1, 'lTPOf;'f('foptav· 
IrEtTa p.~ 'lTOI.E"W yvwp:qv plav (hraVT(J)v tnJplav, rua 81JO"tv brlTPUrElV' 

~.8p&u, ,.;p. {3aO"~ .!p)('/>. In c. 75 (cf. below, note 30 on 
Lecture IV.) he distinctly calls the consulo.r power {3=iA<l... I 
see that the phrase of putting the kingly power in commission 
has occurred also to Sir Henry Maine. 

(3) Page 50.--Something of this divided kingship belonged to
all the curule magistrates, all of whom shared in some degree
in the outward insignia of the kingly office. These are discussed 
at length by Dionysios, iv. 74. The doctrine of the Imperium 
and the Le:r: regia, handed on from the days of the Kings
through the whole time of the Commonwealth, undoubtedly: 
made the transition to the Empire more easy. 
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(4) Page 50.-Tacitus, Annals, i. 2. "Posito Triumviri no
mine, consulem Be ferens, et ad tuendam plebem tribunicio jure 
contentum; ubi militem donis, populum annona, cunctos dul
cedine otii pellexit, insurgere paullatim, munia Senatu., magis
tratUlllD. legum, in se trahere, nullo adversante." 

(5) Page 50.-No doubt there were cases in which the powers 
of the Senate were purposely lessened in particular points; as, 

. for instance, by the Lex HDrlen8ia of D.C. 286 (" Lex Hortensia 
lata est, qua cautum est, ut plebiscita universum populum 
tenerent, itaque eo modo legibus exJequsta sunt," Gains, i. 2). 
But there was no tendency at Rome seriously to interfere with 
the position of the Senate as the gOtiern_ of the Common· 
wealth, as distinguished from its legislature. This is a marked 
point of difierence between Rome and Athens, and one of which 
I hove said something in .. later lecture. See p. 147. 

(6) Page 51.-Arnold's Rome, ii. 388. "And thus the event 
seems to hove given the highest sanction to the wisdom of the 
Hortensian laws: nor can we regard them as mischievous or 
revolutiona.ry, when we find thot from the time of their ena.ct
ment the internal dissension. of the Romans were .. t an end 
for .. hundred and fifty years, and thet during this period the 
several parts of the constitution were all active; it was a celm 
not produced by the _inction of either of the contending forces, 
but by their perfect union." 

(7) Page 51.-Arnold'. Rome, ill. 63. "Twice in history 
has there been witnessed the struggle of the highest individua.l 
genius against the resources and institutions of a great nation, 
and in both cases the nation ha.s been victorious. For seventeen 
years Hannibal strove ..g..m.t Rome; for sixteen years Napoleon 
Buonaparts strove against England. The efforts of the first. 
ended in Zama, those of the second in Waterloo." 

This is the opening of the noblest historieal narrative in our 
language, Arnold's narrative of the Hannibalian War. I may 
perhaps be doing .. good service by reminding the present 
generation thet such .. narrative exists. Of course the comparison 
between Hannibal and Buonaparts applies solely to the genius 
of the two men, not at all to their objects: Hannibal fought for 
Carthage, Buonaparts fought for himself. 
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(8) Page Sl.-No Roman, no Latin-that is, no full citizen 
and no' one who had a reasonable hope of citizenship-turned 
~on.inst Rome, though more than once both Romans and Latins, 
individual citizens and individual colonies, seemed inclined to 
shrink from the struggle. This is a marked contrsst to the 
state of things in the Greek cities, where a party is so constantly 
found in Ies"uue with the enemy. It is of course not fair 
to compare the warfare between ODe Greek city and another 
with the struggle of Rome against the wholly alien power 
of Carthage. But even in the Persian War there was in most 
Greek ci~ies either a medizing party or, at all events, a. 
Hippias or a. Dema.ratos ready to seek his own restoration 
by the help of the Barbarian. The weakness of Rome lay in 
that she was, in the words of Tiberius in Tacitus (Annals, 
iii. 6), an .. imperator populus." The subject states of Italy, to 
say nothing of the Gauls, were naturally ready to join Hannibal. 

(9) Page 53.-8 .. Norman Conquest, i. 128. 

('0) Page 53.-Toseek for barbarian aid against fellow Greeks 
was a thing which was often done, but it was a thing which 
might always be turned to the discredit of those who did it. It 
was like Francis the First and Lewis the Fourteenth joining with 
the Turks against the Empire. And the real feeling of common 
Greek brotherhood which underlay all occasional dealings of this 
kind comes out very strongly on occasion. We see it through 
the whole history of the Retr .... t of the Ten Thousand, both in 
the tie which kept the army together and in the fellQw-feeling 
shown between them and the various Greek cities to which they 
come on their march. We see it again in the Athenian decree 
against Arthmios of Zeleia; while it is the pervading spirit 
of all the discourses of Isokrates. Take, for instance, his oration) 
or rather letter, to Philip, the whole tone of which assumes the 
Greeks as forming ODe whole, and the Barbarians as another, 
while the Ma.cooonians, under their Greek King, are rightly 
enough looked on as something between the two. One passage 
(150) is very strong. Philip is called on to look on all Greece as 
his country, and to risk everything on its behalf-411'Cl0"av T1]v 
'EW&:i 1mTPt8a. JlO,.,.q;EtV, Wsr.EP 0 'YEVVY]aa.~ [H&-a.k.les] lJp.O.'i:l «at 
«w8vvronv 1nr~ abrije o,.,.olwIi: W~ 1t'Ep VrrEp <tv p.01uO"TO. ~E'S'. 
Isokrates ind ... d was little more than a dreamer; still he is .. 
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good witness when it is .. sentiment of which we are speaking. 
But the sentiment comes out in a much more practieal shspe in 
the two noble decIarations of Kailikratida.s, that no Greek should 
be enslaved by his means, and that he would do his best to 
reconcile the contending Greek powers, that they might no longer 
cringe to the barbarian. Xen. Hell. i. 6, 7. Kw\AucpaTL'8a. 
d:X8ur6d'i "Ij lwa.{Jo'Afj I(al ~ brl .,uf fNpa$ "OLn/uEU'W, dfYYUT8€1.r; 
1(41. El~., MAc.an-dTOVS ftvaL TOw"EUTJV4r;, a,.I. pap{JJ.povs KONucEVotIfT&V 
• ' __ .' .... _ A "". ~. 1 ,. -. _~ , 
WEICQ, UflT"PWV, 't""""'ICQJV 1'£, -'IV U(IJ.,u oucaoE, I(Q.T~ "(E TO alIT" oVlfo:rw 

8uxll4€EW 'A/JrpIalO1Jfi «CU Aa.u&uJiOllWw, d ... brJ\ruu& lr; MLA"1"ov. 
i. 6. 14.-Kw\AucpaTi&. O~K I""" JawoV "'1< il.pxovroo, o~8Eva 
'EU.qvCIW ~r; TOOlCf(VOV 3uvarov drBpa.7r08wfijvcu. 

(II) Page 54.-The whole argument of Aristotle assumes thst 
the commonwealth will be a city, and neither more nor less 
-neither -a mere villa.ge nor yet a nation. The three are 
contrasted together in several places. Thus we read in the 
Politics (ii 2, 3)-8wUrE' BE on; 1'OwVrtt» '"" ')foAL" l~, &t-(U' 
P-V KQ,.ci tcwp.a.s &0-, ICWJJPUTJIo&ot.,.o 'JTA~e~, lJll' OrGY' APICa.8fS. So, 
again (iii. 3, 5), when he is discussing the definition of .... >. .. , he 
says ov 'YOp 8V nits Tf{XEaur (''I -yap 4v IIWwo~ 'If'q''pww lv 

.. , ~,. !' 'B_R--\~- , .. • !J... ~. 
TELX~' TOW,l1M1 0 UTWC trOTr. Kat '¥"l.II\(UV I«U '1I'"<UTCI. .",.1$ '"Aft. mp'ypa."1""r 
pii).Aov lllvov<; ,'j .,.6.\.,.... And again, when he is discussing the 
possible size of a commonwealth (vii. 4, 11) ~p.ol ... • al ".0>... V 
p.o l~ lM.tyfJ1ll Mal' O~IC a.w&.,»ar; (~ 8£ 1To.u~ aliroplCf~» ~ 8£ llC ~v 
a:yav b TO'i'~ ~o d.va.'YlCatcn~ awdp~, Ws:rEp l8vo!i;, dll' otJ 7J'"o.u~. 

'll"o.X'TElaV -yO.p 00 prj.8wv wapXfW' Tt~ 'YOp aTpa:rrrrOs. laTa, TOV AW.v 
WrEp{J&.AAovrOf; 7J'"A~8o~, ~ Tt'1 Kijpvl p.~ lT0"T6PEI.Of; ; 

The opposite idea to that of Aristotle is found in a glossary 
of the tenth century in Eckhsrt (Res Franci .. Orient. ii 999), 
where u pagns U is defined to be H provincia absque mw'O." 

(12) Page 54.-There is a certain shsde of difierence between 
H oppressed nationalities" and "oppressed nations." A people 
suffering under an oppressive government of their own race and 
speech would no doubt be an .. oppressed nation," but they would 
not be whst is called an .. oppreseed nations.Iity." By an 
u oppressed nationality II I conceive is meant a people who are 
under a government which not only is oppressive but is oppressive 
in a particular way. The" oppressed nationality" deems itself 
wronged, because the government under which it linds itself 
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refuses its claim to count as l\ nation. In this sense Poland 
is, and Hungary once was, an "oppressed nationality." .But 
though the home government of Russia or of Austria. might be 
never so bad, no one would speak of Russia. or of Austria. as 
an u oppressed nationality." An U oppressed nationality" then 
is a nation whose oppression takes the particular form of not 
dealing with it as a. nation. The distinction is a. real one; but 
the use of the abstract word "nationality," which has quite 
another meaning, is a. very awkward way of expressing what 
is meant. 

(13) Page 54.-This is one of the points in ancient politics 
which, with our ideas, we find it hardest to understand In 
modern times conquest, or submission of any kind, almost alwa.ys 
involves more or less of incorporation with the conquering state. 
The country which is conquered or otherwise annexed may be 
allowed to retain its la.ws j in the case of actual conquest it may 
retain them as a matter of suffera.nce; in the case of voluntary 
union, like that of England and Scotland, it may retain them 
as a. matter of treaty; but in either case tbe difference of law 
is a. mere locaJ difference between two parts of the sa.me state. 
In modern politics there is hardly such a. thing ... " state which 
retains its separate government untouched in all its branches, 
which is ca.pable of legisla.ting for itself, perhaps even of changing 
its form of government a.t pleasure, but which has no will of 
its own in international concerns, which is bound a.t the very 
least to follow the lea.d of a.nother state in matters of pea.ce a.nd 
war, perhaps is even bound to contribute men or money at the 
bidding of the ruling state. But this wa.s the case between 
A thens and her a.llies in the fourth century B.C.; it was the 
relation between Rome a.nd her lta.lian allies down to the Socia.l 
War; a.nd the relation between Sparta and her Peloponnesian 
allies did not widely differ from it, though their position wa.s 
certainly more fa.Toura.ble. The state still rema.ins a. state; it 
is absolutely untouched in 0.11 that forms a. separate state; only 
it is hindered from exercising the ordinary powers of a. state in 
relation to other states. Such 8. relation need not involve any 
pra.ctica.l oppression towards a.ny member of the inferior state, 
though it gives occasional opportunities for such oppression on 
the part of officers of the ruling state. A city in this case could 
of course a.t any moment a.ct for itself, a.nd refuse to obey the 
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commands of the ruling city, at the risk of being conquered 
afresh and being brought down to a worse hondage. We better 
understand the case of more complete subjection, where the 
subject stste is ruled by a barmost, proconsnl, satrap, bailiff, or 
other officer of the ruling stste. But, even in this case, the 
whole machinery of the subject state often went on as something 
more than a mere municipality; it was still a city which was 
subject to the ruling city. In modern ideas, the inhabitants of 
the conquered or annexed country become subjects of the govern
ment of the ruling state, fellow-ilubjects of its older members. 

(14) Page 55.-The incidental expressions of Isokrates bring 
this out strongly. The Greeks of some unknown, and most 
likely mythical, time were (Paneg. 90) 1&a /'''' Mn, Ta ... ~;;,v 
1rOM~ VrovJLEYOI., KowY,v 8E '7rO.T'ptOa. n,v ~Ella&. VOp1(,OVTEf; ETva,. 
So, in the discourse addressed to Philip (150; see ahove, note 
10), he tells him, 7Tpcm}KE&' TOt~ JLw llio'S' 'TOtS' a4>' "HpwcAloVi 

1rEq,VKOtTt KcU TOLS' iv -rroAtTEUf Kat v6p.otS' b&&p.o..otS' bcuvrpt T"7]v r.0Aw 
UTipyf,,, lv ii ~VOVO"' 1«l1"O"'~, IT€: 8', ~ a.~eTOV YEY&rJp.oov, 
cl1n1(TQ.V n,v 'EUa&a 1TG.TPl8a, lIO,u(.€w. na.Tp{~ in Isokrates' own 
day, was not the word which was commonly applied to all Hellas, 
but only to each man's own city. He uses it in that sense in 
several places in this same discourse (Ill, 121, and elsewhere); 
and still more strikingly when, in his discow-se to Philip (72), 
he says that Kanan ,.a TErn ,.u ~ 7rQ,TP'~ dYWp(JC»(1'Wo But 
there bad been, or ought to bave been, a time when all Hellas 
bad been the 'IrClTpl. of every Greek. . 

('5) Page 55.-Livy (xxxviii 53), in recording the departure 
of Scipio to Liternnm, only speaks of the" necessitas aut subeundi 
judicii aut simnl cnm Patris deserendi." But Seneca (Epist. 
xiii. 1) distinctly 118.. the word exilo. "Quidni ego admirer 
hane magnitudinem animi, qua in exsilium voluntarium secessit 
et civitatem exoneravit j Eo perducta res erat, ut aut libertas 
Scipioni aut Scipio lihortati faceret injuriam. Neutrum fas erat: 
itaque locnm dedit legibus, et so Literonm rocepit, tam sunm 
exsilium reipubliClB imputaturus quam Hannibalis." So of 
Tiberius, Tacitus (Ann. iv. 58) says, "neque enim tam incredi
bilem casum providebant, ut undecim per annos liOOns patria 
careret/' See Merivale, v. 251. 
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(,6) Page 56.-This is one of the most striking points of 
difference between France and England, and one of the best 
signs of the difference between the Frankish conquest of Gaul 
and the English conquest of Britain. As a rule, the chief tcwns 
of France have continued their uninterrupted existence and 
importance from Roman and Gaulish times. They have not 
always kept their relative position to one another; still Paris, 
Lyons, Marseilles, Bourdeaux, Rouen, and a. crowd of others, 
have always kept up their importance as the capitals at least 
of their surrounding districts. The older city has very seldom 
been outstripped by a younger rival, in the way in which the 
local capitals of Yorkshire, Lancashire, Warwickshire, and 
Staffordshire, have been outstripped among ourselves. The old 
Celtic post became the Roman city, and the Roman city has 
lived on uninterruptedly tc our own time as the chief place in 
its own district. And of these cities a large proportion-most 
of those which do not, like Paris or Chalons, lie in or beside a. 
river--occupy the high sites where the Gaulish hill-fort was first 
placed. Such are Bourges, Chartres, above all, Laon. We may 
say the same of Gaulish cities beyond the limits of the French 
kingdom, as Geneva, Lausanne, and Sitten. In England the 
phamomena are quite different. The Roman towns in Britain 
do not seem to have so universally occupied Celtic sites as they 
did in Gaul; and it would also seem that the Celt of Britain 
did not feel that special attachment to high places which was 
felt by the Celt of Gaul. We have a few cities, like Lincoln 
and Exeter, in which a lofty site has been successively occupied 
by Briton, Roman, and Englishman; and among these we may 
reckon London, where the original city, with the cathedral 
crowning the hill, is really a nearer approach, though a very 
feeble one, to Bow'ges or Chartres, than is at all common in 
England. And there are many hill sites which the Britcn 
occupied, but which did not grow into Roman cities. In Gaul 
the great camp of Uleybury might have grown intc a city like 
Laon, and Dorchester might have been built on the tcp of 
Sinodun instead of at its foot. But that the tendency to occupy 
lower sites is not only Roman, but also British, is shown by the 
sites of at least two of the episcopal churches of Wales. No 
greater contrast can be thought of to Bourges and Chartres than 
the sites of Llanda.:ff and Saint David's, Then too, owing to the 
destroying nature of the English Conquest, the occupation of the 
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English towns has scarcely ever heen continuous. Some of the 
Roman towns, like Wroxeter and Silchester, were destroyed, and 
their sites were never again occupied. Others, like Bath and 
Chester, were ,occupied afresh, after having !&in waste for several 
<lenturies. In everything tb& contrast between English and 
French towns is one of the most striking witnesses to that utter 
,gap between one state of things and another, which was caused 
in Britain by the cb&r&cter of the English conquest, but which 
has nothing answering to it in tb& history of Gaul ' 

(17) Page 56.-Thucydides, ii. 15,..0 8< ""pO TO';"OV oj oIKp ... .w. 
oj .... ~ ...oA..~. On the whole subject of the change from 
the hiJ1.sid .. to lower positions, see Grote, ii. 144.--148. In 
Western .Europe there cannot be a better study of the general 
<lb&nge than is to be found at Le Mans, where the Gaulish fort, 
the Roman, and the medireval city, may all be traced, each being 
an enlargement of its predecessor, and each coming lower down 
from the top of the hill 

(18) Page 56.-1 have ventured to quote the well-known 
Homeric contrast between Dardanie and Ilios, as illustrating the 
<lhange from Old to New Sa.lisbury. Norman Conquest, i. 318. 

(19) Page 56.-Sophokles, <Ed. CoL 694. lv ~ p.eyO}vf A .. pt& 
""-~ u;.w..... 

(20) Page 56.-&0 Grote, ii. 147. So Maine, Ancient law, 
125. .. It may not perhape be an altogether fanciful idea when 
I suggest that the Cyclope is Homer's type of an alien and less 
advanred civilixation; for the almost physical loathing which 
a primitive community feels for men of widely dilferent manners 
from ite own wma.lly' expresses itself by describing them as 
monsters, such as giante, or even (which is almost always the 
<lase in Orienta.! mythology) as demons." Of. Arist. PoL i. 2-6. 
The Kykl6pes of course are an extrsme case; and the tI:aditioDs 
about them, as about other beings of the same kind, most likely 
refer, like the stari ... of the Troll. of the North, to some memory 
of the earlier non-Aryan races whom the Hellenes most likely 
found in the land. But the references in the Homeric poems to 
the nations on the west coast of Asia, kindred as they undoubtedly 
were, are a.ll tiDged by a certain feeling of superiority, though 
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how slight that feeling is cannot be fully understood, except by 
comparing Homer's way of speaking with that of the tragedians. 
We get notices a.Jso (see Odyssey, xiv. 315; xv. 426-452) of 
European neighbours, the friendly Thesprotians and the hostile 
Taphians, conceived in the same spirit. So the preface of 
Thucydides throughout conceives the earlier state of H.llas as 
being scmething lower than that described in the Homeric poems 
(see Grote, ii. 47), but as scmething of which traces still 
remained in his own time among the ruder members of the 
Greek natien. 

(21) Page 56.-.:1.;;,.... in Homer constsntly means the land, 
",." 8;i,.... and the like, and it is not uncommonly distinguished 
from "..&A,.s, or perhaps used as including W'~-1I'o}.:"t TE nVTt TE 

&.i~. 

(22) Page 56.-On the Attic Demoi, see below, p. 269. 

(23) Page 57.-See History of Federal Government, i. 133. 

(24) Page 57.-See the well-known notice of the Lokrians, 
.<Etolians, and Akarnanians in Thucydides, i. 5, and cf. iii. 94. 

(25) Page 57.-The foundation of Megalopolis (see History 
of Federa.! Government, i. 200) is a matter of history, and the 
names of the towns which contributed inhabitants to it are given 
at length by Pansanias, viii. 27. XenopMn (Hell. iii. 2, 27) 
mentions that Elis in his time was still unwaJled, and Diodoros 
(xi. 54) gives the date of its foundation in the archonship of 
Praxiergo8, B.C. 471. His words are 'HAEW' 1ri\EtO~ «al p.ucpas 
1ToAns OUc:OWTt'S ds p.la.v CTVII'eKtu(fqaa.v ,..qv d'llo~op.Wqv ·Hi\w. 
Strabo (viii. 3) is more precise, and he extends the remark to 
many others among the Peloponnesian cities. m,. 8, oj .w 
1TOM.S o-:hn. murro J "OP:'1pol1, d.U.' ~ x.WPa I(wp.-q&" ti.UtTO 
• • • • . 01/11 BE 'II"OT'"E O'1Wij>JJov Els .,..q., YiN ..roAw np, ~lL\w, JUTd. TO; 

TIEpo"UCQ, be ~v &iJAb»" O"Xt:Uv 8E leal T'O~ ~ "WOW Tolls 
«4TU llEAmrOwqaOJl' 1TATJr OAt'Yo)V, ots «o,TwE£II 0 1TO'~ ou roM's, 
lli.O. X,Wp4S &VO~Et, CJ"UUT'Yjp.a.TG. BVp.ow 'xovuav ~1Ca.unp, lI'A€w" l~ 
:'10' VaT€Pov ai. ')'VWpt.€Op.flffU lI'OAUi UVI!1f!lCluOquav olov nj~ , AplCa8ta.t; 
MCU'T'lvna p.w be lI'Wr€ 8qp.w1l {mo' , Ap1€twv UVI!1f!Klu9rr Teyla FJ l~ 
bvEa.- ~IC TOO"OUTWV BE lCal 'Hpata .;"ro KAEOP.{JpOTOV, ~ \nrO KAEwvVuov-
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~ 8' aW(JJ~ AtyLOY EE ma. :q OI('TW &,Jp.wv O'VVE1rO>.iU(hr II&T'pa' 8E l€ 
mlt, Il;{,p.7J 8E: f' om' oVrw BE: leal ?j ~H.\,~ lie Tidy '7f'£PI.OUC{&W 
rnwaroAIuih} ,w. TO';""",. The different words used by Strabo to 
express the earlier state of things, 81jpoot., I(CJ)JL7J80v, 1T€PWLKlt)Ei. a.re 
worth noticing. The last at least could hardly be applicable. 
Ells, in the Homeric Catalogue, is the name, not of the city, 
but of the district; nor is the word .. OAto applied to the Arcadian 
communities, but neither is XWpa.. 

Kemble (Saxons in England, i. 49) remarks that "generally 
speaking in Greece the origin of the .. OAto lies in what may be 
called the compression of the ow,.... The drop&. is on the space 
of neutral ground where all may meet on equal terms." He 
makes the remark to illustrate the growth of the Teutonic Gau 
(see below, note 72 on Lect. ill) out of component marks. He 
also refers to the formation of Rome out of the three local tribes. 

(26) Page 57.-The four or five earlier communities by the 
union of which the city of Mantineia was said to have been 
founded were heard of again when it suited the policy of Sparta 
to break up a powerful neighbour. XenophOn tells the story, 
Hell. v. 2, 7. be 8. T.,n. .. ...Ihjpiih} ,uv ro T"X .. ,8",!o&lhj 8' oj 
MavrtV€C4 Terpa.x:ij, KQ.(Ja.7Up ,.;; dpx4WV iIC011JI. He goes on to say 
how each village ('''",/) sent its separate contingent to the 
La.cedremonian army, and how well the Mantineian oligarchs 
liked the change, as delivering them from democracy and 
demagogues. But in the Homeric Catalogue (ii 607) both 
Tegea and Mantineia appear as integral wholes. 

That the same was the case with Sparta is well known from the 
words of Thucydides, i. 10, when he speaks of Sparta as Ka .... 

ICwp.a.r; -np 1TcWz'rii rijr; 'Eua8~ .,.~ obcw8ffiua even in his own 
day. The names of the original five villages seem to be given 
by Pausanias, iii. 16, 9, but the words of the Catalogue (581) 
seem rather to point to Lakedaim6n and Sparte as having once 
been separate communities. 

of 3" .lxu ... leolA." ... AIIIr.aat~ •• 1f'1"~tIG'crCUt, 
<tdp." ... ,.., :zwc£por.". "., YfoAvrp.pr»1fG ,.. MfO'tffI .... 

All these cases, in which a city was formed by the union of 
several village., must be carefully distinguished from the union 
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of the Attic towns. Ells, Mantineia., and the rest were formed 
either by actua.lly joining together neighbouring villages, or by 
causing the inhabitants of more distant places to remove their 
dwellings to the new city. In A.ttica nothing of the kind 
happened. The towns went on as they did before, only they 
ceased to exist as political communities, and all their citizens 
received the franchise of Athens. 

(27) Page 58.-That there were Macedonian cities which had 
made progress enough in city life to be enrolled as members, 
though perhaps in some degree as dependent members (see Hi ... 
tory of Federal Government, i. 193), of a Greek confederation is 
plain from the description which XenophOn (v. 2, 12) gives of the 
steps taken by Olynthos in the formation of the league which the 
Spa.rta.ns put down. Ele 'I"OVrov brE)(Elp71CTa.lI "al Ta~ rij~ MQ.KE8ovla.~ 
1rOMt~ ~(JEpOVv ~:m) 'Ap:uJlTou TOU MWCE86vQ)v {3a.crtA£fJJf,;. But the 
local divisions of Macedonia. and Epeiros are all tribe divisions 
(see Thuc. ii. 99), and the village life which went on even among 
the purely Greek neighbours of the Epeirots was clearly the 
ruling life in both countries. 

(28) Page 58.-Of the analogy between the Greek p. ... oU(o~ 
the NiMkrgelaasenen in Switzerland, and the U foreigners," as 
they were often called, in many English boroughs, I have spoken 
more at large in another lecture (see p. 183). The main point 
is that mere residence in all cases goes for nothing. How little 
it counted for in the ideas of Greek political thinkers is showD. 
by the incidental words of A.ristotle (Pol. iii. I, 3), M. 7rOxtrIJO 
o~ ,.~ OUeEl'" 'JI"OV '1roAl~ lrrrlv' "a~ yap p.f..rOUCOt lea' 8oVAot ICOWWVOiio-I. 

~ OOnjo-EW~. He goes on to speak of those I1.ETOI.I(OI. who, by the 
terms of special treaties, enjoyed special l'ights, the cOTIInUbiwm 
and c01nmwcium or any others. aU' o~ ."Wv 8ucatwv P.ET€x.OVTEf; 

oih-w~ W5TE leal 8,lC1Jv wExEn' leal 8",,",E0-8a.l.· TOWO 'Yap WUpXEI. leal 
1'O~ d.,ro avp.~o>..oJv ICOWCllVOUo-l.' Kal y'Up 'rQ.WQ. .,.owo~ inr&PXEL. 
7I"OAAa-XOV p.£v ow oUE TOu,.Q)V nA'~ oi P.EToIXOl. Jl-ET£XO'tXTUI, dM4 
PElLEt ... d.Va.ylOl 'If'poaTo:rYlv, This last is the well-known disqualifica.
tion of the P.bOUCOL at Athens, which forba.de them from suing in 
any court in their own names, and required them to appear 
through a citizen patron. 

('9) Page 58.-Something of this kind happened at some 
stage or other of the history of most Grecian cities. I quote 
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the most illustrious case of all (Arist. Pol. iii. 2, 3): 5 .. 0' p. ..... "X0v 

p.era{3oXVi "YEVOP.~ 'll"OAl.1"Ela.~, orm. ' A8-qvquw brol71CTf IUEW"8Wr]r 
PETa. ~ TWV TVprlwWv IlCftoA,pr 1r'~ yap ft/wAI:rE"UCTE ~€v~ 
Kal 80VAOV~ }LETotlCovr. 'TO 8' t1p.q,ur/J{p-qp.4 1f'pO~ 'ToVrovr lO"Tlv 00 .,ir 

\f ,\\~_, JO~' "CO , 
'7TOI\''"li, ~ 'lrOTEP(JII aouu,l)S' '1 oU(auur. 

(30) Page 58.-Take the case of the orator Lysias at Athens, 
&. ,.,.UOUCOt; who had shown himself as good an Athenian patriot 
as if he had come in a .-traight line from Erechtheus, who first 
had full citizenship voted to him, and then lost it on the ground 
of an informality in the vote. PMtios 262 (p. 490, Bekker); 
'Ypa,pE' plv ",era. .,..qv 1Ca.908ov ®pa.a-V{3ov'Aor 1ToLTElaV aWef, 0 8~ Sijp.or 
(,wPWC1'E n,v 8a>pEav. ' APXwOt; 8E, Sui. 'TO &'lrpo{JovAEI1T'ov d~x9ijva.t ro 
1frIIq,UTJ.W., ypaq,ETtu. '1rQ(JQ.vop.fiJV np, 8wPEBV' Kal brEl ICtJ.nyrtWu9-q 'To. 
1fr/1q,urp.4, rijr /La, 1TOAtT'Elar (, Aww'r dr.EAaVvET£U, ,.ov AolroOY 8E: 
xpovov Ka'TE{3[W luOTEA~r~. Tha.t is to say, he remained 3 p.n-OUCOt;, 

shut out from the political franchise, but exempted from th., 
special burthens laid upon his class, and paying only the sam., 
tax as the citizens. That there could be any doubt or question 
about granting full citizenship to such a man shows how high 
1\ privilege tire grant was held to be. On the other bend there 
is an early case of the way in which grants of citizenship, whicb 
must have been practically honorary, were made to foreign 
princes in the enfranchisement of the Thracian Sadokos, son of 
Sitalk&., which is recorded by Thucydides, ii. 29. b Nvp..p68wp .. 
n1v 1"f 'TOU ]t....aNrov evp.p.aXlav brol7!fT€ "al ]&:801('01' ,-01' vIOl' am-ov 
'Afh}vaiov. So ii. 67, 'TOV ]&:801cov'TOV YE"'fO'J}P-o,ov 'Afh}vaiov. All 
this is made sport of by Aristophanes, Acharn. 145: 

IS a' vlb" ~II 'A8\Jllllioll 4ft'~ft'oIJJAEBII, 
Ifp« ~tt/yEill G.A.Aiil"l'oS' l~ 'Aft'Cl'I"OvptWlI, 
«Ill 1'011 .",.,.lcp' "'"afjdA~~ SOf/B.ill "rjj ft'J..,.p~. 

We hear much more of this in later times. 
In oligarchic Sparta the grant of citizenship was of cours" 

far more ra.re a.nd precious than in democratic Athens. Yet we 
find an instance in Herodotus (iL 33) where the full Spartan 
citizenship is granted to the Eleian prophet Tisamenos and his 
brother Hegias. But the story shows how rare such a favour 
was, and with what difficulty the Spartans brought themselves 
to grant it: haprn;ra.t 8f ",.pm ",tv c!«ewallT« 8ftl/4 h-o,flivro. 
There is a later instance in the case of Dian of SyracuS& 
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(Plutarch, Dion, 49) which shows how completely such artificial 
citizenship, when once granted, was looked on as the same thing 
as citizenship by birth. Herakleitos sets up Gaisylos as fitter 
to command the Syracusan forces than Dian, on the ground 
of his being a Spartan. Dian, who had, like Tisamenos, been 
admitted to Spartan citizenship, answers W~ dutl' /lpXO'IITE~ Uco.vot 
1"O'i~ lvpa.«ovulots, El BE 'n"t1YTCOS Blot Ka.l ~7T'IlpTulTOV TOts 1rpayp.o.aw. 
a{.ros o&ros EtVa.c. learn 1rOl1'Jrnv YEYovti.s l1rUpT'utT7]S. COmpR.r6 also 
the jest of Gorgias of Leontinoi (Arist. PoL iii. 2, 2) on the ease 
with which citizens were made at Larissa.; 1.4>T/, Ka8o.Trfp oAp,ovs 
Elva.c. TOW wro ,.wv ~ 7TE7rOL'1}I'-£V01Jf;, oVr(a) Kat A.a.pl.(J'rralO1Jf; TO~ 
lJr.O TWV 87JP-/,OvPYwv 1r€r.OLYJ/LWoUf;" E"lvat -yJ.p Twas MPWtT07TOtOVt;. 

We cannot help contrasting all this with the ease with which 
strangers are naturalized both in European kingdoms and 
American commonwealths. But this is part of the difference· 
between a city and a nation. The true parallel to the citizenship 
of Athens or Sparta. is not naturalization as a British subject, but 
admission to the local freedom of a borough. 

(3') Page 58.-0n this ~WO{K«T" of Attica, one of the great 
e~ents in the history of Greece and of the world, see Historical 
Essays, Second Series, p. 119. 

(32) Page 59.-00 the momentary union of Argos and 
Corinth in B.c. 393, see Xenoph6n, Hell. iv. 4, 6, and the remarks 
of Grote, ix. 462. The expressions of Xenoph6n are remarkable, 
even though they may express only the feelings of an oligarchic 
party, as they show the natural repugnance of the Greek mind 
to a.ny such union of separate cities. alu8a.llop.flIOl, d.tPav~op.£vqv 
n,v '!TOMII, 8u\ ,.0 Kal1"O~ opov~ d.1I~(T8at Kal tI Apyor; d.VTL Kap{vSov 
~ 1rO.Tpl8a atrrwv dVO~Eu8a.t. leaL 1ToMT£la.r; pow d.va.'YK~6p.€Vot, T"ijr; 
b II ApyEI. IJ.ETfx.nv, ~r; o~8(v l8(OVTO, €v BE TV m>A£t. P.£TO{lCfJJV £AaTTOV 
8~or., lyWOVTO TW« o:Vrwv, or lvop.u:rav OWW p.'iv 001( ~f3{(J)TOV 
EtVaL. Certainly there is no other case in Grecian history where 
two commonwealths were fused together in this way; and we 
should be glad to have some details of the process, momentary as 
the union proved. One can hardly understand an actual union 
of two cities so far a.part from 8!lch other, and there cannot well 
be such a thing as a. confederation of two. Mark again the 
complaint of the discontented Corinthians thst they were no
better tha.n p.£.rouco, in their own city. 
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(33) Page 59.-1 have traced out the early history of these 
two Leagues in my History of Federal Government. Among 
the lEtolians we have seen that Greek city life was hardly at all 
developed. The Achaian League, on the other hand, was from 
the b..,ainning a League of cities in the strictest sense; but then 
they were cities so small that they had no chance of maintaining 
their independence as perfectly independent commonwealths. 

(34) Page 59.-See History of Federal Government, i. 630. 
The annexation of Sparta, which made the League tske in the 
whole of Peloponnesos, must have held out temptstions too strong 
for human nature to withstsnd. But from that time the history 
of the League is largely made up of secessions, and movements 
in the direction of secessions, on the part of Sparta., and of com
plaints against the Federal power brought by Sparts before the 
Roman protector. 

(35) Page 60.-The distinction in German political language 
between Stcrotenbund and Bundesstaat is one which Greek itself 
might envy. In the Sl.aate1Ihund, such as the American Union 
was up to 1789 and the Swiss Confederation up to 1848, the 
members of the League are joined together on such terms and 
for such purposes as may be agreed OD, and their common affairs 
are administered by a Federal Diet or Congress. Still each Stste 
remains perfectly independent in all its internal concerns, and 
each may even keep the right of separate dealing with foreigu 
Governments. There is nothing which can be strictly called a 
Federal Government. In the Bundesstaat, on the other hand, 
though each Stste remains sovereigu and independent within the 
range of such powers as it does not hand over to the Federal 
authority, yet, within the range of those powers which are handed 
over to the Federal authority, the whole body forms a single 
commonwealth under a: Government, with its executive, legisla
tive, and judicial branches, acting as a sovereigu and independent 
power within its own range. Most of the Greek confederations 
in the later days of Greece seem to have been fairly entitled to 
the name of Bunde.staal. 

(36) Page 60.-See Historical Essays, Second Series, p. 146. 

(37) Page 62.-Veii seems to have been as large as Rome, but 
then Veii was the great march city of Etruria, just as Rome was 
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the great march city of Latium. So Megalopolis was founded on 
the Spartan march of Arcadia. But certainly, setting Etruria 
aside, Capua is the only Italian city at a.Il on a level with Rome, 
till we get down to the great Greek cities of the South. The 
nearness 'of the great Greek cities to one another is brought 
forcihly home to us by the story of Philolaos and Diokl&!, told 
by Aristotle (Politics, ii. 12. 8, 9). Philolaos was buried at 
Thebes, on .. spot from which the Corinthian territory could be 
seen. Aigina, as all th e world knows, was the eyesore of Peil-aieus. 
But perh&ps the clearest picture of the physieal sm&J.lness-th&t 
is, in truth, the moral greatness--<lf the Greek commonwealths 
is that drawn by Servius Sulpicius in his letter to Cicero (Ep. 
ad Div. iv. 5)~" Ex AsiA rediens quum ab 1Egina Megaram 
versus na.vigarem, cc:epi regiones circumcirca. prospicere. Post 
me erat ...£gina., ante Megara., dextra Pirreeus, sinistra Corinthus." 
His comment is "qwe oppida quodam tempore florentissima 
fuerunt, nunc pro strata. et diruta. ante oeulos jacent," 'Ve 
might have looked for the reflection th&t all had once been in
dependent commonwealths, but th&t they now a.Il formed parts 
of the Roman dominion. The truth is th&t they did not 0.11 as 
yet form part of the Roman dominion. See Note 40. 

(38) Page 62.-This is clearly set' forth in the third chapter of 
Mommsen's History of Rome. He gives a vivid picture of the 
origin of the old Italian towns. The story is essentially the 
same in Italy, Greece, and Gaul; only Itoly lagged behind 
Greece, while Gaul, till the Roman civil.iza.tion was brought in 
from without, l&gged behind Italy. The Latins beg&n with .. 
M arkgenossmsclwft, and the town, like the British oppidwm, was 
at first a mere place of defence in co.se of the attacks of enemies. 
"Diese Pliitze, die natiirliob .. uob zugleich die heiligen Stiitten 
der Mar kgenossen einschlossen und die wir uns iibrigens als 
regelmiissig unbewohnt oder schwach bewohnt zu denken bahen, 
begegnen uns unter den Namen der < Berge' (montes) und 
'Hauten' (pagi, von pa'1l{j8'l'6), der' Burgen' (arces, von Grewe) 
und ' Ringe' (urbas, von tWVUS, curvus, orbis), und sie sind die 
Grundla.ge der vorstadtischen Gauverfassung in Italien geworden, 
welche in denjenigen Itolischen Landschaften, die zum .tiidtischen 
Zus&mmensiedeln erst spat und zum Theil noch bis auf den heu
tigen Tag nicht vollstiindig gelangt sind, wie im Marserland und 

• 
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in den kleinen Gauen der Abruzzen, noch einigermassen deutlich 
sich erkenrien liisst." 

Even Rome itself was, from the beginning, .. pIa.ce of meeting 
,rather than a place of dwelling to the greater part of its citizens. 
So far Rome and Athens are alike; but the Athenian franchise 
could not, from .. whole crowd of causes, be extended beyond the 
originaJ. towns of Attica, while circumstances allowed the Roman 
franchise to be, in the end, extended as far as the Roman dominion 
was. Long before Rome had become the head even of Italy, 
districts had been admitted to citizenship which were furtber 
from Rome than any part of Attica was from Athens. 

(39) Page 62.-1 here accept Mommsen's view as to tbe origin 
of Rome. On tbe tendency of tbese border districts and states 
to become ruling states over tbeir neighbours and kindred, see 
Historical Essays, First Series, p. 220. 

(40) Page 62.-Tbe great legal division is into civ .. and pere
Urini. The lJerBfll"ini, up to tbe Social War, included, first, the 
Latins-no longer, of course, the old confederacy of that name, 
but the communities whicb enjoyed the J .... Latii in any part of 
the Roman dominion j these were half citizens who had a. right, 
under certain circumstances, to claim citizenship; secondly, the 
Socii, tbe allied states of Italy, of which we have already spoken, 
and wbicb received citizenship aftar the Social War; thirdly, 
the Provincials, the subjects of Rome out of Italy, who were 
placed under the rule of Roman Proconsuls or othel' governors, 
and whose earlier institutions, tbough seldom wbolly swept away, 
remained as the institutions of mere municipalities and no longer 
of distinct commonwealths. It'must always be remembered that 
both the full citizensbip of Rome and the inferior Latin and 
Italian franchises could be conferred eitber on individuals Ol' 

communities in any part of the Roman dominions. And WE> 

sbould also remember how many principalities and commonwealths, 
though surrounded by Roman territory and practically dependent 
on Rome, retained their formal independence till very la.te tim ... 
Thus the Lykian League lived on till the reign of Cla.udius, and 
the commonwealths of Rhodes and Byza.otion till the reign of 
Vespasian. 

Gaius i. 28, remarks that U Latini multis modis ad civitatem 
Roma.oamperveniunt." The peculiarity of the Latin condition 
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is, that the Latins, though not citizens, could, if the necessary 
conditions were fulfilled, claim citizenship of right, while Italians 
and Provincia.ls, like the Greek p.erOfJ(OL, could receive it only of 
specia.l fa.vour. 

(4') Page 63.-We have the speech of Claudius in favour 
of a. larger extension of citizenship among' the Gauls, as it is 
reported by Tacitus (Ann. xi., 25), and we have the fragments 
of the actual speech, found on a brass tablet at Lyons, and 
printed at the end of the eleventh book in Orelli's edition. The 
difference between the two versions is instructive, as it helps to 
show how far the speeches in the classical writers are to be taken 
... real reports of what was actually said. The general drift of 
the argument is the same; but the language is altogether different, 
and even the particular examples chosen are different. As the 
genuine speech is imperfect, it may, in its complete state, have 
contained more than it now does of the matter which is' found 
in Tacitus; but it is singular that Tacitus should have left out 
the very curious story which makes Servius Tullius the same 
person as the Etruscan Mastarna, which is found in the original 
speech. Both however alike set forth the policy of Rome in 
gradua.lly extending her citizenship to her allies and subjects. 
The passage which I had specially in my eye may come from 
Claudius; it certainly comes from Tacitus. "Quid aliud entio 
La.cedremoniis et Atheniensibus fnit, qua.mquam armis pollerent, 
nisi, quod vietos pro alienigenis areebant 1 At conditor noster 
Romulus tantum sapientia. valuit, ut plerosque populos eodem 
die hostes, dein cives habuerit." The last sentences in Tacitus, 
which are aIs.> much to our purpose, are undoubtedly Claudian 
in substance, though Tacitus has put them into much better 
language. Ie Omnia, Patres Conscripti, qma nunc vetustissima 
creuuntur, nova. fuere; plebei magistl'atus post patricios; Latini 
post plebeio.; ceterarum Italial gentium post Latinos. Invete
rascet hoc quoque : et quod hodie exemplis tuemur, inter exempls. 
edt. " 

As for the edict of Antoninus Caracalla, by which all the· 
fr .. inhabitants of the Empire became Roman citizens, I am glad 
to find Sir Henry Maine (Ancient Law, 144) protesting against 
the common tendency to underrate its effects. "I may be per
mitted to remark that there is little foundation for the opinion 
which represents the constitution of Antoninus CaracaJla. con-
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ferring Romo.n citizenship on the whole of his subjects as a 
measure of small importance." To Sir Henry Maine the edict 
is of importance chiefly as having "enormously enlarged the 
sphere of the Patrie. Potestas. 1J To me it comes more home u.s 
having mended the Roman name to all the inhabitants of the 
Empire. The name Roman.,., as opposed to BO/rbatrus, in the 
Teutonic codes, and the name of 'PW}'4"'" still the true name of 
the people who have only latterly revived the name of 'EM",,«, 
are the direct results of the edict. And, but for that edict, 
Roderic the West-Goth would not have appeared in Saracenic 
eyes as the King of the Romans; the Seljuk Sultans of Ikonion 
would not have called themselves Sultans of Roum; nor would 
the Roman name have still remained the received name of the 
Ottomans and their empire in the further East. That edict 
created a. territorial Romania, instead of a. mere local Rorna. 
The edict, in short, is a great landmark in the history of the 
world; still, as far ~ any political privilege went, the fl'anchise 
bestowed by it was altogether worthless. 

(4') Page 63.-1 need not show that, as long as the common
wealth lasted, the vote of the Roman citizen, in whatever comitia 
it was to be given, could be given nowhere but in the proper 
place, in or close to Rome. It has been perhaps less commonly 
remarked that, when the vote had become of very little worth, 
Augustus devised a. means by which citizens at a distance might 
give their votes at home and have them sent them to Rome by 
something, 1 suppose, like sealed voting.pepers. So Suetonius tells 
us (Aug. 46) "Ita.!iam ..• , jure ac dignatione urbi quodam 
modo pro perte a.liqua adrequavit: excogitato genere suffragio
rum, qme de magistratibus urhicis decuriones colonici, in sua. 
quisque colonia ferrent, et sub diem comitiorum obsign .. ta Romam 
mitterent/' 

Of this way of voting one would gladly have some further 
details. One would like to know what the mechanica.l process 
was, and whether any means were taken to hinder any tampering 
with the votes on the part of the decurions. The device may 
be laoked on as a sign of the decay of public spirit; for it is no 
bad test of the worth of a man's vote whether he will take 1\ 

little trouble to give it. Still the possibility of voting about 
laws and magi,tr .. tes elsewhere than at Rome, like the discovery 
which was made somewhat Intel', that it was possible to choose 
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an Emperor elsewhere than at Rome, is one of the signs of the 
gradual pulling down of the suprem."Y of the local city. 

(43) Page 64.-See Historical Essays, Second Series, pp. 
264, 321. 

The verses of M",cenas are preserved by Seneca, Epistles, 
xvii. 1. 

" Debilem factito manu, 
Debilam pede, coxa, 

Tnber adstrue, gibberum, 
Lubricos quate dante : 

Vita dum superest, bene est, 
Hane mihi. vel acuta 

8i sed.!am cruce, 8ustine." 

The philosopher calls this H turpissimum votum," H miserrimum," 
U contemptissimum.H The last lines, as well as the commenta.ry 
of Seneca which follows, should be noticed as throwing light 
both on the familiarity and the nature of crucifixion. 

(44) Page 65.-Aristotle however (Pol. i. 25) fully recognizes 
the village-that is, as we shall presently see, the y&o.--as .. 
natur .. l stage intermediate between the family and the city. "H 
p.w oW Ei~ '7Tauav ~p.Epav O"lWEO'TrJlCliia. KOLV<dV{a. KQ.TO: q,vaLv otc:os 
lO'Ttv. . . . ;} is' be 7I"AEU)VQ)V olKtWV KOWWVla. 'lrptin-q Xf»1(1'EW~ 0.£1(0' p.~ 

lq,7Ift£POU Kwp:rr JLaAWTo. 8~ KCl'Ta. q,VCTW (OlKOI ~ KWP-7J &:11'oucta olA-las 
ErVat •••••• q 8' fie 'l'I"AEWVWV KWp.WV KOwwVla. TaEt~ 1TOAtS. But 
throughout his treatise in general we hardly hear 80 much as we 
might have expected about the y&o. as .. distinct element in the 
commonweo.lth. 

(45) P"ge 66.-The Celtic cmns seem to . be distinguished 
from the other forms of the common institution by the strength 
and perm .. nence of the f .. mily and hereditary feeling. Among 
the Teutonic nations the notion of kindred seems to have died 
out very early, as it no doubt died out early in fact, among the 
'Inarks or gem.eindtn,. and at Rome, though the 96118 always 
remained a gfllUl, the feeling of kindred w .. s much slighter than 
in the Celtic cla.n. Above .. 11, there was nothing .. t Rome which 
in any w .. y answered to the chief of the clan. 

(46) Page 66.-For vilmge communities in the East I must 
refer to the second and fourth lectures in Sir Henry Ma.ine's book. 
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Of the Western form of the institution we shall find more to say 
as we go on. 

(47) Page 66.-1 know of no name for the village community, 
either in English or in German, which at all translatea the 
Greek and Latin names. The Guelt1eentor of the German towns 
of course answer admirably, in tbe history of those towns, to 
the Greek yWq and Latin gent .. , but then they belong wholly 
to that after-growth of Teutonic municipality of which 1 shall 
have to speak towards the end of this leeture; they have nothing 
to do with the early state of political developement of which we 
are now speaking. 

(48) Page 67.-On the patronymic names of matrk8 in England 
see Kemble, Saxons in England, 159, and Appendix A at the 
end of the volume. The principle of formation is this: the epony
mous hero, say Dodda, gives his name to the gens, the Doddingas, 
exactly as Alkmai&n does to the Alkmai&nidai; the Teutonic 
patronymic ing answers exactly to the Greek~. Then a 
settlement of the Doddingas most commonly forms its name 
by adding one of the common-plaee endings, as l.am or twn, 
Doddingaham, Doddingatl\n, which last is IWtua.lly found in the 
various places named Doddington. Sometimes, however, as 
Tooting, Woking (Totingas, Wocingas), &c., the name of the 
gens is found without any ending, just like the Greek Bpa"yx,'&u. 
The names which come directly from the name of an brwVV/L~, 
as Finabwry (Finnesburh), are rarer. These last must of course 
not be confounded with places which are named after mere 
mortal owners. These are comm_on enough, but they are not so 
common among the original Saxon and Anglian settlements 
as they are among the Danes of Lincolnshire and the Flemings 
of Pembroke.hire. And, as Kemble points out, the .ing form, 
being so common, has sometimes thrust itself in where it has 
no right; as Abingdon and Huntingdon for Abbo"dun and 
Huntandun. 

The sa.me patronymic ;;ng, in various sbapee, is also found in 
many . Continental names. One most interesting class i. that 
which has been worked out by Bluntschli (St<Mts- und Red.18-
g<Bcltieltl,e de,' Stadt und Land.c1.aft Ziirich, i. 25, referred to by 
Mr. Grote, iii. 16), who shows, by tracing the names through 
various forms, that the ending ikon, or ilren, common in the old 
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ZUrichgao, is a corruption of inglumtn,. as Dellikon, for Telling
hoven, exactly answering to our Gillingham and Doddington. 
Another set will be found in Dithmarschen among the gent .. 
or G .. cldecJ.ur hy whom the land was settled. See the Cbroniele 
of Johann Adolfi, surnamed Neocorns (edited by Do.hlmann. 
Kiel. 1827). i. 224. Some of the names have the ing form. as 
Dickbolingrnamcllkcllt. WiUingma1!8chlacllt. eire. 

See also Norman Conquest, i. 562. f. 

(49) Page 67.-00 this matter should he read the essay 
of Mommsen, Dw Riimiacltm Eigennal1uJn" in his RiimisclUJ 

• FOf".chungm. But I ca.nnot follow him when he ma.kes the 
addition of the name of the <k'moa at Athens (l!.'1p<>tT8~ 

l!.'1p<>tT8<Vcm<; n ..... ...;.. for example) eqnivalent to the nomen 
or gentile na.me at Rome. n(UQ.Y~ is not a gentile name as 
such. It may happen to be so. inasmuch as many of the dimoi 
answered to g<f!les; but in itself it is not gentile but loeal. 
nac.avuW in truth is not a 'OOfJitS at a.ll; it is merely a. 
description. while tbe gentile name Claudius or Julius is 
strictly the 1W_ of its bearer. Except that the membership 
of the d"'1W8 was strictly hereditary. l!.'1p<>tT8~ l!.'1p<>tT8ivcu<; 
n"",.",;, would exactly answer to Morgan ap Morgan of 
IJanfibangei or to John Johnson of Beckington, at that 
stage of nomenelatnre when only the son of a John could be 
called Johnson, and when the son of Robin Johnson would be 
called Richard Robinson. A Roman was never described by hi. 
loeal tribe or other loeal description. unless through the chance 
of a loeal description becoming a cog1Wl1lllR, such as Maluginensis 
and snch like. The Athenian again was never spoken of as 
nOA.(U'L(~, except as a mere description by which he was 
introduced. No one wonld go on saying that l!.'1p<>tT8~ 
n"",...... still less that n ..... ...;.. did so and so; while we 
do say in Latin that U CaiuB Julius," and even that uJulius," 
did so and so. The arrangement again of the names at Athens 
and at Rome shows the difference. At Athens a man is l!.'1pAXT
Bivr,s 4:qp.oa8w01J!I; ncua. ... uw. At Rome he is not "Caius 
Lucii filius Julius," but" Caius Julius Lucii filius." Then the 
CQ[I1W1I16n, if he have one, is added: U Caius Julius Lucii filius 
Cesar." It is the Ocuar, in short, not the Julim, which 
answers to the n ..... ...;.. The only differenoe is that at Athens 
every man had a demotic name, and the demotic name was 
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necessarily local, while at Rome a man had not necessarily a 
cognornttn, and the cognomen was not necessarily local. The 
difference is reslly implied in Mommsen's own remark (p. 7) : 

"Bei den Griechen schwankt noch das gentilische Ethnikon : 
es findet sich ~~, -t&qs, -~ neben einander; die ltaliker, vor 
aHem mit der ihnen eigenen Strenge die ROmer haben das Suffix 
";'U8 im gentilischen Ethnikon ausschlieaslieh durchgefiihrt." 

That is to say, the demotic description, not being a. nomen 
or gentile name, but a legalized local COgn<>1Mn, takes various 
endings according to the name of the d8nws from which it is 
formed; the nomon or gentile name, being strictly gentile, take, 
always the one ending in i'U8, answering to the Greek .'&rJ< and. 
to the Teutonic ing. 

Mommsen makes a remark just before (pp. 5, 6) which is 
striking, and, to say the least, worth looking into. This is that, 
in such phrases as "Marcus Marci/, d1}p.ou9ivqs A7'}f'Ou(JI.l'OUt;. 
there was at first no ellipsill of filius or vw<. The name in the 
genitive case is simply the genitive expressing property; it is, as 
he calls it, a Herrtl11/lUJllnt!, pointing out under whose poeutas or 
mund the person spoken of was. That which is under the pOU8ta8 

may be wife, son, slave, ox, or field, and the formula is the same 
for all. Crecilia MllA"ci, McwC'U8 MMci, are the same form 
(" sprachlich und rechtlich gleichartig ") as ag.r Marci, 0'·, I 
suppose, as Marci pm-. If it be eo, it would be worth finding 
out whether the formula which names the grandfather as wen 
t'LS the father, u Caius Julius Lucii filius Serli nepos," came 
in through those cases where the father was himself still in the 
pot •• t ... of the grandfather. 

(So) Page 67.-See the passages L"OHected by Niebuhr (i. 327, 
i. 606 of the English translation), passages whioh undoubtedly 
prove that there was hot necessarily any res! kindred among 
all the members of a gBnB. So too there is force when he says 
that, if Cicero had believed all the members of a gens to have 
a common origin, he would hardly have thought it enough to 
say, as he does in the Topica, 6, "Gentiles Bunt qui inter se 
eodem nomine sunt. n Adoptions and enfranchisements, even 
if the gBnB was never enlarged in any way but these two, would 
be enough to hinder there being: any real connexion by blood 
among all the membe ... of the gtm8. But Niebuhr is clearly 
wrong in inferring from this that the gl!fltes were purely artificial 
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divisions. Mr. Grote puts the case far better when he says (iii. 
74) :-" The basis of the whole was the house, hearth, or family
&. number of which, greater or less, composed the gens or genos. 
This gens was therefore 0. clan, sept, or enlarged, and partly 
factitious brotherhood/' The description given by Curtius, 
G";"c'tiscl .. Gucltwtle, i. 250, would very well describe the nature 
of a gtmB, if he had not made the Stmmnvater and the SiPp8C'.aft 
alternative. He begins by saying, U J edes Geschlecht umfasste 
eine Gruppe von Familien, welche entweder wiJ.·klich von einem 
Stammvater herrlihrten oder sich in .. Iter Zeit zu einer Sippschaft 
vereinigt batten." He then mentions the chief ties, religious 
and civil, and adds, U Es war ein grosses Haus, eine enggeschlos
sene heilige Lebensgemeinschaft." The well·known passage 
of Varro, U ab lEmilio homine arti lEmilii ac gentiles," expresses 
the idea of the whole thing, and it matters not whether the 
supposed lEmilius, or rather lEmilus, was a real man or not 
A gens may even have invented a forefather for itself, as 
pedigree-makers do now; but if so, they did it simply in imitation 
of g ... tll8 which had real known forefathers. Every Julius was 
not necessarily descended from either a real or a. mythical Julus, 
but the gens Julia had none the less for its kernel a body of real 
kinsmen who either were, or pretended to be, descended from 
a J ulus, but who admitted, by adoption or naturalization, some 
members who neither were nor pretended to be his descendants. 

In the passage referred to in the Topi ... , Cicero adds to his 
definition of gmtilu, U Qui ab ingenuis oriuudi sunt" and 
"Quorum ma.jOl'UDl nemo servitutem servivit." But this 
definition is given simply as the definition of the gentile right 
to inheritance. In a. wider sense, the freedman who bore the 
name of the gens was surely a member of it. Compare the 
dispute between the patrician and plebeian Claudii in Cicero de 
Oratore, i. 39, and the remarks of Mr. Long in the Dictionary of 
Antiqnities, 568. In other parts of the article he follows the 
notion of Niebuhr. 

(5 I) Page 67.-0n the importance of legal fictions, especially 
in an early state of society, see the second chapter of Sir Henry 
Maine's Ancient Law. 

(52) Page 67.-In the ca ... of adoption we commonly find 
that the adopted son was already a kinsman of his al·tificial father, 
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a sister's SOl;l or the like. But, on the one hand, there was no need 
that there should be any such connexion; and, if there was, the 
nephew or other kinsman was as much a. strs.nger to the gens, 
his admission to its legal and religious rites was as purely 
artificial, as when the adopting parent chose some one who had 
nothing to do with himself. But in either case the adopted son 
became, as far as a fiction of law could make him, the real son 
of hi. new parent. He became such for every purpose legal, 
social, and religious. That is to say, the yen, was an institu
tion originally founded on community of blood, but in certain 
cases an artificial kindred was allowed to take the place of a 
natural one. 

The orations of Isaios, the second and third, for instance, 
till·ow great light on the process of adoption at Athens. In the 
second, II£p~ TOU M(VacM'~ KA~POV, the adopted son describes the 
process (IS); '7rO':f}CTa/A-QlOf; E'L~&.'Yn p.£ ds ToVs ~pa:Topas 1rO.pOVTWV 

TOVTWV, Kal Els 1"OVS 3qp.6Tas fLE lyypcl.tjJE't., '"'t Els 1'~ 0pyEwvas. So 
in vii. 17, 20, another claimant describes his adoption; .:.. iI" 
&.-o'~CTaTO v~ov eWIl BWO!> leal ,ruptov NV aWail lCo:rf.UT7JfTE Kat lEts T'O~ 
-y6'VljTas Kar. ds ,.o~ "paTopa.s bl-ypa."'E . . . . Kal. brEtOY] 6a.py/jAw 
.qv, Wayt. p.E brl. 'ToVr /3wpcM EIs 'TOllS yEVll1}ras 'TE KfU q,pO.'TOpas. The 
0PyEWJ,lCS mentioned in one of the above extracts, were the religious 
()fficers of the q,paTp(w.. See Suidas in voce, who says, 1r'EP' TO:IV 

0pyEWvow"yi.ypaq,E Ka, .z"AOXOpos· nros 8E q,pd'TOpaS bnIJ'O.'YKEs 8fx.Eriat 
Kat TOVS opyEWVtlS Ka.' 'rOW OJLoydAa.tc-ras o&s y~s KaAOVpoOl. It 
does not seem cl .... whether the bodies among whom the adopted 
son was to be admitted to membership had the power of rejecting 
him. Probahly they would have it at first, hut it would sink 
into a mere form. This, as is well known, actually happened at 
Rome, where the adoption needed the formality of a Ie>; curiata. 

(53) Page 67.-See note 47 on Lecture II. 

(54) Page 68.-There can be no doubt that the political 
effects of the Roman practice of using the gentile name as 
the real nomon were most important. The nomen stamped a man 
as belonging to a certain gens. He could not be spoken of 
without himself and others being reminded of the gens to which 
he belonged. At Athens an Alkmaionid himself knew, and 
everybody else knew, that he was an Alkmaionid, but they were 
not in the same way reminded of it every time he was spoken of. 
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There can be no doubt that this hsd a great effect on the here
ditary character which we see so strongly marked on the great 
&man families. We know beforehand the policy which a 
Fabius, a. Valerius, or 8. Cla.udius must follow. The same thing 
,'evives in the Middle Ages, when surnames revive. The truth 
is that there is nothing so really aristocratic as a. surname. And 
this bears on a. remark which I have made in the last lecture, 
that a. real aristocracy co.n exiet only in a republic. When the 
title of a peer is changed in each generation (sometimes, as in 
the co.se of the first Duke of Leeds, several times in the 
sa.me lifetime), the gentik sentiment ma.y possibly live on 
within the family itself, but it is quite lost among the outer 
world, who ho.ve to ask at each stage who he is. No doubts of 
the kind can arise when a man, instead of a mere title, inherits 
the name of Fabius, Erlo.ch, or Reding. 

(55) Page 68.-8oe above, note 26. 

(56) Page 69.-On the Doric tribes see Grote ii. 479, O. 
Miiller, Dorians ii. 76 (Eng. Gr.). The point is that, as the 
three tribes, Hylleis, Pa.mphyloi, and Dymanes, seem to have 
been found in all Dorian settlements evel-ywhere-a point which 
seems to be fully proved by Herod. v. 68-it wonld follow that 
these tribes are older than the migrations which took the 
Doria.ns into Peloponnosos and Crete. In this last we must 
remember that the threefold division was recognized in the time 
of Homer, witness the l!t.mpriEt; TE TptXJ.Uc.ES of the Odyssey 
(xi>:. 174). That i8 to say, these tribes must be as old, or older, 
than the occupation of the primitive northern Daris; and we 
may be inclined to suspect that they were older, because their 
names bear no relation to the names of the four old Dorian 
towns. Weare thus led to look upon these tribes as the oldest 
known elements of the Dorian people, and it would seem that 
in every Dorian settlement members of eltCh of these tribes 
took a share. And the name of the Pamphyloi wonld seem 
to sho... that that tribe at least was an aggregate made 
up of smaller tribes. These trihes, or at least the <1fJa1 
of which they were formed, went on to the very latest times, 
The local divisions, handed on from the prre-Dorian time, went 
on alongside of them, like the Attic ~I'O" or like the local tribes 
-of Rome alongside of the gentes. The difference, of course, was 
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that in this case the divisions of the conquerors and of tho.e 
of the conquered went on together, while at Athens we have 
no sign of conquest. The ';'fJaf. answered to tfJpaTpla, and curire. 
O. Muller refers to Athenaio .. iv. 19, for the use of the word 
.ppa.Tpl.. to express a Spartan ,},/N.. D~metrios of Skllpsis there 
speaks of ... ulIi .. at the Karneian festival, each of which contained 
three ,},f3a.l. I do not know that this proves much. But I must 
go with O. MiilIer against Mr. Grote in holding that the famous 
pYrrP" in Plutarch, Lyk. 6, proves that the ,},f3al were thirty. I 
can get no other meaning out of it. The whole passage is 
remarkable, as giving the technical Spertan name. for the 
different ports of the Spartan State; .pVM.O .pv~".,... ... 1 ,},f3a.0 
wPrita,v-ro. TPu1.J<ovra., y€pO'Vulav utw d.pxuyero.ts IC4'Ta.a'T1juavra., wpw; ~e 
wpa.s &'I'I"~nv •••. 8clp,ce 8' d:yopav elp.f:V I(a~ «paras. Plutarch 
goes on to explain that dp)(!,-yfra. means the Kings, and that 
d.'I'I"EAA~(t.v means lKIC~;rJa~Ew; but he cannot avoid the belief 
that Lykourgos divided the Spartan people into tribes and .:,{3al, 
just as it is a common English belief that 1Elfred divided England 
into shires and hundreds. 

(57) Page 69.-1 think I can see something of the kind 
in the story of the PeIasgian inhabitants of Attica in. Herod. 
vi. 137, Tbucydides ii. 17 (where see Arnold's note), PaUs&nias i. 
28, 3, Strabo ir. 1 (ii. 241). ,lfn1=. 8' ~ • • &...,.;;0 .. .paIv"",, TO 
TWV U£Aa.o-yWv i.6vos E.'I'I",~p.ijcra.JI' Kat on Wn) n.v 'ATTUCWV IIwpyof. 
"P""'TYop.vQq .... v 8... ,.qv "Nf."'1'" The use . of the rare word 
J ATTucol. reminds ODB of the remarbble distinction drawn by 
Dikaiarchos or Athenaios (Geographi Grreci Minora., i. 99) 
between J ATTlX.ot and J Afh}VUWL; but that would not seem 
nece.sarily to point to any difference in race. 

(58) Page 69.-00 'the Ionic tribes, and the question of theu' 
being castes, compare Thirlwsll ii. 6, Grote iii. 69. But there 
seems nothing to connect these tribes with the local political 
parties of which we hear in the time of Solan and Peisistratos. ; 

(59) Page 69.-See Grote iv. 177, Curtiu. i. 3ll, who ap
propriately calls them 01'tsu.meill.den. He contends for, or 
rather takes for granted, the strict decimal system which has 
been inferred from the well-known peseege in Herodotus v. 69, 
8(1(0. 8e T~ 8.qp.o~ ,caTwEp.E Q ,..a~ ",u.\ut. To me it seems 
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that Herodotus meant to assert a decima.! system, but that he 
was mistaken in his fact. It is a kind of fact about which it 
is very easy to go wrong, as in the memorable case when a 
Parliament of Edward the Third fancied that there were fifty 
thousand parishes in England. The point is that, though the 
new Ten Tribes were artificisl, made by Kleisthencs for the 
occasion, yet they were made up of Demoi which were not arti
ficial, but which existed already. It was the evils which had 
arisen a little time before from prevalence of loca.I party-divisions 
in Attica which made Kleisthenes determine that the Tribes 
which were now to form the component elements of the common
wea.Ith should be made up of districts which did not lie close 
to one another. The tribes are therefore not examples of local 
contiguity (though the Demoi of which they are formed are; 
see above, note 22), but as examples of the opposite principle, 
they assume its existence. 

(60) Page 69.-Curtius, Gri<cI.;"cM G .. clticltte, i. 311 ... Sie 
[the new tribes] hatten mit Abstsmmuug und Herkunft nichts 
zu thun. Sie waren nichts a.Is die Einheiten, welchen gewisse 
Gntppen liindlicher Bezirke (Demen) untergeordnet worden. 
Dieso Bezirke oder Ortsgemeinden hatten liingst bestanden: es 
waren zom Theil a.!te Zwolfstadte Atticas, wie Eleusis, Kephisia, 
Thorikos, oder sie tntgen ihre Namen von den Geschlechteru, 
welche vorzugsweise in denselben begiitert waren, me Butadai, 
Aithalidsi, Paionidai.» 

(61) Page 70.-That i. to say, in a.Il politica.I arrangements 
the Tribe formed an unit, without any reference to the Demoi 
contained in it. The anaJogy of Rome would lead us to think 
that this had not been the esse with the old Tribes; for at 
Rome the Curia remained a political unit, with its distinct 
vote in the C<>mitia of the Curire. For military purposes tun 
the Tribe formed an unit, though the men from each Demos may 
likely enough have been ranged together. 

(62) Page 70.-See Mommsen's treatment (Riim;"cl .. G .... 
cJ,icltte, i. 33) of the traditions about the three original Roman 
tribes, Ramnes, Titienses, and-if they be origina.!-Luceres. 
The origina.! legend, the topography of which at least there 
seems DO reason to doubt, comes out in Dionysios ii. 50. 01 
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BE '(rEP' TOY 'PWJLVAoV KQ.t TdTWV -n]v 1"E 1I"6Au- d,6Vi brolOVll p.f.t,OVo., 
'1I'po~8mQ.f; f:rEpOVC; aini C%O AOCPovc;, TcW TE KvptVLOV KA:'18W,Q. 1((1.' 'TOV 

Kru..VOY· K4' Br.dop.o'o, Ta.S obcq(J'('~ XC¥'S ~AWV, 8£ru.TaJ' Iv TOtS 
iSlo~s bcdTEP0l. xWptOlS nrowVvro. ·PWP.VAoS Jl-o, ,.0 llaAa:TWV ICaTEXWV, 
l(Q.l TO KOolAwv opos' lIN" 8E- T4J naAaTtce 1rPfXEX~' TdTtOt; 8f:'. TO 
Ka.r.tTWAwV, &rEP U dpxJjS lCo.TUrxf, Kell TOv KvptVCDV Ox.8OV. It 
will be remembered that the space between the two was the 
Comitia, and that the gate of Janus was opened in time of war 
to allow the allied communities to give help to' one another. 

(63) Page 70.-The difference between genealogical and 
local tribes is well brought out by Dionysios, iv. 14, when he is 
describing the changes made by Servius :-'0 81 Tv,\,\wo; •..• 
Els 'r'€U'uapo. JLEprJ 8lEAWV TTJv 1T0Aw . . • . Terpa4wAov brot7JCTE T7JY 
1TOAty ElvaL, Tptt/>VAoV o:iuCU' -rEmi, l(aL T~ dv9prfnro1lf; Z.,.ae€ TOVi lv 
., , .. , .... I •• 

EKaO'T'?} P.O'Pff Tnt .. T'(TTapfJJJI OurotlVTQ.i, WrrTrEP KWp .. "Tas, • • . • Kat Ol}1(' 

(oT(. KaTCt Tat; TPftt; cpVAO,S Tat; ywucas U'Tpa.TLCIn'UCa, ~ 1ipO-rfPOV, ru.a 
lea.m. Tat; T€tTCTapai Ta.t; T07TIXO.S, Kat TtlS vq,' Eawov 8,a.Tax8fdua~ 
mOtE'.,.o, ~p.6vas l.,pt lKCl.a-rqr; 411"08El$tS fTVp.p.op(as, Wo-trfP 4>v'AdpXOVf; ., . 
7J I((JJp.aPXas. 

(64) Page 70'-il'he usual version of the coming of the 
Claudian tribe places it 8 few years after the driving out of the 
Kings. Mommsen, however (Ri»niscl18 FfYl"Bch'Ungen, 72), refers 
it to a much earlier time, following the tradition preserved by 
Suetonius, Tib. 1. .. Inde [Regillis 1 Romam racens conditam 
cum magna clientum manu commigravit, auctore Tito Tatio 
oonsorte Ramuli.1t Mommsen's words are ;-

.. Das Factum selbst sch&int glaubwiirdiger als die meisten 
iibrigen .Angaben in diesem alteren Theil der Annalen, aber 
natiirlich war dasselbe ursprtinglich zeitlos Uberliefert und ist nul' 
von dem spatarn fa1schen Pragmatismus mit dem Sabinerkrieg 
des Poplicola verknupft worden-die Einwanderung des claud
is chen Stammes muss viel fruher. fallen, dass &ine der Landtribus 
.ltester Einrichtnng Dach ibn bensnnt ist und das Geschlecht, 
obwohl es in den iUteren Fasten keine hervorragende Rolle .pielt, 
doch bereits im J. 259 in der Consulartafel erscheint." 

It might be said in answer to this that family vanity would 
be likely to thrust back the incorporation of the Claudii with the 
Roman State to aD earlier time, while, if the Claudii had been 
Sabines simply in the sense of being Titienses-the statement in 
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Suetonius, as it stands, is clearly a. mixture of two stories-it is 
not easy to see how the tale of their later origin could arise. 
Anyhow the ""counts given by Livy and Dionysios set clearly 
before us the kind of process which would happen in such" case 
-the addition at once of a. Patrician gens and of a. local tribe. 
Livy (ii. 16) thus tells the story; "Attus Clausus, cui postea 
Ap. Claudio fuit ROIWe nomen .... ab Regillo, magna clientium 
comitatus manu, Romam transfugit. His civitas data agerque 
trans Anienem; vetus Claudia tribus, additis postea navis
tribulibus, qui ex eo venirent agro, appellata." The migration is 
again referred to in speeches in iv. 3, x. 8. So Dionysios, v. 40, 
rhnjp TI.~ he TOV 'l,aj3lvwv E8vo~ -n-OAI.V oUcwv 'PqytAAoV, Wywr,~ Ka.t 

x.pqp.o.tTl. 8vva.,-Os, TlTOS' K.\a.v81.~, aVrop.oAEL 1f'P~ a:irroVs-, croyyWEulV 
TE p-qrj),:rp' bra:yoJUl'OS, «01 rjJ{A01Jf; Kat 1!"'E.\.dTQ.s O"VXVov~ a:lrro'is p-ETava.
O"TC.i:VTQ.S EtPE(J'T{Olt;, ou" ENiTTOVS' r.EVTaKI.~t.A{wV TO~ 07rAa. I'/JEPEW 

8l1VClJLWovs . • • . d.vfI c!lv V {JOVAV Kal 0 Mjp.os ErS TE TOUS 7r'aTpL
K{OlJi am-elv EvEypo.Y,E, Kat T7]S mEWS jLO'tpa.v EUw-EV OC17JV E{JOVAETO Els 
I(!lTG.O"KEVfJV OUctWv· XWpa.v T' Oowce 7r'pOsi8-r]KEV EK 'I""ijS' &qp.oulara n,v 
P.ET~U cl>L8qvqs Kat IIucEVTtas, ~ €XO~ 8UlVEi:p.a.£ MqpoW a1l"aO"'t TOtS 
r.Epl a.VTOV, tl<fJ' ~y Kal. ~VA~ ns iy6ETO crVv xpovcp, KAav8la. Ka.AOUP.b!rj. 

The other new local tribes, formed out of allies or subjects 
admitted to citizenship, were added pretty constantly down to 
B.C. 299, when the Tribes Aniensis and Terentina were added 
(Livy, x. 9). There is then a gap till B.C. 241, when the las~ 
two Tribes, Velina and Quu'ina, were added (Livy, Epit. 19). 
This marks a. stage in the history of commonwealths in general, 
the stage wben they feel that they have no further need 
of fresh citizens, a.nd when the selfish and exclusive feeling 
begins to prevail (see p. 163). But in this case it should be 
remembered tha.t these successive additions had made the age1" 
Romanus reach, and indeed outstrip, the fullest extent of territory 
which could be occupied by a single city-community. 

(65) Page 72.-8ee Norman Conquest, iv. 415. The whole 
history of the word is drawn out by Gibbon, chap. 21 (vol. iii. p. 
402, Mil!llllll). 

(66) Page 73.-It is a certain trial of faith to believe that 
the word" heathen U has nothing to do with the Greek E8~ ~I(OS :
but it is, in its different forms, good English, good High-German, 
and good Gothic; luii'Srw from luii'S;. 
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(67) Page 74.-1 have discussed this elsewhere at some length. 
-Norman Conquest, ii. 587. 

(68) Page 74. - Even Anselm is "Anglorum Arehiepi
"""pus," at least in the mouths of Irishmen and of the Pope. See 
Eadmer, Rist. Nov. Lib. ii. pp. 393-414, Migne. On the speci
ally territori&! style of the Bishops of the South-Saxons see 
Norman Conquest, ii. 592. 

The territorisl styles of many American and colonial Bishops 
are therefore, from an English or British point of view, more 
primitive than those which are taken from cities. 

(69) Page 75.-1 have touched somewhat slightly on the 
nature of the Mark in the History of the Norman Conquest, i. 
83, and still more slightly in the Growth of the English Con· 
stitution, p. 10. The grest English authority on the subjeet is, 
of course, Mr. Kemble's chapter on the Mark, in the first volume 
of his Saxons in England. Before that, the nature of the early 
Teutonic settlements had been worked out by various German 
writers, from Jacob Grinun (Deuucluo ReckualUrtlUimer, 495, et 
seqq.) onwards, especially in the chapter of Waits in the first 
volume of his D..a.cl.. Verf-ng8!JMcl.w.u, Da/J Doif, du, 
GemdrnU, der Gau. Since Mr. Kemble wrote, the subjeet has 
been dealt with more at large, though, on the whole, from a 
somewhat different point of view, in the grest works of Maurer, 
Einkitung zur Guckid<to der Mark-, Hof- WId Stadt_fauung 
(Miinchen, 1854), Gescl.ichto der Mar!ren""r/auung in D..a.cA
/and (Erlangen, 1856), GuchW.u tier Dorf_fauung in DeuucA
/a,ui (Erlangen, 1866), for which works Sir Henry Maine, in his 
Village Communities, has beeome a sort of sponsor to English 
readers. The Mark, in its strictness, is of course the boundary, 
the strip of uncultivated land left between the land occupied by 
one settlement and the land occupied by its neighbour. The 
Jl arkg ...... en8clw.ft is the body of settlers, that is, in my view, the 
g<t" or clan, by whom the land was first occupied. Here we 
have the lowest territori&! and political unit, to be found alike 
in India, Greeee, Italy, Germany, and England, and ont of the 
union of which with other fIIark.., cities, tribes, and nations 
grruInally grew. 

(70) Page 75. - The common ooeupstion of land by the 
members of the .llat·kg ........... haft has been the point which, 
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since the researches of Maurer (se. Ein/eitung, 40), and more 
lately of Nasse and Sir Henry Maine, haS drawn to itself most 
attention. This concerns me only as being the earliest form of 
folkland-a name which should never be uttered without a feeling 
of thankfulness to the memory of John Allen-of which I have 
said a. word or two in the History of the Norman Conquest, i. 
pp. 83, 94, 589, and on the politica.l aspect of which I have found 
something to say at p. 139 of the Growth of the English 
Constitution. 

(71) Page 75.-The original kindred between the members 
of the M arkgeno"tMcltafi, allowing, of course, for adoptions and 
admissions (on which .ee Maurer, Dorf.,.,fa ... vng, i. 175, cf. 
Einleitwng, 13), is strongly set forth by Mr. Kemble, i. 56. 

"I represent them to myself as great family unions, com
prising households of various degrees of wealth, rank, and 
authority: some, in direct descent from the common ancestors, 
or from the hero of the particular tribe; others, more distantly 
connected, through the natural result of increasing population, 
which multiplies indeed the members of the family, but removes 
them at every step further from the original stock; some, 
admitted into communion by marriage, others by adoption; others 
even by emancipation; but all recognizing a brotherhood, a. kins
mam;hip or 8ibsceaft; all standing together as ODe unit in respect 
of other, similar communities; all governed by the same judges 
and led by the same captains; all sharing in the same religious 
rites, and all lmown to themselves and to their neighbours by 
one general name." 

Mr. Kemble refer. to the pasaage of Cresar, vi. 22, "Neque 
quisqua.m agri modum certum, aut fines habet proprios; sed 
magistratus ac principes in annos singulos gentibm cognationf,. 
bU8q'U~ lwm.inuna qui una coierint quantum et quo loco visum est 
agri attribuunt, atque anno post alio transire cogunt." This 
passage is, of course, of importance as bearing on the history of 
the occupation of land. I am concerned with it as distinctly 
pointiDg to the MarkgBTUJ.&tm&c1"'ft as an association founded on 
kindred, and as actually using the word gem in what can be 
meant oDly for its technica.l Roman sense. There is also the 
passage of Tacitus (Germania, 7), "Non casus, nec fortuita con~ 
globatio turma.m. aut cuneum. facit, sed familire et propinquitates," 

T 
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which is referred to l1y Waitz (neue8cf .. V.,f"".U"fl8geac1.icF.te, i. 
44), whose own words are :-

"Doch auch innerhalb der Gemeinde konnte die Familie ihr .. 
Bedeutung haben; Nachwirkungen des iiltern Zustsndes finden 
wir auch nooh in spiiterer Zeit. Tacitus sagt, class im Heer 
der Dentschen die einzemen Haufen sich nach Familien und 
Verwandtschaften bildeten; wiihrend schon die Eintheilung 
nach Hundertschaften bestand, die vorherrschende war, hatt" 
doch auch diese iilteste natiirlichste Verbindtmg ihre Geltung, 
und das war moglich, da. die Familienglieder Ieicht Zllr gemein
schaftlichen Ansiedelung sich verhanden, Kinder und Yettem 
zusa.mmenblieben, wenn sie nicht zur .A uswanderung oder zum 
Ausoouen genotbigt wurden. Weiter aber werden wir such nielat 
gelangen;, wir werden unten sehen, dass' die Familie in den 
Verhiiltnissen des Rechts noch ,"on grosser durchgreifende.- Wich· 
tigkeit war; aber alles nur innerhalb der Gemeinde." 'Vaitz 
quat .. a passage from the Lex Alamannorum (tit. 84, col. 232, 
G&Orgisch), "Si qua contentio arts fuerit inter duas genealogms 
de termino terne eorum," where the two U genealogite" are to 
come before the" comes de plebe ists" (the Gaugra.f 1) and settl" 
the matter by single combat. In England we have the """9lS in 
its narrower sense, on which Lappenberg (to whom Waitz also 
refers) has a remarkable passage (p. 583), which I must quote in 
full in the ol'iginal, because it is so strangely cut short in Mr. 
Thorpe's Translation, ii. 328. 

U Zu den iiltesten Districtsbenennungen, welche der Shire vor
angingen, gehorte noch die I Maegthe,' ein Land, welches die 
Genossen aines Geschlechtes oder Sta.mmes, eine Magenschaft, 
wie sie im Kriage zusammen gefochten und erobert hatten, SO i.m 
Frieden zusammen erhielten." [He here refers to the passages 
from Ca. .... and Tacitus quoted abov .. ] "W .. finden diese 
Bezeichnung gewohnlich schon auf die grOssern sachsischen, nieht 
aber auf die von den Angeln besetzten Provinzen angewandt, 
doch zuweilen noch im iiltern Sinne, wie bei der Maegthe 
der Meanwaren. Dass sich eine wirkliche; bei den Angel. 
sachsen jedoch nur in seltenen Spu.renr noch nachzuweisende 
Vorwnndtschaft unter dieson neben einnnd'el- eiedelnden Gesch· 
lechtern durch Erbrecht, Wergeld, poIitische BUrgschaften, 
Naherrechte und andere mit jenen verknilpfte Einrichtungen 
lange erhalten konnten, zeigen uns viele Beispiele, selbst noch 
des spiitern Mitteialters, in den Kluf1len, Vetterschaften und! 
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iihnlichen Fa.milienverbindungen germaniacher Stiimme, om nicht 
a.uf entfern~s hinzuweisen.; woraus wir gleichfalls wahrnehmen, 
wie zuietzt, bei grOsserer Beweglichkeit der Habs und selbst des 
Landeigenthumes, die Verwandtschaft nur als Bezeichnung einer 
politischen Verbindungiibrigblieb." 

See also the articles Meare, M"'!11S, and MaglmBcMft, in Schmid 
(Gesetze dff Angelsael ...... ), who however seems wholly to cast 
aside Kemble's notions about the mark. But it would, I think, 
be hard to get over Kemble's fact (i. 55, 56) that there was a 
Jfea,·cm6t and" Mearebeorgl., the hill where the gomfJt of the 
mark was held. So Sir Henry Maine (Village Communities, 
175) ... ys of the marks in the East: "At the outset they seem to 
be associations of kinsmen, united by the assumption (doubtless 
very vaguely conceived) of a common lineage. Sometimes the 
community is unconnected with any exterior body, save by the 
shadowy bond of caste. Sometimes it acknowledges itself to 
belong to a. larger group or cia,". But in all cases the community 
is 80 organized as to be complete in itself." 

I need hardly enlarge on the muoo of our forefathers, and its 
analogy with the ROIlll\n polestlUl. But the Teutonic filius 
familias did not, like the Roman, remain for ever under the 7/lIUoo 
of his father. When he himself became a member of the State, 
a citizen and a. soldier, emancipation took place of itself. See 
Waitz, i. 39. 

(72) Page 76.-The Tithing and the Hundred are parts of the 
ancient constitution which are much more perplexing than the 
",ark and the ga11.. I will ouly refer to Zopfi, GeseMe1.t. de. 
DoutseM .. Rec1.ts-Insntute, 97, II2, 121; Waitz, i. 37; Lappen
berg, i. 585 of the original, n. 329 of the English translation; 
Kemble's chapter on the Tithing and Hundred; Bluntschli, 
Staats- ,,00 Rec1ttsgescltic1.te der Stadt ,,00 La,ndaeltaft Ziiric1" i. 
24 ; Maurer, Einkitung, 59, and the article Hundred, in Schmid, 
where it is strange to see him quoting the faIse Ingulf. Waitz 
suggests that the paseages in C....... and Tacitus which speak of 
centum, pagi have arisen out of some misconception, and I can
not help fancying that where Tacitus (Germania, 12) speaks of 
the H centeni singuli ex plebe comites" who were attached to the 
princes for judicial purposes, there is also some confusioD, and that 
Tacitus misunderstood. a. statement that there were some men 
present f."Om each hundred. 
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(73) Page 76.-The gau is treated of by all our authors; 
Grimm, DeutscM Reclusaltertltiimer, 496 j Eichhorn, Deut8cl~ 
Staat.- 'IIhUl Recl.tsge.cMchte, 49; Zopfi, Ge.cMcl.te der »eut.cl .. n 
Recltls-I'Mtuute, 95, 108, 121, 148; Maurer, Einkitung, 54 (Com
parati ve Philology will hardly allow us to believe that gau is the 
same as the Greek 'flu or 'l.n-and for the history of a particular 
gnu, and its breaking up into several smaller gauen, see Blunt
. schli, i. 20. 'Waits (i. 49) gives the definition of a gau-" Nicht 
von dem Boden, der Vertheilung des Territoriums ist dies ausg ... 
gangen, 80ndern so weit die VOlkerschaft wohnte, reichte fur 
Gau. So nothwendig wie mit dem deutschen Volk ein deutsches 
La.nd, Deutschland, gegeben ist, so nothwendig entstehen mit 
der Zertheilung des Volks Mch Stammen und der Stamme in 
VOlkerschaften auch jene territorialen Abtheilungen, die wir Gaue 
nennen." 

(74) Page 76.-1 suppose that no one will dispute this as to 
the formation of the gnu out of marks and the kingdom out of 
gau.... Those are the two essential elements; about the hundred 
the case may be less clear, and Waitz (i. 48) seems to look on it 
as a. division of the gtllU. Yet, as we seem everywhere to find 
something between the gau and the tribe, it seems not unlikely 
that the intermediate association, tPP4TPla., curia, or hundred, may 
also have been strictly an association, and not a division. But I 
do not care to insist upon this point, as long as it is understood 
that in the other cases the greater unit is mede up by the union 
of the smaller units, and that the smaller units are not formed by 
the division of the greater. Kemble has a vigorouo passage on 
the way in which the &maller groups grew into the larger, "a 
process reposted and continued until the family becomes a tribe 
and the tribe a kingdo,!,." 

(75) Page 77.-0n E"ldOl'1l .. n and H .... togan, see Norman 
Conquest, i. 579. Cf. the note on lEthelred of Mercia, i. 563. 
E,,/dO'l"l1Wln is the word used by lElfred to express the Satrap'" of 
Breda, v. 10. ThOl'e can, 1 think, be -no doubt that H"'<!oga, the 
High·Dutch Herzog, is the word which Tacitus meant to express 
by Dua;. 

(76) Page 78.-The well-known passage of Breda, descrihing 
the Old·Saxons, which 1 have quoted elsewhere (see Norman Con-
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quest. i. 579). gives a vivid picture of .. people who choose .. 
single chief in war-time only. The Satraps or Ealdormen put one 
of their own body at their head in war-time-" pera.cto autem 
bello, rursum requalis potentim omnes fiunt." I shall have to 
speak of this state of things again in my next lecture (see p. 
105). but I will meo.nwhile give a description of the Old-Saxon 
constitution from the Life of Saint Lebuin (Pertz. ii. 361). by an 
author of the tenth century, which, if it can he trusted, gives 
a distinct picture of a true Federal government. But the strange 
thing about it is that, not only the nobles and the common free
men are, as we should have expected. represented in the Federal 
Assembly, but also the class below the common freemen, a class 
of whom I shaU have to speak in a lo.ter lecture (see p. 161 and 
note 5 on Lect. VI.). But. even if the writer should be mistaken 
on this point. the whole picture can hardly be imaginary. It 
will be at once noticed tha.t we ha va here, what is not to be found 
in any other contemporary assembly, a. case of real repl'esentation ; 
but thiB is only what we might have expected in a constitution 
so strictly federal The whole pa.ssa.ge stands thus :-

" Erat gens ipsa, sicuti nunc usque consistit, ordine tripartito 
divisa.. Sunt denique ibi~ qui illorum lingua edIingi. Bunt qui 
frilingi, Bunt qui lassi dicuntur, quod in Latina. sonat lingua., 
nobiles, ingenuiles, atque serviles. Pro suo vero libitu, consilio 
quoque, ut sibi videbatur, prudenti singulis pagis principes prre
el'9.nt singuli. Statuto quoque tempore anni semel ex singulis 
pagis, atque ex iisdem ordinibus tripartitis, singillatim viri duo
decim electi, et in unum collecti, in media Saxonia. secus llumen 
Wiseram, et locum Marklo nuncupatum, exercebant geneJ."8.1e 
concilium, tractantes, sancientes, et propala.ntes communis com
mod.. utilitatis. juxta. plo.citum a se statut .. legis. Sed etsi forte 
belli terreret exi~illm., si pacis arrideret gaudium, consulebant a.d 
hrec quid sibi foret agendum!' 

(77) Page 78.-0n the kindred Frisian Sedands and their 
liberties. see the account in Eichhorn. § 285b (vol. iii. pp. 265--
271). and on Dithmarschen itself (Maurer. Einkitung. p. 289). 
It was said of its people. in good Nether-Dutch. which ought not 
to need a translation f01" any Englishman, U De Didtmarscheu 
leven sunder Heren and Hovedt, uude dohn wadt se willen." 
Dithma.rschen was conquered by Frederick the Second of Den
mark and his uncle Duke Adolf of Holstein. in 1559. In 1499 
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the free people of that land had utterly driven back the invasion 
of King John and Duke Frederick. The history of both these 
events may be read in the native tongue of the dis~rict in the 
C'hronicle of Johann Adolfi. Adolli lived in the latter half of 
the sixteenth century, so that he was contemporary or nearly so 
with the latter of the two events with which we are concerned. 
The heading of the book which records the victory (i. 447) runs 
thus: "D .. tt V eerde Boock Dithmerscher Historischer Geschichte, 
belangende eigentlicken uund w&hrha.fften Bericht der herlichen 

. unde wunderlichen Victorien der Dithmerschen, unde der erb
ermlichen unde schrecklichen Nedderlage Koning Johans uth 
Denemarken unde seines H. Broders Frederichen, Hertogen tho 
Holstein." The eadder narr .. tive of 1559 (ii. 151) i. ushered 
in thus, "Dat Boste Bock geloff- unde denkwerdiger Geschichte, 
so sich im Ditmerschen begeven unde thogedragen, alleine de 
lateste Beide unde Eroveringe des Lo.ndes bel .. ngende." He adds 
the motto from Sa.llust, "Potior visa est periculo... libertas 
quieta servitio," a.nd ends with the chronogram, "DlthMarslae 
Llbertas r UIt." 

(78) P"ge 78.-When I come to go on with my History of 
Federal Government, I trust to deal-far better than I could 
have dealt ten years back-with the traces of the old Teutonic 
constitution &8 it was, partly preserved, partly won hock, both in 
the original Three Lands, and .. mong the confederate G."",inden 
in Graubiinden and Wallis. These two countries, a.s not being 
surrounded with such .. blaze of mythica.! glory as the Three 
Lo.nds, hove drawn to themselves far less .. ttentton, but their 
politica.! history is perhops even more instructive. 

(79) Page 79.-This change makes the difference between the 
subject of the first book- of Zeuss (.Die .Deus/elum "nd die NMlt
bar.liim'ltU!), headed .DaB J!.1u-r/hu1n, and the second he&ded .Die 
,..."". Umgulaltwng.,.. The novelty is the g&thering together of 
the v&rious scattered branches of the German n&tion of which we 
read in ere ..... and Taeitus, into those greater wholes-whether 
we caU them nations or confederations-Franks, Allemans, 
Saxons, &c., which play the chief part in the history of the third 
century 1I.C. Zeuss's words (303) are :-

u 1m . westlichen Germanien weichen seit dem Anfa.ng des 
dritten J&hrhunderts naeh und n&eh die .. lten N&men der Volker 
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a.nderen wenigen, aher ausgebreiteten. Die einzelnen Theile des 
vielgegliederten Stammes haben sicb hier in grossere Karper 
vereinigt, deren Unterschied fiir die folgende Zeit bleibend wird. 
Zu dieser U mgesta.!tung im Innern kommt ein Fortdriingen gegen 
die ausseren U mgebungen; die neuen Volker ha.ben auch ihre 
friiheren Sitze geandert und in erweiterndem Streben na.ch Aussen 
sich in neue Stellungen fortbew~ot." 

(80) Page 79.-Besides our own island, this description would 
apply to the lands between the Alps and the Danube, and to all 
the Teutonic lands on the left bank of the Rhine. The Roman 
cities lived on, and the neighbourhood of the Romance-speaking 

·lands must have had some influence; otherwise the phrenomena of 
these lands must have been nearly tbe same as those of Britain. 

(81) Page 79.-Sometbing bas been done on tbis hesd by Sir 
Henry Maine, in the lecture on the Process of Feudalization, the 
fifth in the Village Communities. But the growth, both of the 
manor and of the ecclesiastical parish, needs thoroughly working 
out. Both of course are innovations; but lawyers deal with the 
mark just as they dcal with the kingdom, and assume the lord, as 
they assume the King, to be the root and source of everything, 
instead of being a comparatively late intruder, who has crept in 
unawares. But the process by which the parish priest came to 
be the president of the Mearcgem.fJt-for such, one cannot doubt, 
the parish vestry really is-must be stranger still. 

(82) Page SO.-We have the fact that the word Gau is not 
found in English of any date. And we have the facts that the 
word '!tire, which answers to it, does not mean a.n association, but 
a division (from .<Wan, _lte","), that it is applied to other and 
smaller divisiQns besides gaum or counties, and that in the sense 
of gal<, it i. found as early as the Laws of Ine, 36-39. On the 
other hand, the .I.i,.. is called in Latin pay"", the same word 
which expresses the Continenta.! gau; and it forms, like the gat<, 
the division out of the union of wbich the kingdom is made up. 
U I rightly understand Mr. Kemble's chapter on the" Ga or 
Scir," the gau and the sltil'6 are the same division looked a.t from 
two different points of view. The gau becomes & shire when it 
becomes part of a larger whole; or again when, as happened to 
many of the Continental gaw"" a gau is cut up into several 
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smaller gauen, or has its boundaries otherwise altered. Thus, 
when the great Thurgcw. was divided, the ZiiricltgaJU, and the 
other smaller g""'-"" which were made out of it, would be literally 
81ti,· .. -part. 8110m off from a greater whole. It is certain too 
that, though we find the word 8etr as early as the time of Ine, it 
is only from about the teuth century that we find it actually 
added to the names of district.. It is certain also that there 
are many English counties to which the name ./ti ... has never 
.been applied down to our own times. It-is further certain, as 
Mr. Kemble has shown, that we have traces of earlier divisions 
-divisions earlier than the tenth century-which sometimes 
agree with, and sometimes differ from. our present divisions. (See 
Kemble, i. 78-84.) The inference I make from all this is the 
same which I made in Appendix E to the first volume of the 
Norman Conquest, namely that those shires which are not called 
after & town, but which have a. territorial name of their own, 
&1'8 strictly g(]!U(J1l, or, when they aremediatized kingdoms, groups 
of gOAJm'>. Thus, in Kent and Sussex, the lath. and the rap", 
division. between the hundred and the county, would answer to 
the gau. Elsewhere, where the county is called after a town, 
it is strictly .. sAir., something shorn off or otherwise divided 
afresh. Thus, as I have tried to show in the Appendix already 
referred to, the Mercian counties are strictly sltVr88, divisions 
mapped out afresh by Eadwaro the Elder, after the recovery of 
the country from the Danes. Thus again, we do not h.... of 
y orksbire by that name till the second half of the eleventh cen
tury. It was a sI.ir., shorn off from the original Northumberland, 
part of which still kept the elder name. And it is a shire which 
wa.s further shorn into smaller shires, one of which, Richmond
shire, could not have borne that na.me till the foundation of Rich
mond Castle after the Norman Conquest. But, on the other hand, 
looking on Y orksbire in its older estate ... the kingdom of Dei .. , 
we may look on it as made up of earlier gamn, Elmet, Craven, 
Cleveland, and so forth. The gau, in short, is a natural associa
tion; the shire is an al'tificial division. The two may 01' may not 
coincide. But they very often do, and, in any case, the shire is 
the division which answers to and represents the gau, even when 
it represents it only by way of supplanting it. 

In the Appendix of which I have already spoken I have said 
something ahout the names of particular counties. I have not 
mentioned there, though I think I have mentioned it elsewhere, 
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that in the Chronicles and in the Exchequer Domesday, Devon
shire is always spoken of as a shire (Dif<ma8cfl'), while Somerset 
and Dorset keep the tribal names (on Su1llO'l"8atan, on Dor8llitan). 
And this is the more remarkable, because in the Exeter Domes· 
day we do sometimes find such a name as U Summersetre sym," so 
that the use of the tribal form in the Exchequer Domesday has 
the force of a correction. 

Wherever, as I think really is the case in one or two instances, 
a modern French Department exactly answers to an ancient 
duchy or county, the distinction between the two would be exactly 
the same as that between the gau and the shire, and in the other 
case, when an ancient province was shorn into . several depart
ments, we see the creation of shires in the literal sense. 

(83) Page Sl.-See above, note 79. 

(84) Page 81.-See Norman Conquest, i. 25-27. I have 
there quoted the description given by Henry of Huntingdon of 
the growth of East Anglia and Mercia; but the passage of 
William of Malmesbnry (i. 44) there referred to is worth giving 
at length :-" Annis enim uno minus centum, Northanhimbri 
duces communi habitu contenti, sub imperio Cantuaritarum pri
vatos agebant; sed non postea stetit hrec ambitionis continentia, 
seu quia semper in deteriora declivus est humanus animus, seu 
quia gens ilia naturaliter inlIe.tiores anhelat spiritus. Anno itaque 
Dominicm inca.rn.ationisquingentesimoq~ooesimo septima, post 
mortem Hengesti sexagesimo, duca.tus in regnum mutatus, regna
vitque ibi primus Ida, haud dubie nobilissimus, reta.te et viribus 
integer; verum utrum ipse per se principatum invaserit, an aliorum 
consensu dela.tum s\\sceperit, pa.rum definio, quia est in a.bdito 
veritas: creterum sa.tis constat magna et vetere prosa.pia. oriUIi
dum, puris et defrecatis moribus multum splendoris generosis con
tulisse natalibus." 

(85) Page 82.-The truth that the Teutonic element in French 
exactly answers to the Romance element in English is somewhat 
disguised by the fact that, for some centuries past, it has been 
the fashion for English to borrow a crowd of French or Latin 
words, while the number of German, English, or other Teutonic 
words which have found their way into French during the same 
period is comparatively small. But, if we look to those words 
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which make up the real substance of the two languages, we shall 
see that the analogy is a. perfectly true one. There is however 
this difference. In English we have two, perhaps three, classes 
of Romance words which have become thoroughly naturalized
""'0"0' admitted to the full franchise-while in French there is 
only one such class of Teutonic words. The number of Teutonic 
words which made their way into the Latin of Gaul during the 
time of the Gothic, Burgundian, and Frankish conquests, and 
which survive in the modern Proven9ftl and French tongues, is 
really very large, far larger than anyone would think at first 
sight, far larger than the number of Celtic words which have 
crept in on the other side from the native languages of the 
-country. Still, large as the infusion is, it is merely an infusion, 
and it" in no way affects the essentially Latin character of the 
two modern languages of Ga.ul. But this Teutonic infusion into 
the Romance of Gaul answers to a threefold Romance infusion 
into the Teutonic of Britain. There is, first of all, the ha\l-dozen 
wOI·ds which the Romans left behind them, and which the 
English took up, just as we now take up native names for native 
things in India and elsewhere. Secondly, there is the larger 
group of Latin words, either ecclesiastical or· expressing some 
foreign idea, which came in between the coming of Augustine and 
the coming of William. These two together would b. outnum
b.,..,d over and over again by the Teutonic-that i. the Franki.h 
-infusion in French. This is the natura.! result of the difference 
between a destI-oying conquest, like that of the English in 
Britain, and a colonizing conquest, like that of the Franks in 
Gaul But the table. are turned the other way by the third, the 
Norman, infusion, under which I reckon those Romance words 
which it needs historical or philological knowledge to recognize for 
Romance words, as distinguished from those whioh, by their 
endings or otherwise, ·betI-ay their foreign origin at first sight. 
All these three classes must be looked on as thoroughly natura.!
ized in English, just as the Frankish words are naturalized in 
French. But one of the gradual result. of the Norman Conquest 
and of the establishment of French for .. while as the polite 
speech in England-events to which there is no parallel in 
France &fter it beeame France-has been to set a fashion of 
bringing in Romance words., and even Romance endings, into 
English, while nothing has ever set the fashion of bringing .. 
German or English-as distinguished from an Old-Teutonic-
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infusion into French. For instance, we do not scruple to add a 
Romance ending to a Teutonic root, and thus to make such a 
mongrel word as ._ion, while French adopts such a word as 
#lleeting, but it does DOt a.dd on the ending ing to roots of its own. 
Still the greater &mance infusion in English, and the lesser 
Teutonic infusion in French, both remain infusions, and do not 
affect the substance of either language. With a little care, 
Teutonic words may be avoided in French, and with somewhat 
more care, Romance words may be avoided in English. The 
·opposite process in either language is impossible. 

(86) Page 82.-The transitional days of European history, the 
days of the Wandering of the Nations· and of the Frankish 
dominion, will not be fully understood as regards Itsly, unless 
we bear in mind that Venlce belongs, in all but geographical 
position, to the eastern side of the Hadriatic, and not to the 
western. The Venetia.n islands are the ODe piece of the earlier 
Western Empire which escaped Teutonic conquest. They re
mained part of the Eastern Emp~/,<" BollA .. 6iMp.<II .tva. TO;; 

'p.,p.ol.,. p..,.,). .... -till they were strong enough to build up .. 
dominion of their own at the expense of both Empires. 

(87) Page 83.-See the Essay on Ancient Greece and Medi .. val 
Italy, in Historica.l Essays, Second Seri ... 

(88) Page S3.-Nomenclature alone, without any help from 
·recorded history, is commonly enough to tell us which of our 
towns are of purely English origin. A &man site most com· 
monly makes itself known, if not by some corruption of its earlier 
name, at any rate by the word C&aBter in its various shapes. Of 
most of our purely English towns, like Bristol or Oxford, all we 
-can say is, that we first hear of them at 8. given time, without 
having any record of their foundation. Of others, like Taunton 
in the eighth century, like the long string of places fortified by 
Eadward and lEthe\flred in the tenth century, we know when 
they became fortresses, but it does not follow that that was the 
time when they first became dwellings of men. Another class of 
towns grew up round some great monastery, or, more rarely, as 
at Wells and Waltham, round a secular church. In the cases of 
Durham in the tenth century and Now Salisbury in the thirteenth, 
church and city were founded together. But we have few towns 
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in England of which we can safely say that they were called into 
being, like the cities fonnded by the Successore of Alexander, at 
the personal bidding of a King. Such however is Kingston-on· 
Hull, the work of the great Edward, and such also are several of 
the Welsh· towns. In Blnntschli, SIaaIB· wnd Rec1.tsg .. chiclde tU,· 
Sladt wnd Lamdsclwft Ziiricl" we can trace out the steps by which 
a city arose out of a royal house, a monastery, a church of secular 
canons, and a primitive M{//1"kgeno88tn8c1uift, all standing side by 
side. 

(89) Page 84.-On the Five Boroughs, see .Norman Conquest, 
i. 61; and on Lincoln, the greatest of them, iv. 208; on Exeter, 
and the chance which it had in 1068 of becoming the head of 
a. confederation of boroughs, see iv. 138. 

(90) Page 84.-The whole history of Bern, the greatest 
example in modern times of an inland city ruling over a great 
collection of subject towns and districts, is throughout eminently 
R~man, Lubeck, on the otber hand, the head of the great 
commercia.! confederacy, ... naturally suggests Carthage. 

(91) Page 84.-0n this phra.se, the proper title of the old 
Swiss Confederation, see Historical Essays, Firat Series, 352. 
The name U Swiss" and U Switzerland," though they had long 
been in familiar use, did not form part of the formal style 
of the Confederation till 1803. 

(92) Page 84.-Verona, I need hardly say, is Diet,ic1 .. bern; 
and I have seen the BurgWldiaD Bern called" Verona. in monti
bUB." The two names must surely have the same origin. The 
identification can hardly be so purely artificial as that which has 
turned ~miO into W .... II. But what is the real origin j One 
thing alo e is certain, that Bern has etymologically nothing to 
do with bars. 

(93) Pag~ 85.-This is a subject which I must some day 
find an op;krtnnity of discussing at length. I trust that I 
have shown, in a paper in Macmillan's Magazine (July 1870). 
that the handf\>g of Roman institutions to our own forefathers 
is simply imp\ssible; but I find that, since then, the writer 
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against whom I then argued, Mr. H. C. Coote, bas again revived 
the notion, and supported it with the same curious pla.usibility 
against Dr. Brentano, in & paper on the Ordinances of some 
Secular Guilds of London, reprinted from the Transactions of 
the London and Middlesex Archreological Society. 

(94) P"ge 87.-See Historical Essays, First Series, pp. 153, 
154. 
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IV 

(1) Page 89.-See above, noto 22 on Lecture IL, and Bryce, 
Holy Roman Empire, 192. 

(2) Page 89.-Bryce, Holy Roman Empire, 233. 

(3) Page 90.-This is the way in which the comparative and 
superlative /3rurtll.crlTfPO< and /3rurtll...rm.TO< are used in the lliad. 
Thus, ix. 69:-

• A'f'pflIBl1. crb p.bo 4pXf, riI -yap SrurlAfltnQ"r'6J IVff(, 

",d ,uollmOn-'b,.M, 3crO'ol' 8tJf1&11.E6'f'*pds ,II"' {ix. 160.} 

is "),, .. n,J' 6pdQl." p:113' fl' SaO'IA..mpoJ inu'. (x. 240.) 

I do not profess to say off-liand that these forms are not to 
be found elsewhere in Homer j but it is certainly worth noticing 
that these thr .. passages all come from the undoubtedly sus· 
picious tenth hook, and from the ninth, which Mr. Grote 
suspects, though I hold that Mr. Gladstone has made a good 
defence for it. The Homeric phrase is copied hy Tyrtaios, 
Fragment iii. 7, ova' El TaV'rlLAlB€Q) nl.X~ PfUTtAfli.r€POt; Ei7]. 

(4) Page 90.-Wiirttemberg, as not being the name of any 
nation or tribe, or territorial division, nor even, like Ha.nnover 
and Naples, of " city, is surely the strangest royal title that ever 
was heard of. .As for the true Saxony and Bavaria, one might 
be inclined to call them, not so much divisions of the German 
nati~n, as Dations whose union went towards forming the
German nation. Brit it should always be remembered that even 
modern Bavaria. in no way answers to ancient Bavaria, while the 
modern kingdom of Saxony has not a rood of ground in commOn 
with the Saxony which was subdued by Charles the Great. 
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(5) Page 90.-It must be remembered that the origin of tho. 
German and of the Italian kingdoms was quita ditl'erent. 
The four strictly German kingdoms, Ha.nnover, Saxony, Ba.varia, 
and Wiirtt<mlherg, arose within living memory by the breaking 
up of the ancient Kingdom of Germany. But the kingdoms 
of Sardinia and the Two Sicilies, though part of what had 
come popularly and practically to hi> looked on as Italy, and 
though the continental Sicily actually contained the oldest Italy, 
were not formed by any dismemberment of the Italian kingdom. 
They arose in lands beyond its horders. The crowns of Sicily 
I\ud Sardinia, as distinct kingdoms, helped, along with those of 
Itome, Germany, Italy, Burgundy, and Jerusalem, to make up 
the sevenfold diadem of Frederick the Second. Sardinia I\Ud 
Sicily answer rather to Bohemia and Prussia, kingdoms formed 
beyond the bounds of the proper German kingdom; and the 
application of the Sardinian name to the continental possessions 
of the Sardinian King, which was not uncommon before Pied
mont grew into Italy, a.nswers very closely to the pl'ocess which 
has carried the Prussian name to the shores of the Elbe and the 
Rhine. In both cases the King's title was taken from a small 
and outlying part of his dominions. 

(6) Page 90.-A. King for a term seems unheard of, except 
in the case of those mere survivals of kingship of which I have 
spoken further on. The reason no doubt is that it is felt that 
kingship, from the reason mentioned just below, conveys a sort 
of c1.aracter indelibili8. The King might be deposed, but his 
deposition, though legal, was an extreme and unusual measure 
wbich was not contemplated OD his admission to his office. He 
holds his office for life, subject to the unlikely cbance of this 
extreme power being exercised. Such a. tenure as this is some
thing different in kind from a tenure for a term, or during 
pleasure, or even" quamdiu bene se gesserit." 

(7) Page 91.-0n Coesar's desire to be a King, see Merivale, 
ii. 465. The dictatorship. of Sulla and C ....... would answer to 
what A.ristotle calls (Pol. iii. 14) «Wv!Lvrrr<'" and define. a. 
a1p~' TVpaw'., and which forms one of the various kind. of 
kingship which be reckons up: but the «w,,!Lvrrr<'" was not 
necessarily held for life; ~PXov 8'01 !LEv 8u. (3,,,,, n,. dpx'1v "mVn,v, 
oL 8f p.l'XP' TU'WI' ~UT~V XPOVCI>V ~ 1f'p&.~CJlv. So Dionysios (v. 73), 
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when he is trying to comI,are the Roman dictatorship to the 
Greek altrvp,V1JTEla, 01 'YOp ClUroP.vijnu KaAOVp.€VOI. 7rap' ·EUT/UI. TO 
~px.a'Wv, ~ b 'I"oii WEpt {Jauv...mi mopt'i 0EOWxz.crr0i, cUpETol Tn'€\" 

~(Ta.v ,..vpaVVOl.· .qPOWTO 3' awoVS aI 1T6A€t~, ov,.' Elt; doptO'Toy )(povov, 
OVrE uwE)(wS, rua 1rPOt; TaUS' 1(1Up~, lnro,.€ 86eEt€ uvJl4l.p€f,V, Kal fis 
1T0u0v )(povov. In his next chapter he goes on to discuss other 
cases of a temporary revival of kingly power under other names ; 
Wa'YI(~OVT'O 'If'apaynv mf.\u. Tat; fJo.uv..uco.S' K0.1 TVpaWUCo,S ~'O'tKTta.S' Els 
p.J.uov, IJVOp.Q.lTI. '7TEpu(aA:vn'TOVT~ ClWaS' Mpf.7rEO'TEpotS'. ®E1"TaAol #LEv 
-yap dpxoVs, [why not To,yoVs: ;] AWCE&UP.oVW, 8€ tlpp.ot1'TU.s lCaAoVvrES, 
.ofJoVJLO'O' T'lIpdwovs :q /laav.."S' a.~Us "ME'V' c:..s oU" OO-I.OV crt/ltCT(JI 
brrUpXov, a.S' KaTfA'tXTtLV I.tourrlas aplCoLS Kal d.pais nr,fJ£r:rrrun1J1TfJ)v BEWV 
Tawas WaAW II£1TE80iiv. Iri either case, whether the office was 
held for a time or for life, the holder of it was not necessarily 
succeeded by another aluvp"""". In truth the Roman Empire, 
down at least to Diocletian, was in form, as being in each case 
the subject of a special grant, a government of the same kind. 
A regular magistracy for life, such as that of the perpetual 
Gonfaloniere in the reformed Florentine Constitution of 1502, 
;s by no means usual. The Spartan Kings and the Venetian 
Doge are not exceptions. The King and the Doge were not 
mere magistrates, but princes, though cut down to the lowest 
amount of power. Priesthoods, both at Rome and elsewhere, 
were commonly held for life; but that was because they were 
not magistracies. 

(8) Page 91.-See Allen on the Royal Prerogative, 93·98. 

(9) Page 91.-Waitz, D.ul8clUJ V.,.j088ungsguc1!ichu, iii. 61. 
U Bei den germanischen Volker;n, konnte man sagen, erlangte sie 
fiir den christlichen Konig eine ahnliehe :Bedeutung, wie in 
neidnischen Zeit die Zuriickfllhrung de. koniglichen Geschlechts 
auf die Gotter gehabt liatte." 

(10) Page 92.-Inquiry into the Rise and Growth of the 
Royal Prerogative in England. By John Allen. New edition, 
London, 1849. 

(II) Page 92.-See Allen, pp. 14, 172. 

(12) Page 93.-See the well·known verses in the Iliad (ii. 
102) ahout the descent of the sceptre, which, if they do nothing 
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else, show distinctly to my mind that the story of the Lydian 
origin of Pelops is no real primitive legend. Cf. i 277 :-

ii 205: 

",tr. crb, n"AEls", 61A' Ip,(I"I.fEJlf&C /3curlAiji 
. It.I1'rlfjE,JI', 41ft;) DIS wofl' 6p.olfJs Ip.popr: TlJ.'iis 
crqrroiixoS' .BUcrli\EVS', "Tf ~ps ,diSos lli(#/uw. 

tIs /3tV1&AEils, • BOIIIrE ~VOtl "''''$ A'1ItVi\o,u.tj-n •. 
[CTciirrpdv'r' i,IiE 61p.uT"f'tU, f_ (I.t"u- J3aaLAf!vp,] 

But the whole Iliad is full of such passages. 
It is curious to read the comments of Dion Chrysostom on the 

Homeric words. They are thoroughly characteristic of an age 
when Homer and everything else had become a subject of mere 
rhetorical displa.y. His words (i. 3) are: wvu yap ow tw.A~ uVv 
~ 1I"AEtOO'lV "Op."'IPOS, Epo'i. 80I(E'i'v, Kat TOVTO l</Yr!. ~ oVX a7roJI"TQ.S 

~ 1"OV ~tOS EXOvraS ,.0 u,aprrpOV oV8e Ti]v 1tpx1Tv Ta.VrqV, &AAcl p.ovow 
TOUs ';:ya8o6s-o He goes on with a description of wha.t a. King ought 
to be. When one finds the Homeric doctrine of the transmission 
of the royal authority from Zeus confined to good Kings only, 
one is tempted to wonder at finding the Wickliffite tenet of 
dominion being founded on grace already set forth in a. discourse 
addressed to Trajan. 

I need hardly add that the succession of Jewish Kings from 
father to SOD, from Da.vid to the sons of Josiah, and of French 
Kings from Hugh Capet to Lewis the Tenth, are the most 
striking examples in history of direct succession in a.ny royal 
house. 

(13) Page 93.-It is worth while to read the account which 
Plutarch (Theseus, 32) gives of the accession of Menesthens at 
Athens, and how he stirred the peeple up during the absence of 
Theseus. He was himself sprung from the stock of Erechtheus j 
but he was, according to Plutarch's story, the earliest demagogue; 
'lrpWTo", ~.. ~r.v, /"v(JpUnrfiJV bn(Jlp.wo.. Tcii &r]p.ayW"(Ei.v I(a~ 7rpo" 
)(ap .. O)(Mp 8w..ly<uO",. Cf. Pausanias, i. 16, 5, 6. But in 
the Homeric Catalogue (ii 552, and in iv. 328) he appears as 
a 8wrp<</>!r< {3aulAw. no less than anybody else. Presently 
we find another break in the hereditary succession of the Attic 
Kings through the accession of Melanthos; but here too the 
reiguing King Thymoith is described as being deposed or driven 
out (Paus. ii. 18, 9: MlAav(Jo .. np. {Ja.uIAElav EO"XW, d.CPEAOJUIIO" 

u 
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@vp.ol'f'1/1' Tal' JO~ov). In both cases the break in the sue-
cession seems to be irregular or revolutionary. I know of no 

. case of orderly election of a Greek King in the Roman fashion. 
('4) Page 93.-Aristotle (Pol. iii. 13) describes the heroic 

monarchies as EKoVdtal 1"E KGl -mi1'pr.a.t. 'YL"'(Vop.ElIa, Ka.TI1 vop.(JfI, and 
directly after (14), aiJ.rv 8' W ~KOV7'WV pow, brl1""'" 8' IDpUTP.bol9t 
UTpa.77fY~ 'Yap ~v KIl& 8lJ(~ b PCW'.AWt, KG' 'TWV 'JrpOfi ~ 6EaUt 
tcVpf,()~. 

('s) Page 94.-0dyssey, i. 304. 
c\A~' jf,.Ol .BaO'IAiju 'AX",ii ... dO'llfal dAAol 

.,,"-Ao1 III 1l1"'lu""" 'I8ctKp. "fOI oJ,5~ """'1'0(, 

So amongst the Phaiakians (Odyssey, viii 390):-

3w3E1CCZ 'Yap IrATa 3ijl'o", ApIYp''If'Iu BIIO'Ii\ijes 
apxo1rrptd'OlltTl, "'PIlJ'/(CU5fUTot a' l-r~ Gin-Jt. 

And they had already been spoken of as .,..""...V~O. {J...,J,.~<f, 
viii. 40. Hesiod too (Works and Days, 200, 246, 259, 261) 
speaks of {Jo.crJ,.~,. rather as a class of whom there would be 
several in one state, than as holding a monarchy in the strict 
sense. 

(.6) Page 95.-We get the account of the I~, and of 
his special mode of election by the patrician Senators, in Livy, 
iv. 43. He does not use the name in describing the first election 
of Oonsuls, but Dionysios (iv. 75, 76) give. the title to Spuriu. 
Lucretius, who, according to the story, presided at the Comitia. 
The words which he puts into the mouth of Brutus are remark· 
able: Jl€CTCJ{3a.cru..Ea EAOVf«U ,.oy d:1T08EteOJ'1'a 1o~ ~1J1/to~ -rd 
KOtya, Kal aVro~ d.7t08Tja'ofLlU .,.qv NV K€AEptwV &p& • .) 8E Kfl1'ao"1"a8El~ 
'\nr' lp.ov P.EUOf3a.d,).,~, o"lwa:ya:ywy n,v AOXtTLV UKA'r]uiav, ~VOp.atJ"'li.T(j) 
'rE 1"0~ p.lMo'YTa~ l(fW.,..qv p.iMoway {Jo.mJ..Eiav. On this last word 
.ee above, p. 243. 

(. 7) Page 95.-Livy, ii. 2. "Rerum deinde divinarum 
habita cur&.; et quia quredam publica sacra. per ipsos reges 
fn.ctitata arant, ne ubi ubi regum desiderium esset, regem sacrifi~ 
culum crea.nt. Id sa.cerdotium pontifici subjecere, ne additU9 
nomini honos aliquid libertati, cujus tunc prima. emt curs., 
bfficeret." He appe.n.rs also as "rex sacrificulu8" in Livy vi. 41, 
nnd as "rex sa.crificlls" in xl. 42; but that his real title was 
"rex sa.crorum," appears from Livy himself (xxvii. 6), from 
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Gellius (xv. 27), and Cicero ·(Pro Domo Sua, 14), who shows 
also tha.t the U rex sacrorum/' like the Interrex, always remained 
a patrician. That is to say, as the magistracies were thrown 
open to the pleheians one hyone (see above, p. 164), it did not 
occur to any particular reformer to propose -8. law to throw open 
the office of "rex sacrorum," which was of no political import
&nee. Dionysios (iv. 74) is emphatic on this last head. fva BE Ka, 
'f'oiWop.a ~ panu..ucijs I.go'IJula.s 1Trl:Tptoll -{mapxov ~P.'ill, Kat aW olwvo'is 
o.lULoLS 6f:wV brurupwao.V'f"fJ)v 1TapiA"iAv8os Els TT]V 1TOAW, aw.qs EvEKa. 
Tijs ouw.r; qwN1.rnrral., 1EPWV a7r08£LKvVu8w 1"1.,. dEl !3a.alAn.,., 0 1"1,v 
Ttp.qv ro...n,.,v Uwv BrA piau. warrqc; d.1I"oAEAvp.£v~ mM.Ep.ucijr; duxoXlas, 
~ TOWO pOVOIl 'X(I)JI lpyo.", ~~p ;, pacru..~, .,..qv .;,yEp-avlall TWV 
Ourrn-oJu.Wv, IJ.M. 8' o~8lv. So Plutarch, QUlest. Rom. 63: 8,a T{ 

'ret KaAoV/LJ.V'e P1rr1. uaJCpwpovp. (otTor; BE EC1'T1. {3autAwr; lEproV) Q.'lrEtp'1'JTCLl. 
Kal apxEtv K0.1 87JP.OYOpE'iV; ~ T07J"aAaWV 01 /3arl'lAE'is 'To. '1rAEtOTQ. 1Ca.~ 
p.fyurro. 'TWV iEpcUV 28pwv, Kal 'To,§ 8uuta§ Ufuov awol. P.ETo. TooV {EpEWV j 

~"El 8' O~IC 1p.f.Tplo.(,ov, OM' ~uav WrEpqcpo.VOL lCal. f3apEt~, TooV ILw 
"EAAVvllJJl oi 'Ir'\EUn~' ,.qv l~uulo.v o.tn-oov 'lrEPw..OP.WOr., p.Ovov 'TO 
Sunv ,..or:~ SEOr:~ o."lA,'1rOv. 'PWfW-Lot 8E 1I"4vra'1raue. TOU!: {JaulAEi.§ 
llC/3aJw)vrQ, aA.\ov hrl ,.as Duuta.r; ba,av, oVr' /J.pxuv ialTaVTEr;, OVrE. 

&qILa:YWYEW, mro,!: ,wvov Or TOts iEpot:r; /3aulAEVEu()aL 801(ooU'r., lCal 
{JacnAEf.o.v 8u1. TOUS ()Eo~r; WrOP.EvEW. lOTe. yoUv T'r; lv &:yop~ 8vula, 
'1rpo.; n(i AE')'OP.EVff Kop..",.ltt w-dTptOr;, ~v ()uuQ.r; b ./3a.crlArur;, ICQ.To. 
TaXOr; cl1rEl.<Te. ~Wywv l~ o.yop«r;. 

A more instructive case of political survival can hardly be 
conceived. A King is so needful for the religious part of his 
ollice, while a King clothed with any shred of political power is 
60 hateful, that a King is made whose kingship seems to shut 
him out from the common rights and duties of citizens. (Cf. 
Livy, xli. 42.) A more speaking symbol.of his exclusion could 
ha.rdly have been devised t~an his offering his sacrifice, and then 
running from the Forum as from a. place with which he had no 
further concern. We have a parallel to such a. King in the 
Bishops who were kept at lona and other Scottish monasteries, 
for the sole purpose of ordination, Bishops without any shadow 
of authority, and who were under the command of tlieir 
ecclesiastical superior the Abbot. 

Aristotle (Pol. iii 14) speaks of this practice of cutting down 
the King to purely priestly functions as something,usual in the 
Greek commonwealths :-VOTEpOV 8E TO. p.Ev a.trrwv 1rO.pl£vrwll TooV 
(Ja.cru..EWII) TO:. BE TWV 8XAWV 1rO.pQ.tpcwp.evwv, €v I-'-Ev Tats llia.lS '1rOAE(U 
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(JvU{aJ, Icd1'EXdcp8-quuv 'TOtS' /3a.CTlAOOt /Lavov, 07rmJ 8' li~UJv El'l'rf:tv Elvar. 
{3autAE{aV, Iv'l'ots w€p op{w; TWV 7ro)v!:p.ucwv T'7]V VrEJLOVW.V 1'6,,011 flxov. 
On this last clause see below, note 20. 

(18) Page 95.-A still stronger proof would be'that the 
Emperors themsel\' .. so constantly held the actual consulship, 
always once at least in each reign, and often much oftener; that, 
when they were not Consuls, they were invested with consular 
power; and that-though they could not be actual Tribunes 
because of the adoption of the plebeian Octarius into the patrician 
gtmll Julia-they not only held the tribunician power, but they 
looked on it as the main source of their authority. See below, 
note 42. 

(19) Page 95.-The Spartan kingship was, in the ideas of 
Aristotle (Pol. iii. 14), a real kingship, not a mere survi\'al, like 
the priestly kingships already mentioned. It is rather, in hi", 
eyes, the best example of a lawful kingship: q yap iv -rii A"""",urii 
'lrOLTEUf SoKE' plv E1Yal. {3ad,),.Ela ~ TWV K4'TU vOp.ov, olllc loT, & 
ICVpta. 1r<Wnw, au' aro.v E~a9y.,..qv xwpav, VrEP.t4, (OT' TCiw 7T,m TOoI' 
'1rOMp.ov, be. BE ,.a 'lr'pOs 1'O~ 8EO~ d'ITooi8oT(U TOtS /3autM:Vuw. o.irrq 
plv o~ ~ {Jadwla oro." UTpo.rrryta T~ aVroKpa:ropwv IC0.1 UUiU)i EOTLV. 
Afterwards he calls it CN'po:rqyta tS..a /3icw, and ~ €l1T€iv d1TA~ 
UTparqyl.a eM -y(yo~ attS~. But, on the other hand, there is 
something remarkable in the way in which Herodotus (vi 
56-58) sums up the pririleges of the Spartan Kings, without 
noticing that they do not take in anything whicb comes 
under the ordinary idea of go\,ernment. Thucydides, on the 
other hand (i. 131), notices it as something strange that the 
Ephors had the power of arre.ting the King (i. p.& Tip- dp.m,. 
E~t1fT€L ,.0 W'pWTOV lm-O TWV E<POpwr le€OTt 8E 'TO~ lq,opo,~ "'(1V 

pau')"la 8pwTtu 'TOUro), oQ comment which is the more remarkable 
as Pausanias 'Was not King, but Regent. Xenoph6n too looks 
on the Spartan kingship as a real, though limited, kingship. 
Thus, at the beginning of the Agesil.os (i 1), he .peaks of it as 
the ouly government which had really lasted, and that (see 
GrQwth of the English Constitution, p. 228) because the Kings 
did not seek for more power than the law gave them: ';-yo" 
",OM.~ oV~€':"Jr.OT'€ 4>6oMjuaaa TOO 'frpOT'eTtp.ijuOaL a.~, brt)(ElfJf1<1'€ 
Ka1'll.AiiaaL n,v april' awwv, or 1'€ {3rur,).,Eii ol.&~OT'E p.€t{;ovwv 
':'pi.xftrlaav V Eq,' OtS1TEP Ef ~pxij~ n,v /3a.u,).,Elal' 7tOpWfjov. TOL-yapOVv 
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. 
rD.A7} poiv oUEp.la d.pxJ1 "aVEpd. tcrn. Bw:yeyWfJp.1.vq a8u~O"nU<M"o~ o~£ 
8-qp.oKpaTla OVrE tM.c.yapxw. Oo,.E nipo.Wt .. oirT" {JaaLAEta· a~ BE p.ovq 
B~a. 1TtW~ {3a.uv..Ela.. The same fact is also insisted on in 
the treatise on the Lacedremonian Commonwealth (15) which 
goes by his name. and he adds the custom of the monthly oath
like that of the Molossians-exchanged between the Kings and 
the Ephors on behalf of the city i 0 8E OPKOS EaTl, ore; p.a, {Ja.uv...a. 
KaTa. TO~ Tlj~ -n-6AE~ KEtp.€V01Jf; vop.ovs {3auv...clEl.v, rQ 8£ 11"0.\.(1. 
lp:n80pKoltvro-; I.KElVOV claTvc/lfAuc..rov 1"7]11 fJo.uv..do.v 7ro.pf.~EW. He 
a.dds-a:iTo.I. p.o, ow fli. Tt.p.a.~ alKol. [as opposed to his military 
command] ?;'WVTt [as opposed to the extravagant honours which 
he received after death.] parTiAl;' B£8oYTat, oliBb- 7'1. 1TOA{, WrEpcf>E
POlJU(JJ, TWV 18lW'TUCWV' ou 'YOp EfJOVJ...~fh} OVTE Toi~ {3O,crrAEVul. Tvpavvucov 
q,pOYfJp4 'lNIpa.t:rTijuw. oVon: TOLS 1rQAlTaLS c/l(Jovov E/L1Tot.)jual. rijs 
81J11dp,Ewso Dionysios, in the speech assigned to Brutus, which 
I have quoted several times, makes the deliverer speak of the 
consulship as following the model of the Spartan kingship. The 
power of the Roman Consul was certainly greater than that of 
the Spartan Kings. But all hereditary office is essentially 
difierent from one held by yearly election. The Spartan 
kingship was real kingship with "its powers cut very short: the 
consulship was the kingly power put into perpetual commission. 

(20) Page 96.-We have several notices of the Argeian 
Kings. Pausanias (ii. 19, 1) mentions that, from the reign of 
a certain King Medon, the royal power became merely nominal, 
and that after Melt .... who is placed (Clinton. F ... t. Hell. i. 249) 
in the days of Kleisthenes of Siky6n, kingship was abolished 
altogether; , ApyEWr. 0(, aTE i.crrrtopiav Ka, TO aVrovolLov d.-ya7rWWE~ 
he. 7raAc:u.oTdTOV,.ro. ~ UotJf1'ta~ TWV {3auv..EWV E~ u..&.XLUTOV 1TPo7rta-yOV, 
~ M~8(aJvr. ~ KtlO'ov Ka.' TOLi d.7J"O-Yovo,~ TO ovop.a. AEt~OijVW. Tij!ii 
/3aav..Ew.i ILOVOV. MaTa.V o( TOV AaKl80v rev cl7J"0-Y0VOV M~8(aJVOS 1'0 
1t<1pcl7J"Q.V 11lUvu£v &p~ KaTClYVOVS ~ 81jp.o~. It is plain however 
that kingship went on much longer. There is a story told by 
Plutarch in his treatise 1J"Ept ~ J AAEedv8pou -nJ)(J1!ii ~ &PErij!ii 
(ii. 8). according to which kingship had such a hold at Argos 
that. when the old Htirakleid line died out. another King was 
chosen, in obedience of course to divine signs; l,fal.1r€fl ' ApyEtOl.!ii 
1TOTE- TO, 'H/J~IEt8Wv -YEvOi, Ee 0:; /3aulAu)Eu8al. 1TdTptOV ;v UVrOL!ii. 
~1fTOiiu, O( Kat Ota1TllviJavop.ivol.S 0 6f.o~ lXPYJu£v d.f.TOV o£ielEtvo Kat 

p.£8' ~p.fpai OAt-ya.~ d.ETO~ lnrEp~aV('js Ka, Ka.Ttjpa~ lr.' r1]v Ar-ywv~ olKlav , 
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bcd8wE, I(at f3a.g~ ;plfJ-q AZYQJV. He has another reference 
to this election of Aigon in his treatise on the Pythian oracles 
(5), where he spooks """ually of )(p7/.rp.ov TWO< lp.p.&pov AEx,9brro<, 
olp.at, '11'Epl ,..qs Aiywvo$ TOV J APYEtav f3a.aLAElas. But the most 
important notice is that in the well-known passage of Herodotus 
(vii. 148, 149), where he tells US how, on the coming of Xerxes, 
the Argeians claimed, if they joined in the defence of Ol'eeee, 
to have an equal ,share in the command with the LacedlBID.onians. 
The Lacedremonians answered that, as they had two Kings, 
while the 'Argeians had only one, the command could not be 
equally divided. Neither of the Spsrtan Kings could be deprived 
of his vote, but they were ready to aBow the Argeian King a 
third vote along with their own two· ('\'lynv u",l p.a (Tv," Bvo 
(3o.uv..r,os, J AP"/E{Ourt 8E 00' OVKWV 8vvaTov EIVfU T~JV it( ~P'"1" 
OtJ8UEPOV 'll"ttW4L rijs ~yfp.oV{1'J$· )LETa BE 8vo 'TWV ucfJuEpwv Opool/r'lc/loll 
TOv ' AfY'Ifi.o'll Elva .. KwAvnv o~iv). It would seem from this passage 
that the Argeian King, whatever his position may have been 
in other ways, at least retained the military command. The 
Spartans would nev .. · have proposed to give an equal voto 
with their own Kings to a. magistrate whl)se functions were 
merely civil or priestly. The Argeian King would thus be 
one of the class spoken of by Aristotlo in the extract in Not. 17. 

(") Page 96.-We get .. vivid mention of the King·archon 
at Athens and his functions in the opening of the oration of 
Lysias against Andokides. He puts the possible case of so 
impious & person as Andokidps drawing the successful lot for 
this archonship: &v VVVt 'AJl8oI(L'Br]~ &.8Wos d1raA.\ari .qpiiw «I( ToVQc 
TOV dyw~ KOl. lAOv KA7]p(J)UOp..O'Of T(;W Mea. OpxQ'VT(J)V I(a~ ~axu 

{3a.rv..... He goes on to speak of a great number of religious 
duties which the King had to discharge. But presently he has 
to bring in the word iD. its more usual sense; for he goes on to 
llRy that Andokides, in the . course of his travels, had been .. 
flatterer of lllany Kings. among which clasa Dionysios of SyracUt;8 
is reokoned by implication (/3aaiAio.s lI"oAAOt,~ I(fKo.\.d,ctvKOI, ~ & ... 
~Ivr,ro.t, lI"A.q... TOV .lvp(U(01XJ'{ov ALOJI1JO'tOV). Dionysios, according 
to the orator, was a match for Andokidc8, and would DOt. be 
taken in by him. 

The wifo of tho' King.archon was 
of the Roman "rex 5aCl'Orum It 

Pseudo·Dem. c. Nerur. 98.) 
was 

pafTlAwua, as the 
callt:d "regina.·' 

wife 
(Cf. 
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Besides the King-archon, there was another survival of 
kingehip a~ A~hens in the form of the Pilylobasikis, who seem 
to be the same as the {JarI/A", spoken of in the law of Solon 
quoted hy Plutarch (SoI8n, 19). Plutarch seems directlyafter
wards to speak of them as 'fTpVTdvn~. Very little seems to be 
known a.bout the nature of their duties, but it is with their 
kingly title alone that we are now concerned. They must, one 
would think, have been the Kings of the four Ionic tribes before 

- they were thoroughly fused into one commonwealth, something 
like the local U nd ..... kings of the West-Sason,s. In any case, 
they are another instance of the kingly title continuing to be 
held after all kingly power bad passed away, and that by 
magistrates who held no very important place in the common
wealth. 

(22) Page 97.-Mommsen, prohably with truth, looks on the 
whole legend of Romuius as comparatively late. The real 
ancient name of the city lurks in that of the Ramnes, and the 
br<;)Vv~ betrays his late origin by having his name formed 
from the later name of the city. However this may be, the 
legend which makes Romulus the Bon of Mars clearly shows an 
intermixture of Greek ideas. In the genuine Italian religion, 
not only is no man the son of a God, but there does not seem to 
be anything like generation or birth among the Gods themselves. 
The deities appear in pairs, male and female, and that is all j 
they are called" Patres JJ and U Matres JJ directly in their divine 
character. See Preller, Rumucll8 Mytlwlogi., 50. The story of 
N ums. and Egeria probably comes from the same hellenizing 
mint as the story of his having been a pupil of Pythagoras. 

(23) Page 97.-1 mean that there is nothing strictly mythical 
aQout these stories j the institutions of Ancus and Servius are 
real; their authors, and the dates assigned to them, may be 
fabulous, but there is nothing of divine or heroic legend about 
the story. We know, from the example of undoubtedly real 
lawgivers like Solan and lElfred, that such lawgivers constantly 
draw, as it were, to themselves all manner of institutions, both 
earlier and later than their own times. On this ground we 
distrust the accounts of the legislations of Ancus and Servius; 
but, though they may not he historical, they are at least quasi
/,istorical. Sea Historical Essays, First Series, p. 4. 
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('4) Page 97.-Whatever we make of the historical value 
of the stories of the Tarquinii and Semus, to say nothing of 
Numa, it is plain that they could have arisen only among 0. 

people who paid no regard whatever to birth in the appointment 
of their Kings, and among whom the choice of a stranger, or 
even of a slave, was at least theoretically not impossible. It 
will of course be remembered that Claudius got hold of an 
altogether different account of the origin of SeniUl!; still, 
though he is not described as a slave, he is described as .. 
stranger. 

('5) Page 97.-There was a Ue1UJ Romilia at Rome, but it was 
of little eminence and never produced a. curule magistrate. I do 
not know that there is any evidence that its members claimed 
descent from the founders of the city. 

(.6) Page 98.-Sea the account in Herodotus (vi. 67) of the 
bitterness of the taunt addressed by Leotychides to Demaratos, 
when he asks him c\I(OWV -1'1. Ell} TO ttpxnv p.ua. ,.0 pautAW(UI, 

('7) 'Page 98.-8ee Fed. Gov. i. 433. 

(.8) Page 99.-1 am not able to lay my hand on any better 
authority than that of Justin (ii. 7): .. Post Codrum nemo 
Athenis regnavit, quod memorire nominis ejus tributum est." 
If any such motive was avowed, it must have been a mere 
pretext, as the abolition of kingship was & ,step which was 
unavoidable sooner or later. Still we have the fact tbat the 
Roman story represents the m,.t King as a hateful tyrant who 
was driven out for his crimes, while the Athenian story repre-
sents the last King as one who devoted his life for the safety of 
his country, and whose memory was ever after cherished with 
the deepest reverence. In short, the civic kingship was 'so 
impossible to last that neither a good nor a had King could 
save it, and either the crimes or the virtues of a. King might 
be IlSsigned as a reason for getting rid of it. 

('9) Page 99.-1 see no reason to doubt the common story 
as to the gradual fall of the archonship at Athens from the old 
hereditary kingship to a magistracy needing so little either of 
personui qualification or of the charm of illustrious &Dcestry tha~ 
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any citizen of decent character was held to be fit to hold it. 
First we have the single Archon for life out of the old royal 
family; then the single Archon for ten years, still out of the 
old royal family; then the board of nine yearly Archons, aristo
cratic or democratic, chosen or taken by lot, according to the 
gradual stages in the developement of the commonwealth. The 
interposition of a 81W4O'TEla., 8, single family from which 
magistrates were chosen, seems to have been a common stage 
between kingship and the fully developed commonwealth, first 
aristocratic, then democratic. The Corinthian Bacchiads are a. 
well-known instance; but perhaps the most interesting example is 
that of the Chaonians in Epeiros (see below, note 36). We might 
also compare the tendency, even where there are no legal 
distinctions, to keep the great magistracies in certain dis-
tinguished families, as was formerly the case with_ the Swiss 
democracies (see Growth of tbe English Constitution, p. 27). 
The difference, of course, is that in this last case the 8vvCW'TEta. 
had no acknowledged exi~tence. Tschudi or Attinghaus8n might 
practically be an apxucov Y£vos; but this was simply because 
the electors habitually chose from among them: they had no 
privilege by law. 

(30) Page 99.-1n the Parian Chronicle (Boeckh, ii. 301) the 
Archons for life appear as Kings. It is only when the archon, 
ship becomes annual that the style is cbanged. The 48th entry 
stands thus: Pa.qv..WoVT~ , A8-qvwy AW-,xVAOV lTO~ EUcOa'TOU Ka2 
EvO~, ~' at «aT' EvtaVTOY ~PXflI ;, apxwl!' while in the 49th we 
have the usual form, o.PXOVTOf 'A8~vTJal. TA7Jala. So Pausanias 
(vii 2, 1) describes the sons of Kodros as disputing about the 
succession a.fter his death, and USe$ the word {3a.av..wEw-ov« 
cc/laaKOI ;, NEtAWf tlvE~Ea8lU PCUTtAElJOP.OIOf; we, TOU MiSOVTOC;. 
What then was the difference between the Archon who was 

still called a King and the undoubted Kings who had gone 
before him' I conceive it to be that the King or Archon 
now became strictly responsible, as we have seen (see note 19) 
that the Spartan Kings were. In Greek ideas, the lack of 
responsibility seems to have been the essence of true kingship. 
Thus in the Persians of .Mscbylus (213), Atossa speaks of ber 
son Xerxes as oVX ww8vv~ 1J"OAEI., and we find this responsibility 
given as the actual definition of kingship by two later wl"iters. 
Sui~, for _instance, 1Jllder the wOl'd pacrv..Ela, thus defines it-
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{3au,).,€w. lOTtV &.vv1rw8uy~ IlPri' ofJ p.OJlOV 8£ 1Mv8lp~ Etva.r. ToVs 
O"1rov8al~ ill4 Kal. {3aUtAEQ.r;. ." 'Yap fJrurww. dpx~ &Ylm"Eli~, 
,;rtf; "Ir'EP' 1'0V011'; AI' 'l'oV~ cro<jJovs uvcrra1Tj. So Dian Chrysostom 
(i. 46): PaulA.to. B. d"""";Ow .. dpxTi, b B • • 6_ PaulA • .,. B6ypa. 
In this last we have .. forestalling of the great doctrine of the 
Civil Law, though the Greek rhetorician does not stop to trouble 
himself with any theories about the U lex regia." I conceive 
that, though the 'King or Archon was still appointed for life, 
yet he- became subject, like the magistrates who came after him, 
to the obligations of the formal 8olc£JUUT"' and EVIJWq. This is 
quite another thing from a pORsible power of deposition, which, 
even if legaHy recognized, must a.lways be something extra
ordinary and unusual. Some confusion between this state of 
things and the King-archon of the confirmed democracy may 
be traced in the words of the Pseudo-Demosthene. against Neaira 
(98): mtsq 8E @quWs- tT'IJ1Itfl(l.(J'W a.ln-o~ Ko.l frqP.OICp4TlaV brolTJUE Ko,l. 

V ,ro).,'s "Ir'oAvdv8pCMrOl]; rybero, TOV P.EII {JautAEo, m.8& ~ov 0 8ij~ 
~pEiTO fie 'I1'pol(plT1J)v ,«u,' o.v8pa:yoJJlo.v ](!''POTOvWV. This last state
ment leaves out of sight the fact that the kingship or archonship 
was confined to the single house of Kodros. In fact, at this 
stage of the Athenian constitution, the King or Archon, hereditary 
or at most chosen out of a single family, holding his office for 
life, but responsible for its administration, must have been 
exa.ctly like the Spartan King, except that he had no colleague. 

(31) Page 99.--8 .. Historica.I Essays, Second Series, p. 126. 

(32) Page 99.-Di6n Cassius (!xix. 16). ·ABp'a ••••.•• TO. 
atovVO'"" -rVv p-eylCTTYJv 'I1'ap' a,n.cU~ 4p~ ~~~I Iv -rD br8ijT, Tj 
bnxwpl, AaP.Tt'pWs ftrETJAEO'E. That is to say, he was the a.pXfl)V 
bnf,""p.o. of the year. 

(33) Page 100.-See Niebuhr, Riin,i.cl.. Guchicl.te, i. 544, 
i. 609 of the English translation. 

(34) Page 100.-See Historica.I Essays, Second Series, p. 127. 

(3S) Page 100.-The Presidency of the Senata and of the 
Assembly, the right of putting the question and deciding points 
of order, forms of itself an importa.nt distinction between the 
Roman Consuls and the Athenian Archons. The Archons, at all· 
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events after the establishment of the full-grown democracy, never 
presided in the Assembly. That function belonged to the 
Prytaneis of the tribes in turn, as comes out strongly in the 
famous case of the presidency of SOkraws in the debates after 
Arginousai. At Spacta, on the other hand, the debate recorded 
by Thueydides (i. 87) shows that this power was vested in the 
Ephors. It is plain that, if the powers of the Prytaneis and of 
the Archons had been in the same hands, the p:>sition of the 
magistrates who held those conjoint powers would have been 
far higher than that of either Prytaneis or Archons aeparately. 
It would have been inconvenient to place it in the hands of the 
General., the really highest executive ma"aistrates of the Common
wealth, beeause it was perhaps already beginning to be felt that 
the position of Speaker and that of Leader of the House ought 
to be distinct. This came out still more strong-l y in the Acha.ibn 
Assembly, where the Demio.urgoi acted as Speakers, while the 
General acted as Leader of the House. See History of Feder>li 
Government, i. 296. I may perhaps be allowed to add that 
some remarks on this matter will be found in a letter from Sir 
George Lewis, the lnst which I had from him, which appears at 
p. 427 of his published Letters. My answer to that letter led 
to some cha.nges in Sir George Lewis' views, which were 
embodied in the last thing which he wrote, the micle on the 
Presidency of Deliberative Assem.blies, which is referred to at 
p. 430 of the Letters. I eould have wished that all three, his 
letter and mine and that micl., bad appeared together. 

The Roman magistrate also, the Consul in his Assembly and 
the Tribune in his, had a right of yet further importance, 
namely that he a.lone could make proposa.ls to the Assembly. 
This, perhaps more than anything else, marks the far greater 
power of the Roman ma"aistrates as compsred with those of 
Athena 

(36) Page 102. Thuc. ii. 8. Xu .... t.p.ura....,..., ~. ~w.o 
a' n-quUt 1rpoo-rwTl{a. be rev cipxU(oii 'l'o..o~ ~ KaL NuccU-wp. See 
above, Dote 29. 

(37) Page 102.-0n the Epeirot League, see Hist. Fed. Gov. 
i. 150. I have there spoken of the oath of the Molossian Kings, 
&ti ulso in the Growth of the English Constitution, p. 229. 
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(38) Page 102.-0£ the Macedonian Assemblies I shall have 
more to say in the next lecture. 

(39) Page 102.-0n the foar Macedonian Commonwealths, 
see Hist. Fed. Gov. 661. 

(40) Page 102.-Seleukeia, as the chief Eastern outpost of 
Western civiliza.tioD, remained a free city with a republican 
constitution till a very late time. The decline and fall of the 
SeJeukid monarchy no doubt did much to strengthen it. inde
pendence. In the time of Tiberius, Tacitus (Annals, vi. 42) 
speaks of Seleukeia as a free commonwealth, with 8. Senate of 
three hundred and .. popular Assembly. But usually the two 
orders did not agree, and the Parthian Kings sometimes stepped 
in to support the oligarchic interest. "Seleucenses, civitas 
potens, septa muris, neq ue in barbarum corrupta, sed conditoris 
Selenei retinens. Trecenti, opibus aut sapientia. deJecti, ut 
Senatus j SU& populo vis: et, quoties concordes agunt, spernitur 
Parthus; ubi dissensere, dum sibi quisque contra mmulos subsi
dium vocant, accitus in pa.ryem, adversum omnes valescit.: 
Id nuper acciderat, Artahano regnante, qui plebem primoribus 
tradidit ex suo usu: nam populi imperium juxta. libertatem; 
paucorum dominatio regim libidini propior est. rJ Pliny too 
(Rist. Nat. vi. 30) speaks of it as "libera hodie ac sui juris 
Macedonumque moris. JJ 

(41) Page 103.-See Historical Essays, Second Series, pp. 
180, 184. 

(42) Page 103.-On the importance of the" potestas tribuuitia" 
Tacitus speaks strongly, when he says (Annals, iii. 56); .. Id 
summi fa.stigii vocabulum Augustus repperit, ne Regis aut 
Dictatoris nomen adsumeret, ae tamen adpellatione aliqua. cetera 
imperia. praemineret." He goes on to explain that the grant of 
the Iribu",itia poteslGII to Drusus was the same thing as naming 
him successor to the ]!:mpire. On the way in which the union 
of 'all powers grew into " power greater than any of them; 
compare the words put into the mouth of Tiberius himself .. 
little before (iii. 53), .. quia non A:dilis, aut Pnetoris, aut 
Consulis partes sustineo: majus &liquid et excelsius a. Principe 
postulatur." 
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There is a most curious discussion in John Lydus (De Magis~ 

tratibus, i. 3) of the distinction between nipavvQS', {JanIAWS, and 
UbrolCpdTWP, and (in ii. 1-3) there is also 8. description of the 
powers granted to both the elder and the younger Cresa.r. The 
passages are much too long to quote in full; but it should be 
noted that this writer, writing in Greek in the sixth century 
but in a thoroughly Roman character, distinctly denies the 
power of the Emperors to be either fja.d"v..d.a or 'MJfla.w{~. lOTI. 
"Yap fJa1Tv..ilJJ~ p.o 'Tpchros A vop..os, TVpdwov BE vOf«Js b Tp01rOS. 1'0 
yap ."wv KcuCTapcov Wow olrJ"OKpaTDpwv brtf,vvp.ov OU8E /3aulAEtas, ru' 
o~8E. 'I"11pI01YVtOOS lO'Tt VTJp.a.VT1J(OV, o.VrlJ.fJx{a,s BE p.aJ...Aov leat o.-tJ801T'La.s 
"0\1 8WUCELV TO~ ECo.VI.a'1'a.P.o.ous Kam. ."WV KOWWV (}opv{3ow brl on) 

«&AAl.Ov. brtrnf'1"€U' TE ~ O'TpaTWp4TL 1T~ &v 8/01 p.dXECT8o.t TO~ 
ivo.VT't01S· impemre yap ,..0 m-'TdTTRV Trap' 'J1UAOtS A£yETat, b861y,,7f'f:
P&.TWP. All this has the force of a protest, when we remember how 
familiarly the name of {1auv..ru. had for ages been applied to the 
Emperors. Lydus very naturally sets down Marius and Sulln. a.s 
Tyrant. I but, what we should hardly have looked for, he sets 
down Romulus as a Tyrant also, a.nd argues at some length that 
the Latin Rex answers to the Greek rupavvo'i'. There is not a. 
glimmering to be seen of the great dispute about Me and 
{1«rTv..al. three hundred years later. 

(43) Page 103.-8oe above, note 18. 

(44) Page 103.-Theodoric was undoubtedly Consul, though 
his patriciate stands out more conspicuously in history. Both 
he and Odoaeer were Patricians by Imperial commission. For 
the patriciate of Odoacer see the fr .... ament of Malchos in the 
llonn edition,' p. 235. The Senate asks Zon8n to bestow that 
rank on Odoacer; 7mTpl.I(lov TE awct d.1'I"OO'TEtAat tl,lav; 1(0.2 'T'ljv TroV 

'I11IA.Wv TOVrcp d.q,EtV<U 8wllC7]rTtJI, and the Emperor does so accord
ingly, paO't.>..Ewv 'Ypt1.p.p.o. 1rEp2 ~v ~fJOV)"E'TO 'IT£p.1rWV Tee '08oaxcp, 
"Irfl'f'P{,CtOV lv 'TOVrCP Tet lpap.p.o.'f't brwV6p..anE. Of Theodoric the 
anonymous writer printed at the end of Ammianus (717) says; 
U Zeno recompensans Theodoricum, quem fecit patricium et 
consulem, donans ei multum et mittens eum ad ltaliam/' He 
goes on calling him "Patricius" in a marked way. But. 
Jornandes (57) emphatically brings out the consulship of 
'l'beodorio; cc factus est consul ordinarius, quod summum bonum 
primumque in mundo deeus edicitur." 
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(45) Page 103.-It was I>eld to be the peculiar good luck 
of Boetius that he \Vas not only Consul himself but saw his SODS 

Consuls. See the Consolatio, ii. 3, 4. 

(46) Pagel03.-Jornandes (60) tens us pointedly how" Justin
ianus Imperator per fidelissimum Consulem vicit Belisarium, et 
perductum Witigim Constantinopolim Patricii honore dona.vit." 
So Prokopios (Bell. Goth. i. 6) pointedly marks that he w,," still 
Consul at the time of his couquest of Sicily, and that hi. year 
of office came to an end on the very day on which he entered 
Syracuse. T4i 8€ BfAkTapt, TarE KPEtucrOV AOyOV Wnl)('lP.a. ~lxffr, 
'YEVEU8at. ~ 'Yap ~TE",~ M.{3wv 'TO d.~tfJ)p.a. br~ Tc; BaY8tA~ 
vflIUC7JlCoar.., 'N1~ IT, lXOp.£VOs1 brEt8~ 7raprCTT'rjCT4To llJ(EAtQV OA71V, 
'f'j ~ wo:n{OI; lUXcl'f1} ';'/Llpfl. Ev Ta~ lvpuoVuas mJAa6E. He goes 
on to say, 0111( UE7rl1"r]8ES p.tvrOt aVT~ 1rE7TOt.",.O ToiiTo, tLU.&: ,,",Ii: Tc; 
d.v8prfnNp ~Ef37J niX'J 1TD.traV t!J/O.(TWCTaP.O, 1"7]1' vijaov ·Pwp.a.lo,,. bcrtVV 
Tj ';'p.~py. Es,.as lvp(llCovcr~ ~7JAruc:€vCH, 'I"rjv TE ,.wI' WaT(IJil dpxJIv, 
ollie TrnP rLW8n Iv Tc; BveaJITtov flOl)AE1I'rr/p(~, d.N\' €VTaVDa lCaTO.8rp.fvC(' 
l~ wa'l"wv y6lcu(Jo. ... 

(47) Page 103.-TImt Constantine held the office of General 
at Athens is recorded by his nephew Julian in his first oration, 
addressed to Consta.ntius (8): (3a.ucAM yap &v, Ka1 ,ruPI.OS .,mvrwv, 
aTpa~s lKElvflJv .q~[ov t(aAE'ia(Jt:JI, k'tlL 'I"OUl~ EUcOVQS nryxavfIJV pu' 
brlypdp.p.a:r~, lydwvro Tr'AEOV .q. .,.wv P.eytUTflJV TI.ILWV ~U~(JE[S. He 
goes on to speak of the gifts of corn which Constantine mnde to 
the Athenians, r1p.f.l{3oP.f.VOf hr' o.~ n,v Tr'wuv. See Finlay, 
Greece under the Romans, 340. 

(48) Page 103.-Plutarch, Oresar, 60. l •• ",o< 00. ;.pTJ {J"",),.clJ. 
dAAcl Ka'iaap KaAEW(Jo.,. 

(49) Page 103.-It is hardly needful to collect examples of 
this usage from the New Testament onwards, and indeed one or 
two have com,e incidentally in the extracts which I have already 
given. But it is worth noticing how completely the orations of 
Dilin Chrysostom addressed to TrajaD assume the dominion of 
tho Emperors to be a {J"",),..ia, though {Jarrwia is throughout 
pointedly opposed to TVpaW'" In one place in the third oration 
(i. 46), after describing the oppressive ruler, DiDn says, ovt( dv 

" , .." .,.. , .:!. {J .\' ~\'~' 'Iron Enrolf" TOil T()l.OV'TOV o.pXOVTo. 'f} o;vroKP«'I"Op4'1 (XuU\ca, Tr'UAV 01: 
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fllli.ov npavvov «al Arvt1'1"ijpu, ~ 'lI"OtE '1rpOSEt7r6' 0 A1Z"OAA{J)V TOY 
~urooWlOv nlpaVVOV. In another place in the second oration (i. 37), 
he incidenta.lly brings out that solitary position of tbe Roman 
l'uler which was so strikingly enforced by Mr. Goldwin Smith at 
the end of his famous review of Mr. (JoDgreve. The good King 
is to do this and that for the public good, "p~, 8. ro1.s lliov< 
/lmcrv..J.as, Et- f"VE~ 8.pm ETEV, d~w. wEpl -rij~ dp~. The 
difference between this writer and one so much later as John 
Lydus is the difference between a. Greek rhetorician speaking in 
a loose way of things as he practically found them, and" Roman 
lawyer, who happened to Write in Greek, but who still dealt with 
the legs! and historical side of things from a purely Roman point 
of view. . 

(50) Page I04.-John Lydus (i. 4) points out the wearing of 
the diadem. and the royal robes as an innovation of Dioeletian, 
adding that he thereby brl "TO {JacrtA.u«Jv ; TtU:'16«- El7i"EW brl TO 
TVpaW"'~ lTpE1{l... Compare Aurelius Victor, Cresares, 39. 

(51) Page I04.-The word '1"Of!"um is applied to the imperial 
rule, even by Tacitus, though it would seem always with some-
what of sarcasm. Thus in the Annals (xii. 66) Locusts is said 
to ha.ve been U diu inter instruments. regni babita," and again 
(xiii. 14) it is said of Pallas that" velut arbitrum regni agebat." 
But much earlier (AIlB&Is, i. 4) Tacitus speaks of the )jouse of 
Augustus as II damus regnatrix" seemingly without any sarcastic 
meaning. 

(5') Page I04.-The name ... gia is more than orco applied by 
Tacitus to the Imperial dwelling. Thus in the Annals (xi. 29) 
Callistus, the former favourite of Cains, is descnbed under 
Claudius as U prioris quoque regim peritus/' and in xiv. 13 it is 
said of the palace of Nero U deterrimus quisque, quorum non 
alia regia fecundior exstitit," Here aga~ there probably is 
sarcasm, but we must remember that the house of the Emperor 
was formally rtgi4 in his character of High Pontiff. If we leap 
from Tacitu8 to the next Latin writer who deserves the name of 
historian, we find, in the very first chapter of Ammianus which 
iR preserved to us, the word regia, and pretty well every other 
derivative of nz, used &8 a matta' of course, but rez itself neVel'. 
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(53) Page 104.-In the opening chapter of Ammianus (xiv. 1) 
the name regina i. twice applied to the Empress Eusebia. So 
again xvi. 10. So in xiv. 1 we read of "regia stirps," and in 
.x:ix. 11 of " sella. regalia." 

(54) Page 104.-It is quite certain that no Emperor is ever 
called re", by any Latin writer. That the title was given to 
Hannibalianus the nephew of Constl1Jltine is also quite certain 
(see the opening chapter of Ammianus and the Article in the 
Dictionary of :Biography). At any time before the decree of 
Antoninus CaracaIla, one would ha.ve said that he wa.s meant to 
be King, not over Rome or Romans, but, like the sons of the 
Triumvir Antonius, over some of the provinces of the Roman 
Empire. :But this seems hardly to apply, now that all the 
subjects of the Empire were alike Romans. 8till this title stands 
quite by itself, and it is most striking to find the word rex never 
applied to the Emperor, though all its derivatives are 80 freely 
applied to his belongings. 

(55) Page 104.-For the Roman appointments of Alaric see 
Z8simos, v. 5, 31, vi. 7. 

(56) Page 104.-The consulship of ChIodwig comes from 
Gregory of Tours, ii. 38. "Igitur Chlodovechus ah Anastasio 
imperatore codicillos de consulatu accepit, et in basilica bea.ti 
Martini tunica. blatea indutus est et chlllmyde, imponens vertici 
diadema..H He was saluted by the people n tanquam consul aut 
Augustus." The confusion between Consul and Augustus, in 
the mind either of ChIodwig or of Gregory, may remind one of 
the like confusion in the mind. of Rienzi, when he called himself 
U candidatus SpiritQs Sancti miles, Nicola.us severus at clemens" 
Liberator U rbis, Zelator Italioo, amator Orbis, et Trihunu! 
Augustus." Cronlca &nese, 1347. Muratori, xv. 118. Chron
icon Esten .. , ib. 441. 

(57) Page 104.-8ee:Bryoo, Holy Roman Empire, 404 . .Joseph 
the 8econd was the last who bore this title, having been elected 
in 1764, during the lifetime of his father, and becoming Empel"or
elect on hi. death the next year. 

(58) Page 104.-8 •• Growth of the English Constitution, 
17, 169. 
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(59) Page 105.-& the Peterborough Chronicle, 449. .. Fram 
~ Wodne .. woe eall ure cynecynn, and Su'6a.nhymhra. eac." 
The contrary process seems to he set forth hy King lElfred when 
he tells the steryof Odysseus and lGrk8; .. ~a WIllS ~.,r Apclline. 
dohtor, lobes sun.., sa lob WIllS hiora. cyniug, .. nd licette ~.,t he 
sceolde bion se hehste god, and ~.,t dysige folc him gelyfde, 
for~am '6e he W.,s cyne-cynnes, and hi nyston Il&lnne o~erne god 
on ~.,ne timan, huton hiors. cyningas hi weor~odon for godas. 
D .. sceolde tIllS lobes fredar hion eac god, tIllS nama. w",s Saturnus, 
and his swa ilce .,1 cine hi hrefdon for god." 

(60) Page 105.-8ee Norman Conquest, i. 593. 

(61) Page 105.-See Waitz, Deut8cl .. V .. :fasswngsg •• chicl.t., i. 
68,166. 

(62) Page 106.-See above, note 76 on Lecture III. 

(63) Page 106.-See Growth of the English Constitution, 
34, 171. 

(64) Page 107.-All people, save those who fancy that the 
name King has something to do with .. Ts.rtar Khun or with .. 
" canning" or "cunning JJ man, are agreed that the English 
Cyning and the Sanscrit Gam.aka both come from the same root, 
from that widely spread root' whence comes our own cyn or kin 
.. nd the Greek ",Iv... The only question is whether there is any 
connenon between cyning and ganw.ka closer than that which is 
implied in their both coming from the same original root. That 
is to say, are we to suppose that cyning and ganaka .. re strictly 
the sa.me word, common to Sa.nscrit and Teutonic, or is it enough 
to think that cyning is an independent formation, made &fter the 
Teutons had separs.ted themselves from the common steck I The 
former view is maintained by Professor Max MUller, in the later 
editions of the Science of Language (ii. 285), with an array of 
German echola.rship which it is hard to resist. On the other 
hand it is equally hard for an Englishman, looking to his own 
langusge only, to resist the obvious derivation of cyning as th& 
direct offspring of cyn. See Norman Conquest, i. 583, Growth 
of the English Constitution, 171. The difference between th& 
two deriva.tions is not very remote, as the C'!J'A is the ruling idea.. 

x 
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in either case; but if we make tbe word immediately cognate 
with gam.ak4, we bring in a notion about "the father of his 
people," which has no place, if we simply derive c1l"ing from 
cyn. 

(65) Page 107.-See the pedigrees of lEthelwulf in the 
Chronicle. under the yesr 855. They.go straight up to Woden, 
and thence to Noah and Adam; but Woden is not made to 
.pring from Shem, Ham, or J aphetb, but from Seesf the son of 
Noah, who was born in the ark. 

(66) Page 109.-Joshua ix. 2. 

(67) Page I09.-Genesis xxxvi. 14. The Hebrew ~,~, from 
J)';t.: gens, answers however better to cyning than to ' ...... Ioga . .... ~ 

(68) Page 110.-See the instances which I have collected in 
Note K in the Appendix to the first Volume of the Norman 
Conquest, and at page 172 of the Growth of the English Con
stitution. Another passage about the Goths will be found in 
Zosimos, iv. 34. Frithigern is Vr€~V, while he speaks of 
'A8o.vaptXoV TE 'I'l"Woros 1"OV Pauw[ov TWV l.w(l(f)v a.pxovra. 'Yivo~. 

(69) Page 110.-This is tbe argument assumed throughout 
Dante's grest trestise D. Monarchia. See Historical Essays, 
First Series. 

(70) Page llO.-See Norman Conquest, i. 26. Compa ... for 
Mercia also the o.ccount of the battle of Winfield, where Penda 
fell U and xu cynebearna mid him, and Jm wreron sume ciningas. n 

This last notice comes from the Peterborough Chronicler only. 
We may again compara the description given by Ammianus (xvi. 
12) of the Alemanni at the battle of Strassburg. Chnodomarius, 
the Bretwalda, so to speak, com.. first; then some other chiefs 
by name; "Hos sequebantur potestate proximi Reg.. numero 
qninque, Rog~ [probably lEthelings] decem." The Bstavians 
also in the same account have several Kings. 

(71) Page lll.-See Growth of the English Constitution, 
172. 

(7.) Page lll.-See the famous passage in the Iliad, ii. 188. 
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(73) Page 112.-1 shall have to speak more fully of this in 
my last lecture. 

(74) Page 112.-According to the famous doctrine of the Civil 
Law (Inst. i. 2. 6.) .. quod principi pla.cuit,legis habet vigorem; 
quum lege regia, qwe de ejus imperio lata est, populus ei in 
eum omne imperium suum et potestatem concedat/' With this 
lawyers' theory of the origin of the Empire one may well com
pare the pithy ""count given by Tacitus (Ann. i. 2) of its real 
origin: u~resa.r dux: reliquus, posito Triumviri nomine, Consulem 
se ferens et ad tuendam. plebem tribunicio jure contentum; ubi 
militem donis, populum annona., cunctos dulcedine otii pellexit, 
insurgere paulla.tim, munia. Sena.tus, magistratuum, legum, in se 
trahere, nullo adversante." 

(75) Page 112.-8oe Norman Conquest, i. 584. It is worth 
while to compare the definition given by Suidas under the word 
/3acFlAM. Ba(1'tA~ }l-tya.t;, 0 TWV TIt"plTwv. TOUs 8E t!AAovs TrpoS€Tl
(j(Uo,v KO.l TWV &'pXop.a,WY TO. ovo,u.a.Ta, orol' AaICE&up.6vwt., MWCE8oVE~. 
He then goes on to distinguish· {Jan,),.... and T>lpawo., and to 
point out how Pindar and others had applied the name {Jarrv...v. 
to tyrants. 

(76) Page 113.-1 suppose that Russia is now the ouly 
European St8.te to which this description would apply, the ouly 
ODe where the sovereign can legislate by himself, without even 
the form of consulting .. national assembly of any kind. 

(77) Page 113.-8ee Norman Conquest, i. 23, 78, and Growth 
of the English Constitution, 37. 

(7S) Page 114.-See Growth of the English Constitution, 
153. 

(79) Page 114.-S .. Norman Conquest, iv. 430. 

(So) Page 114.-See Norman Conquest, i. 24. 

(SI) Page 115.-The recovery of Southern Spain to the Empire 
in the wa.rs of Belisa.rius must eJways be borne in mind, if we 
wish to have an accurate notion either of the map of Europe or 
of the position of the Empire in the sixth and seventh centuries. 
See above, note 32 on Lecture· II. 
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(82) Page 116.-800 Norman Conquest, i. 78. 

(83) Page 116.-" Mundi Dominus" was always the title of 
the medill!val Emperors. Take for instance the poem on Frederick 
Barbaros ... published by Grimm (9), which begins" Salve, mundi 
domine; Cmsar noster, ave." 

(84) Page 116.-The kingdom of Henry of Saxony and Rudolf 
of Habsburg, the greatest among the German Kings who never 
received the Imperial crown; not, in any strictness, the Empire 
of Charles and Otto. Yet the use of the title of Emperor by the 
head of a confederation of princes can hardly be wondered at. 

(85) Page 116.-On the various names of the kingdoms which 
sprang up out of the divisions of the Frankish Empire, see 
Appendix T in the first volume of the History of the Norman 
Conquest, U Names of Kingdoms and Nations." 

(86) Page 117.-1 mean that, up to the extinction of the 
Hohenst&nfen, the Empire followed that mixture of election 
and hereditary descent which was the law of all the Teutonic 
kingdoms. . Then came a time during which birth was hardly 
regarded at all, though there was some faint approach to a 
dynasty in the Lnzelburg Kings of Bohemia. Then came the 
long period which begins in the middle of the fifteenth century, 
during which, though other candidates were often talked of, yet 
the Electors always chose an Austrian prince, commonly the heir 
of the Austrian Duchy, or, as in the case of Charles the Seventh, 
an unsuccessful claimant of that Duchy, or, as in the case of 
Francis the First, the husband of its Archduchess. 

(87) Page 117.-SeeNorman Conquest, iv. 1695. 

(88) Page 118.-1 cannot ba said to be speaking too strongly 
on this point, when it is remembered that, in .. book on Italy 
by Lord Chief Justice Whiteside, Switzerland was spoken of as 
" .. 'Confederation of small Kingdoms." It matters very little 
whether the writer really believed that there were twenty-two 
or twenty·five Kings in Switzerland, or whether he merely 
thought that the difference between kingdoms and common
wealths was of 80 little consequence that either word might be 
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used indiscriminately for the other. In either case it is an 
extreme illustration of the common ignorance and carelessness 
about such matters. In the common notices of Swiss matters in 
the newspapers, the cantonal Government of Geneva-hecause 
it is from Geneva that the telegrams come-seems always to be 
confounded with the Federal Government. Would the saDie 
writers mistake the Governor of the State of New York for the 
President of the United States 1 

Besides the Commonwealths of Switzerland, we must not 
forget the Commollwealth of Andorra, now looking coJ.mly, as a 
steady elder sister, on the commotions of the younger and less 
successful commonwealths on either side of her. 

(89) Page 119.-On all these matters I would refer to the 
Essay on Presidential Government which stands last in my First 
Series of llli'torieal Essays. 

(90) Page 120.-The legitimate descent of Queen Elizabeth 
from Edward the Third through the house of York takes in nine 
generations of ancestors, two only of whom, her father and his 
grandfather Edward the Fourth, were Kings. And of them, 
only Henry himself came in by quiet succession. Her descent 
by the other line, that of Henry the Seventh, through the legiti
mated children of John of Gaunt, is still less kingly. 
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(I) Page 123.~On the relations of the Acbaian cities to the 
League, see History of Federal Government, i. 256. 

(2) Page 124.-On the constitution of the Acbaian Federal 
Assembly, see History of Federal Gov'ernment, i. 263. 

(3) Page 124.-We may see this process in England, as the 
small independent Kings and Ealdormen in Mercia sink into 
Ealdormen named by the central King of the Mercians, and 
again aa the West-Saxon Under-kings of the royal house are also 
supplanted by Ealdormen. And the same process goes on as the 
several kingdoms are merged in one kingdom. The stages of 
this process are well marked in the cases of Mercia. From 
independent and conquering Kings like Penda and O:IIa, we 
come, in the days of lElfred, to a King like Burhred, who is the 
man of the King of the West-Saxons; and then, between this 
sort of kingship and absolute incorporation, comes the stage 
represented by lEthelred and lEthelllred. See Appendix F in the 
first volume of the Norman C<>nquest. 

(4) Page 125.-The first. Sunday in May is always the day of 
meeting for the Lantksg."..inde of Ur~ and the regular days of 
meeting for all the other LantdeagsmtJinden come at the same 
time of the year. The distinctive peculiarities of all the Land .. · 
gemoinden of which I bave seen those only of Uri and Appenzell
Ausserrhoden are described at length by M. Rambert in an 
article in the Biblioth<qtUJ Uni.,.,..ell. in the course of 1872. 

(5) Page 126.-The mere slave, the ........ , B.vA.,., or ~.olC, 
has, by the nature of the case, no political rights, because he has 
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not even the common rights of humanity. But, besides the 
actual slave and the free p.f:rou(O'; who is & citizen of some other 
commonwealth, there is the large class of the wnfiw J filling up 
in various degrees the sp""e between,the mere slave and the full 
citizen. At Sparta. we might reckon the 'lr'Eptouco" bUl'ghers of 
a suhject township, and the Helots, slaves of the commonwealth 
but not slave. of indiyidual masters, as representing severally 
a high and a low stage of this intermediate position. The 
Thessalian ~aTCu, perhaps the Roman clientB, would be other 
examples. So in the Teutonic system we find the libt1J"li of 
Tacitus (Germ. 25), that is tbe Lrela8,.Lie... or Lazzen (see page 
161), on whom see Wait. (i. 179) and the chapter in Kemble on 
the Unfree. The class revives again at a later time in England 
in the form of the 'Villeins rega'J'dant of our lawyers, a. class formed 
on the one hand by raising the mere slave, the ~eow, the 8B'1"VU8 

of Domesday, and on the other hand by lowering the free ceorl, 
the villanU8 of Domesday. 

One would have thought that it was inherent in this class to 
be without political rights, yet we have the strange statement 
about the Federal Diet of the Old·Saxons which I have quoted 
above. 

Kemble (i. 185) defines slavery as "dependence, the being in 
the mund of another, and represented by him m the folcmot." 
This of course would take in classes much better off than the 
mere ~eow. 

(6) Page 126.~That is to say, the aristocratic commonwealth 
was democratic at its first starting. The Roman patricians, the 
popul;us or old citizens, of course began as a democracy among 
themselves, and their democratic character would not be affected 
by the presence of a.iJ.y class of the unfree, whether clients or 
mere slaves. They became an aristocracy, as there grew round 
them, in the form of the plebs, a body of men personally as free 
as themselves, but possessing only a lower political franchise. 

(7) Page 127.-Wait. i. 36. "Wie de.s Heer nur de.s im 
Kriege befindliche V olk darstellt, so sind auch alle militiirischen 
Verhliltnisse nirgends von den iibrigen Zustilnden des Lebens 
zu trennen; immer befinden sich kriegerische und richterliche 
aewalt in Einer Hand; wie das V olk Heer ist, die Vetsammlung 
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des Yolks Gericht, so ist der Richter auch Heerfiihrer. Eine 
Einthei1ung des Heere eetzt daher stets eine gleiche des Yolks 
voraus, die des Yolks muss mit der des Land .. identisch sein." 

(8) Page 128.-lt is hardly needful to point out that the famous 
Assembly of the Acha.ia.ns in the eecond book of the Iliad is, in 
the nature of the case, a military assembly. But it is worth 
mo.rking that it is dyornl in verse 51, 93, 96, >.ao. in 97-100, . 
OTpo.~ •• and dyornl both, in 207, and ")':'16 .. in 278. 

(9) Page 128.-The Ma.cedonian military aseembly is spoken 
of by Aman, iii. 27, 2, 27, 3, &8 "Ni6 •• and M"".80 ••• , in 27, 
4, it is 1 • .>.'1uw.. 

(xo) Page 128.-See Norman Conquest, ii 103. 

(1I) Page 128.-1 mean the Athenian process by which the 
Generals chose lK .a~a.\clyov, from the list of citizens of the 
military age, such as they thought good to call upon for the 
particulo.r expedition. 

(12) Page 128.-This comes out very strongly in the history 
of the Athenian siege of Syracuse. The army in Sicily, though 
forming 80 large a part of the Athenian people, waits for and 
obeys the orders of the citizens who remained at home as sub
missively as the subjects of a despot could do. 

(XS) Page 128.-8ee the action of the Athenian Senate and 
People at Salamis in Herodotus, ix. 4 at seq. It is worth noting 
that the violenoe done to the· Senator Lykidas, who proposed 
submission to the Persians, and still more the violence done 
by the Athenian wom~n to his wife and children, are things 
altogether without po.rallel within the city itself. 

(X4) Page 128.-Thucydides, viii. 76, where the army at 
Samos acts for iteelf, and maintains the democracy after the 
oligsrchic revolution in the city_ Thrasyboul08 and Thrasylos 
Are made to say ~ all BEi d,9vP.EW 0.,-, '9 ~ o.wen #ICTT7lI((o They 
had just been elected Generals by the army, much as Camillus 
(Livy v. 46) is elected Dictstor by the Roman Assembly at Yeii, 
though the circumstances of the Roman migration to Yeii are 
more like those of the Athenian migration to Salamis. 
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(IS) Page 129.-For the .tEtolian Federal Assembly held 
under the wa.lls of the besieged city of Med.on in B.C. 231, see 
History of Federal Government, i. 413. 

(16) Page 130.-In the Teutonic mythology a God !night die, 
as appears from the famous case of Balder. In the Greek 
mythology there is no case of the deeth of a God, though the 
possibility of such a. thing seems implied in one passage of the 
Iliad (v. 388), where A~s is spoken of ... running a. chance of 
being killed by the sons of Al8eus. 

Ita' v6 ICIEI' IPI' a..O:Aol'I"o" Ap7Js, 11.,.01' _oAlp.fUG. 

d ".JJ ",oqrpwf" 'rEjU«CLU.l). ·H.ptPo~ 

<Epp.e, 4E~""'EM.EYJ &\ a" .EIItAf1IiEIl" AP"I" 
ifiS" 'r"p6"IJIIW" XaAf1I'bs 3/1 3fO'p.b 43&'",,,, 

In the same speech both Hera and Ald.s a.re spoken of as being 
wounded by HCra.kIes, and in the same book both Aphrodita and 
~ a.re wounded by DiomMes (336, 855). 

(17) Page 131.-IIia.d, xx. 10. 

lA86J1TU ,. I.. a.,", J:\,bs JI.rpfAfJ7fpfTaO, 
EllJTpS' aI6ovl1tJC1u, Irpl,AJlOJl, A.t A,t 'JI'IITpl 
"H.t&IIM'~ .017)0'''1' 13utl'lcr, 'l'pa'Jl'13fQ'Q'lV. 

It was as needful in the divine ... in the human Assembly 
thet its members should be _ted; when men began to stsnd 
up, there was then, as now, an end to all order. Iliad, xviii. 
246. 

opflOlJlI" .rr.,.a4.,.",,, a.,.o~ ,./11.'1", ov3/.,.u '.,.A7J 
f'.erB"" ... dP'r1U -yap 'XI "pdp.os. Cf. ii. 96.100. 

(18) Page 131.-See Growth of the English Constitution, 
168. 

(19) Page 131.-Ilia.d, D:. 13. 

(20) Page 131.-See Historica.l Ess&ys, Second Series, 83. 

(21) Page 132.-For this compa.rison I !night quots no less 
an authority than King lElfred, who looked on Odysseus ... a. 
King under the Emperor Agamemn&n. "Hit gebyrede gio 
on Troia.na. gewinne ~ret ~rer wteS an cyning ~ nama Aulixes, 
se hrefde twa. ~ioda under ~am kasere. jla 'lSioda wreron ha.tena 
I'lSa.cige and Retia, and ~s kaseres nama wres Agamemnon." 
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(22) Page 132.-lliad, xvi. 434. 

(23) Page 132.-Odyss.y, ii. 26. 

0;'61 'fIo8' Iuwrl"" a."opf, "YI.,",· oM! 8d",,,,,,, 
I~ o~ '05vcrG'wJ BiOI 'ih1ItOIAp' 4.,1 ",VITt. 

(24) Page 133.-To.citus, Germani&., 11. "Si displicuit sen
tentia, fremitu acispernantur; sin placuit, frameas concutiunt. 
Honoratissimum adsensus genus eat, armis Iaudare." 

(25) Page 133.-Thucydides, i. 87. «plY""'" yo." PuB ",,1 ot. 
ofn/4><f. 

(26) Page 134.-1 will refer only to two examples, ooe of 
an Assembly which was held, and another of ooe which was 
not held, but which proves almost more than any of those 
which were held. Kassandros, having Olympias in his power, 
but having promised to spa .. e her life, first holds an Assembly 
in which she is condemned to death in her absence; then, when 
she still demands a public trial, he shrinks from the effect which 
he knew that her presence would have upon the Assembly, 
and causes her to be put to death privately. Diod. xix. 51. 
b 8~ Kdovo.v8p~ • • '. • 'frpOETp~a:ro ToW OUc€{~ NV rlvofY1}p.ivtJ1Y ;,r,' 
'OAvl'W'"'~ tv "own hw MCUCESOYOW fICMVU£v. m:rrryopEw ~ 
'lrpO€'P1JP.~ yuvaucck-. ~v 1rfJI.'1]OlI.VTfIW ,.a 'It'p~a.X(rEv, ICUt T7j~ 'O).,vp.-
1Tui8~ oim TrapoVu-rr; O;n.E lx.~ ToW d:tro)vyYYJuOp.6U1Jt;, ol pow 
MWCE80'v€S ICa.Tey{VClJUI(OV a~ 8avaT07I • • • • dJ'Aa./JE'iTO"tOp ap.a. Kat 

,.0 7I'"fp2 a~ dilWJl4 KUl ,.c) ~v MflICE80v(&)v np.ETo./Jo>..ov. Tijr; 8' 
'O).v!-,mdSo. o~ .pap.lvq< 4>";~0-6a&, TO.lvo.,.,.lov 8' mlp..". ot.u.". b
nut. MQ.KE80ul. "pt87jvo.&, c\ K&.uO'av8p~ tPo~7J8E';.r; p:If1NYrE ,.0 1l'"~:ij8~ 
UKOVoV rij~ pa.crtAt~ d:7toAoyOVP.m,; Kal ,.0;10' ' AMtdv8pov Kat 
tJ>wmrov fT~ «mlV orO l~ nEpywUiv d.vo.p.tp.vqu,roP.WOll JLft'fD'~ •. 
IC.T.A. 

(27) Page 134.-Thus in Arrian, iii 26, Phil8tas is accused 
by. Alexander before the Macedonian Assembly and is coo
demoed, while in the next chapter Amyntas and several others 
are accused and acquitted. 

(28) Pa" .... 135.-See Historical Essays, Second Series, 189. 
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(29) Page 137.-If we reckon from the legislation of 
Kleisthenes in D.C. 608 to the narrowing of the franchise by 
Antipatros in D.C. 322, the time is less than two hundred years; 
if we go back 80S far as SolOn in 594, we are still a good wsy 
nnder three hundred. 

(30) Page 138.-80e the definition of democracy given by 
Athtinagoras in Thucydides, Growth of the English Constitution, 
158. Most of the charo.cteristics of democracy of which I hove 
spoken in the text I hove worked out more fully in the Essay 
on the Athenian Democracy in my Second Series of Historical 
Essays. 

(31) Page 138.-One of the merits of democracy, according 
to Perikies in the Funeral Oration (Thuc. ii. 37), was the room 
which it gave to the developement of individual cheracter and 
ability, as opposed to the nnvarying routine to which every man 
had to submit at Sparta. OJlop.o. plv Bu}. .,..0 JL~ ~~ ~Alyo~ ill' EO;: 
1TA€LOVo.S DUe-EW &qp.OJrpo:rw. 1«(AA"t}'Tat, P-f:rECTTt 8£ KaTG. f''f:r, Tots VOJL01Ji 
wpOS TO. rBla 8u1tjJopo. miat T~ WOII, Ka.T;" 8£ rl}v d.~tfJ)CTtv, Wi lKCWTOO;: 

lv one riJ80K¥,Ei • • • fA(V6EpwfI,; BE .,.a, TIE 1TPOS 1'0 KOtVal' 'Il'oAtTcUOp,£V 

Kal ES ,",V 1TpOC; dll.qAoVS ,.WV Ko.U ~p.Epo.v E-n-trq8rop4T(r)v wol/llo.v, 
o~ 8,' dpyijc; ,.oy TrlAo.c;, d 1«1.6' ~8~v '1'" BPi-, ~XOVTES,· O-G8E 1d;.T/p.{ov<; 
JA-w AV1I1Jpac; BE ,.y 0"'£, dx9q86va¥ 1Tp0r;Tt8€p.£vol... He then goes 
on to speak of obedience to the laws and magistrates as one 
of the consequences of popular government. . Modern writers 
very often charge demo.racy· with doing the exact opposite 
to all these things, and especially with moulding all men accord
ing to one pattern. But it is commonly very hard to make 
out wha.t modern writers mean by democracy, and it seems likely, 
on the whole, tbat Perikies knew best. 

(32) Page 139.-I have referred to the debate in the Spartan 
Assembly recorded by Thucydides, i. 67-88. The body debating 
is the general Assembly of the Spartan citizens (~A.\oyo. IT"';;'. 
a;"';;'. A <1 .. 9 ... ). 88 distinguished both from the smaller bodies 
in the Spartan Commonwealth and from the general Assembly 
of the Lacew.monian allies which appears.in c. 119. The 
Corinthians and others are heard, and the Atlienian Ambassadors 
are heard in answer. Then the Spartans debate among them
selves; but the narrative seems to imply tha.t no _one spoke 
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except the two great official persons, the King Archidamos 
and the Ephor Sthenelaid ... , and the latter seems to wind up the 
debate somewhat suddenly by his official authority. It should 
be noticed tbat, after the cry of Aye and Nay (see above, note 
25) the Ephor professed-the historian hints that he merely 
professed (PavAOp.."o< a"" ... .pa.<pw. d .. 08."""'p. ..... np. yvwp.Tf1I •• 
... ~ .. o>..EP."" p.liAAov app.;ju<u)-to be unable to distinguish which 
side" had it," and therefore he made the House divide. The 
words which 1 have quoted in the original should be noticed. 
Before the Ballot became Jaw, one used sometimes to hear shallow 
people ask why, if electors were to vote by hallot, members of 
Parliament should not vote by ballot also. They forgot that 
it does not concern either of two electors to know how the other 
votes, while it does concern both of them to know how their 
representative votes. But in a primary Assembly there can be 
no objection to secret voting, if it be thought good on other 
grounds. And the story sounds as if StheneJa.jdas had somewhat 
unfairly made men vote openly, in order to carry his own purpose. 
It should be remembered that secret voting is the theory of the 
Oxford Convocation, that again being a primary Assembly. 

In all our accounts of Athenian Assemblies we hear of 
many more speakers than in this at Sparta, and we never 
hear of any magistrates stepping in in the authoritative way as 
StheneJaidas did. 

(33) Page 139.-On the powers of the Achaian General see 
History·of Federal Government, i. 287. 

(34) Page 140.-1 have quoted this analogy and one or two 
others at p. 308 of the same work. In one of the cases there 
referred to, that of the non·residentiary members of the Cathedral 
Chapters, there is a dear tendency at work to bring about a 
better state of things. 

(35) Page 140.-Se. History of Federal Government, i. 263. 

(36) Page 141.-See Norman Conquest, i. 100-102. 

(37) Page 141.-Soo History of Federal Government, i. 698. 
Norman Conquest, i. 592, ii. 330. 

(38) Page 142.-Se. Norman Conquest, iii. 623. 
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(39) Page 142.-The changes in the Frankish Assemblies 
under the Merwings and Karlings are set forth in two chapters 
of W &it., one in the second volume, headed Die GI1I'icT.J.o-, H ..... 
una &icI .. ·V.,..ammlungm, the other in the third volume, headed 
D.,. Hqf und die ReicJi.s..Versammlung. The general result seems 
to be that the Assemblies greatly decayed under the Merwings, 
but that a. new life was put into them by the Teutonic revival 
under the Austrasian Mayors and Kings. But, even under 
the Merwings, the old local assemblies seem to have gone on 
in their full vigour a.mong the dependent na.tions (ii. 419; 439; 
444; 455). That under the Ka.rlings the Assembly retained, 
in thecry a.t least, its old popular cha.ra.cter is plain from a. crowd 
of passages collected by Wait., iii. 468 et seq.; and his genera.l 
conclusion (iii. 486) is: .. Man ka.nn nicht zweifeln, da.ss as 
ein allgemeines Recht der Freien blieb, sich .. uf der grossen 
J a.hresversa.mmlung einzufinden: eben da.rum heisst sie die 
allgemeine, und von der Gesa.mmtheit oder Menge des Yolks ist 
ofter die Rede." 

(40) Page 142.-Among the Bavarians and Allema.ns we find 
provisions enforcing attendanoe .. t the Assemblies. But these 
were not unknown "even a.t Athens, as we see from the graphic 
description of Aristophanes in the opening scene of the 
Acharnia.ns-

lIS "UJI', b'4-r' ofSrM7s KVpillS 11t1tA.'JI6'lfls 
IGlS&vijs 'P'Ip.G:r;' ~~ Cl'""t, 
oZIS' ." cl.-yopf ~AAoiicJ'1, /l'ulIIlII:Cll d,.,.01 
.,.~ rrxoUlCov 4U1VyovO"I orb p.epJATGJp.lvo,,: 

The appointment of .pecia.! ScM.ffen, Scab;".. Eel .. ",,.., seems 
to have arisen "from the necessity of insuring that some one 
should be ready to discharge the duties of the Assembly. See 
Wait., iii. 487, iv. 325, a.nd especially the chaptsr headed Die 
Schiiffen in Savigny's Geschicltte des Riimischen Reel,tB. Savigny's 
distinct conclusion (i. 197) is that .. der Unterschied lag nur 
da.rin, da.ss die Sc .. binen, ale offentliche Personen, die Verl'"" 
llichtung hatten, als SchOffen den Gerichten beyzuwohnen, 
wahrend as in der Willkiihr der librigen Frayen sta.nd, zu 
erscheinen wenn sie wollten, nur mit Ausnahme der drey 
grossen Versammlungsta.,ae im Ja.hr, a.n welchen e.Ile erscheinen 
mussten." 

In the first page of Domesday, we find that in Kent those 
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who were summoned to the Scirgenwt and failed to appear were 
liable to forfeiture, provided the Ai!Sembly was held in the 
ancient place on Pennenden Heath. They were not bound to go 
further. "Si fuerint prremoniti ut conveniant ad sciram., ibunt 
usque ad Pinnedennam, non longius. Et si non venerint, de hac 
forisfactura et de allis omnibus rex c. solido!:t habebit," 

(41) Page 144.-See History of Federal Government, i. 211, 
271. So Thucydid .. (i. 125) remarks that in the Assembly 
of the Laceda!monian Confederacy-which, though not a true 
confederation, made some approach to it os being an Assembly of 
independent statee-each city grest and smaJl had an equal 
vote. .;qq,ov bnTruytW TO~ /;vp.p.O.XOfl; «1nIO"Uo' Dum 1rO.pijO'av E~, 
"'" 1",,011' «Gl UuiaVOII' ... 0).(1, ..aU ...0 1rA~8~ ~lcra.VTO WOMP.EW. 

(42) Page IH.-Tbis fact is preserved to us by Strabo and 
'1uoted in History of Federal Government, i. 209. 

(43) Page 145.-See Hist. Fed. Gov. i. 272 and compare the 
-enfranchisement of the smaller Arcadian towns by Philopoimen, 
i.626. 

(44) Page 145.-Compare Hist. Fed. Gov. i. 270. 

(45) Pa"ae 146.-80 Livy (i 43) remarks of the Comitia 
'Centuriata of Sprnu8: U DOD, ut ab Romulo traditum creteri 
1lerYaverant reges, viritim suffragium eadem vi eodemque jure 
promiscue omnibus datum est; sed gradus facti, ut neque 
a:ciusU8 quisquam suffragio videretur, et vis omnes penes 
primores civitatis esset." This passage takes for granted that 
the votes given in the Assembly wiJJ not be the votes of indi
viduals but those of. tribes or centuries, otherwise the word 
viritim might b. misunderstood. In the Comitia of tbe local 
'Tribes one man's vote was as good as another's within the tribe. 
So in the Comitia of the Oenturies one man's vote was os good 
as another's within the century. But in the local tribes there 
was no distinction of birth or rank; while in the Comitia of 
{ienturies care ..... taken tloat the vote of the few rich men 
who formed one century should be equal to the vote of the 
many poor men who formed another century. In this way 
it might be said that in the Aseembly of the Tribes-and in that 
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of the Cwrim also-votes were taken 'Viritim i one man's vote 
was as good as another's in a. sense in which it was not so in the 
Assembly of the Centuries. One man's vote really did count 
for as much as another's, except so far as one tribe or cwria might 
contain more citizens than another, a. distinction which had 
nothing to do with birth or wealth. 

(46) Page 146.-0n the other hand, the yearly Senste is 
always spoken of as one of the specially democratic institution. 
of Athens, and, when the Four Hundred tske possession of the 
government, one of their first acts is to tum out the Senste 
by force. See Thucydides, viii 69. 

(47) Page 146.-0n the lessening of the powers of the Areio
pagos see Grote, v. 480 et seqq. The truth is tha.t, in a body 
elected for life, a feeling which may be called aristocratic, though 
not necessarily oligarchic, can hardly fail to grow up. Each 
member, as he enters it, is gradually brought within the in1luence 
of the general sentiment. 

(48) Page 147.-The Censors named the Senstors, but it was 
usual for them a.t each census to pla.ce on the roll of Sena.tors 
those whom the people had chosen to magistr~ies since the 
last census. The people thus indirectly chose the Senate. 

(49) Page 148.-S .. the passage. collected in a. note at i. 264 
of the History of Federal Government. 

(50) Page 148.-Thuc. iii. 36-49. 

(51) Page 148.-Thuc. vi. 8-28. 

(52) Page 148.-Xen. Hell. i. 7. 

(53) Page 148.-Sallust, -Bell. Cat. 50-53. 

(54) Page 149.-Under Augustu. and Tiberius the comitia 
gradually became a mere name. Caius professed to restore the 
Assembly to its old powers, but after a while he took away his 
own gift. The words in which Dian Cassius (!ix. 20) describes 
this change are worth quoting; d.'rrt81.11l(E p.a yap ,.at d.pxa'PEtTtar; 
.. v.-o~· arE B€ llCdvc.v "E &PYOTipfJ)V no TOll ~ xpo~ P:'180-
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(55) Page 150.-8ee Growth of the English Constitution, 
162. 

(56) Page 150.-Ib. 82. Nol'Dl&ll Conquest, i. 102. 

(57) Page 153.-8ttch for instance as the Parliaments which 
appointed the Bal;' which banished and restored Cosmo de' 
Medici. Sismondi, ix. 39, 44. 

(58) Page 154.-See Nol'Dl&ll Conquest, ii. 339. Growth of 
the English Constitution, 7. 

(59) Page 155.-On the steps by which the Great Council of 
Vanice, from its foundation in 1172, finally became, between 
1286 and 1319, the primary Assembly of an aristocratic body, 
see 8ismondi, iii. 289; Darn.. Histoire de Venise, vi. 11-14. 
After this process, called mTM d<l ccmsiglio, the Council con
sisted of all who were then members and their descendants. 
By this means severa.! ancient fa.milies were shut out. As this 
oligarchic body grew, the older democrstic Assembly, without 
being formally abolished, gradually went out of use. 

I do not know enough of the history of Poland to be able 
ta trace out in detail the steps by which the election of the King 
became vestsd in the genera.! Comil.ia of the nobles, to the 
exclusion both of the Diet and of the rest of the nation. But 
it certainly was so from the extinction of the house of Jagellon. 

(60) Page 156.-8ee above, note 40. 

(6.1) Page 156.-The most important branches of the judicial 
power of the House of Lords seem likely to come to an end. 
That is to say, the separation between the legislative and the 
judicial branches of the Government will at last be fully 
carried out. 
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VI 

(,) Page 160.-See note 59 on Lecture V. 

(2) Page 160.-1 do not mean that 1 have any doubt tbat 
both the Eupatrids at Athens and the Patricians at !Wme really 
had their origin in a. body of old citizens, because there is quite 
proof enough in the way of inference and analogy to make it 
plain that such was the case. 1 mean that it is only from 
inference and a.nalogy that we can say anything about the 
matter, that we have no records, such as we have of later times, 
nor even the witness of an intelligent observer from outside, 
such as we have in the case of the early days of our o\vn 
forefathers. 

(3) Page 160.-It should not be. forgotten that both actual 
slavery, the state of the teow, and the milder state of the villain 
died out in England, and was never formally abolished. Every
body knows this in the case of villainage, but 1 suspect that 
many people do not fully understand that actual slavery ever 
existed in England. When the Judges in the last century 
declared that there could not be a slave on English ground, 
they made an excellent piece of legislation, but it was essentially 
a piece of legislation, and its authors would perhaps have been 
am....,d to hear of the Bristol slave-trade in the eleventh century 
and of Saint Wulfstan'. labours to put it down. 

(4) Page 161.-On the Ziti or lazzi see note 5 on Lecture V. 

(5) Page 161.-See the description of the Old-Sa.xons quoted 
in note 76 on Lecture m., and compare the earlier description 
of the same people in Nithard, iv. 2: .. Qu", gens omnis in tribus 
ordinibus di"Visa. consistit; sunt enim. inter illos qui edhilingi, 

y 
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sunt qui frilingi, sunt qui Iazzi illorum lingua dicuntur; latina 
vero lingua. hoc Bunt: nobiles, ingenuiles, atque serviles." He 
goes on to speak of "frilingi lazzique, quorum infinita multi
tudo est." 

(6) Page 162.-This iB the view of Waitz, i. 86: "Die 
FlirBten Bind von dem Adel durchauB verschieden. Ich setze 
da.s deutsche Wort, wo Tacitus 'principes J nennt. 'Nobiles' 
habe ich Adlige, 'nobilitas' Adel libersetzt. . . . .. Die Fiirsten 
(principes) werden in den Volksversammlungen gewiihlt." 

(7) Page 162.-8 .. Norman Conquest, L 81. 

(8) Page 165.-0n the Interrex, Bee above, p. 94. 

(9) Page 166.-1 have referred to this story in Historical 
Essays, Second Series, ii. 92. The whole description in Ballust 
(BelL Jug. 63, 64) is most remarkable. Fully to take it in, 
thr .. things must be borne in mind. First, that the Consulship 
was in the free gift of the people themselves. Secondly, that 
Metellns was a plebeian. Thirdly, that Marius had risen from 
one post to another till he had reached the Pr",torship, the 
office next in rank to the Consulship itself. Also it should 
be noticed that Ballnst uses the word Plebu, no longer in 
opposition to Patricii, but in opposition to NoMlit,... Ballust 
tells us how Marius was elected to tbe post of military tribune 
and then goes on: "Deinde ab eo magistratu, alium post alium 
sibi peperit: .emperque in potestatibuB eo modo agitabat ut 
ampliore quam gerehat dignus haberetur; tamen is ad id locorum 
talie vir (nam postea ambitio"e prreceps datus est) consulatum 
appetere non audebat. Etiam ~um alios magistratus plebes, 
consulatum nobilitas, inter Be per manus tradebat. Novus nemo 
tam clarus neque tam: egregiis factis erat, quin is indigous ilIo 
honore et quasi pollutus haberetur." He then goes on to tell 
how Metellus tried by friendly remonstrances to persuade Marius 
not to stand for the Consulship: "ne tam prava inciperet, neu 
super fortunam animum gereret, non omnia omnibus cupienda 
esse, debere illi res suas oatis placere: postremo caveret id petere 
a populo &mano quod illi jure negaretur." At last he is be
trayed into an insult: it would be time enough for Marius to 
stand for the Consulship when his own son the young Metellus 
could be his colleague; "Srepiu8 eadem postulanti fortur dinsse, 
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ne festinaret abire j satis mature ilium cum filio suo consula.tum 
petiturum. Is eo tempore in contubernio petris ibidem mili
tabat, annos natu circiter xx.," 

This language, in tbe moutb of one who was himself a plebeian. 
shows how thoroughly the new notion of nobility had supplanted 
the old. Mete11us speaks to Marius as Appius Claudius might 
have spoken to a forefather of Mete11us. It shows also how com
pletely a mere customary prescription often seems to some minds 
to have more than the force of law. to be almost part of the 
order of na.ture. 

(10) Page 166.-See Norman Conquest. i. 85 et seqq. Growth 
of the English Constitution. 42 et seqq. 

(II) Page 167.-EIYI'I or JOI1'I is now held to be a contraction 
of Ealdur (see Mllolt Miller. Science of Language, ii. 280. 7th ed.). 
It is quite in agreement with this that the shorter form should 
prevail among the Danes, among whom names commonly appear 
in a shorter form than they do in English. And it would seem 
to follow from this derivation that the famiJ.is.r jingle between 
EIYI'I and C6O'1'1 is simply a jingle. But this is one of those facts 
which are simply philologicaL Historically. Eurl-that is. as 
the name of a particular office. as distinguished from the general 
sense of noblo-is a distinct title from Ealdorma;n,. the place of 
which it took. We first hesr of ElYI'las in the Danish hosts 
against which )Elfred fought. Then the title was borne. as 
might be expected, by the Danish chiefs who settled in North
umberland; lastly. under Cnut. it was extended to all England 
and supplanted Ealdorm4n. See Norman Conquest. i. 76. 277. 
405.646. 

The word Thegn, as far as we are- concerned, starts from the 
meaning of ..... _. and thence rise. to its higher political and 
social meaning. But it would seem that the primary meaning 
of all was rather man, and thence 8ervant, much like the word 
man itself in its relation to lmd. Other """as are our knave. 
Knoho. and the Greek ......... ; or again anilot. lcmht. which. starting 
from the notion of youth. has passed through that of service into 
the opposite meanings of the modern German Kfl!Jcla and the 
English knight. Though Thegn seems never on the Continont 
to have received the 8&lDe fixed meaning as it did in England. 
yet the word in various forms is familiar enough, as we see from 
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the Deg""", in the second stanza of the Nibdungen-Lied. A 
number of forms and us .. of the word are collected in the old 
Th .... urus of Schilter (1738) under the word Diu. 

(12) Page 167.-This meaning perhaps comes out most strongly 
in the use of the adjective )egenlic. Thus in the Song of Maldon 
(see Growth of English Constitution, p. (6) Offa is said to lie 
tham.e·lik by his lord Brihtnotb ; 

H. l"'f! ~egenlice 
~eodne gebende. 

And in a very remarkable document in Kemble's Codex Diplo
maticus (iv. 54), describing the doings in a Scirgem6t in Here
fordshire, a woman named Ea.nwene, whose son Eadwine was 
trying to dispossess her of some lands, says to three Thegus who 
are sent to her, u Do~ pegen1ice and weI." That is, in modern 
language, Cf Act like gentlemen." 

(IS) Page 168.-The word ",...al is, according to Waitz (iv. 
205), of Celtic origin, and it seems to have started from the 
same point, and to have risen in much the same way, as our 
word th8gn. In some cases (Waitz, iv. 229) "serviens," U servi
tium," and other cognate words are used as equivalents to it. 
But I mnst venture wholly to dissent from this great scholar 
when he says (210) that the vassalage of the Carolingian age 
had nothing whatever to do with the old comitatus . 

.. Mit dar alten Gefolgschaft hat die Vaasallitat nichts zu 
thun; ohne Grnnd hat man in iUterer und neuerer Zeit beide 
zusammengeworfen oder doch an emander gekniipft. Die V ..... 
sallitat wird anders begriindet, hat andere Folgen, hat zugleich 
eine viel weitere Ausdehnung als jene." 

To me it seems tb&t the difference between the two things 
is exactly the same as the difference between the Fra.nkish king
ship, while the Franks were still a wandering people, and the 
Frankish kingship, when its Kings held a territorial dominion 
over .. large part of Europe and had begun to dock themselves 
with the Imperial titles of lWme. The character of the institution 
has in each case grestly changed, but it i. still the same in
stitution modified by change of circumstances. Indeed W &it. 
himself says pretty much what I moan when he says (198): 
"Dartiber kann nach allem was vorliegt kein Zweifel 8Oin, dass 
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der Empfang von Beneficium an sich ein Verhiiltniss naher 
personlicher Verbindung. von Verpfiichtung und Ergebenheit 
begriindete, dem .Konig gegenuber den allgem.einen Pflichten der 
Staats&.ngehOrigen ein engeres persiinliches Band hinzufijgte. 
Dies aber erhielt in dieser Zeit seinen bestinunten Ausdruck. 
seine feste Form durch die Commendation oder den Eintritt in 
die Vassallit.t. die, urspriinglich auf andern Grundlagen er
wachsen, jetzt in die engste Verbindung mit den Beneficien ge
treten. ja zu dem eigentIich charakteristischem MerkmaI fur diese 
geworden ist. U . I had not read this la.ter part of Waitz's work 
when 1 wrote the second chapter of the History of the Norman 
Conquest. and, though it supplies a vast mass of illustration in 
detail. 1 see no reason to give up the view which 1 have there 
set forth after Pa.J"orave and Kemble. 

W Ritz remarks (iv. 242) that the system of vassalage grew 
much faster in the Romance than in the purely Teutonic Ia.nds. 
This would naturally follow if. as I hold. the fully developed 
feudal rela.tion arose by the union of Ii Roman and a Teutonic 
relation in the same person. 

The way in which the feudal idea. the personal relation of 
lm-d and ..... al. suppIa.nted the strictly political notion of duty 
to the Commonwealth and to the King as its head is well put 
forth by Waitz. iv. 241. He quotes .. variety of phrases showing 
how the King gradually ca.me to be looked on chiefiy in his 
chara.cter of lord. He might have added our old pbr.... of 
CyneMAford and our modern phrase of " our Lord the King." 

(14) Page 168.-,1 have said something on this hea.d in the 
second volume of tbe Norma.n Conquest. p. 270. Compare .. Iso 
the remarks of Palgrave. Normandy, ii. 11. 

(IS) Page 168.-We seem to see .. tra.ce of the comua!"" in 
the u globus ferocissimorum juvenum II who surround Romulus 
in Livy, i. 12, and in the" delects. manus prresidii causa" who 
surround the Dictator Aulus Postumius in ii. 20. 

(16) Page 169.-We seem to be at Ilios or at Maldon. when 
we rea.d how, in the fight by the Granikos. the companion 
Dema.ratos (Arrian. i. 15. 9) gives his spea.r to Alexander when 
his own is broken: ll.fJp.O.pa:ros ~E, a.vqp Koplvlhos 'T~IV dp.~J «wav 
ba1p(JJJI ~l~W(J'w a..;",p ...0 «wou 8opv. 
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(I7) Page l70.-The Roman clients would be in old English 
phr .... not so much Il'"fl'fIIJ as loa/-eatttra. The relation of the 
loaf-eatttr was Burely a variety, though a very low variety, of the 
comitatuB; and even a churl might have his loqf-eatttra, as appesrB 
from the 25th law of iEthelberht: .. Gif man ceorlres hlaf·.,tsn 
ofBI.,M5, vi scillingum geb_ts." 

(I8) Page 173.-At Bern the young potrician was litsreJly 
apprenticed to political life by the singular institution of the 
.A. ....... BUmd, a copy of the real commonwealth with councils and 
magistrates of its own. The Bclwl/w. or chief magistrate of 
the mimic republic was commonly elected a member of the Great 
Council of the rcal one. See the account in Coxe's Travels in 
Switzerland, ii. 231. In his day, as in the earlier days of Bishop 
Burnet, travellers did not disdain to study the institutions of 
the country. 

(I9) Page 174.-1 have· before me, in a Geograpl.iacl.a atalis
liac!.-lopographiacAu Leo:ic<m """ Franken (Ulm, 1801), iv. 46, 
a list of the twenty-three potrician families of Nllrnberg, three 
of them had been admitted as lately as 1788, but none of these 
.. novi homines" seem to have actually held seate in the Senate. 

(20) Page 176.-Numbers xxxv. 9; Deuteronomy iv. 41; 
xix. 2; Joshua xx. 2. The right is however by the Hebrew 
law strietly confined to the alayer who hated not in tim .. post 
the man whom he slew. It would therefore not cover the case 
of the old Teutonic Frzlv1e. 

(21) Page 176.-Thelaws of iElfred (42) set forth the general 
principle that no man is to appeal to force till he has tried legal 
means; "&c we bebda~, so mon so ~e his gefAn ham-sittendne 
wite, ~.,t he ne feohte rer ~Iun ~ him ryhtee bidde." Then 
follow a number of rules regulating the ...... in which private 
war is allowed, the last of which is, if he finds a man with hie 
wife, daughter, sister, or mother; "And mon mot feohtsn 
orwlge, gif he gemete~ o~erne ret hiB a.wum wife bety"edum 
durum o~~e under Anre roon, o~~elOt hie dehter a.wumborenre, 
o~~e ret his swister [rewum ]-borenre, O~M ret hi. medder, ~ 
w .. re to a.wum wife forgifen his freder." The Athenian law on 
this subject comeo out in the First Oration of Lysias, where the 
slayer of Eratosthenes defends himself on the ground of the 
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adultery of the slain man with his wife. The case is more 
remarkable because Eratosthenes offered money, which the 
husband refused, determining, as he said, to carry out the law; 
OVIC VP.q,W/lVrEr., ~ 8.vBPE~, &U,' ~p.oAIyyn d.8U1:EW, KCU 07l'CI)S pow p.:q 
aro8o.vo ,""!/lOAE' «at ~bEuEv, d.1I"01"{VfI,V 8' ~Y'os ~Y xp~p.4T4· eyw 
~€ T~ p.£v EICElvov 'N.p.~p.o:r, olI ~povv, -rOv 8£ ~ nAEC&lS v6p.ol1 
fJ'W11l' Elvcu ICVpufn-qxw, ,aU 'rUWqv lAapov np, BlKqv, VI' lIJU'ir; 8uccuO"rCi
rqv Elvw tyqua.p.oOl. TO~ ft 1'O&4Vro. brt'"18a1ovo-tv mJ.ta,TE. 

The Roman law on this head comes out in· the Lex Julia, 
which gives the power of alaying the adulterer to eith ... the 
husband or the fathe... See Huschke, Jurisprudenti'" Antejus
tiniana, 560 et seqq. There in the .. Mosaicarum et Romanarum 
Legum Collatio" the rights of the father and the husband are 
carefully distinguished """"rding to the rescripts of the Emperors 
and the opinions of the great lawyers. 

(22) Page 177.-See Hiatory of Federal Government, i. 381. 

(23) Page 171.-On all this see Allen's note on the Judicial 
Power, Royo.l Prerogative, 88. 

(24) Page 178.-Leviticus xxiv. 19. See the article Talio in 
the Dictionsry of Greek and Roman Antiquities. 

(25) Page 17S.-See the well-kno~ passage, Iliad ix. 628. 

""~,,S'. KGl ~~J" Tis n 1tM'~OI • • 01'.1. 
"'.,"''' •• oli 1I'4dSb 15'(IITo TEBn,"'os· 
«Cd: ~. 6 ~ .. I., 81,ptp piPEt .lrroil. -du' a1l'OTterM, 
Toil al. T' I~Q£ It:pdC." KGl Bvl'bs 1lY4 .. mp, 
.... ,1"1)., attap./vov· 

(26) Page 178.-In Diad, vi. 45, Adrestos craves his life of 
Menelaos and offers a ransom--aV 8' at", Situ< & ....... -Menelaos 
is inclined to spare him, but Agamemn8n steps in and slays 
AdrCstos himself, and the poet approves the set. 

Ih d ... e)l' "",.. .. U."fE&Ov .pl"," *,.s, 
dlfllpA ~''''''JI' 

Compare the slaughter of Lyksan by Achilleus, Iliad xxi. 
341-34. Achilleus, in the same spirit, refuses the ransom. 

(27) Page 178.-Tacitus (Germania, 12), after mentioning the 
severer punishments awarded to traitors and imitators of southern 
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vices, adds: "Sed et levioribns delictis" [Mr. Kemble, i. 271, 
remarks that among these lesser crimes homicide must be 
reckoned], "pro mop-o, peens.; equorum pecorumque numero 
convicti multantur, pars multre Regi, vel civitati pars ipsi, qui 
vindicatur, vel propinquis ejus exsolvitur/' So 21: "Suscipere 
tam inimicitias, seu patl'is, seu propinqui, quam amicitias, necesse 
est: nee imp1acabiles durant. Luitur enim etiam homicidinm 
certo armentorum ac pecorum numero, recipitque satisfactionem 
universa damus j utiliter in publicum; quia periculosiores aunt 
inimicitite juxta libertatem." On the growth of legislation on 
these matters, see Mr. Tylor on "Primitive Society" in the 
Contemporary Review, May, 1873. 

(28) Page 179.-There is an elaborate scale of this kind in 
the earliest monument of English jurisprudence, the Laws of 
lEthelberht; but we find the degrees of bodily injury drawn out 
with no less care in the Laws of lEl£red three hundred years 
later. The series begins at No. 45 and goes on to the end of 
the collection of Laws. Schmid, 98. 

(29) Page 179.-S .. the scale of Wergilds in the Laws of 
lEl£red, 27 et seqq. (Schmid, 86), and on the whole subject see 
Kemble's chaptar on " Frehde and Wergyld." 

(30) Page 179.-See the Laws of Ine, 23,24; 32,33 (Schmid, 
30,34). We do not find this distinction in the Laws of lEthel· 
berht, from whose realm the Britons had been swept away, nor 
in the Laws of lEl£red, by whose time the Britons under West
Saxon rule had become English, but we do find it in the Laws 
of Ine, in whose time all Somerset from the Axe south-westward 
was ,. recent conquest within which Englishman and Briton were 
still distinguished. 

(31) Page 179.-0n the royal w..-gild, and the payment made 
by the Kentishmen for the blood of Mul and by the Mercians 
for the blood of lElfwine of Northumberland, see Kemble, i. 
279-287. 

(32) Page 180.-1n the time of Edward the Fourth, the then 
Lord Berkeley with his followers met his neighbour and kinsman 
Lord Lisle with his followers at Nibley Green. A battle followed, 
in which Lord Lisle was defeated and slain. Lord Berkeley had 
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in the end to compromise the matter by a money payment to the 
widow of the slain man. This is, as far as I know, the last 
e"ample in England either of private war or of the payment of 
the wergild. 

(33) Page 182.-1n the choir of Brecon Priory church is .the 
monument of a local worthy, one of whose merits is said to ha.ve 
been that he was a "zealous defender of tbe rights of the 
inhabiting burgesses against foreigners." 

(34) Page 184.-8ee the article on Swiss Federal Reform in 
the British Quarterly"Review, April, 1873. 

(35) Page 185.-The relation of a Bl"itish dependency to Great 
Britain is, even in tbe case of a colony enjoying the largest 
measure of self-government, ~ikic in two points. The colony 
may be involved in a. war in which it bas no concern, 'and to 
which its consent is not asked, even in that indirect wa.y in 
which the consent of the mother-country may be said to be 
asked to a war. It a.Iso receives a Governor-whatever may be 
the real amount of his powers-whom it does not choose and 
whom it cannot dismiss, while it has not, as Parliament and the 
constituencies have at home, any means of controlling those 
who appoint him. The Isle of Man and the Cliannel Islands, 
dependencies which possess full internal self·government, but 
which still are liable to be legislated for by a Parliament in 
which they are not represented, are, by their geographical 
nearness to us, brought much more within the strict notion 
of 7r€ploucor.. But such a dominion as India stands of cow'se in 
a. relation which is rather provincial than perioikic. Still there 
is a wide difference between the inhabitants of British depend
encies of any kind and the subjects of Venice, Rome, or any 
other ruling city. The subjects of Rome or Venice, and in 
exactly the same way the subjects of Bern or Uri, were strictly 
subjects (C·ntertlta ..... ) ; they not only had no voice in the affairs 
of the ruling state, but they had no means of obtaining any. 
But, in the case of British dependencies, the inhabitants are 
British subjecta (Cives); their country may be said to be in a 
perioikic or provincial relation, but they themselves are not 
personally provincials or 7I'€plou<o" because they are British BubM 

jects, and, if they take up their abode in the United Kingdom, 
they can at once exercise all the rights of British subjects. 
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(36) Page 186.-1 have before me .. pamphlet called V ... faa-
4Ung8.S/cWen der freien wn.d Hf1I1I8utiidte LiiJJeck, Bremen wn.d 
Hamlnurg, by Professor C. J. Worm (Hamburg, 1841), where 
(p. 115) I find ·this comment: "Das beiderstiidtische (Lubeck 
und Hamburg gemeinsam &ngehijrende) Gebiet ist eine Anomalie, 
"ber eben keine grossere &ls das Yerhaltniss der Herrsch&ft 
Kniph&usen im deutschen Bunde." In the Low-Dutch of the 
Hanse Towns the subjects were called Underaat.en. 

(37) Page 186.-80e History of Federal Government, i. 
582-638. 

(38) Page 187.-1 forbear from enlarging minutely upon 
medi .. val Swiss history, because I trust to have opportunities 
of doing so more thoroughly, both in a longer &nd " shorter 
form. There is hardly any other part of the world which 
supplies such varied forms of political knowledge. 

(39) Page 187.-It wonld call for more minute knowledge 
than we have to say wh&t were the exact points of likeness &nd 
unlikeness. between the La.ceda!monian "'Piou<o, and the Italian 
allies of Rome. The Italian allies no doubt retained full local 
self-government, subject only to any occasional interferences 
which the policy of Rome might deem called for. On the whole, 
their position might seem much better than th&t of the Laconian 
'lrEptOtICOI.. At the sa.me time we must remember that the '1rEploucoi. 

had towns of their own, and there is one most remarkable 
passage in Herodotus, where they seem to be put much more 
nearly on a level with Sparta than anyone wonld h&ve expected. 
I mean where D&maratos (vii. 234) tells Xerxes that there are 
many cities of the Laced..monians, of which Sparta is the chief, 
and her men the bravest. Mr. Grote also remarks th&t we have 
no right to assume th&t the condition of all the perioikic towns 
was exactly the same. Some, like Amyklo.i, seem to have been 
favoured above others. 

(40) Page 18S.-It shonld not be forgotten th&t, daring 
.everal years of the sixteenth century, Bern held the southern 
side of the Lake as well as the northern. These districts of 
Northern Savoy probably did not lose much at the time-unless 
we are to bring in theological controversies-by being given 
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back from the rule of the Bernese aristocracy to that of their 
own Duke, but, had they then shared the fate of their brethren 
on the northern shore, they would probably share it stilL 

(41) Page 189.-See Historical Essays, Second Series, p. 143. 

(42) Page 189.-Corinth at least could boast (Thucydides, 
i. 38) of the good terms on which she stood with all her colonies 
except Korkyra: .qJUi~ 8~ o~B' aWol tfx1.p.o brl Tcp lnrO 'ToUT-mil 
vf3pt(.Eu6a.L KaTOUClacu., dll' brl ,.;; ,;yy.OJI£S ,.if Elvcu Kat TO. EUcaru 
8o.VpD.?,EriCJ.L. 0.1 yoW rucu ct1l'"oudo,( T~~" ';'p4~, K41 ~ wro 
.! ... u.wv U'T<pyop.<8a. And it is to be noticed that this language 
seems to imply a certain political authority on the part of Corinth 
over her colonies, which comes out more clearly when we find 
that the Corinthian colony of Potidaia received certain yearly 
magistrates from the mother-city (Thuc. i. 56: TO"" br.lrqp.wu~ 
'YO~ •• : ~ «a.m ~ Lao'TOV Koplv8w, ttEIA.1J'OV), and that even 
while Potidaia was " dependent ally of Athens. So little did 
Athens meddle with the internal constitutions of her depend
encies. 
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REDE LECTURE 

(,) Page 193.-It is plain however thst something like Com
parative Philology began with Roger Bacon, and even before 
him, with Giraldus Cambrensis. One could hardly ask for a 
better setting forth of the relation in which the Romance 
langusges stand to the Latin thsn is given by the great friar 
in his Opus Tertium, c. 25 (p. 90, Brewer). .. Et hoc videmus 
in idiomatibus diversis ejusdem lingute; nam idioms. est pro-
prietas a.Iicujus lingure distinct .. ab alia; ut Picardicum, et 
GaIIicum, et Provinciale, et omnia idiomata .. linibus Apulire 
usque ad fines Hispani... N am Iingus Latina est in his omnibus 
una et eadem, secundum substantiam, sed variata. secundum 
idiomata diversa." In the next page he spesks of the Greek 
knowledge of Robert Grosseteste. 

Giraldus, one may fairly say, noticed several of the points 
of likeness among oJ! the Aryan languages of which he had any 
chance of coming across, and the British element in him gave 
him a wider lield of observation than most of his contemporaries. 
There are two passages on this subject in the Itinerarium 
Kambri.,. In the former (i. 8, p. 75, Dimock) he had just 
told a wonderful story about" boy who had learned the language 
of the Elves, which was very like Greek. He goes on to remark 
the analogies between Greek and Bret-Welsh, and his legendary 
explanation of them is at least not worse thsn the theory which 
explained the likeness between Sanscrit and Greek by the Indian 
expedition of Alexander. 

U Brant autem verba . . . Gneco idiomati valda conformia. 
Cum enim aquam reqnirehsnt, dicehsnt Ydor lid"""",,. quod 
Latine sonat, aquam. offer. Ydor enim aqua eorum lingua, sieut 
et Graeca, dicehstur: unde et vasa aquatica Y drire dicuntur: et 
D"u. lingus Britannica similiter aqua dicitur. Item salem. 
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requirentes dicebant, Halgein lIdorum,. id est, salem affer. Hal 
vore Grrece sal dicitnr, et 1uAleyn Britannic.. Lingua na.mque 
Britannica, propter diuti:nam quam Britones, qui tunc Trojani, 
at postea. Britones a. Bruto eorum d~ce sunt vocati, post Trojre 
excidium mora.m in Grrecia. fuerant, in multis Grreco idiomati 
conformis invenitur." 

He then goes on to remark the interchange between the 
initial. and the aspirate. (( Hic autem mihi notabile videtur, 
quod in uno verba tot linguas convenire non invenio, sicut in 
isto. Hal enim Grmee, Halein Britannica, Dakin similiter 
Ribernice; Halgein, g interposita, lingua prredicta. Item sal 
Latine,--quia, ut &it Priscmnus, in quibusdam dictionibus pro 
aspiratione ponitur B; ut Hal Grrece, sal Latine; ltemi, semi i 
ltepta, &eptem,-Sd Gallice, mutatione a voca.lis in 6, a Latino; 
additione t literre, Balt Anglice, Bout Teutonice. Habetis ergo 
septem linguas, vel octo, in hac una dictione plurimum con
cordantes." UTeutonice" here must mean some form of the 
Low-Dutch. 

In tbe other passage (i. 15, p. 194, Dimock) he notices other 
likenesses between Bret-Welsh and Latin and Greek, several of 
the numerals being among his instances. 

II Notandum etiam., quod verba lingure Britannicre omnia. 
fere vel Grmco conveniunt vel Latino. Grreci· Y dar aquam 
vacant, Britones Duur; salem Hal, Britones Halein; Mis, Tis 
pro ego et tu, Britones autem Mi, Ti; OnoIDa, Enou, Penta, Deca, 
Pimp, Dec. Item Latini frenum dicunt, et tripodem, gladium, 
et Iorica.m ; Britones froin, trebeth, cledhif, et Ihuric j unico unig, 
cane can, belua. bele~.n 

I do not underteke tc vouch for Gira\dus' Bret-Walsh, but 
Mr. Dimock gives the British words in their modern shape. He 
says that he does not understand where Giraldus found his mil 
and lis as Greek for ego and lu. I conceive that what Giraldus 
had got hold of was the modern plurals ,..ii" and 0""". We 
must remember that in those centuries, setting aside men of 
exceptional learning like Roger Bacon, a man who wanted to 
pick up a few words of Greek would have more cbance of getting 
them from an Italian sailor than from any scholar of Paris or 
new-born Oxford. 

(2) Page 195.-1 have collected .. few passages of the way in 
which Addison speaks of these matters. The name "Gothic," 
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glorious to us in one way from the memory of UIfiIas and 
Theodoric, and no Ie .. glorious in another way from its applica
tion, however strange, to the national architecture of England, 
Germany, and France, is with Addison always .. word of 
contempt. In No. 63 the "heathen temple consecrated to the 
God of Dulness" is described as "a monstrous fabric built after 
tho gothic manner, and covered with innumerable devices in 
that barbarous kind of sculpture." He goes in and sees .. the 
deity of the place dressed in the hsbit of .. monk." In NQ. 70 
he has something to say about" the Gothic manner in writing," 
which, it seems, "pleases only such a.s have formed to themselves 
a wrong artificial taste upon little fanciful authors and writers 
of epigram." It is by a sort of Nemesis thet we are told in the 
same paper thst Homer wrote hie poems "in order to establish 
among· the Greeks an union which was so necessary for their 
safety" in times when their "collection of many governments" 
"gave the Persian Emperor, who was their common enemy. 
many advantage. over them by their mutual jealousies and 
animosities." It is however in this Faper thst he first call. 
attention to the real power of Chevy Chase, though in the next 
paper (74), when he .peak. of it, he winds up his criticisms with 
saying: .. If this song had been written in the Gothic manner, 
which is the delight of all our little wits whether writers or 
rea.ders, it would not hsve hit the tasts of so many ages." One 
would be curious to know what epithet Addison would hsve 
given to the "manner" of the songs of Brunanburh and Maldon. 
In No. 98, not unJittingly following a paper about" Phsramond 
King of the Gaul. "-who in another paper (480) has courtiers 
with French names-we find some strange kind of hea.d-<lress 
spoken of as a "Gothic building." To be sure in No. 329 Sir 
Roger is, one degree more respectfully, compared to .. the figure 
of an old Gothic king." 

Two graver passage. are worth referring to, one (No. 415) 
where Addison compa.res the Pantheon at Rome with a .. Gothic 
cathedral/' and says "how little IJ anyone, "in proportion, is 
afiested with the inside of the medieval building, though it be 
five. times larger thsn the other; which can arise from nothing 
else but the greatness of the manner in the one, and the mean
ness in the other." So, in No. 201, he takes upon himself to 
explain the origin of ecclesiastical vestments and ceremonies. 
which he accounts for in this fashion :-
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" A Gothic bishop, perhaps, thought it proper to repeat such 

.. form in such ps.rticuIa.r shoes or slippers; another fancied it 
would be very decent if such a part of public devotions was 
performed with a mitre on his head, and 0. crosier in his hand. 
To this a brother Vandal, as wise as' the others, adds an a.ntie 
dress, which he conceived would allude very aptly to such and 
such mysteries, till by degrees the whole office has degenero.ted 
into an empty show." . 

Did Addison really fancy Ulfilas sitting down to devise .. 
particular kind of shoe j 

(3) Page 195.-" It is not long ago that one of them, [English 
travellers 1 ho.lf unconsciously becoming the mouth-piece of .. 
Russo-Scandino.vian theory of history, ta.lked with o.n odd air of 
sponto.neous contempt of 'that mushroom nation the Lithuo.n
mns.' This is like to.lking of 'those parvenu families the 
Courtenays and the Derings' ; and it is a sm.,"1l\o.rly unfortunate· 
hit, because every other word of the Lithuanio.n's speech happens 
to be a genuine and remarkable voucher of the very hoa.riest 
Aryan antiquity: sometimes pre-Homeric, and even pre-Vedic. 
One is almost tempted to wish the writer up to his neck in .. 
Lithuanian swamp, bo.nished to the Lithuo.nio.n bo.ckwoods to 
keep company with the last living verb in -mi, th~ l ... t old-world 
bison, and perhaps the l ... t po.triot." -,selected Writings of 
Viscount Stro.ngford, i. 6. 

(4) Page 199.-1 to.ke my pa.ro.ble from the opening sentence 
of Saxo Grammaticus; "Dan et Angul, 8. quibus Danorum. crepit 
origo, patre Humblo procrea.ti, non solum conditores gentis 
nostne, verum etiam rectores fuere. U He goes on to tell how 
Angul gave his name to a province, and how his descendants 
afterwards passed into Britain, while Dan staid at home. His 
wife, it may be noticed, was u Grytha, summre inter Theutones 
dignitatis matrona." 

A West-Saxon may perhaps kick at this genealogy, but it 
ought to pass for orthodox in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. 

(5) Page 202.-S .. Hist. of Fed. Government, i. 404, 45l. 

(6) Page 202.-8 .. Plutarch, Philopoim~n, 2l. 

(7) Page 203.-8 .. Hist. of Fed. Government, i. 226. 
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(8) Page 204.-'While the language of Polybios is Attic so far 
as the forms of the words are concerned, the Arcadian and 
Eleian inscriptions in Boeckh (i. 705 at seqq.) have all more or 
less of a Doric tinge, and in some the digamma is kept on till 
a wonderfully late time. Thus in the inscription numbered 
1520, one so late as to contain the name of Lucius Mummius, 
we .find the name FaO"OTVOX~ written in very ancient letters, and 
Mr. Warren (Greek Federal Coinage, 45) quotes FALEION as the 
legend on the coins of the city which in high-polite Attic was 
called "HAts, but which seems, even in the second century B.C., 

to have still called itself FiW<. 

(9) Page 204.-The first stage of this struggle was between 
the Greek colonists and the Carthaginian., the second between 
the Eastern Emperor. and the s.u-."ens. In each case both the 
contending parties were swallowed up by the lords of the neigh
bouring part of Italy, in the first case by the Romans, in the 
second by the Normans. 

(10) Page 205.-See Knight's Normans in Sillily, 244, 334. 

(II) Page 205.-On the conquest of Marseilles by Charles of 
Anjou and the fearful vengeance taken on the defenders of 
the commonwealth, see the narrative of William of Nangis in 
D' Achery, Spicilegium, iii. 40. 

(12) Page 205.-0n the history of the Commonwealth of 
Cherson see Finlay, Byzantine Empire, i. 415. He refers to the 
fragment published by Ha.se in his notes to Leo the Deacon, p. 
503. But it is well to give the' description in full, because I do 
not see where Mr. Finlay found the words "cherish the institu
tions of Hellas," though I do not doubt that they are borne out 
by the facts. The exact words of the Byzantine writer are: 01 
SE, fiTf Ws p:q8hron. fla.tT~ EWOla.~ d.W"oMAaVI(OT«, p.rI/ "E.U.1p'UCtl)

T€pfIJll Tp/nn.JV bryuAovpG'Or., ClWovOJ'OW BE p.JAunu ~ Cb'T~11'OlOVJU-
1'0&, ErTf aJUlpot 0"« '7l',xx mil' KaTo. ,.a {3oPfUJ. TOv""IO'Tpov P«U'tAWovra, 
p.f:T~ ,.00 fTTpanl ioxVEIJI W"MNii KIll 3vvdp.u p.dX!fS bnUpEafw, vaful 
TE TO~ uri ,.Q, ~ u~v am" ollie d:1to8r.o4>lpovrv;, Uc(ivCIW ml 
tnr<tu.urSa... ..u ~<.. IT.pas ~<6<VTO. This is at the time 
of the submission of the city to the Russian Wladimir. The 
&Ilonymous writer speaks of course from a purely Byzantine 
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point of view. But it is odd to find him using the word 'EAA'1"UC';' 
at all, as in those days the word "E.U'1" and its derivatives 
commonly meant JXl9at1l, as opposed to Christian. There is an 
example in page 464 of the same volume. 

(13) Page 206.-On the exact position of Philip and Alexander 
with regard to Greece, I have said what I have to say in the 
Essay on Alexander in the Second Series of Historical Essays. 
But I will here quote the words of Bishop Thirlwall, v. 479. 
"The honour of a seat in the Amphictyonic council, though 
conferred on the king, reflected upon his people; it was equiva
lent to an act of naturalisation, which wiped off the stain of its 
semi-barbaria.n origin: the Macedonians might henceforward be 
considered as Gl'eeks." 

(14) Page 206.-S .. Strabo, v. 112; Appian, Mithr. 114. 
There is something strange in the look of the forms raAAoypauco, 
and ralv\oypaucio.. 

(IS) Page 207.-Some one may ask why :r speak of "monu
mental stones" in a city of brickwork like Ravenna.' It is 
because the great brick churches of Ravenna, even those which 
were built or finished after the Byzantine l'econquest, were built 
too early to have any Greek inscriptions. In Justinian's time 
Latin was still, at aU events at Ravenna, the s~eech of the 
Roman Empire. The Greek inscriptions, including the epitaph 
of the Armeuian Isaac at Saint Vital and those which are 
collected in a room in the Archbishop's palace, belong to a later 
period of the Exarchate. But both at ToreeUo and at Saint 
1llark's the Greek legend MP ®Y, if nothing else, is clear enough 
in the mosaics of the apses. 

(16) Page 207.-8 .. the passage of William of Poitiers which 
I have quoted and commented upon at vol. iv. p. 86 of the 
History of the Norman Conquest. 

(17) Page 207.-1 do not presume to go into the theology of 
the matter, but I conceive that historically the insertion of the 
" Filioque IJ in the Nicene Creed is to be looked on like any 
other interpolation in any other document. 

(18) Page 209.-The epitaph of Nrevius, written by himself 
and preserved by Aulus Gellius, i. 24, 

z. 
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" Mort6lee immorta.1es flere si foret faa, 
Flerent Divm Camenre Nrevium poetam; 
Itaque, postquam est Orcino traditus tbesauro 
Obliti aunt. Romre loquier LatmalinguA" 

must be compared with the fragment of EnDius preserved by 
CiCOl'" De Claris Oratoribus, 18, 

" Quos olim Fauni vatesque canebant, 
Cum neque Musanun Scopul08 quisquam 8uperamt, 
N ec dicti studi08U8 era.t . . . n 

The &man Came ..... and the Greek M""", are here carefully 
distinguished and opposed. On the revival of the real Latin 
literature with the Christian poets, see Mr. J. M. Neale in the 
History of &man Literature, in the Encyclop!edia Metropoli
tana, 214. "It is a curious thing that, in rejecting the foreign 
laws in which Latin had so long gloried, the Christian poets were in 
fact merely reviving, in an inspired form, the early melodies of 
republican &me ;-the rhlltl.mical ballsd. which were the delight 
of the men that warred with the Samnites, and the V olscians, 
and Hannihal." 

(19) Page 210_-The S&turnian line of Nrevius, 

" Fato Metelli Romre fiunt consoles, U 

and the answer to it, 

H Da.bunt mahnn Metelli Nrevio poetfe," 

have surely much more in common with medUeval than with 
classical metres (See the song in honour of the Emperor Frederick 
in note 82 on Lecture IV.). The great poem on the hattIe of 
Lewes, the manifesto of the Liberal party in the thirteenth 
century, will be found in the Political Songs of England, pub
lished by the Camden ·Society, p. 72. 

(.0) Page 210. -See Livy, i. 26. 

(21) Page 211.-1 have somewhere seen these words put into 
the mouth of Queen Chrietina of Sweden. 

(22) Page 213.-Compare Horace, Odes, iii. 3, 11; Virgil, 
Georg. i. 24-36; Lucan, i. 45-59. We are commonly called 
on to believe that the lIattery of Lucan was sarcastic; but see 
Merivale, vi. 99. 
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(23) Page 213.-The visit of Athanal"ic to Constantinople is 
recorded by Ammianus (xxvii. 5) and Z6simos (iv. 34), but it is 
only in Jornandes (28) that we find this remarka.ble speech put 
into his mouth: IC Regia.m urbem ingressus est, miransque, tEn,' 
inquit, 'cerno quod SEepe incredulus audiebam, fa.ma.m videlicet 
tantre urbis/ et, huc illuc oeu10s volvens, nunc situm urbis 
commeatumque navium, nunc mcenia. cIara. prospectans, miratur, 
populosque diversarum gentium, quasi fonte in uno e diversis 
partibus sca.turiente uncIa, sic quoque militem ordina.tum aspiciens : 
'Deus,' inquit, 'sine dubio terrenus est Imperator, et quisquis 
adversus eum manum moverit,ipse sui sa.nguinis reus exsistit.' n 

(24) Page 213.-Orosius, at the very end of his work, records 
this famous declaration of Ataulf: U Na.m ego quoque ipsi virum 
quendam Narbonensem, illustris sub Theodosia militim, etia.m 
religiosum, prudentem, et gravem, apud Bethleem oppidum 
Palrestinre bea.tiss1mo Hieronymo prresbytero referentem audivi se 
familiarissimum Atth&ulfo apud Narbonum fuisse, ac de eo srepe 
sub testifiea.tione didicisse quod ille, quum asset animo, viribus, 
ingenioque nimius referre solitus esset se in primis ardenter 
inhiasse ut, obliterato Romano nomine, Romanum omne solum 
Gothorum imperium et fa.ceret et voca.ret, essetque, ut, vulgariter 
loquo.r, Gothia quod Romania fuisset, fleret nunc Atthaulfus quod 
quondam Cresar Augustus. At ubi multa.-experientia. probavisset 
neque Gothos ullo modo parere legibus pcsse propter effrenatam 
barbaria.m, neque reipublicre interdici leges oportere, sine quibus 
respublica non est respuhlica, elegisse se saltem ut gloriam sibi de 
restituendo in integrum augendoque Romano nomine Gothorum 
viribus qurereret, habereturque apud posteros Romanre restitutionis 
auctor, postquam esse non poterat inmutator." 

(25) Page 213.-See Gibbon, c. lxv. (xli. 21, Milman). 

(26) Page 214.-S .. the account of the repulse of Alaric from 
the walls of Athens by the appesrance of AtMn6 and Achilleus, 
Zosimos, v. 6. E'IT'LWV' AM.pLxor; '1N1.lIO'TpaTt,f -rii nA(t TO p.w TEtXO~ lwpa. 
'IT'EpIJl'OO'TOUaa.v ,..rp, TrpOp.4XOV • A9qllav, ~ ;'OTlV a-lrrqv opav lv 'TOt~ 
d:yQ)..p.rurw, ~AwP.Wqv /Cal OrOl' TOt~ brLOVulV lvtCTTau8a.1. p.iAAoucro,v, TOi'S 

8( TElXEUL TrPOfUTWm TOV 'AXVJ..J.a. ,.0)' ~PQJ TOWVTOV otcw o,{m)., TOi'~ 
Tpwul.v lcS(~ "OP:'1poc;," on: KO:,.' &pyqv Tc; 8a.vo..,." TOU IIa.TpoKAov 
TLP.WPWV bro'AJp.ft. Ta.Vrav;'· AAdp'Xo~ ,..qv SI/tw otJl( ElIE'}'KWlI -miCf1}~ pow 
d1l"EO'TYI 1CQ.TC1 njt "'O>..EW~ ~E'PVo-fWf, f,rElC7/plIICEVETO cSl. 
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('7) Page 215.-See Plutarch, Demetrios, 10, for the title of 
KaTOJ,{JJ.T7J< given to Demetrios at Athens, and the altar 
dedicated to him under that name, and, still more, the account of 
the t1attaries offered to him given by Demochares and the ithy
phallics of Douris of Samos, in Athilnaios, vi. 62, 63. 

(.8) Page 215.-Most of the Bulgarian Kings bear Hebrew 
names, as Simeon, Gabriel, and, above all, Samuel, whose power it 
was the great exploit of the Emperor Basil to break down. 

('9) Page 215.-For the whole scene see Finlay, Byzantine 
Empire, i. 452. 

(30) Page 216.-For the dealings of Hugh the Great with 
King Lewis from-beyond-S .. , see Norman Conquest, i. 217-220. 

(31) Page 216.-See Gibbon, c. lxv. 12, 8, Milman. 

(3') Page 217.-8ee Creasy, History of the Ottoman Turks, i. 
241. 

(33) Page 217.-In an Inaugural Address delivered to the 
University of Saint Andrews, March 19th, 1869, by James 
Anthony Froude, M.A., Rector of the University (London, 
Longmans and Co., 1869), the writer says (page 17) that .. a young 
man going to Oxford learns the same things which were taught 
there two centuries ago." In page 18, he speaks of "the old 
Latin and Greek which the schools must keep to while the 
Universities confine their honours to these,u and in page 28 he 
says: 

.. The training of clergymen is, if anything, the special object 
of Oxford taaching. All arrangementa are made with a view to 
it. The heads of Coliegos, the resident Fellows, Tutors, Pro
fessors, are, with rare exceptions, ecclesiastics themselves." See 
Saturday Review, April 3rd, 1869. 

The year before the Right Honourable Robert Lowe made a 
pesch in Lancashire in the same romantic vein. 

"Speak to any man who has gone through the ordinary routine 
of education in a public school or university, or to any man of 
.ense, and is he of opinion that he sees things through the 
medium of prejudice, or is he satisfied when he leaves those 
places of .education that he is fairly equipped and armed for the 
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combat of life I . . .. It is because that, at a time when there 
really was nothing to learn and nothing to know, a number of 
foundations were made for the purpose of teeching Latin and 
Greek, and these foundations exist up to the present day, and 
attract to them a number of schoJ.n.rs to the public schools. All 
manner of knowledge, science, language, and literature, have come 
into existence since then, but these foundations, like their 
original deeds, bave remained perfectly immovable." See Sat. 
Rev. February 8, 1868. 

Again, at .. dinner given by the Institution of Civil Engineers 
in April 1871, Mr. Lowe, according to the Times, said: 

"My own education, and I bad the happiness of receiving it at 
one of our public schools and Universities, was directed mainly to 
learning something of the literature and the language of a people 
who bave long since passed away,-people who knew very little 
of nature, very little of the world in which they lived, very 
little, indeed, of anything except the squabbles and quarrels in 
which they engaged with one ",!other, and which they carried on 
upon a scale the most minute. (A laugh.) When I think of 
the celebrated battle of Marathon and ail our school·boy en
thusiasm about the 192 persons who perished on that occasion on 
the side of the victorious (a laugh), and compare it with the 
grand drama which has been enacted in another part of Europe 
within the last seven or eight months, I cannot help feeling how 
.mall were the matters to which our early attention was directed. 
Why, a. good colliery accident, under the a.uspioes of the", 
professional gentlemen whom I see around me, would throw one 
of these great events of ancient times completely into the shade. 
(A laugh.)" See Sat. Rev. April 29, 1871. 

I suppose that things like these may be safely said in the 
University of Saint Andrews, at the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, or at some Institution at Liverpool. But it would be 
curious to see what would happen, if Mr. Froude 01" Mr. Lowe 
were to venture to repeat them in the presence of any Oxford 
man who bas taken his degree or has lived in the University 
within the last twenty years, or-as they exclude mathematics, no 
less than modern history and natural science-in the presence of 
any Cambridge man of any standing. 

(34) Page 218.-1 bave been myself striving for years to bring 
about the foundation of a reasonable School of History at Oxford, 
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instead of the absurd system by which certain periods of History 
are yoked to questions about the Objective and the Unconditioned, 
while other periode were tililateIy yoked to professional Law, and 
now stand apart from the periode which are still kept in bondage .. 
Ten thoueand statutes may be made, but all will be useless till 
Thucydides, Tacitus, Eginhard, the Chronicles, and Clarendon are 
taken up in a single school. In the like sort, there should be .. 
School of Philology in which English and German should be taken 
up in their natural relations to Greek and Latin. While I hsve 
been striving in vsin at Oxford, a real School of History seems 
likely to arise at Cambridge, and that largely, I would hope, 
through the labours of Mr. A. W. Ward. 
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ACllAl.A.N. 

~c/mitm LfJogut, analogy between 
its COllIItitution and that of the 
United States, 21 ; ita origin and 
character, 59, 256; modification of 
democracy under, 139; nature of 
ita assembly, 139-141; way of 
rotingin,l44-145; anaJ.ogieawith 
Rome, 146, 148 j legiala.tioD of 
Polybi08 for, 203; annexation of 
Sparta by. 2a6. 

.A.ddistm, his use of the word Gothic, 
333,334 . 

.Adolfi, Jollann, his Chronicle of 
Dithma.rachen, ~7. 

AdoptUm, working of tbe Roman law 
of, 53, 265-266; ita influence on 
the ge7I". 67; nature of at Athens, 
266. 
Ad~. his 8laughter by Aga. 

memnon, 3'1:1. 
Adtilkf'eT. lawfully Blain, 326, m. 
£11m, 1&wa of, 229, 326, 328. 
JElfv:i1tt. wergild paid for. 328-
~tJulberAt, effects of his baptism, 

]08 j his taWIl, 328. 
Altiw, history of, 236; nations in 

his a.rm.y, ii. 
.LEtolia., city life never fully deve

loped in, 57; ita importance in 
later times, 59; character of ita 
League. 200. 

Africa, kingdom of the VandaJa in, 
115. 

Agank'mn6n, his imperial position, 
131; hiarela.tion to the Auembly, 
132. 

ASCUS. 

..Age, names of office expressive of, 46. 
.A.get' pubiictu, the same as Folk-

1aud, 75. 
'A-yop/J. use of the word, 46 ; applied 

to the divine assembly, 131. 
Altfll~Ela compared with Roman 

dictatorship, 288. 
.tfkanulftia, city life never fully de

veloped in, 57; its importance in 
later tim.., 59 • 

Alaric, his march from Athena to 
Rome, 37; his Romr.n offices, 
104, 304; his repulse from Athens, 
339. -

Alby. consu1a at. 18. 
AJ=.ui<T of Epeiros. 102. 
.A.ltmnder the Great, position of, 

loa. 
Allen, John, his explanation of the 

growth of kingship, 92; quoted, 
273,288-

..411iu, ltaJian, compared with the 
La.cedamlonian WEpttJurOl, 330. 

America, BrUish, its relation to the 
United Sta .... 52. 

Amphiktytmie Lt:agut, ita conatitu
tion, 56; ita witneas to the early 
state of Greece, 57 . 

.A. mynlal, acquitted by the Ma.ce
donian &88embly, 314. 

.A.)lalogiu, different clasees of, 13. 

..~, 1188 of the word by Ieokrat&, 
239. 

A.ncient tMUl Motkm BlOOiu, no real 
distinction between, 196-198. 

Anctu, value of his legend, 295. 
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ANDOKIDis. 

.Andokidb, speech of Lysias aga.inBt, 
332. 

AmUrrra, commonwealth of, 309. 
An9uZ and Dan, legend of, 335. 
Anointing, introduction of the cere-

mony, 107; its political effect, 
108. 

Antioch., recovered by NikAphof08t 

'EI. 
A.nUminw Ollll'acalla, effect of his 

edict, 259. 
Antrwtiona', Frankish, answer to 

the Engliah Thegntu, 167. 
Appeal of murder, ita origin and 

abolition, 177. 
Aqua Se:d:£tz, its inftuence in Gaul, 

38. 
ArM, invented more than once, 

20. 
~rthitedure, Greek, origin of, ~. 
.Archons a.t Athens, their origin and 

history, 96, 99, 100, 296; called 
kings. 297 ; not presidents of the 
assembly, 298. 

ApX~JI /J(l(fiAe6s a.t Athens, his ori
gin,96. 

AreiopagoB, compared with the Roman 
Senate, 146; its temper, 319. 

A-rls, his wounds and poasible death, 
313. 

Arg~, its union with Corinth, 59, 
255; history of kingship at, 96, 
293. 

Ari8~idI.s, reforms of, 162. 
Ari.6totrtu:y, primitive traces of, 41 ; 

meaning of the word, 49, 125,242, 
243; peculiarly republicil.n, 172; 
nature of in ruling cities, 172-
173; fertile in able administra
ton, 172 j compared with demo. 
cracy, 173 ; inoomistent with 
kingship, 174-175; different forms 
of i.ta growth, ib. j admission of 
strangers to, 174; government 
of dependencies by, 189; misuse 
of the word, 243; growth of at 
Rome, 311. ! 

Arilt<Jll~, knowledge of in the 

ASSEMBLY. 

Middle Ages, 193; his doctrine 
of mixed governments, 238 j biB 
definition of aristocracy, 242 j of 
the city J 246. 

..4rkadia, language of, 203, 336. 
A.rmy, the sa.me 88 the assembly, 

127 ; growth of, in cities, ih. 
.A..nwld, Dr. J quoted, 244-
..4rya.n nationa, their three chief 

races, 24 ; their relations explained 
only by the compara.tive method, 
33;: their primitive state, w.; 
dispersion of their tribes in 
Europe, 35; their primitive in· 
stitutioDB not borrowed from one 
another, 38; their common origin, 
39, 40, 43; their early vocabulary, 
40 ; their primitive form of 
government, 42, 129. 

..4~wly, va.rious names for, 46, 
312; nature of in Macedonia, 102, 
134, 314; sovereign nature of, 
122, 138, 155, 156 j action of each 
citizen in, 123; representation 
unknown in those of cities, 124; 
history of among tribes, ib.; 
distinction between aristOcrotic 
and democratic, 125, 126; its 
identity with the army, 127; 
instances of military assemblies, 
128; character Qf in heroic Greece, 
130; on Olympos, w. ; relation of 
the kings to, 131-133; a.beyance of 
in Ithakt), 132; way of voting in, 
133; nature of in Mol06Si8, 134., 
144, 145; origin and character of 
at Athens, 136, 137;: ita relation 
to the other powers of the state, 
138 j character of at Sparta, 139, 
315; under the Achaian League, 
141 ; in England, ib. ;: shrinks up 
where representation is not intro
(lnced, 141, 143; hi.8tory of among 
the Fnmka, 142, 317; nature of 
loca.l assemblies, 143; nature of 
in Federal state8, th.; different 
forms of at Rome, 145, 146 j ita 
relations to the Senate, 147, 148; 
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ASYLUM. 

'COmparison of Roman a.ndAthenian 
assemblies, 148; extinction of 
under the Empire, W. ; change in 
the cha.racter of in medireva.l 
Europe, 149, 150 j' formed of 
6Jt&tes, ib. j traces of primary 
assemblies in England, 152, 153 ; 
at Florence, 153; in Friesland 
and Dithmarschen, 154; in the 
Forest Cantons, ib.; a.ristocmtic 
primary assemblies in Poland and 
Veniee, 155; presidency of in 
different states, 298, 299; Athen
ian, held &way from Athens, 312 ; 
Roman, held at Veli, ih. ; seata in, 
313; attendance enforced in, 317, 
318. 

AMJ[.uln, meaning of the Roman 
legend of, 163. 

AM1d/. change in his purpose, 213, 
a:~9 j his conquests in Spain, 
216. 

..J.thanaru, effect of Romo.n greatness 
on, 213, 339. 

AtkJI1l, origin of, 55, 56, 69; its in· 
significance in later Greek history, 
59; traces of earlier inhabitants 
at, 69; character of the la.ter 
tribes at, ih. ; origin of the 8ii,l'0" 
70; history of kingship at, 95, 
96, 99, 289, 296 j ca.ses of military 
assemblies in her history. 128; 
tnle character of her democracy. 
135-139; shortness of her real 
life, 137, 315; contrasted with the 
later Greek democracies, 139 ; 
with Rome, 146-148; the people 
called king or tyrant, 148; history 
of nobility at. 160, 162-164; law 
of private vengea.nce, 176; tyran
nicide la.wful at, ib. ; its state in 
the eleventh century, 214; grants 
of citizenship. 254; origin of the 
a.rchonsbip, 297; presidency of 
888embliea at, 298; Constantine 
general a.t, 302; military lenes at, 
312; submission of ita anniea to 
the assembly, W. 

BERN. 

.Auk dialect of Greek, its perman
ence, 203, 204-

Attica, union of its towns, 58, 253, 
256; rema.ins of earlier inha.bitants 
in, 269; pa.rty divisions in, ih. 

Attus ClaU$il~, hiB migt"B.tion to 
Rome, 70. 

AugrL6t1lS, Chlodwig so called, 304; 
A 1LSSM"stmw, na.ture of at Bern, 326. 
Atufiria, House of, later Emperors 

chosen from, 3OS. 

B. 

Bajam described as Cresar by Tim
our, 213; invested by the nominal 
ca.liph,217. 

Balfhr, death of, 313. 
Ballot, fallacies about, 316. 
Barbarians opposed to Greeks, 53; 

allia.nce with, how looked on in 
Greece, 245. 

BarbaMJ.S, use of the word in the 
Teutonic codos, 260. 

Baail the Maudonian, his corre
spondence with Lewis the Second, 
230. 

Basil eM SecfYlid, his triumph at 
Athena, 215. 

Bacr.Ads, origin of the word, 45; 
ita use, 89, 286; ita meaning a.t 
Athens, 96, 99; applied to the 
Emperors, 103, 302; dispute a.bout 
the title" 230-232; its use by 
Hesiod, 290; by John Lydus, 301 ; 
distinguished from .,.-6p«J1J10S, 3Oi. 

BtID'IA.O"O"a, wife of the king-archon 
so called, 294. 

Bdisari1Ul, consulship of, 103, 302. 
Bf1rkelc'Ij, Ltmi, pays the wergild of 

Lord Lisle, 329. 
Bern, lessons of its history, 84; 

character of its government, 172, 
173,189; origin of ita aristocracy, 
174; its dominion over ita sub~ 
ject states, 185, 187; extends its 
dominion by purchase. 187; its 
o.n&logy with Rome, 284; origin 
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BERN. 

of the name, w.; AU88e1'statui at,. 
326. 

Btrn. I>ietrichs-, or Verona, 84. 
Biccrnncral aUsUm, its origin. 14, 151 ; 

necessary in a. federal state, 151, 
152. 

Bisllops, their p08ition and titles in 
southern Europe, 73; o.m.ong Celts 
and.Teutona, 73, 74, 272; position 
of at lona, 291. 

Blitntsckli, J),', C •• quoted, 262, 284. 
Bol!tim, consulship of, 103, 302. 
BOBpO'f'OS, Greek kingdom of, 206. 
Breoon, inscription at, 329. 
Britai,,,, chara.cter of ita history, 30 ; 

spoken of &8 a.nother world, 229; 
effect of its insular poeitiOD, 230. 

Briton, wergild of lower the that 
of an Englishman, 179. 328. 

Bnt114nlntrh, battle of, 111. 
BuIgaria1UJ, their history, 232; He. 

brew names of their kings, 340. 
B1tndesstaat, distinguiBhed from 

Stoounmmd, 256. 
Burghwmip, hereditary, the found

ation of the ancient common
wealths, 126, 181; forms of. in 
England, 182. 

Burnet, BiMop, his tnloVels in Swit· 
zerla.nd, 326. 

c. 
C«sar, his deaire to be king, 287. 
Caius, Emperor, restores the comitia, 

319. 
Caliplt.af.,f, its a.no.logy with the Em. 

pire, 216-217. 
Camen.ar, opposed to the Muses. 338. 
Canaan., kings of. 109. 
CanwinLry. archbishopB of, spoken 

of M popes, 229. 
Capitol, use of the name a.t Toulouse, 

17, 223; a.t KGlu, ib. 
Capit01us, me.giatra.tes of Toulouse, 

223. 
Cavalry, oonue:!i:ion of the word with 

ohivalry,47 

CITY. 

Cel18, character of their history, 32 ; 
the vangua.rd of Aryan migration 
westwa.rd, 34; their position in 
Europe, 234. . 

Century, equivalent to the hundred, 
75 ; assembly of centuries at Rome, 
145. 

Ceorl, opposed to Eorl, 162. 
Cerdic, permanence of his house, 114. 
Chdlfm8, battle of, branches of the 

Aryan family enga.ged at, 36. 
Cluumia, abolition of kingship in, 

WI. 
Chapt81'S, growth of oligarchy in, 316, 
Charis, Charltea, origin of the word,_ 

5,6,221. 
f.1hat'lu of A niall" his conquest of 

Marseilles, 205, 336. 
(J/mrles the Great, his union of the· 

Roman Empire and the Gennan 
kingship, 104; his imperial titles, 
230. 

ChIrtftJn, Greek commonweaJ.th of, 
205. 

(J/u'I!JI ChOM, notice of, by Addison .. 
334. 

(Jhlodwig, consulship of, 104, 304, 
Chriltianity, its Semitic origin. 28; 

the religion of the Romo.n Empire, 
ih. : opposed to exclusive privileges. 
of birth, 107.; influence of the 
Greek tongue OD, 206. 

Ciaro, plebeia.D augllr, 164, 
Cild. use of the word, 240. 
OiM, formed by the union of villages. 

57, 251-253; their history in 
England r.od elsewhere, 83, 129; 
French a.Dd English, compared, 
249,250. 

Oiti.zentJhip. na.tw'e of, in Greece, 58 ; 
first freely, then sparingly granteli, 
to strangers, 181; grants of at 
Athens, 253; at Sparta, 2M. 

Cittadini a.t Venice, their position •. 
161. 

CitY. one form of the state, 52; 
Gl'eek conception of, 53, 54:. 
formed of pntu, 58; idea of,. 
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CL.U<S. 

ne\'er fully developed among the 
Teutonic rur.tions, 65. 

Clana, nature of among the Celts, 
ruHi6 j compared with the RoDllldl 
genta, 261. 

(JiaMica.l. bad effects of the distinction 
implied in the name, 194--195. 

u ClCUlllical" la1l{ftUlge8, true way of 
studying, 217-219. 

Claudia gens, its origin, 70. 
Claudii, their admisaion at Rome, 

174; their migration, 270. 
Clo.udim, Etnpwor, his speech on 

the gradual extension of Roman 
citizenship, 62, 63, 259. 

C1C'l'gy, their position as a.n estate of 
the realm, 14. 

Olunta~ ita nature at Rome, 168-
169. 

Coloniu, Greek, their extent. 204, 
205; their relation to the mother 
colmtry, 329, 331. 

Cmni.latuB, its Teutonic form modified 
by Roman idea.a, 112; a common 
Aryan institution, 166; ita history 
IWlODg Greeks and Teutona, 167; 
groundwork of modern nobility. 
167, 170; slighter traces of at 
Rome, 168; its connexion with 
clientage, 168, 170, 326; nature 
of in Macedonia, 169; implies & 

king or personaJ. leader, ih.; its 
connexion with vaasala.ge, 324. 

CflmitiG at Rome, forms of, 145 j way 
of voting in, 145, 318; restored 
by Caius, 319. 

CQf7J'II'um", House oj', origin of, 100. 
Commum, equivalent to the mark, 

75; ita poaition in Switzerland, 
183-185. 

Crnnparatitce 1ntllwd, its results, 
196-

Condominium, instances of in Ger
many and SwitJ:erla.nd, 1M. 

CQn/«kra.tUm" German, springs out 
of the kingdom, 116. 

CmifedMationJ, their nature in later 
Greece, 60; nature of their 88. 

CYNING. 

seDlbliea, 124; military assemblies 
more usual in, 128; bica.meral 
system needed in, 151, 152-

CQn8tallti1~. geneml Bot Athens, 103, 
302. 

Constantint1pu, its origin, 207 ; posi
tion of in medireval imagina.tion, 
W. 

CO'Il8tU, COTl$Ulskip, uses of the names, 
18; Bot Alby. 18, 223; origin of a.t 
Rome, 98; kingly powers of, 100, 
243; consulship held by the 
emperors, 103; its revh·ed dignity 
in later times, ib. ; checks on its 
power, 1.7; definition of by 
Diouysi08, 243; origin of at Tou
louse, 223; held by Theodoric, 
301; by Boetiua and Belisa.rius~ 
302. 

Coote, Mr. H. C .• his view of Roman 
institutions in Engl&nd. 284-

Corbdh, its union with Argos, 58-59, 
255; oliga.rohyof the Bacchiadaat, 
297 j her reJ.a.tions to her colonies, 
331. 

Coronation, meaning and effect of the 
rite, 91. 

Councils, not necessarily formed with 
regard to birth, 158. 

Ccz, Mr. Q. W., quoted, 221. 
Ooze, .Archdeacon, his tra.ve18 in 

Switzerland, 326. 
Crusader., their jurisprudence in the 

East, 223. 
Cultu.re, a.pplication of the compara. 

tive method to, 8; name wanted 
for ita study, 10; ita rele.tions 
to the other sciences, ll. 

Curia, an unionof!Jt7lt", 67; answers 
to the Spartan ~.8~, 68; and the 
Teutonic hundred, 75. 

OurUuf, Ermt, quoted, 225, 265, 268, 
269. 

CUn, kin, eU7luJtn, connexion of the 
worda with cyning, king, 44, 105, 
106,305. 

Oyruhlajord, 3"";;. 
C'!J'I1ing, Iring, origin a.lld cognates of 
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CYPRUS, 

the name, 44, 105, 1(16; ita COD

nexion with gaMka, 305. 
Cypms, Frank kingdom of, 223. 

D. 

Dante, his treatise De ~lIontlrchid, 
306. 

lJau:ki'M, Mr. W. B., quoted, 233. 
Dead language8, no such thing. 196. 
Dlmltri08 Polimkitls, Athenian 

flattery of, 215, 340. 
Ikm:ccracy, primitive, traces of, 41-

42; definition of, 125, 138; form 
to.ken by, in Me<WevaJ Italy. 153 ; 
government of dependenciea by, 
189; description of by Periklea, 
315; its history and character at 
Athens, 136-139; compared with 
later Greek democracies, 139; 
modified lmder the Acha.ia.n 
League, 141; pure democracy not 
applicable toa Ia.rge state, 140-143. 

Llij,&.tIJI, at Athens, originally villa.ge 
communities, 69, 268; their local 
character, 70. 

Llij,uos, uses of the word, 56, 251. 
DewmtrII'k, despotism l&wful in, 228 ; 

its relations to the Duchies, ib. 
Dependtmci.es repeat the institutions 

of the mother cO\mtry, 16 ; govern
ment of, 189, 247 ; their relations 
to the mother country, 329. 

Diodt:m, use of, 108; introduced by 
Diocletia.n, 303. 

Dictalor8hip, na.ture of at Rome, 100, 
287 ; perpetual, distingUished from 
kingship, 90. 

Dktridlsbem, name of Verona, 284. 
Dimock, Mr. J. F., quoted, 388. 
Diodetian introduces the diadem, 

303. 
Di6n ChrylOStom, his definition of 

aristocracy, 242; his theory of 
kingship, 289, 302. 

Dith11Wll'IMtm" retention of the old 
freedom in, 78, 154; local nomen· 
cla.ture of, 268; its history, Zi7. 

EMPmE. 

DominiGn, looked on as property, 
186, 187. 

Dorianl, antiquity of their three 
tribes, 267. 

AUVU'TeJII, nature and instances of, 
297. 

E. 
Ealdor, Ealdm-man, ongm of the 

title, 76; chiefs of the tribe, 76, 
106; give way to kings, 106; 
return to their government, 109. 

Earl, &rl, Jarl, Scandinavian, 110, 
111; history and meaning of the 
word, 167, 323 ; immemorial 
nobility of the Eorlas. 159, 162; 
give way to the Thegns, 166, 170. 

&lom, Dukes of, 109. 
Ehu, Eoh, cognate with egUUB, 240. 
'HAtalll, origin of the word, 239. 
El1'8, foundation of, 57. 251; language 

of its inscription, 336. 
El~etk, Qu:C1I., her English descent, 

309. 
"EM'1'" use of the name, 227. 
Emperors, origin of their powers, 50, 

112. 288 j union of the various 
magistracies in their hands, 103; 
kingly language how far applied 
to,l03-104; alone called monarchs, 
110; contrast between the earliest 
a.nd latest, 120; their dealings 
with the sena.teandaasembly, 149; 
retention and imitation of their 
titles, 213 ; their consulships, 29'2 ; 
their tribunician power, 292, 300 ; 
their solitary position, 303. 

Empire, ita effect on the city and the 
provinces, 63, 64; its effects in 
C..erma.ny and Italy, 87 ; open to 
all baptized men, 89; united with 
the German kingship, 104 j effects 
of ita union with the Frankish 
kingdom, 116; lawyers' theory of 
ita origin, 307; becomes purely 
elective, 308; then practically 
hereditary, w. 
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England, continuity of its political 
history, 30 j no true Roman ele
ment in, 31, 85; amba.ssa.dors 

FROUD&. 

)'. 

from a.t the court of Justinian, F«luU,ftlld. right of, 326. 

349 

36; the Teutonic constitution FtudaliBln.. its origin and workillg in 
begins afresh in, 79 ; modification France and Englo.nd, 168; growth 
of the mark and the gau in, 80; of, 223. 
union of its several kingdoms, 81, FiliOlJ1U, interpolation of, 337. 
113, 117; growth of the cities Finlay, Mr., origin of his history. 
hindered by stronger national 9!.!i ; quoted, 336. 
unity, 83; position of in general Fins, position of, in Europe. 234-
Teutonic history. 86; origin or Five Boroughs, confederacy of, 84. 
history of kingship in. 106. 113; Fla7Jt6n8 a.t Rome, always pa.trician, 
continuity of the royal succession 164. 
in, 114; continuity of assemblies FloreJl~4 parlia.ments of, 153. 
in, 149. 150; no true nobility in, Folkland, the same as ager pu/JliCU8, 
150 ; powers of Pe.rliament in, 156 ; 75. 
effect of feudal ideas in, 168; its FO'J'e'igJl,l//r. meaning of the word in 
relation to India, 185. English boroughs, 182. 

English, their relation to other Ten- Fore.st Can.l.on8, retention of the old 
tonic nations, 29; their three freedom in. 78. 
homes. 31 ; the Teutonic constitu. Prana, its origin, 116; strictly 
tion brought by them into Britain. hereditary character of its crown, 
78. 117,289; effect of feuda.1 ideas in, 

English language, Romance elements 168. 
~ 282. Franc/t-ise, various f9nnB of in Eng-

Epeiros, the older condition of Greece land, 182. IS3; how attained in 
continued in, 57. 102; its import- boroughs, IS3-
&nce in later times, 59; history Franlts, their place among Teutonic 
of kingship in, w.; becomes a n&tioDS, SI; history a.nd division 
Greek conunonwealth, 102. of their kingdom, 110,115; growth 

Eplwrl, presidents of the Spartan of the power of their kings, 116; 
assembly, 299. union of their kingdom with the 

EstatM, their nature in England EUld Empire, ill. 
France, 14; representation of, Fruman, various classes below, 160. 
149, 150; system of, broke down I 161. 
in England, 150. I Fre.nun', their history in English 

'E<raipOI, answers to the English boroughs. IS2. 
gen~a3, 166, 169. Fr ... a., Kings a.nd Duk .. of, 216. 

Ef4rnD1. title of Rome, 28. I FrtttM l~, Teutonic element 
EupatritU, .Athenian, their nobility I in, 281. 

immemorial, 160; its probable I Friulmul, retains its primitive 
origin. 162, 321; 1088 of their assemblies, 154. 
political power, 163; still preferred Frithigm'"ll, his titles, 306. 
for high offices, 165. Froude, Mr. J. A.., his account of 

~r, position of in English bistol)", univentity studies, 340. 
84,85,284. 
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GALATIA. 

G. 
-Galatia, Greek influence on, 206. 
OaMka, connexion of the word with 

king and eynitng, 106, 107, 305. 
Gau, ita relation to the shire, 76, 

279; the territory of the tribe, 
76 ; authorities aD, 276; name Dot 
known in England, 279. 

Ga.rul, Teutonic character of its later 
political institutions, 82; Greek 
Mld Roman civilization in, 237. 

GeFMi1Uk, equivalent to the 11UJ,rk, 
75 ; their position in Switzerland, 
183-185. 

Generals, powers of, at Athena, 99 j 
their special power in war times, 
128. 

rlJlos, gt7l8, or clan, use of the word, 
46; its special importance in 
ancient Italy, 62, 65 j its various 
forms, 65, 66 ; community of blood 
ita origina.1 idea, 66, 264 j. modifi. 
cations in later times, 67 j its 
a.biding importance in Rome, 68 ; 
its connexion with tribes and 
3;;",01, 70; names of getkA in 
England, 66; its form as a. village 
community, 75 j at Rome, com
pa.red with the Celtic clans, 261 ; 
with the (':.erma.n guchlechter, 262 ; 
hereditary character of, 267. 

GenJ.ilis, Cicero's definition of, 264. 
·Germanv, ita: history modified by its 

connexion with the Empire, 29; 
changes in afterthetimoof Tacitus, 
78; history of the cities in, 84; 
growth of the modern kingdoms 
of, 90, 286, 287; ita kingdom &inks 
into a confederation, 116; modern 
Empire 0. reviv&l of the kingdom, 
116.308. 

·GeaCklec'ltt6'l', GemuLJl. answer to the 
Rome.u gentes, 262. 

GtsiiSaa, answer to the Greek 1.,..ipoJ, 
166. 

.Gibbon, quoted, 29:1. 

GREEK LANGUAGE. 

Gibton, a. free city, 109. 
Girald/ru Cambrenail, germB of com

pa.ra.tive philology in, 332, 333.
Glad8t<nu, Mr., his defence of the 

ninth book of the Diad, 286. 
G()(/,tJases, presence of. in the divine 

council and assembly, 130, 131. 
Gods, children of, unknown in the 

ltalie.u mythology, 96, 295; con
ception of in Greece, 130 j' their 
council and assembly, 130; death 
of in Scandinavia. and Greece, 
313. 

Gotltie, nse of the word, 194. 
Got/&8, history of their kingdom in 

Spain, 115; preservers of Roman 
monuments, 228. 

GraUb1l1UUn, retention of the old 
freedom in, 78; dominion of. 
over the V&ltelina., 188. 

Gruce, its physico.l cha.racter, 25, 
225; common origin of its in
habitants with those of Italy, 33, 
35; ea.rly political institutions of, 
42; its pre-historic state, 55, 56 ; 
growth of city life in, 56 j federa.l 
period in, 59; no true national life 
in, 50, 61; effect of the Persian 
wars on, 60; ita colonies, 61, 
203, 205, 226; connexiQJL.Qf..-itB 
mythica.l and ita historic state, 
82 j nature of early kingship in, 
92, 130, 131-132 j its influence 
on the Ea.st, 205, 206; on Rome, 
206; on Christianity, 206, ?H1; 
on the Byzantine Empire, 207; 
ita modern revival, 207, 008; its 
indirect influence on modern 
time8. 209 j mother1a.nd of the 
Asiatic Greeks, 225 j traditions 
of non-Aryan nations in, 250; 
nearness of its great cities, 257. 

Gtwk church, its cha.racter and per
manence, 207. 

Greek latlf11ta(J', ignorance of. in the 
middle ages, 193; its &pecial con· 
nexion wit.h Latin, 204; its rela
tion to modem 1a.nguages. 198; 
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GREEK NATION. 

ita history, 203-207 ; permanence 
of its Attic dialect, 203, ~ ; its 
use in Sicily, 205; in the East, 
206; at Rome, ib. ; its relation to 
Christiuity, 206, 207; knowledge 
of, in the thirteenth century, 333. 

Grt.ek nation, nwdn-n, origin of, 206 ; 
ita difficulties, 207. 208. 

GrWts, their progress and history, 
25--27; a. na.ti.on 88 contrasted 
with ba.rbe.ria.na. 53; feeling of 
brotherhood among, 245. 

Grimm. Jcu:ob, quoted, 272. 
Grote, Mr., hie defence of Athenian 

democracy, 136, 250, 251 ; quoted, 
265,268. 

H. 

Hadrian, his arcbonship at Athena, 
99,298. 

HrmnibaJ, compared with Buona.. 
parte, 244. 

Hannu)(,Uanus, called Rex, 304. 
Ha.rits. etymology of the word, 6, 

221. 
Harold Hatfagra, Norway united 

under, Ill. 
Hffl1hen. origin of the name, 73, 271. 
HelnY:w&, judges of, 109. 
Henry 111., Emperor, first king of 

the Romans, 104. 
Henry VIII., of England, an elective 

king, 142-
HrplarrhU, name and thing un· 

known, 110. 
Hemlitary BUCCUfWn, ita introduc. 

tion, lOS. 
Hemoga., H~, equivalent to eaJ· 

donnan, 76; &n8wers to the Dux 
of TacltU.8, 276. 

Ht8i.od, hia language as to kinga, 
290. 

Hill-forts, growth of, into cities, 55, 
249,250. 

Hmory, how to be studied, 199-201, 
217-219. 

HWItIr, his true parallels, 195. 

ITALY. 

HOf'~, titles formed from its various 
names, 46, 47. 

Hmue of Lords, its judiciaJ power, 
32\1. 

HtttmrtJd, equivaleut to the curia. 
and the ~.s;" 75; made up of 
ma.rks, 76; authorities on, 275 ;,its 
nature, 276. 

H1l1lgariam, their history, 234. 

L 

IbN-iatts, position of, in Europe, 
234. 

Ida begins kingship in Northum. 
berland, Ill. 

Iliad, question of the genuineness 
of its ninth &nd tenth books, 286. 

RiotJ, fouDdation of. 56. 
lmperimn, effect of the doctrine of, 

243. 
ltulia, its relation to England, how 

far pcrioikic, 185. 
111.4, laws of, 328. 
lng, Teutonic pa.tronymic ending. 

262-
Interrca:, inurrcgnmln, origin of the 

names, 94; office &lwa.ys patri· 
cian, 165, 291. 

In1muimu, cases of their independ-
ent occ1llTeDce, 20. 

loout, abbots and bishops of, 291. 
Ionic Trim, nature of, 268_ 
Ireland, repetition of English in

stitutions in, 16. 
I80lo:ra.IhJ, his definition of demo. 

cracy, 23S; his exhortations to 
Philip, 245, 248. 

Italy, common origin of its mho.. 
bitants with those of Greece, 33 ; 
early political inBtitutions of, 42 ; 
city life less developed in, than in 
Greece, 61; ita history largely 
federal, 62, 63; its institutions 
more primitive than th08e of 
Greece, 64; inftuence of the ge'll$ 

in, 65; Teutonic character of ita 
medi(eval polity, 82, 83; its 
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tTllAKE. 

parallel with ancient Gn~ece, 83; 
developement of the cities in, 84 ; 
modern kingdoms in, 90, 282; 
nature of its medireval democracies, 
153; extent of Greek colonization 
in, 226; compo.mtive rarity of 
great cities in, 257 ; origin of its 
ancient towns, w. 

Itltald, many kings in, 94, 111; no 
assembly held in. during the 
absence of Odysseus, 132. 

J. 

Jarl, Karl, and Thrall, legend of 
their creation, 162-

Jerusalem, assizes of. 16. 
JOMph the Se<tmd, last kiDg of the 

Romans, 104, 304-
Judah. hereditary succession of its 

kiDgs,289. 
Judges among the Hebrews and 

Goths, 109. 
JudWll Power, gradually aeparoted 

from the legi.sla.tive. 156, 157. 
Julian, his use of the Greek lan-

guage, 206. 
Jupiter, )Elfred's &ccount of, 305. 
Jus imagiWUln" at Rome, 165. 
Jus Lal.ii, meaning of, 258. 
Justinian, his historical position, 

36; extent of his empire, 235. 

K. 

Kallikratida8, Greek patriotism of, 
246. • 

Kemble, F. M., quoted. 252. 262, 272, 
273. 276. 280, 3U. 

Kent, assembly of, at Pennenden 
Heath,317. . 

King ArcIu:n, at Athens, 294-
KilIfl 0/ thB Romans, history of the 

title, 104. 
Kingdon~, made up of shire8 or JXt9i, 

76; formed by the union of smaller 
states, ]09; dh-ision of, 110; 
territorial theoryof,112j German, I 

KlKGSHIP. 

its revival, 116; growth of. in 
Gennany and Ita,ly, 286. 287. 

Kings, represent the national stage 
of growth, 90, 106 j difficulty of 
defining, 88 j Romance and Teu. 
tonic nalnes of, ib.; their position 
in ancient Greece, 92, 289; limi· 
tation on their authority, 93; 
their position at Sparta, Argos 
a.nd Athens, 95, 96, 98; ,their 
oath in Molosaia, 102; their posi_ 
tion in Ma.cedoni&. w. ; at Rome 
not divine, ih.; Teutonio kings. 
Roman offices held by, 104 ; how 
chosen, 104-105; description of, 
by Ta.citus, ib.; descendants of 
Woden, 105; origin of the name, 
105, ]06--107; unknown among 
the Old-Saxons, 106; ecclesiastical 
coronation of. 107; its political 
effect., 108 ; beginning of beredi. 
tary succession among. w.; great 
numbers of in early times, 109-
Ill, 306; clothed with imperial 
ideas, 112; chWlged into terri. 
toria.l lords, ib. ; changes in their 
titles, 112, 307 j difference of their 
powera~ 113; their reIo.tion to 
their ministers, 113, 117 ; Eng1i8h, 
subject to the l&w. 114 j growth 
of their power, 116 j traces of 
their election in England, 153; 
election of in Poland, 155 j prose. 
cute crimes in the name of the 
commonwealth, 177, ISO ; imperial 
titles borne by in Engla.nd, 230; 
their sacred. character, Christian 
and heathen, 288 j their power 
granted by Zeus. 289; succession 
of in Judea. a.nd France. w. ; how 
spoken of by Hesiod. 290; cut 
down to priestly functions, 291 ; 
name o.pplied to the Athenia.n 
o.rchons, 297. 

Kings/tip, distinction between its 
power and ita titles, 49. 117; put 
into conunission a.t Rome, 117; 
generaJ idea. of, 90; its religioua 
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KIRK. 

character, 91, 107; lawyers' 
theory of, 91-92; ita original 
character, 92; e\'idenoe of its 
existence a.t Rome, 94, 96; its 
elective cha.n.cter, 97; modifica
tion of in city states, 98; history 
of a.t Spa.rta.. 98, 292, 293; a.t 
Athens, 99; opposite reasons for 
its a.bolition at Rome a.nd a.t 
Athens, 99, 296; continued in 
Epeiros a.nd Macedonia., 101; its 
German form united with the 
Roman Empire, 104; displa.cea 
the earlier rule of Ealdonnen, 
106; its origin sud continuity 
in England, 106. 111, 113, 114; 
modifications of in later times, 
112 ; its various sha.pes, 113, 287 ; 
modified by the settlement of the 
Teutonio nations within the Em
pire, 115; in Gernumy a.bsorbed 
by the Empire, 116; ita elective 
character in Gennany, w.; 
strictly hereditary in Frnnce, 117 ; 
its position in modern times, w. ; 
aurvival of· in the American 
president, 118; distinguished from 
royalty. 119; inconsistent with 
aristocrncy~ 174; wby not beld 
for a. term, 287 j temporary re
vivala of, 288; survivals of in 
Oreece, 291 ; duration of a.t Argos, 
293; Greek definition of. 297; 
decline of in Mercia, 310. 

E irk, Anglia.n form of churM, 232. 
KleiNJunb, his arra.ngement of 

tribes a.nd Demoi, 269. 
Kktn~ restores the Sparta.n 

kingship, 9S. 
Klcbn, &Ccident of his promotion, 

1M. 
Kooros, the archonahip continued in 

his family, 99. 
KOln, ca.pitol a.t, 223. 
Korktjra, her relations to Corinth, 

:l31. 
K!/k16pts, traditiona of, 250. 

LEX REGIA. 

L. 

LacM.m7umian Oonlerkracv, way of 
voting in its Assembly, 31S. 

Lactmia, position of the 1r«ptOI.KOI in, 
161. . 

Lande8gemc1.nden, in Uri a.nd other 
ca.ntons, 29; time of holding, 310. 
La~, various wa.ys of sprea.d.-· 

ing, 18-19. 
Lapp<nb<rg, J. M., quoted, 274. 
Latin la'l't{flUl4e, its special connexion 

with Greek, 132; ita pla.ce in 
universaJ. history, 209-211; its 
early, ita cl8.ssica.I, a.nd its me· 
direva.1 forms, 209,210; the tongue 
of law a.nd dominion, 210; its 
ecclesiastical position, 210, 211; 
continued in the Romance mo
guages, 211-21S; how to be 
studied, 21S. 

Latins, position of, 259. 
Law, power of, in Englo.nd, U4. 
Law, Roman, a.biding influence of, 

83; its influence On Teutonic-king
'Ship, 1I1, 116 j the great work of· 
Rome, 210, 211. 

LatoytTS, their theory of kingship, 
112. . 

Learning, RMn1Jal 01, in the fifteenth· 
century, 192; ita good MLd ba.d 
side, 192-195. 

Legends of Greek heroes in Italy and 
Germany, 33; value of a.t Rome, 
295,296. 

M Ham, growth of the city. 250. 
Leotvckid8s, his taunt to D~marotos, 

296. 
Letot8, battle of, poem on, 338. 
Lewis, Sir G. 0., on the Presidency 

of Deliberative Assemblies, 299. 
~ tM Second, Emperor, his argu

ment about ~~ a.nd /Jarn]v,us, 
231. 

Lrx Horknsia, its effect, 244. 
Lrz regia, effect of, the doctrine of, 

I, 243. 
AA 
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LlKBNESSES. 

Likfm.usu, dift'erent claasea of, 15, 
10. 

LPnooln, history of, 284. 
.lAon, name and history of, 233. 
IAJJvuam.ia, antiquity of ita language, 

.195.335. 
Lui. position of, 161, 311. 
Loqf-eaJers, oo~pared with clienta, 

326. 
LnnlHzrdtJ. f&II heck on the govern· 

ment of dukes, 109. 
Limg, Mr. G., quoted, 265: 
LurtU, H()'fIM 0/, ita origin, 100, 151 ; 

ita judicia.l POWerI, 156. 
IAw6, Mr. B., his view of University 

atudies, 34.1. 
Labeck. its ...... logy with Cortha.ge. 

284. 
~ his flattery of Nero. 213. 
LviWdfu. hiS history. 202. 
Lyd/U8, John, ~ distinction of Em

peror, King. ed Tyrant, 301. 
Lykohll, slain by AohillOlUl. 327. 
Luk'ia, way of voting in, 144, 145; 

history of ita oonfederation, 202, 
258. 

LlIMI, hie position at; Atheos, 2M. 

M. 

Ma«don!ia, the older oondition of 
Greece oontinued in. 67; consti
tution of, 102, 135; ita historical 
peailion. 101 ; history of kingehip 
in, 102; character of )Ia.oedonian 
kingdoms in Asia, ih.; imperfec
tion of ita history I 13&; influence 
of Greeoe on, 206; growth of aity 
life in, 253; names and working of 
the Assembly in, 312, 314.-

M(.8C61IQI, his verae8. 261. 
M'"If'6. nature of. 274.. 
JlagistTaUI, greater power of, in 

ariBtoaratic states, 139; in federal 
ltat., a..; powen of in Italian 
aitiee, 163. 

Mai", Sir H. S., quoted. 243, 250, 
269, 261, 265, 272, 275, 279. 

MIXED gOVERNMENTS. 

M(JIfUJf', ita connexion with the mark, 
270. 

Mantineia, foundation and history of, 
57, 262, 253. 

AiU11'CU8 .tlunliw, his use of the 
Greek Jangua.go. 206. 

Mar£u", Oa:ilu..8, 166; his election to 
the consulship, 166, 322. 

Mark, Mar~haft, Teutonio 
form of the gen8, 75, 273; its 
history and nomenclature in Eng
la.nd, 79, 262; its suembly con
tinued in the parish vestry,I53; 
authorities on, 272; oommon occu
pation of land in, ih.; caat'!l of in 
the East, 275; lost in the pariah 
a.nd the manor, 279. 

Marr;feld, ita working, 142. 
Ma88alia, ita Influenoe in Go.ul, 38, 

205, 2:f1 ; oonquest of, by Cb&rl8fJ 
of Anjou, 205, 336. 

HaMra, G. L., quoted. 273. 
Ma1JtT, introduction of the title, 224. 
Mtd<6n, )Etoliaa ........ bly held 

before, 313. 
MegalQ'jJOli6, foundation of, 57, 251. 
MeneatheuB, the ti:nt demagogue, 

280. 
Merr:i4, ita gradual inoorpomtion 

with Wessex, 310. 
Meldlus, his language to Manu, 

322. 
Mn-QIIrOl, Greek, their position, 126, 

182. 253; answer to Englioh 
f~, ib.; to Swiss fI,-w:der
gtlasst1oen, 183-185; their .pecial 
tax. 254. 

MicIvtd. Emperor. 0<1_ Ch..,l .. 
the Great as B04ilt'Ul, 230. 

MUldI, Cl .... speoiaIly Englioh. 171. 
Military ~ univenal duty of, 

in early time., 127. 
Mill, history and cognatal of the 

word. 4, 221. 
MinUten, their relation to tho 

Crown, 117. 
Mized GotH:rnmn.ts, view. of Ulcient 

writen on, 238. 
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MOGULS. 

Moguls, analogy of their empire with 
that of Rome, 216. 

Moloms.. position afthe kings ~ 102. 
Nommsett, Th., quoted, 257, 263, 

269, 270, 295. 
MunarcA. use of the word, lIO. 
MonarMy. primitive traces of, 41; 

diatinguiabed from kingship, 110. 
Morlot family, their admission at 

Bern, 174-
Mosaie lAw, right of private venge

ance limited by, 177; principle 
of taliD recognized by, 178. 

Mol, wergild paid for, 328. 
Mfilkr, Maz, quoted, 12, 221, 222, 

233, 239; his view of the word 
'1I"iAg, 305. 

Millkr, 0 .• quoted, 268. 
.MUM, answers to the Roman Po

tutas, 75, 275. 
MUMi Dominm, title of medireval 

Emperors, 308. 
M"ttfl,it:ipolitw, Roman, inffuenoe on 

medimval Europe, 85-86. 
Mythology, 8Oienti6o and unsoientific 

treatment qt, 7. 
MyUwlogy, Omnparal.iw, ita re1a.tion 

to oomparative philology, .4, 7; 
to the study of culture, 11. 

N. 

Ntnius, his epita.ph, 337; his posi
tion in the history of the Latin 
language, 209 ; his Saturnian lin.., 
338. 

Nal.ioft., one form of the State, 52. 
Nationality. definition of, 53, 54; 

oppressed nationalitiea, 246. 
Nationalrath, Swiss, its constitution, 

152. 
N{ turaliztditm, contrast as to, be-

tween different ages, 126-127_ 
Ncal8, Mr. J. M., quoted, S38. 
Nibl~ Gren., battle of, 828. 
Nvbuhr, his view of the gmJa, 264. 
NiAdergf!/~ Swiss, answer to 

the Greek "~TOIIfOI, 183-185. 
Nobili8, meaning of, a.t Rome, 165. 

OLIGARCHY. 

Nobility, none in England, 150, 170-
171 ; various origins of, 159, 160; 
nobility of office supplants nobility 
'of birth, 159, 165, 166; iro
memoria.l among the Teutonic 
nations, 162; history of at Athens, 
162-16<1 ; .t Rome, 164,-165; pIe
baie form of at Rome, 165, 166; 
modern, ita origin in the Cmni
tatu'!, 170; nature of in France, 
172, 173. 

No'l'MTL, use of a.t Rome, 68; its 
politica.l importanoe, 266-

NfJ'mJe'lldauu!l'e, diversities of in kin
dred tongu8l!, 43 j a.nalogies in, 
46, 47; Roman and Athenian 
compared, 263. 266. 

Non-Aryan Rtu:U, analogies of their 
institutions, 37 . 

Norman Ofn1.tf'/U8l of Engla'llll, its 
effects, 113. 

Northumberla:nil, formation of the 
kingdom of, 111, 281. 

NfJf'tJ}(Ly, united under Harold Har
fagro, III. 

NQ'lYII,$ Homo, at Rome, 16G. 
Numa, Greek element in his legend, 

96; ita value, 295, 296. • 
Nii:mbcrg, patrician families at, 320. 

o. 
'OS«(, their na.ture and dura.tion at 

Sparta, 68, 268. 
Odoacer, his patriciate, 301. 
Odllueu3, his dealings with the 

kings before Dioa, III j legends 
of in Germany, 233; how de
scribed by lElfred, 31a. 

OjJicM, variou8 names of in kindred 
tongues, 45-46. 

Old Jlan of the MO'IVIIJ.ain, his de
scription, 47, 241. 

Old-SCUUJ1/Jl, their retention of the 
old freedom, 78; their federal 
union, 78, 276; kingship unknown 
among, 106; three orders among, 
321. 

Oligarc.1 y, growth of at Venice, 320. 
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OLYMPUS, 

Olympias, cla.ims a trial before the 
Macedonia.n Asaembly, 314. 

Opposit;i<m speakers, existence of in 
the Homeric .A1I8embly, 133. 

'OnfiilyES at Athens, 266. 
Ottomans, ca.Ued Roma.ns in the East, 

260. 
Oxftn"d Univn'Biiy. wa.y of voting in 

Convocation, 316. 

P. 

Pagan,' origin of the nerme, 72. 
P(rf11lS, equivalent to Gav. or Shin, 

76 ; medimva.l definition of, 246. 
Papacy, its witness to Roman per

manence, 218. 
Parish, ita cODnexion with the A/ark, 

75.279. 
Parliament, its origin and growth 

in England, 13, 149, 150; action 
of at Florence, 153, 320. 

PaJ1,kmb'I,. ita use l\8 a Christian 
ohurch, 214. 

Palm, uae of the word. 55. 
Palria, PoksUu, its connexion with 

the Mund. 75. 
Pat1'iciarM, use of the Dnme in the 

Gennan oities, 85; origin of their 
privileges at Rome, 160, 163,321 ; 
gradual 1038 of them, 164, 165. 

Palriciate of Theodorio, 301; of 
Odoooer, ib. 

nMpts, use of the word, 55, 248. 
Patronymics, use of in English local 

nomenclature, 66, 262: practical 
effect of their use, 68. . 

P&!ragtJ, English, its origin and 
na.turc, 170-171; its existence in
consistent with nobility, 170, 171. 

Pelops, no &uthority in Homer for 
his Lydian origin, 288. 

Pembrokll8ltirt, locaJ. nomenclature 
of, 262. 

nfV~d1'''I. Thessa.lian, position of, 
311. 

Perr!lrilli, diatingushcd fl'OIU Cit'eS, 
268. 

POSEIDUN. 

PugalTUJB, rise of, 203. 
PerikUs, nature of his influence, 

139; his description of demo
oracy, 315. 

nfpiolltOl, their position, 161; in
stanlles of, in medireva.l o.Dd 
modern Europe, 185-188; differ
ences in their practica.I position, 
188. 189; compared with the 
Italian allies, 330. 

Pn<aians, their military powers, 234. 
Philolog1J, Comparati«, ita relations 

to the other comparo.tive sciences, 
2, 7, 11; genus of in Gira.ldu8 
and Roger Bacon, 3."i2, 333. 

Phi16tu, condemned by the Mace
donian Ass.embly, 314. 

+pct.,.P"o 4'pa..,.pla, 4'p4'f"OJp, use of the 
words, 46; answer to the Latin 
curia, 67; and the Teutonic lutn
drcd, 75; cognate words, 240. 

+UAOSUtTMfis, origin of their office, 
295. 

Pippin, patriciate of, 104. 
Plebs, at Rome, ita origin, 70, 165; 

offices gro.dua.Uy thrown open to, 
164; origin of plebeian Dobility. 
165; opposed by Sallust to no
bilitas, 322. 

Poland, nature of kingahip in, 89; 
aristocratic primary assembly in, 
125, 155.320; approach to aristo. 
cracy in, li4; its position under 
the JagelloD8, 232; clur.mcter of 
its conatitution, 238. 

PolertUl,rc/" his position at Athens, 
100. 

noA,.,..ta. use of the word by· Aria· 
totle, 2.'J8, 242-

Pulitics. Comparative, definition of, 
12; its object, 23. 

Polybios, his special position and 
experience. 202-203; his legis· 
lation, 203; his language, ib. 

Pvn/,ijica.u at Rome opened to PIe
beia1l8. 164. 

Poseidlm., his position in the dhine 
assembly, 131. 
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POTlDAlA.. 

Potidaia, her relations to Athens 
a.nd Corinth, 33l. 

Pruidents of republics, modern no
tion of, 117; position of, in the 
United States, 118; tendency to 
lessen their powers, 119. 

Prin.ti1ll}. invented more tha.n once, 
20. 

Provincials, position of. 258. 
Prlldcntim, his position in the his

tory of the Latin language, 209. 
Pn£8SUl, its analogy with Sa.rdinia, 

287. 
npV'rdVEU, UMe of the name, 295; 

their preSidency of the Assembly. 
29S. 
Pu~ of territory, ra.re in ancient 

Greece, 186; ca.ses of, in medioovaJ. 
Europe, 186, 187. 

Pyrrhos of Epeiros, 102. 

R. 

&dia, confedemtions of, 232. 
Rambtrrt, M .• quoted, 310. 
Ramus, their origin, 70; oldest 

name of the Romans, 295. 
Rawmna, historica.l position of the 

city, 212 j Greek inscriptions at, 
336. 

hgia, applied to the. house of the 
Emperor, 104, 303. 

Rcgi7Ut, applied to wives of Empe. 
rors, 104. 303; to the wife of the 
Rn 3aC7'orum, 294 . 

.Regnum, applied to the Empire, 104. 
303. 

Rtiks, force of the word in Gothic, 
239. 

Rclig~, vanoUl ways of spreading, 
IS. 

llqwuentalion, necessary in a large 
state, 143-145. 

R.eprcstntative3, House of, its consti· 
tution, 151. 

Besidctla, counta for nothing in city 
commonwealths, 253. 

ROME. 

Re..~ponsibility, distinguishes king 
and magistrate, 297. 

Rq, origin and cognates of the 
name, 44; Emperors never so 
.called, 1M, 304. 

Rex sa.crorwn, &:e sanijk:ldWJ, oti
ginaJ. nature of his office, 95, 291. 

'P,,~, use of the title, 2,'U. 
R/uxin, duration of its independ-

ence,258. 
Rice, its cognates, 239. 
Rinlzi, titles taken by, 304. 
Rod~, called King of the Romans, 

260. 
Rogtrr Bactm, his a.ccount of the 

Romance languagcs, 3.32. 
Rornmi, meaning of the form, 232. 
'PGtpcUor, use of the name, 227, 260. 
JWmo,'IIU La1l4v,ages, their origin, 

82-S3. 
Romans, connexiona of their good 

and bad points; 52-
RurTu, her progress, 27; source of 

her greatness, 28; in what scnsc 
eterna.l, ib.; h~r relation to the 
Teutonic kingdoms, 31, 83, 212 ; 
conservative character of her 
history, 50 ; the greatest exa.mple 
of the city·commonwealth, 62; 
gradual extension of her citiz(,n· 
ship, 62, 63, '127; failure of her 
municipal system, 63, 149 j im_ 
portance of the genks at, 67; 
local nature of her tribes, 70; 
more nearly a nation than Greece, 
71 ; history and nature of king. 
ship at, 94, 96, 97; change 
from kings to consuls at, 98, 291 ; 
power of mabristrates Bot, 100, 103; 
abiding influence of her la.w, 83 ; 
growth of the Emperors, 103; reo 
storation of kingship at, 104; mili· 
tary assemblies unknown at. 1281 
way of ,"oting in the assemblies at, 
145; analogies with the Federal 
period in Greece, 146; charactett 
of her political parties, 147; re
lation of the powers of the state 
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BOIULIA.. 

in, 147. 148; origin of the patri
cia.na at, 160, 162, 311, 321; 
gradual 1088 of their privileges, 
164, 165 j their nobility gives way 

. to that of office, 165. 166 j slight 
traces of the comUat1Ul at, 168; 
clientage at, 16S-170; law of 
private vengeance at, 176; tyra.n. 
weide lawful at, ih.; law of 
Ialio at, 178 ; her true position in 
univereal hiBtory, 198, 209, 212; 
influence of Greece on, 206 ; 
IpEIOial nature of her influence, 
210, 213; l!:astern para.Jlels of ita 
later' history, 216; long retention 
of her titles, 216, 260; chamcter 
of her early legends: 232 j feelings 
of her citizens and subjects during 
the Hannibalian war, 245; its 
origin, 258; growth of ari8tocmcy 
at,311. 

:&:nnilia. gens, its i.nsignificance, 296. 
.RomW'U8, Greek element in his 

legend, 96, 295. 
Root, a. Dew one impoesible, 6. 
.Rtmm., Sultana of, ,260. 
Royal,¥. modem notion of. 119. 
.Russia, cyole in its history, 232; 

absolute power in, 307. 

S. 

Balamti6. Athenian .eoote and 88· 

lembIyat, 312. 
Samos, action of the Athenian fieet 

at, 312. 
Bardinia, its analogy wit1J Prussi., 

287. 
Sarnwtio:ns, their aJIeged presence 

at C.hillona. 237. 
8aturnit:m m.etre, medimval revival 

of, 209~ 
SaNifl"lI, F. C., quoted, 317. 
sa1Kiy, Northern, itl conquest by 

Bero, 188, 330. 
Scabini, Sch~ffffl, growth of. 317. 
Scmuli1lavia, character of ita hiS'

tory. 30, 87; its kingdoms nn
touched by late revQlutioDl, 228. 

SLESWICK. 

Sceal. son of Noah, 306. 
Schmid, Iff. R., biB views on the 

ma.rk,275. 
Sdux>l 'II HiMry, needed .t Oxford, 

341. 
S~ of Langno,ge, itl reaults, 8. 
ScipW, &n exile mt Liternum, 55, 248.. 
SciJrflM1l.Ot, traces of, ]53. 
&oUand, growth of, DB an artificial 

nation, 52-
S,..6ltm.da, Frisian, m. 
Seleukia, ita history and conatitu

tiOD, 300.' 
St!muic languagu. their rela.tion to 

the Aryan, 38, 237. 
Senate, Achaia", often act. 08 the 
~bly,I40. 

Benak, Athtmiarn" a· apecia.lly demo
cra.tic body, 319. 

JIcn,a,U, Roman. history of. 50; com
pa.rison of Rome and Athenl, 
146; mode of appointment to, 
147; its relatione to the Asaem
'bly, 147-148; ita positioD under 
the Empire, 149, 3I9~ 

Sr:n,ak in the UniUd Statu, ita: COD

Btitution, 151 ; its special powers, 
152. 

SfIILioriam, titIt:, 240. 
&rciw, volue of hillegend, 295-
Silin, its relation to the Gwu or 

Pagus. 76, 277, 278; made up of 
hundreda, 76 ; origin of the name, 
80, 279; nomenclature of, in 
England, 279, 280. 

Sicily, battIe-field of East Ilond West, 
2()4.; permanence of the Greek 
language in. 205; no part of the 
ltalia.n kingdom, 287. 

Sla1JM']l. nature of. 126, 310; its 
origin and character in early 
times, 161; history of) in Eng
Iand,32I. 

Sla'lJOnic ttatiomJ, their relation to 
the Eastern Church and Empire, 
SOl j their past and future. fh. 

Sluwick, ita rela.tioDB to Denmark, 
228. 
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SmitA, Mr. Goldwin. quoted, 303. 
Socii, position of, 258. 
Solar tAeory, how fa.r sound, 7, 

222. 
Soldiers, no distinct profession in 

early times, 127. 
Sold1t, effect of his IegWatioD, 162-
Spain, Teutonic cha.ra.cter of its 

politica.l institutions, S2; Gothic 
kingdom in. 1I5; speedy growth 
of Roman civilization in, 237; reo 
covery of its southern pa.rt by 
Justinian, 308. 

Sparta, fonned out of villagee, 57, 
252; its unwilling union with 
the Achaian League. 59; hiotory 
of kingship at, 95, 98, 292 j 
grants of citizenship a.t, 254; 
ita kings compared with the R0-
man consuls. 293; ala.sses of the 
unfree at. 31I; proceedings of 
the Assembly at. 315. 

Sp«dw. how far trustworthy in 
claosical hiotory. 259. 

S/o4Unbund. distinguiBhed from 
Bv/nd,esstaa/" '256. 

Sta:nat/mih, Swiss, ita constitution, 
151 ; ita necessity. 152. 

State, conception of as. city, 52; 88 

a nation, w.; Greek conception of, 
54. 
8~. quoted. 2:». 
Stl&l:t&d4fdas, Ephor, puts the vote 

in the Spartan Assembly. 316. 
Strangford, Viscount, quoted, 335. 
,Summona, right of. how dealt with 

by lawye .... 150. 
Sw.rvitxU!, doctrine of, 9, 222 j of 

kingship. 94, 97. 
SfDf'JtlM&, four estates in, 149; ap

proach to aristocracy in, 174. 
Swit::n-laflll, ita constitution copied 

from that of the United Statee. 
21 i growth of IIoI!II an artificia.l 
nation, 52; common neglect of 
its history, 118; form of the 
Federal executive in, 119; con· 
stitution of the two H0UBe8 of the 

TBU'l'ONS. 

Assembly, 151; freedom of the 
Forut. Cantons, 154 ; their 
assemblies, OJ.; working of the 
present OOllItitutioa, 184 ; in
rsta.noee of W'EpfolifOi in, 186; effects 
of the French invasion of, 187; 
treatment of the common baili
wicks, 189; position of the R0-
mance cantons in, 228; origin of 
the confederation, 235; uae of 
the name, 284 ; importance of ita 
history, 330. 

Sym, equivalent to Q(W, or Shin, 
76. -

T. 

Tacitus, his views 80S to mixed 
government, 42, 238; his picture 
of the early Germans, 42, 104; 
trustworthineE of his Qt1"mIJAI,ia, 
239 ; his report of Claudius' 
speech, 259. 

TaJio, recognized by the MoB&ic a.nd 
Roman law, 178; how regulated 
in England. 178. 179. 

Territorial idea. of kingabip, 112; 
titles, ih. 

T .... nia, UBe of the word by Giral
dUB,333. 

Teutmu, their separation from the 
other Aryan stocks in Europe, 
35; their institutiona more pri
mitive than those of Greece and 
Italy, 64; the idea. of the city 
never fnlly developed among, 
65, 73; relations of their history 
to that of Greece and Italy, 71, 
82; their tribes grow into 8&-

I tiona, 72, 79; their slower but 
~ growth, 74; first descrip
tion of them by Tacita, 74, 
75 j carry their institntions into 
the conquered countries, 78, 79; 
their institutions the groundwork 
of modem European eociety, 82; 
modification of their institutions 
through Roman. inftUencel, 82, 
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83, 115 ; position of cities a.mong, 
83. 

Bcgenlic, use of the word, 324. 
TIu!gn. analogies with. in other na.· 

tiona, 166; origin and growth of 
the order, 166, 167 j change in 
the meaning of the word, 167, 
323; suppJ.a.nt the Eorls. 156, 170. 

TMotloric, his consulship a.nd patri. 
ciate. 103, 301. 

eepd'll'oPre., answer to the Engliah 
»egMs, 166. 

,!,hrrsitb, how dealt with in the 
Homeric ASsembly, 133. 

Thierry, .A'U(/'ltStin, quoted, 223. 
Thirlwidl, Bishop, quoted, 337. 
TMmQ"tlAl8, origin a.nd cognates of the 

name, 44. 
ThrfM :&tab:s, popula.r error about, 

222-
Thucydidu, character of his history, 

m ; witness of his Prefa.ce, 251. 
Tw",;,tMJ at C&prem. 55. 
TimlJria.n, use of the word, 233. 
Tithing, authorities on, 275-
TiJ,ien.<tu, their origio, 70 .. 
;TouJO'I.£88, ita ca.pitol and ma.gistmtes, 

17,223. 
.TOW1'1.I, various claases of, in Eng

Ia.nd,283. 
Tribes, Dorio.n, 68, 69; loco.l origin 

of at Rome, 69, 70, 269, 270; 
their later character at Athtm8, 
70, 269; fOfDlation of new tribes 
at Rome, 70, 271; their rela.tion 
to the Gau, 77 ; temporary union 
of, w.; assembly of, 'at Rome, 
145. 

.Tri/nmQ, their power .t Rome, 
147. 

TribunitW. poUstaB, ahief source of 
the imperial power, 103,300. 

Tylm, Mr. E. D., quoted, 12, 222, 
328. 

Tyram.niciJl4, Ia.wful at Rome and 
Athena, 176. 

T1J1'ant, meuing of the name, 101. 

VIEBJ...A.,,"VE. 

u. 
Undersaten, use of the word, 330. 
Unfra, position of, 311. 
Unit«/, StaJa, anMogy between ita 

constitution and .that of Achaia., 
21; their rela.tion to British 
Americe., 52; constitution of the 
two HOUSel of Congreaa, 151. 

United Prwinct8, origin of their 
confederation, 235. 

U1I1erIhanl!7& &Il8wer to "EplourOl, 188. 
Urbs 4terno., uae of the name, 228. 
Uri, its possession of .dependencies, 

188; bull of, 233. 

v. 
VaUdina, its history, 188. 
Yandala, history of their kingdom, 

liS. 
7Ta.88(d, origin of the word, 324. 
Y t&S8alag~, origin and growth of, 167 j 

its connexion with the old comUa.
tUB, 324, 325. 

Y ni, Rolll&D assembly held at, 312. 
Vengearw, private, origin of crimi

nal jurisprudence, 175 j gradually 
reguJ.a.ted by the commonwealth, 
176; Hebrew, Greek, Roman, and 
English legislation on, 326, 3'27; 
regulated by the wergild, 17.8-
180. 

r enia, ita unbroken connexion with 
ancient times, 82, 283; Great 
Council of, 125, 188, 320; poaition 
of the ciUadini at, 161 ; origin and 
character of its nobility, 167, 
174; nature of ita government, 
172-173; ita rel.o.tion to its subject 
states, 185. 

VeNnUJ, name of, 2M. 
Yestry, pariah, represents the 

assembly of the Mark, 153. 
YiM-la1uk, di.strict of, held in con

dominium by Lubeck and Ham· 
burg, )86. 
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P"W09''1 a. stage between the family 
a.nd the oity, 261. 

"'illa~ commun.ilw. .. fona of the 
Gem, 66, 75, 262; first recorded 
state of the Teutonio nations. 75. 

Y"iUains, position of, 161, 311. 
Yoting, early ways of, 133. 
Yoting-papera, use of a.t Rom~ 260. 

w. 
Wager of baUle, its origin and a.boli. 

tiOD, 177. . 
Wau., G. H., quoted, 239, 240, 274, 

275,276,288,311,317, 322, 324. 
Wallis, retention of the old freedom 

in, 78; dominion of Upper ovet 
Lower, 188-

War, priva.te, gradua.lly limited by 
law, 176-180; 1&00 case of in 
England, 180. 

Ward, Mr. 4.. W.,342-
Wa1Tm, Mr. J. L. t quoted, 336. 
Washinglon, Capitol of, 17. 
Wergild, a. common Aryan institu· 

tion, 175, 176; grows out of the 
right of private vengeance, 175-
178; -notices of in Homer, 178 j 
Old.English legislation on, 178, 
179 j between nation and nation, 
179; late instance of, in England, 
ISO. 

W u/,-Godu. extent of their kingdom, 
236. 

ZORICHGAU. 

Wul-Sa«a7&8, growth of their king
dom, 81 ; fa.ll back on the govern
ment of Ealdonnen, 109; con· 
federate Under.kings among, 110 ; 
permanence of their royal house, 
114. 

W]ltiluUk, Chief Justice, his views 
on Switzerland, 308. 

William, fJu OO'ltlfll#NJ1' finaJ.ly unites 
the English kingdom, 113; effects 
of his legislation, 170, 171. 

William R1I.fm, his theory of the 
royal supremacy. 230 .. 

Witcn.agtrMt, an assembly of aU 
freemen, 141 ; shrinks into a sma.ll 
body. 141, 145; continued in the 
House of Lo~ 150; its ancient 
powers, 156. 

Woden, forefa.ther of the Teutonic 
kings, 105, 305, 306; looked on 
as a ma.n in Christian times, 107. 

Wurm, C. J., quoted, 330. 

Z. 

Zeu.I. his power in the Assembly of 
the Gods, 130, 131 j twofold oon. 
ception of him, 132. 

Ze'UlI8, K., quoted, 278. 
Zurich, origin of the oity. 284. 
Zilricht.Ja!u, local nomenclature of, 

263. 
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